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ABSTRACT

This study focuses on the OT citations and major allusions in Luke-Acts, in order

to evaluate the conclusion of Traugott Holtz (Untersuchungen tiber die alttestamentlichen

Zitate bei Lukas) that Luke was only familiar with the LXX of the Minor Prophets,

Isaiah and the Psalms, whereas for the Pentateuch and historical books of the OT was

dependent on other sources such as testimonia. In so doing, the study aims to ascertain

the extent of Luke's familiarity with the LXX, to determine where and how Luke

employs sources other than the LXX, to ascertain whether Luke's LXX mss may have

been Hebraicizing, and to understand how Luke's redactional activity affects the final

form of the citations.

The study concludes that Luke demonstrates knowledge of the LXX Pentateuch,

but while Luke tends to use the LXX directly, at times he does use sources other than

the OT either because he wished to be faithful to a source which he held in high regard,

or because the version of the OT material in his source was particularly applicable to the

context in which he placed the OT reference. The ms of the LXX Minor Prophets which

Luke used was likely Hebraicizing, but there is little significant evidence that he was

using a Hebraicizing LXX ms for any other OT book. Finally, Lukan redaction is

evident in allOT material both in altering the passages in such a way that his

christological or apologetic interpretation is embedded in them, and in altering them

stylistically (even to the point of summarizing or simply alluding to them) to fit the

context of his narrative. The latter is most evident in the references to the Pentateuch
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which tend to be embedded in the Lukan narrative, and in which there is less material

amenable to christological or apologetic interpretation.
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INTRODUCTION

About the year 140 a man walked the streets of Rome preaching a novel form,

for its time, of the Christian Gospel. His name was Marcion and his Gospel was a

thoroughgoing attempt to sever Christianity from its Jewish roots. For Marcion, the Old

Testament was not authoritative, and, in fact, was to be rejected as teaching things

contrary to the Gospel of the New Testament. Similarly, as the documents of the NT

seem to presuppose continuity between the New and Old Testaments, Marcion concluded

that these documents had been considerably corrupted by Judaizers. The Gospel accounts

of Jesus' life were so corrupt, in his view, that of the four accounts, only that of Luke

(and an expurgated form at that) was authoritative. 1

Much more recently a group of Christians in North America have come to a

similar position. Victor Paul Wierwille, the founder of The Way International, has stated

that the OT and NT are separate documents and that the Gospels are in fact part of the

OT. The NT, and thus the part of the Bible that applies to modern Christians, actually

begins with the book of Acts.2

tH. Chadwick, The Early Church (PHC, 1; Hannondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin, 1967) 38-40; see also R. J.
Hoffmann, Marcion: On the Restitution of Christianity: An Essay on the Development of Radical Paulinist Theology
in the Second Century (AARAS, 46; Chico, Cal.: Scholars, 1984) 141-142; and the thorough treatment in J. Knox,
Mardon and the New Testament: An Essay in the Early History of the Canon (Chicago: University, 1942) 77-157.

zv. P. Wierwille, Power for Abundant Living (New Knoxville, Ohio: American Christian, 1971) 207-211; see
also W. Martin, The New Cults (Ventura, Cal.: Vision House, 1978) 47-48.

1
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The interesting thing about these two groups of Christians greatly separated in

space and time is not only the desire to have a Christianity wholly separate from the

Jewish religion (a desire which mayor may not contain overtones of anti-Semitism),3

but that both groups, while rejecting much of the NT as inapplicable or non-authoritative,

accept as authoritative for their non-Jewish-derived Christianity the work, in whole or

in part, of Luke-Acts. This is interesting as the author of Luke-Acts is the one writer

in the NT of whose Gentile origin we are quite certain.4 Marcion apparently perceived

a certain non-Jewishness to the tone of the Gospel of Luke, which led him to accept that

Gospel above the others. Similarly, while the Gospels record the ministry of Jesus in

a Jewish context, Acts portrays the Gospel being finally directed away from the Jews and

preached to the Gentiles. Thus it may have appeared to Marcion (and perhaps to The

Way International) that Acts portrayed the beginning of Gentile Christianity, which to

him was real Christianity.

Of course the dependence of Luke-Acts on the OT would have been a stumbling

block to Marcion's acceptance, and he was accused of "mutilating" the Gospel of Luke,5

possibly, as has been argued, expunging from it what he termed Judaistic corruptions.6

Unfortunately we have little evidence for the text of Marcion's Gospel of Luke, and his

3See Chadwick, 40.

4See W. G. Kiimmel, Introduction to the New Testament (revised edition; Nashville: Abingdon, 1975) 149-150.

sE.g., Irenaeus, Haer. 3.14.3; see also Tertullian, Adv. Marc. 4.5.5-6.

6E.g., Chadwick, 40.
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opponents among the Church Fathers do not present us with a list of omissions.? For

the modern reader, however, Luke-Acts, even without the so-called Marcionite

exclusions, still holds a certain interest as a primarily Gentile work. This attitude is

admirably expressed in James Michener's novel The Covenant by a probably fictitious8

nineteenth century scholar:

The Book of Acts is significant for two reasons. It was written by the
same hand that gave us the Gospel according to St. Luke, and that
unknown author is extremely important because he is probably the only
non-Jew to have composed any part of our Bible. All the other authors
were rabbis like Jesus and St. Paul, or ordinary laymen like St. Matthew,
the tax collector. In Acts we receive the first message about our church
from a person like ourselves. 9

The significance of this statement can be found in the last sentence. The author indicates

his thoroughgoing view of Christianity as a Gentile religion by the words "our church"

and the characterization of Luke as a "person like ourselves." The implication seems

clear: Luke-Acts reflects "our" religion better than any other NT book, and hence is

more thoroughly "Christian. "10

7Hoffmann, 117. The question of the relationship of Marcion's Gospel to Luke-Acts is a complicated one,
involving questions of dating and composition of Luke-Acts, and both Knox (110-113) and Hoffmann (133-134) argue
that, rather than Marcion deleting elements from the canonical Gospel and the Acts, these were added later in reaction
to Marcion's use of these documents.

8As Michener, in writing fiction, does not footnote his sources, it is difficult to conclude with any certainty whether
he is quoting an actual 19th century theological writing, or whether he is simply creating a fictitious document which
reflects the attitude indicated.

9J. A. Michener, The Covenant (New York: Ballantine, 1980) 434.

lOOn the perceived"gentileness" of Christianity and the attempt by the Church to deny its Jewish heritage, see R.
R. Ruether, Faith and Fratricide: The Theological Roots of Anti-Semitism (New York: Seabury, 1974) 218-219; for
this tendency in the early Christian centuries see also T. Callan, Forgetting the Root: The Emergence of Christianity
from Judaism (New York: Paulist, 1986) 73-105.
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While Marcion and others may have wanted to expunge from the NT any trace

of a relation to the Old, the historic position of the Christian Church has been

characterized as regarding the Old and New Testaments as complementary revelation, the

NT being the goal of the Old. ll Scholarship too has envisioned a close relationship

between the Testaments with the New owing a great deal to the Old. Thus when David

Strauss rocked the Victorian world with his Das Leben Jesu kritisch bearbeitet (ET--The

Life of Jesus, Critically Examined) he indicated the vast debt the NT writers had to the

OT. 12 This trend has continued in scholarship13 and for Luke-Acts as well it has been

recognized that the OT holds a considerable place in the author's work. 14

NT authors, including Luke, were motivated, as stated admirably by C. H. Dodd,

by the conviction that

the Christian Gospel could not be adequately or convincingly set forth
unless the communication of facts about Jesus (Ta 7rEPL Tau 'I17aau) was

UF. F. Bruce, The New Testament Development of Old Testament Themes (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1968) 12
13. While the position of the church through the centuries regarding the OT has been more complex than Bruce
intimates, and has developed in different directions at times, Bruce's description generally generally fits the prevailing
opinions (see D. L. Baker, Two Testaments, One Bible: A Study of Some Modem Solutions to the Theological
Problem of the Relationship Between the Old and New Testaments [Leicester, England: Inter-Varsity, 1976] 43-87).
There have certainly been influential writers who have questioned the importance of the OT for the NT (e.g.
Schliermacher [Baker, 56], Delitzsch and Harnack [Baker 79-80]), but the general trend has been to a very high view
of the OT.

12See D. F. Strauss, Das Leben Jesu kritisch bearbeitet (2 vols.; Tiibingen, 1835-1836) (ET--The Life of Jesus,
Critically Examined [London: Chapman, 1846]).

13A full treatment of scholarly approaches to the relationship of the OT and NT can be found in Baker. The only
real challenge to the indebtedness of the NT to the OT comes from the existential view of Bultmann, which can hardly
be considered a thoroughgoing attempt to expunge the OT from Christianity (Baker, 157-171).

14F. Bovon, Luke the Theologian: Thirty-Three Years of Research (1950-83) (PTM, 12; Allison Park, Penn.:
Pickwick, 1987) 82.
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supported by references to the Old Testament which gave significance to
the facts. 15

That Luke is operating within these parameters has been argued by a number of scholars.

Paul Schubert, for example, concluded that for Luke the OT provides a "proof from

prophecy" for demonstrating that Jesus is the ChriSt. 16 H. J. Cadbury argued that the

fulfilment of the OT is a central motif in Luke's historical workY Similarly, Eduard

Lohse has concluded that Luke constructs his scheme of salvation history with an eye on

the OT, showing the life of Jesus and the history of the early church as a succession of

events occurring in fulfilment of OT prophecy.18 Hans Conzelman, in his monumental

Die Mitte der Zeit: Studien zur Theologie des Lukas (ET--The Theology of St.

Luke),19 has not only concurred that Luke uses the promise and fulfilment motif in his

depiction of Jesus and the Church,20 but has also suggested that Luke constructs a

scheme of salvation history in which the Church exists as the heir of Israel, and that

God's work in history, which began with Israel and climaxed in Jesus, continues in the

ISC. H. Dodd, According to the Scriptures (London: Nisbet, 1952) 16.

16p. Schubert, "The Structure and Significance of Luke 24," Neutestamentliche Studien fUr Rudolf Bultmann zu
seinem siebzigsten Geburtstag, AM 20. August 1954 (ed. W. Eltester; BZNW, 21; Berlin: Topelmann, 1957) 173
174.

17H. J. Cadbury, The Making of Luke-Acts (New York: Macmillan, 1927) 303-305.

18E. Lohse, "Lukas als Theologe des Heilsgeschichte," EvT 14 (1954) 275.

19H. Conzelmann, Die Mitte der Zeit: Studien zur Theologie des Lukas (BZHT, 17; Tiibingen: Mohr, 1954) (ET
-The Theology of St. Luke [New York: Harper, 1961]).

2°Conzelman, Theology, 153, 161.
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Church. 21 Thus, it appears that modern scholarship has largely refuted any attempts by

modern Marcions to remove from Luke-Acts suggestions of OT influence.

There does, however, appear to be one complication in the researches of modern

scholarship into Luke's knowledge and use of the OT. Between 1916 and 1920 two

volumes were published by Rendell Harris called, simply, Testimonies. In these volumes

Harris concluded that there existed a collection of testimonia, or proof texts, circulating

in the early Christian communities, which the NT writers used in an already compiled

form to demonstrate that Christ was the longed-for Messiah, and that the Church was

God's work in the new age. 22 If Harris was right, then the direct dependence of the NT

writers on the OT, and the continuity which this dependence presupposes, is called in

question. For, if proof texts were all that were needed, then the NT writers may only

have been acting in a propagandistic manner, and not really reflecting on the meaning

of the OT at all.

In 1952, C. H. Dodd appeared to have put this theory of proof-texts firmly to rest

with the publication of his seminal work According to the Scriptures.23 In this book

Dodd concluded that the use of the OT by NT writers was a creative enterprise in which,

rather than simply drawing on proof texts, they actively interpreted the OT in the light

of the Jesus event and their own presuppositions. 24 But the theory of testimonia has

2lJbid, 16.

22R. Harris, Testimonies (London: Cambridge University, 1916, 1920); see Dodd, Scriptures, 23-25.

23See n. 15 above.

24Dodd, Scriptures, 18.
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reappeared more recently in a work that has been termed the most important study on the

text of the OT in Luke in the last twenty years. 25 This book, Untersuchungen fiber die

alttestamentlichen Zitate bei Lukas by Traugott Holtz,26 brings the hypothesis of Rendell

Harris back to life.

Generally speaking, most scholars would agree that Luke's Bible, as that of most

early Christians, was the LXX.27 Holtz (and others, as we shall see in the next

chapter), however, points out that the Lukan citations evince characteristics which in

many cases point to another conclusion. He agrees that the only OT text which Luke

knew and used was that of the LXX.28 But he goes on to say that Luke had first-hand

familiarity only with the LXX text of the Minor Prophets, Isaiah and the Psalms, and did

not know the LXX of the Pentateuch and historical books.29 Rather, the citations from

these books in Luke's writings depart from the LXX text and thus betray the use of

traditional material which Luke received in the way of testimonia. 30 This sounds very

much like Rendell Harris.

The purpose of the present study is to re-examine Holtz's work and expand upon

it somewhat in order to consider more fully Luke's use of the OT, and whether or not

25Bovon, 98-99.

26-J'. Holtz, Untersuchungen tiber die alttestamentlichen Zitate bei Lukas (TU, 104; Berlin: Akademie, 1968).

27D. W. Gooding, "Texts and Versions: 2. The Septuagint," NBD (1962) 1261.

28Holtz, 166.

29J:bid, 169-170.

3llJbid, 172-173.
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the evidence supports the conclusion that Luke did not have first-hand familiarity with

great portions of the LXX.31 As suggested in the foregoing paragraphs, on this question

hang the twin issues of Luke's creativity in his use of Scripture and of his regard for the

OT. These considerations make the question an important one for Lukan studies. But

before we begin to attempt an answer to this question it would be well to review the state

of scholarship in dealing with the text of Luke's Bible.

31Holtz's conclusion that "Lukas den Pentateuch nicht gekannt hat" (170) assumes far too much certainty in what
can be detennined about ancient writers (or any writer, for that matter). We simply cannot know how much an author
actually "knows" from his writings. All we can determine with any certainty is what he has shown awareness of, or
used, in his work.



CRAPI'ER ONE

A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A good deal of scholarly work has been done on the text of Luke's OT.!

Logically, the debate can be divided into three areas of interest. First of all, there are

the OT citations in Luke-Acts. This area is of crucial importance since it is on the basis

of the study of citations that Holtz arrived at his conclusions. Secondly, the claim has

been made by a number of scholars that Luke bases his narrative on OT accounts, which

he imitates. If this could be proved, then the evidence for Luke's extensive knowledge

of the OT would be greatly augmented. Finally, there is the question of Luke's Greek

and its influence by either Semitic sources or the LXX. Although a thoroughgoing

investigation of the grammatical evidence presented in this area goes well beyond the

scope of the present study, the question of Luke's Greek affects all areas of research into

the nature of Luke's OT.

(D. I. Bock (Proclamation from Prophecy and Pattern: Lucan Old Testament Christology [JSNTS, 12; Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic, 1987] 26-27) notes that with all the work that has been done, the issues have not been decided
with any great certainty.

9
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A. The Study of the Lukan Citations

As we have already noted, the popular view among scholars appears to be that

Luke uses the LXX when he cites the OT. We will begin our discussion with H. B.

Swete. Swete concluded that the writers of the Synoptic Gospels favoured the LXX and

that variations from the LXX text as we know it can be explained as loose citations of

the LXX or citations from memory, the substitution of a gloss for the precise citation,

adaptations of the passages to the context, fusing together of passages from different

contexts, and perhaps recensional and translational variations. 2 For Acts, Swete

concluded that allOT quotations come from the LXX exclusively, occur only in

speeches, and sometimes show evidence of conflation and loose citation (of the LXX) or

citation from memory.3 W. K. L. Clarke arrived at similar conclusions regarding Acts.

He ascribed several deviations from the LXX to "free citation," a number of others to

the adaptation of the passage to the context, a considerable amount to the fusing of OT

passages, and some to recensional variations, as did Swete.4 He also concluded that the

Acts citations tended to follow the A text of the LXX rather than the B. He only found

one instance, however, of a possible gloss made by the writer (lithe change of EcxvroL<;

to 7rPO(JKVllELlI cxuroL<; in vii.43"), and regarding Acts 3:25, where the quotation appears

closer to the Hebrew of Gen. 22: 18 than to the LXX, he suggested that the quotation was

2H. B. Swete, An Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek (ed. R. R. Ottley; New York: KTAV, 1968) 394.

3Ibid, 398-399.

4W. K. L. Clarke, "The Use of the Septuagint in Acts," The Beginnings of Christianity: Part 1: The Acts of the
Apostles (ed. F. J. Foakes-Jackson and K. Lake; London: Macmillan, 1922),2.66-105; Swete, 395.
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likely influenced by the LXX of Gen. 12:3 or Ps. 21:28.5 More recently, Martin Rese,

in his work on Lukan christology (Alttestamentliche Motive in der Christologie des

Lukas), specifically in the section of this work dedicated to a critique of Holtz, has

suggested that the preeminent reasons for deviation from the LXX in Luke-Acts are

freedom of citation and theological concerns.6 We can, then, place Rese firmly in the

camp of Swete and Clarke and those who hold for Luke's exclusive allegiance to the text

of the LXX.

The calm waters of Luke's septuagintal citations were stirred, however, by some

scholars who saw the evidence pointing in a very different direction. Max Wilcox

examined the citations and certain biblical allusions in Acts which seemed to him to

indicate "some degree of community with, or dependence upon, a tradition or traditions

external to the Septuagint as we now have it. ,,7 He found evidence connecting the Acts

material to two such traditions. First of all, he notes indication of a "community of

tradition" between certain quotations and the Targums. 8 Secondly, he mentions two

passages (Acts 7: 16 and 8:32) which seem to presuppose a textual tradition close to the

MT. 9 He concludes that since Luke usually used the LXX for citations, when his

5Clarke,93-95.

6M. Rese, Alttestamentliche Motive in der Christologie des Lukas (Giitersloh: Mohn, 1969) 173,208-209.

7M. Wilcox, The Semitisms of Acts (Oxford: University, 1965) 20-21.

8Ibid, 21-30, esp. p. 24.

'Thid, 30-31.
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citations diverge from the latter it is probable that he used some other source or

sources. 10 But while the divergences from the LXX sometimes point to non-LXX

sources (e.g. MT or Targums), these citations do not consistently follow the same

tradition or even one such tradition in all details. Thus, he concludes, we do not so

much have an "immediate use" of a Hebrew or Aramaic original, but rather a "'mediate

use' of sources incorporating the extra-septuagintal elements in question. "11 His final

conclusion is that Luke apparently has used source material which came to him in a

relatively fixed form in Greek but which contained unrevised elements of a non-LXX

tradition. 12 For Wilcox, then, Luke used the LXX and other sources in Greek which

show evidence of underlying Hebrew or Aramaic traditions.

While Wilcox's scholarly treatment appears fairly conclusive at first glance, and

some scholars consider his study to be methodologically sound,13 other scholars have

faulted his reasoning at several points. J. A. Emerton, for example, calls Wilcox's

arguments "uncertain, and sometimes fallacious, "14 and Earl Richard argues that "in not

one single instance is his evidence persuasive. "15 This hornets' nest of criticism, which

IlThid, 51.

lIIbid, 52-53.

12Ibid,54.

13See Bock, 21.

14J. A. Emerton, Review of M. Wilcox: The Semitisms of Acts, JSS 13 (1968) 290.

15E. Richard, "The Old Testament in Acts: Wilcox's Semitisms in Retrospect," CBQ 42 (1980) 340; note also
the negative reviews by E. Haenchen (Review of M. Wilcox: The Semitisms of Acts, TLZ 91 (1966) 355-357), and
M. Zerwick (Review of M. Wilcox: The Semitisms of Acts, Bib 47 (1966) 612); see also G. D. Kilpatrick,
"Language and Text in the Gospels and Acts," VC 24 (1970) 161-171.
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Wilcox appears to have stirred, is worth a brief examination. Emerton considers that of

the seventeen examples of textual tradition differing from the LXX given by Wilcox,

seven are very questionable as they are not explicit citations and it is therefore difficult

to determine their precise textual form. 16 In the remaining examples, Emerton notes

that while there are a number of disagreements with the LXX, normally in choice of

words or word order, "a striking agreement usually remains. "17 He is convinced that

for most of the minor differences the usual explanations of free citation, adaptation to

context, assimilation of texts to other texts, combining of texts etc., would suffice to

explain most of the difficulties; he notes as well the possibility that the LXX text used

by Luke may have itself undergone some Hebraicizing revision. 18 Richard faults

Wilcox on three counts: he "consistently overlooks the LXX's rich proto-history and

manuscript tradition, ignores the Syriac tradition, and virtually eliminates all redactional

considerations from his study. "19 Thus Richard appeals to theological motivations and

Luke's creativity to account for many deviations from the LXX,20 and in other cases

demonstrates that there is ample evidence in the LXX textual tradition to account for the

differences.21 These points are well taken and need to be examined more closely in

16Emerton, 284; but cf. Bock, 20.

17Emerton, 284.

18Ibid, 285-286; cf. Wilcox, "A Foreward to the Study of the Speeches in Acts," Christianity, Judaism and Other
Greco-Roman Cults: Studies for Morton Smith at Sixty (ed. J. Neusner; Leiden: Brill, 1975), 1. 220-223.

I~chard, "Old Testament," 340.

2~.g., ibid, 338.

21E.g., ibid, 333-336.
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determining the text of Luke's Bible. The question of the textual tradition of the LXX

is an important one, and we will return to it shortly, but first we should examine the

work of Traugott Holtz.

What Wilcox suggests tentatively as a possibility Holtz embraces. Wilcox noted

the possibility that Acts may be dependent for many of its scriptural citations upon

"composite testimonia" circulating in the church at the time, but did not press the

issue.22 Holtz, however, unequivocally states this possibility as his conclusion. 23 In

many ways Holtz's work is a methodological gem. He employs the book-by-book

approach to the study of OT citations recently exemplified by Dietrich-Alex Koch in his

monograph on Paul.24 Furthermore, he recognizes the influence of sources on the

Gospel material (adhering as he does to the two-source hypothesis), and the need for

comparative study to understand Luke's method of quotation.25 (Both of these

methodological considerations, I might add, will be followed in the present study.)

He sets as his main purpose to determine from where the Lukan citations arise

and what form of the text is used:

Es soIl danach gefragt werden, woher die einzelnen Zitate stammen, ob
und in welchem Umfang ihr Text direkt einer der Formen des Alten
Testaments entnommen ist oder ob er dem behandelten Schriftsteller durch

22Wilcox, Semitisms, 23.

23HoItz, 172-173.

24See D.-A. Koch, Die Schrift als Zeuge des Evangeliums (Tiibingen: Mohr, 1986).

2.lHoltz, 1.
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die Tradition, sei es die miindliche oder die schriftliche, zugekommen
ist. 26

Holtz considers that some citations reflect, in his words, II selbstiindigen Textbehandlung, II

that is, they appear to be citations taken by Luke directly from the text of the OT. He

states as a presupposition that ifLuke demonstrates a similar manner in handling different

citations from the same OT books, and they appear to be "selbstiindigen, II then it can be

concluded that Luke knew and used these books of the OT. On the other hand, if for

a given OT book the cited texts strongly depart from their LXX form (i.e., from the only

form of the OT which Luke certainly knew),27 and if there is evidence that the citation

and thus its textual form are traditional ("aus der Tradition"), we can conclude that Luke

was not so familiar with this book: IIda,8 Lukas den Texte dieses Buches nicht

selbstiindig zitiert, jedenfalls ihn nicht bei seiner schriftstellerischen Arbeit benutzt."28

Hence, for Holtz, a departure from the LXX form in a citation would signal the possible

use of another source:

Schlie/3lich werden elmge Zitate unterschiedlicher Herkunft behandelt
werden, die gro/3tenteils zwar aus alttestamentlichen Biichern stammen,
die Lukas vermutlich kennt, deren besondere Form aber darauf schlie/3en
la,Bt, da,8 er sie nicht aus seiner LXX direkt, sondem aus einer anderen
Uberlieferungsquelle geschopft hat. 29

26lbid.

271bid, 1.

28Ibid, 3.

2'1bid, 4.
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These preliminary remarks by Holtz are important to note since they determine

the boundaries of Holtz's whole endeavour. Notice that he is not interested in

demonstrating that Luke only knew the LXX or that he used sources, Semitic or

otherwise. Rather, Holtz is more interested in demonstrating the extent of Luke's OT

knowledge and the possibility that the Lukan citations give evidence of Luke's knowledge

of certain OT books and his ignorance of others.

Holtz divides the Lukan citations into "selbstiindigen Zitate" and those which are

not "selbstiindigen" based on the criteria given above. Under"selbstfuldigen Zitate" he

places the major citations from the Minor Prophets, Isaiah and the Psalms. He then

deals with the Pentateuch citations, including the material in Peter's speech in Acts 3 and

the Stephen speech in Acts 7. Then, under the title of "Zitate unterschiedlicher

Herkunft" (citations from diverse sources) he notes the citations in Paul's speech in Acts

13, the Psalms citations in Peter's speech in Acts 2 and several citations, which he

describes as of uncertain origin, from the Psalms and Isaiah.

Possibly Holtz's most startling conclusion regards the Pentateuch citations.3D

Here Holtz notes that we do not have the same kind of citations as the "selbstfuldingen II

citations mentioned above. While the latter were clearly marked and more or less

verbally in agreement with a passage in the LXX, these citations are shorter, depart

regularly from the LXX, and often, as in Acts 7, are worked into a narrative framework

without warning.31 In the Gospel, Luke shows that he does not independently know the

30See Bovon, 100.

31Holtz, 60.
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text of the Pentateuch, but rather depends on his source (Mark) for its citation.32

Furthermore, in Luke 20:28, Luke demonstrates his ignorance of the context of the

passage he is citing; Holtz thinks it likely that this indicates his ignorance of the entire

book (in this case Deuteronomy).33 In the speeches in Acts Luke shows evidence of

having an "impression" of the contents of the Pentateuch but not the text in front of him.

While he has reproduced the form of the scripture in question, he has not reproduced the

exact sense of the scripture directly, nor shown awareness of its context.34 Holtz also

finds evidence of citations having their origin in the catechetical traditions of either the

Jews or earliest Christians.35 Similarly, the citations in Stephen's speech generally have

their origin in the Jewish tradition, and the details which depart from the LXX are not

corrected toward the LXX by Luke because he was unable to do so, not having a copy

of the LXX Pentateuch to which to refer.36 Thus Holtz is able to conclude that as far

as the Pentateuch is concerned, Luke did not have immediate access to these Scriptures

but found the citations he used in the traditions he recorded.

32Ibid, 64, 68.

33Ibid, 70.

34Ibid, 80-81. Actually, ignoring the context is not all that unusual in ancient writings, whether the authors were
"aware" of it or not. See, e.g., the various comments regarding many of the speeches in Chronicles by R. Mason
(Preaching the Tradition: Homily and Hermeneutics After the Exile [Cambridge: University, 1990] e.g., 20-25, 32,
34, 66-68, etc.).

35Holtz, 81-82.

36lbid, 100, 109.
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While there was never any debate over Luke's preference for the Minor Prophets,

Isaiah and the Psalms,37 Holtz concluded that Luke did not even directly know the LXX

apart from these books.38 Rather, he suggests that Luke was only aware of the contents

of the rest of the OT by way of Jewish or Christian tradition, likely in the form of small

collections of testimonia circulating in the early Church.39 While the question of

testimonia is not particularly original, the conclusion concerning the extent of Luke's

knowledge certainly is, and constitutes Holtz's most important contribution to the debate.

The LXX was translated somewhat piecemeal at different times and by different

translators; moreover, the different OT books were circulated separately.40 Hence it

is possible that Luke may have possessed only three scrolls of the LXX at the time of his

writing. This fact alone makes Holtz's hypothesis quite tenable, a surprise to the more

traditional scholars who hold that Luke was steeped in knowledge of the LXX.

Although he has apparently not engendered such a storm of criticism as Max

Wilcox, Holtz is not without his detractors. The reason that there has not been such a

deluge of literature directed against his theory probably arises from the fact that his

careful, systematic methodology, and the clear parameters of his conclusions have given

scholars pause in order to rethink cautiously the whole area of Luke's relationship to the

37See Bovon, 100.

38Holtz, 169-170.

3'1bid, 171-173.

40See e.g., 1. W. Wevers, "Septuagint," IDB (1962) 4. 276.
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LXX.41 There have been some scholarly criticisms, however, and it is to examples of

these that we now turn. Martin Rese's attack is for the most part single pronged. He

states that Holtz does not take enough account of Luke as the author of Luke-Acts and

so does not credit him enough with the final shaping of the citations, especially from

theological motives.42 Similarly, in a footnote at the end of his critique of Wilcox,

Richard notes that the divergences from the LXX noted by Holtz could also be explained

by redactional and textual considerations, rather than assuming sources.43 Darrell Bock

points out a methodological limitation, in that Holtz confines himself to citations and

assumes that the texts specifically cited reflect all of what Luke knew, which is certainly

questionable. 44 Franc;ois Bovon lists all of these points; he notes as well that it is

important to understand that the citations from the Pentateuch, being generally shorter

than those from Luke's favoured books, leave more room for redaction and loose

citation.45 Moreover, he suggests that Holtz's theory does not take heed of what he

terms

the principle, verified on the quotations of Clement of Alexandria,
according to which the verbatim citations often come from books which

41See e.g., C. Burchard, "A Note on 'PHMA in Josas 17:1£.; Luke 2:15,17; Acts 10:37," NovT 27 (1985) 295
n. 55; see also Bovon, 101.

42Rese, 216.

43Richard, "Old Testament," 341 n. 37.

44Bock, 15. Bock's criticism here is well-founded; see above, p. 8, n. 31.

45Bovon, 100.
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the author knew less, and to which he must refer to the text in order to
verify it, in a quite unselbstiindig manner.46

Finally, Bovon appeals to Luke's theological and literary (redactional) activity as areas

to which Holtz needed to apply himself more.47

All of these criticisms have merit and need to be considered in evaluating Luke's

knowledge of the LXX. Especially noteworthy are the suggestions of giving more

attention to redactional considerations (theological and otherwise) and issues pertaining

to the LXX textual tradition, which will be incorporated into the methodology of this

study. Expanding beyond the citations would be a worthy aim for a study as well, but

space and time only permit me to take brief account of other factors (e.g., Luke's Greek,

etc.) while examining in detail only the citations themselves. This is unfortunate

methodologically as it seriously limits the scope of the proposed conclusions, much as

Holtz's conclusions were limited by the same restrictions. As a basis for further

research, however, the present study is valuable since we can only be reasonably certain

of the OT passages underlying direct citations; the freer the reference to the OT, the

more difficult it is to determine not only the text of the OT passage used, but even at

times to which OT passage the author is referring. 48 Hence this study will confine

itself, as much as is possible, to those OT references about which there is some certainty

46Ibid, 101.

4llSee e.g., the comments by Koch (17-18) and Holtz (1-3); note also the comments by Emerton (284) on the
difficulty of detennining the textual fonn of an allusion, as opposed to a citation. More on this issue below.
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regarding their referent. In short, for a number of reasons, Holtz's conclusions need to

be re-evaluated.

The question of divergent LXX texts, which Luke may have used, is a very

complicated issue. Clearly as John Wevers asserts, the LXX is Ita composite book, the

work of various translators of varied ability who worked at different times. "49

Therefore, it is not difficult to imagine different translators, or groups of translators, who

may have translated the same book, and thus different versions may have existed side by

side. Indeed, there is ancient testimony about Greek versions of the OT attributed to

Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion, dating from as early as the second century CE, and

about recensions or revisions of the LXX attributed to Origen, Hesychius and Lucian in

the third and fourth centuries CE.50 Though these putative versions and recensions are

too late to have influenced Luke,51 they illustrate the possibility of earlier Greek

versions of the OT, which depart from the LXX as we know it, and which may have

influenced Luke-Acts.

Recent advances in LXX textual criticism have disclosed something of the very

complicated textual history of the LXX. Indeed, there has been some question whether

we are even right to speak of the textual history of the LXX. While most LXX scholars

have followed Paul de Lagarde,52 who concluded that all mss of the LXX derived

49Wevers, "Septuagint," 276; See E. Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1992)
136-137.

50See e.g., Weyers, "Septuagint," 275-276; Tov, Textual Criticism, 144-148.

510n the motivating factors for the creation of these revisions of the LXX, see Tov (Textual Criticism, 143).

52See Tov, Textual Criticism, 136, 183.
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ultimately from one archetype (later called the "Urtext theory"),53 some scholars have

disagreed, the most prominent being Paul E. Kahle.54 Kahle took the evidence

suggesting different Greek versions at an early period to the logical extreme and

advanced the theory that prior to the Christian era there was no standard LXX text. It

was only the Christian Church which felt the need for an authoritative text of the whole

OT:

This text was preceded by divergent forms of text which had been used
by Jews and early Christians. The Church took over one form of the
earliest texts which had been used before. This text was revised and
adapted for the use of Christian readers. By copying this text again and
again the Church came into possession of a standard text.55

Among the evidence cited by Kahle are the quotations from the OT in the NT which do

not conform to the LXX text as we know it.56 Thus Kahle not only advocates the

existence at an early period of Greek texts differing from the LXX as we know it, but

also comes out in favour of the idea that NT citations which do not conform to the LXX

stem from independent Greek renderings of the OT existing at the time of the NT.

Recent research into the history of the LXX, however, owes much of its impetus

to Dominique Barthelemy, whose monograph Les devanciers d'Aquila, published in

53p. de Lagarde, Septuaginta Studien: Abhandlungen der Hist. Philos. Klasse der Kg!. Gesellschaft der
Wissenschaften zu Gottingen (Band 37; Gottingen: 1891) 71-72; see also Tov, Textual Criticism, 183.

~ee Tov, Textual Criticism, 173-174,185.

SSp. E. Kahle, The Cairo Geniza (2d ed.; Oxford: Clarendon, 1959) 175-176.

S6Ibid, 176-179; see also F. M. Cross, Jr., "The Evolution of a Theory of Local Texts," 1972 Proceedings
(SBLSCS, 2; ed. R. A. Kraft; Missoula, Montana: SBL, 1972) 108-126.
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1963,57 changed the course of LXX studies. Basing his work on earlier studies by

Thackeray58 and his own examination of a Greek Minor Prophets scroll discovered in

1952,59 Barthelemy postulated the existence of a Hebraicising recension of at least

extensive portions of the LXX, which has been termed the "kaige recension. "60 This

early revision is evidenced not only in certain sections of Kingdoms thought by

Thackeray to have been translated late, but also Lamentations, the Song of Songs, Ruth,

certain mss of Judges, the Theodotionic recension of Daniel, the Theodotionic additions

to Job, the anonymous additions to Jeremiah, the Theodotion column of the Hexapla, the

Quinta column of the Hexapla for the Psalms, and the newly discovered scroll of the

Minor Prophets. 61 The most important of Barthelemy's conclusions would have to be

that the kaige version appears not to be a fresh translation of the Hebrew, but a

Hebraicising recension of the LXX, part of a process which culminated in the extremely

literalistic version of Aquila. 62

57D. Barthelemy, Les devanciers d'Aguila: Premiere publication integrale du texte des fragments du
dodecapropheton (VTSup, 10; Leiden: Brill, 1963).

53E.g., H. St. J. Thackeray, "The Greek Translators of the Four Books of Kings," JTS NS 8 (1907) 276-277.

5"rhe contents of this scroll have recently been published in Tov, The Greek Minor Prophets Scroll from Nahal
Hever C8HevXIIgr): (The Seiyil Collection I) (DJD 8; Oxford: Clarendon, 1990).

~ov (Textual Criticism, 145) attributes this name to Barthelemy. This supposed revision is now commonly
named "kaige-Theodotion."

61Barthelemy, 47; the proposed dimensions of this recension have been expanded to include Theodotion for Exodus
(K. G. O'Connell, "Greek Versions [minor]," IDBS [1976] 379-380; see also O'Connell, The Theodotionic Revision
of the Book of Exodus [HSM 3; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University, 1972]).

62Barthelemy, 80,81,88,91.
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Clearly, as Barthelemy himself declared, these findings do not support the thesis

of Paul Kahle.63 Rather than a number of disparate Greek texts which were harmonized

into a standard LXX text, we have a recensional movement beginning relatively early in

the history of the LXX, which attempted to correct deficiencies in the original LXX by

moving closer to the Hebrew. Generally response to Barthelemy's book has been

positive, with perhaps some urging toward further research based on more complete

critical editions of the LXX than Barthelemy had at his disposal.64 There has been a

great deal of work done both expanding the parameters of the so-called kaige recension

and adding to the knowledge of its characteristics.65 All of this has acted to change the

face of LXX textual criticism and clear the way for a more thorough understanding of

its textual history. More important for our study, however, is the suggestion that such

Hebraicising texts were in existence early enough to influence the citations found in the

NT, and could be considered a possible explanation for the divergences from the LXX

found therein. Dietrich-Alex Koch has applied this theory to the works of Paul with

some success,66 and it is possible that such evidence may contribute much to the

analysis of Lukan citations as well.

63Ibid, 272.

64E.g., S. Jellicoe, Review of D. Barthelemy: Les devanciers d'Aguila, JAOS 84 (1964) 181-182; see also R. A.
Kraft, Review ofD. Barthelemy: Les devanciers d'Aguila, Gno 37 (1965) 483; S. P. Brock, "Lucian redivivus: Some
Reflections on Barthelemy's Les devanciers d'Aguila," SE 5 (1966) 180-181.

65See O'Connell, "Versions," 377-381; Jellicoe, The Septuagint in Modern Study (Ann Arbor, Mich.:
Eisenbrauns, 1978) 338-359; Tov, Textual Criticism, 145; see also Weyers, "Barthelemy and Proto-Septuagint
Studies," BIOSCS 21 (1988) 23-34.

66See n. 25 above.
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The above studies indicate that the problem of the Lukan citations is not a simple

one. 67 While it is agreed generally that Luke used the LXX for many of his references

to the OT, there is still no clear consensus concerning the origin of citations which do

not match the LXX as we know it. Among all the voices raised with solutions to this

problem the clearest is that of Holtz, the only one who gives a clear reason for the

septuagintal nature of many of Luke's citations and the non-septuagintal nature of many

others. Holtz states that Luke preferred the LXX and that he only departed from the

LXX when he had to, because his knowledge of the LXX was incomplete. When his

source contained quotations from books of which he was unaware of the LXX version,

he of necessity used the quotations as they were found in that source. This conclusion

is neat and uncomplicated. Maybe too neat. Maybe too uncomplicated. It is this

solution which I will investigate in this study.

67A quite different approach to the Lukan citations may be noted briefly here. Holtz (81-82) briefly suggested the
possibility that some Lukan citations owe their existence to a liturgical tradition of some sort. That possibility has
received more detailed analysis by other scholars. For M. D. Goulder, the dominating factor in Luke's use of the OT
is liturgical (The Evangelist's Calendar: A Lectionary Explanation of the Development of Scripture [London:
S.P.C.K., 1978] 17-18). Goulder wishes to assert that the whole Gospel of Luke, including the citations, was a
liturgical Gospel written to be read in church worship (15), and that the citations in Luke's Gospel reflect the Jewish
lectionary cycles of Torah and prophetic readings (50, 106-111; by way of comparison, note should be taken of
Mason's comments [Preaching the Tradition, 258-260] on the supposed influence of the preaching of the second temple
on Chronicles, Ezra-Nehemiah, Haggai, Zechariah and Malachi; cf. also Mason, "Some Echoes of the Preaching of
the Second Temple? Traditional Elements in Zechariah 1-8," ZAW 96[1984] 221-235). Goulder has recently applied
his theories to the Gospel of Luke in a rather detailed manner (Luke: A New Paradigm [JSNTS 20; 2 vols.; Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic, 1989]). C. Perrot seems to concur in this regard and affirms that Jesus' reading of Isa. 61 in
Luke 4 was included by Luke in order to legitimise the practice of liturgical reading in the Christian Church ("Luc
4,16-30 et la lecture biblique de l'ancienne synagogue," RevSR 56[1982] 337). K. J. Thomas further states that the
citations ascribed to Jesus in the Synoptic Gospels were liturgical citations, and that the Gospel writers preserved these
citations in a septuagintal form ("Liturgical Citations in the Synoptics," NTS 22 [1975-1976] 213-214). The whole
theory, however, is called into question by L. Crockett who asserts that it does not come to grips with the basic
problems of the text and fails to take into account other factors which would explain the problems at least as well
("Luke iv.16-30 and the Jewish Lectionary Cycle: A Word of Caution," JJS 17 [1966] 44-45). It certainly appears
that the theory has little relevance for determining Luke's knowledge and use of the LXX, especially in regard to the
Lukan citations.
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B. "Rhetorical Imitation"

The term "Rhetorical Imitation" was apparently coined by Thomas Brodie to

indicate the imitation of existing literature by a specified writer,68 in this case the author

Luke imitating the literature of the LXX. This imitation encompassed not only style, but

content as well, as existing narratives were utilized, by adaptation, expansion, or

internalization ("a shifting of focus from external attributes and actions to various

qualities and developments that were more internal"), in the formation of new

narratives.69 What resulted was a narrative in which the writer sought to emulate the

writing on which he based his imitations. Brodie has shown that this form of imitation

did occur in literature in the NT period,70 and since Luke appears to have been a

literary Hellenistic writer,71 Brodie suggests that he may have used this method as

well.72

Brodie was not, however, the first to express this idea. David Strauss, in what

Leonhard Goppelt calls a "monstrous exaggeration, ,,73 considered that large portions of

~. L. Brodie, "Luke 7,36-50 as an Internalization of 2 Kings 4, 1-37: A Study in Luke's Use of Rhetorical
Imitation," Bib 64 (1983) 461.

~id, 461-463.

70See Ibid, 459-464; see also Brodie, "Greco-Roman Imitation of Texts as a Partial Guide to Luke's Use of
Sources," Luke-Acts: New Perspectives from the Society of Biblical Literature Seminar (ed. C. H. Talbert; New
York: Crossroad, 1984) 17-46.

71J. A. Fitzmyer, The Gospel According to Luke (I-IX): Introduction, Translation and Notes (AB; Garden City,
N.Y.: Doubleday, 1981) 92.

72Brodie, "Luke 7, 36-50," 459,464-465.

73L. Goppelt, Typos: The Typological Interpretation ofthe Old Testament in the New (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1982) 14.
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the Gospel narratives were fabrications by the Church based on the OT.74 Later,

however, less "exaggerated" studies were conducted which lead to a similar result. In

1955 C. F. Evans published an article in which he argued that the non-Markan material

in Luke 9:51-18: 14 follows the Greek version of Deuteronomy in the "form of ajoumey

to the borders of the promised land. ,,75 Craig A. Evans has continued this line of

reasoning by noting that the biblical idiom aUTOe; TO 7rPO(JW7rOV E(JT~pUJEV TOV 7ropeve(J(}aL

eie; ·Iepov(JaA~J.I., which begins this section in Luke, is based on LXX language.76 In

a similar fashion, David Moessner has argued that the central section of Luke's Gospel

contains a "Moses-Deut typology.,,77 He argues that the central Lukan section

corresponds to the calling of Moses in Deuteronomy,78 and is introduced by 9:51 as a

lens through which

the reader is able to focus the lights and shadows of the winding contour
ahead as that of the journey of the Prophet Jesus whose calling and fate
both recapitulate and consummate the career ofMoses in Deuteronomy.79

74See above, p. 4, n. 12.

75C. F. Evans, "The Central Section of St. Luke's Gospel," Studies in the Gospels: Essays in Memory of R. H.
Lightfoot (ed. D. E. Nineham; Oxford: Blackwell, 1957) 51.

76C. A. Evans, '''He Set His Face': A Note on Luke 9,51," Bib 63 (1982) 546-547.

77D. P. Moessner, "Luke 9:1-50: Luke's Preview of the Journey of the Prophet Like Moses of Deuteronomy,"
JBL 102 (1983) 588. Moessner has expanded his analysis of this passage to include the whole Lukan travel narrative
in his monograph Lord of the Banquet: The Literary and Theological Significance of the Lukan Travel Narrative
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 1989) esp. 60-70.

78Moessner, "Luke 9:1-50," 600-601; see also Lord of the Banquet, 325.

7~oessner, "Luke 9:1-50," 582, emphasis Moessner's; see also Lord of the Banquet, 60.
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Moessner connects this type of rhetorically imitative narrative to "Luke's penchant for

the dynamic fulfillment of OT history which moves on into the mission of the

church. 1180

Reactions to the suggestion of C. F. Evans have not been entirely favourable,

however. Richard Longenecker, for example, considers the evidence for the patterning

of Luke 9:51-18:14 after Deut. 1-26 to be "highly inferential."8! C. H. Cave has

further indicated that one of the key parables in the section, that of Lazarus and the rich

man, has nothing whatsoever to do with Deuteronomy,82 and this may raise doubt as

to the conclusion regarding rhetorical imitation here.

Other instances of rhetorical imitation have been found. Building on the "proof

from prophecy" argument articulated by Paul Schubert,83 Nils Dahl has noted that

throughout Luke-Acts "the story of Abraham is used as a vehicle for interpreting the

gospel message and its significance, ,,84 and that Luke appears as an imitator of OT

history in his narrative even to the point of imitating the language of the LXX. 85 In this

way he underscores his theme that the OT is being fulfilled in Jesus and the Church.

SOMoessner, "Luke 9:1-50," 579; see also Moessner's detailed treatment of this idea, especially as related to the
Acts, in Lord of the Banquet, 289-324.

SIR. N. Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis in the Apostolic Period (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1975) 140.

82C. H. Cave, "Lazarus and the Lukan Deuteronomy," NTS 15 (1968-1969) 325.

83Schubert, 165-186.

84N. A. Dahl, "The Story of Abraham in Luke-Acts," Studies in Luke-Acts (ed. L. E. Keck and J. L. Martyn
Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980) 140.

85Ibid, 142-143, 152-153; see also Moessner, Lord of the Banquet, 81-222.
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Further evidence of rhetorical imitation has been found in the presence of

"commissioning stories" in the Lukan writings. Benjamin J. Hubbard has concluded that

the OT contains a "typical form or style of narrating commissioning accounts," and that

Luke, "under the influence of the LXX," uses this form often in his narrative as a

vehicle for his theology. 86 A similar note has been struck by William S. Kurz regarding

farewell speeches, who avers that Luke 22: 14-38, among other passages, is formed

according to the ancient pattern of literary farewell speechs, but that, rather than drawing

his pattern from Greco-Roman farewell speeches, Luke "gave Luke 22 a 'biblical flavor'

by alluding especially to Greek OT farewell speeches. "87 He concludes that both I

Kings (III Kgdms.) 2:1-10 and I Mace. 2:49-70 have had a special influence on the

motifs, the structure and vocabulary of Luke 22.88

There is yet more. Further rhetorical imitation may be found in the speeches in

Luke-Acts, especially the Magnificat, Peter's Pentecost sermon and Paul's Areopagus

speech.89 The nativity stories in Luke have also come under scrutiny as instances of

86B. J. Hubbard, "Commissioning Stories in Luke-Acts: A Study of Their Antecedents, Form and Content," Serna
8 (1977) 103; see also T. Y. Mullins, "New Testament Commission Forms, Especially in Luke-Acts," JBL 95 (1976)
603-614. By way of comparison note that G. von Rad had earlier found in Chronicles a similar literary form, which
he termed "a distinct form-eategory of later origin, that of the 'Levitical Sermon'" ("The Levitical Sermon in the
Books of Chronicles" The Problem of the Hexateuch and Other Essays [ed. E. W. T. Dicken; Edinburgh: Clark,
1966] 289. Mason (Preaching the Tradition, 257), however, has disputed this.

P:tw. S. Kurz, "Luke 22:14-38 and Greco-Roman Farewell Addresses," JBL 104 (1985) 252-253; cf. also E.
Lovestam, "En gammaltestamentlig nyckel till Paulus-talet i Miletos (Apg. 20: 18-35)," SEA 51-52 (1986-1987) 137
147. Compare also von Rad, "Levitical Sermon," 179 and Mason, Preaching the Tradition, 257.

88Kurz,268.

890n the Magnificat, see e.g., the seminal study by A. von Harnack "Das Magnificat der Elisabeth (Luk 1.46-55)
nebst einigen Bemerkungen zu Luk 1 und 2," Sitzungberichte der Koniglichen Preussischen Akademie der
Wissenschaften zu Berlin (27; Berlin: 1900) 538-566; and the analysis of the question (with a somewhat negative
conclusion) by S. Farris, The Hymns of Luke's Infancy Narratives: Their Origin. Meaning and Significance (JSNTS

(continued ...)
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rhetorical imitation. C. T. Ruddick, Jr., for example, has concluded that the framework

and details of Luke's nativity stories have been largely determined by the sequence of

events in Gen. 27-43. 90 We have already mentioned the work of M. D. Goulder who

described Luke's dominant motivation as liturgical and attributed the basis of certain

details in the events portrayed by Luke to the OT. 91 This may be another form of

rhetorical imitation.

Probably the most thorough-going proponent of rhetorical imitation, however, is

Thomas Brodie. Brodie is convinced that there is considerable evidence that "Luke

generally imitated the LXX, "92 not only in form and style, but in content as well. For

example, while he agrees that Luke used sources in the composition of the account of

Stephen's martyrdom in Acts 6_7,93 he asserts that one of these sources is the OT

episode of the accusing and stoning of Naboth (I Kings 21 [TIl Kgdms. 20]:8-13), which

89(•..continued)
9; Sheffield: JSOT, 1985) 21-25, 116; see also R. E. Brown, The Birth of the Messiah: A Commentary on the
Infancy Narratives in Matthew and Luke (London: Chapman, 1977) 358-360; J. G. Davies, "The Ascription of the
Magnificat to Mary," JTS NS 15 (1964) 308; S. Benko, "The Magnificat: A History of the Controversy," JBL 86
(1967) 275; A. T. Hanson, The Living Utterances of God: The New Testament Exegesis of the Old (London: Darton,
Longman & Todd, 1983) 78. On Peter's Pentecost sennon, see C. A. Evans, "The Prophetic Setting of the Pentecost
Sennon," ZNW 74 (1983) 148-150. On Paul's Areopagus speech, see e.g., J.-C. Lebram, "Der Aufbau der
Areopagrede," ZNW 55 (1964) 239-242; A.-M. Dubarle, "Le discours a l'Areopage (Actes 17, 22-31) et son arriere
plan biblique," RSPT 57 (1973) 576-610.

9OC. T. Ruddick, Jr., "Birth Narratives in Genesis and Luke," NovT 12 (1970) 347; see also M. D. Goulder and
M. L. Sanderson, "St. Luke's Genesis," JTS NS 8 (1957) 12-30; on this and the wider issue of Luke's patterning his
work after the aT, see G. L. Steyn, "Intertextual Similarities Between Septuagint Pretexts and Luke's Gospel," Neot
24 (1990) 229-246.

91Goulder, Evangelists' Calendar, 17-18.

92Brodie, "Luke 7,36-50," 484.

93See M. Hengel, Between Jesus and Paul: Studies in the Earliest History of Christianity (Philadelphia: Fortress,
1983) 3-4; a fairly exhaustive study of the various aspects of the Stephen Speech has been undertaken recently by S.
Legasse, Stephanos: Histoire et discourse d'Etienne dans les Actes des Apotres (LD 147; Paris: Cerfaux, 1992).
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Luke has "deliberately adapted or distilled" for his purpose. 94 Similarly, he finds that

the stories of Simon and the Ethiopian (Acts 8:9-40) are modelled "largely, but not

exclusively," on the story of Naaman and Gehazi (II Kings [IV Kgdms.] 5),95 that Luke

1-2 and 3-4:22 are complementary and involve a "rewriting" of II Chronicles, Ezra and

Nehemiah, in which Jesus takes the place of the temple and his gospel the place of the

Law,96 that Luke 7:1-8:3 is especially indebted to the accounts of Elijah and Elisha,97

and, most recently, that the story of the saving of the centurion's servant in Luke 7: 1-10

is based on the story of Elijah's saving of the widow and her child in I Kgs. 17: 1-16.98

There appears at first glance to be a great deal of evidence in favour of the theory

of rhetorical imitation in Luke-Acts. The implications of this theory for Luke's

knowledge of the LXX are great, in that he needed to know the LXX to have imitated

it. The charge against the theory of being highly inferential, however, is not without

foundation, and the whole theory needs to be evaluated. This theory involves the larger

question of typology, and although some have denied to Luke a typological

94Brodie, "The Accusing and Stoning of Naboth (1 Kgs 21:8-13) as One Component of the Stephen Text (Acts 6:9
14; 7:58a)," CBQ 45 (1983) 432.

9SBrodie, "Towards Unraveling the Rhetorical Imitation of Sources in Acts: 2 Kgs 5 as One Component of Acts
8, 9-40," Bib 67 (1986) 41.

96Brodie, "A New Temple and a New Law: The Unity and Chronicler-based Nature of Luke 1:1-4:22a," JSNT
5 (1979) 43.

97Brodie, "Luke 7,36-50," 484.

98Brodie, "Not Q But Elijah: The Saving of the Centurion's Servant (Luke 7.1-10) as an Internalization of the
Saving of the Widow and Her Child (1 Kgs 17.1-16)," IBS 14 (1992) 54-71. Brodie applies his theory to the whole
of Luke-Acts as well ("Luke-Acts as an Imitation and Emulation of the Elijah-Elisha Narrative," New Views on Luke
and Acts [ed. E. Richard; Collegeville, Minn.: Liturgical, 1990] 78-85).
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orientation,99 Goppelt has found evidence of typology in the Lukan writings. 1OO While

the issue of typology itself goes beyond the scope of this study,t°l it must be noted that

if Luke was indeed aware of the typological method of interpretation of the aT, then it

is reasonable that he would have used this method to some extent in interpreting the

events of Jesus' life. In this way, it is not unlikely that Luke may have constructed his

narrative with aT types in mind, and thus, consciously or unconsciously, used the LXX

as a model for his story. This patterning clearly took place at the redactional level and

would represent the orientation of Luke (using the name for the major redactor of Luke-

Acts) rather than that of any sources.

For our purposes, the greatest problem with the whole idea of rhetorical imitation

is the difficulty of establishing that the patterning of the stories reflects LXX influence

and not simply an undefined remembrance of aT stories. Such proof must rest in part

on linguistic evidence. But, as we shall soon see, the linguistic evidence is a problematic

area for scholars. If, however, the passages which are considered to exhibit rhetorical

imitation can be linked with reasonably clear aT allusions, especially linguistic allusions

or implicit citations, then the case for rhetorical imitation would be strengthened.

Interestingly enough W. K. L. Clarke suggested already in 1922 the influence of the

9ge .g ., Hanson, 87.

lOOGoppelt, Typos, 75-120; see also Moessner (Lord of the Banquet), who discusses typology extensively.

101Actually, the evaluation of the theory of rhetorical imitation also goes beyond the scope of this study. It does
seem rather over-imaginative in many cases. I will, however, take note of any contribution this theory may make to
the study of particular Lukan citations.
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LXX on the narrative of Acts and determined that the parallels were by no means

close. 102 Clearly this whole area needs to be reevaluated.

c. The Nature of Luke's Greek

Finally, there is the question of Luke's Greek. While it seems fairly clear that

the LXX influenced the language of the NT, 103 the Greek of Luke-Acts is particularly

interesting because of its abrupt stylistic changes. Joseph A. Fitzmyer has noted that

while the literary Greek of Luke's prologue shows that the author could have written his

history in good literary Greek style, he did not do so, but rather adopted a much more

Semitic style, especially in the infancy narratives, but also throughout his work.104 As

to why Luke did this there are three different positions in the literature. The first

lO2Clarke, 103.

I03See e.g., M. Silva, Biblical Words and Their Meaning: An Introduction to Lexical Semantics (Grand Rapids:
Academie/Zondervan, 1983) 56-68. Silva surveys the early work done on LXX influence on the NT and concludes
(68): "It appears then that, in spite of all our reservations, research into the LXX vocabulary is of fundamental
inportance for New Testament lexicology, not only with regard to theological tenns (though foremost here), but also
in connection with more general usages that may have affected certain stylistic decisions." See also C. Mohnnann,
"Linguistic Problems in the Early Christian Church," VC 11 (1957) 25.

I04Fitzmyer, Luke (I-IX), 109. That Luke did not write the infancy narratives has been suggested (e.g.,
Conzelmann, Theology, 118; J. Jeremias, The Eucharistic Words of Jesus [philadelphia: Fortress, 1977] 97-98; R.
Leaney, "The Birth Narratives in St Luke and St Matthew," NTS 8 [1961-1962] 158-166; M. Dibelius,
"Jungfrauensohn und Krippenkind: Untersuchungenzur GeburtsgeschichteJesu im Lukas-Evangelium," Botschaft und
Geschichte [1; Tiibingen: Mohr, 1953] 1-78; P. Winter, "The Main Literary Problem of the Lucan Infancy Story."
ATR 40 [1958] 262-264). This theory has its base in the "Proto-Luke hypothesis" in which it is argued that the
original Gospel was a combination of "Q" and Luke's special material, and began at what is now 3:1. Later this
Gospel was combined with Markan material and the infancy narratives were added (see e.g., B. H. Streeter, The Four
Gospels [London: MacMillan, 1924] 233-270; L. Gaston, No Stone On Another: Studies in the Significance of the
Fall of Jerusalem in the Synoptic Gospels [NovTSup 23; Leiden: Brill, 1970] 244-256; and esp. V. Taylor, Behind
the Third Gospel: A Study of the Proto-Luke Hypothesis [Oxford: Clarendon, 1926]; The First Draft of S1. Luke's
Gospel [London: S.P.C.K., 1927]; see also the discussions in Fitzmyer, Luke a-IX), 89-91; Kiimmel, 131-137).
Some evidence for such a shorter version of Luke has been found in quotations of Luke outside of the NT (see F. C.
Conybeare, "Ein Zeugnis Ephriims iiber das Fehlen von c. 1 und 2 in Texte des Lucas," ZNW 3 [1902] 192-197; and
the discussion in Knox [77-113]). It is to be noted, however, that the ascription of Luke 1-2 to a later editor is only
upheld by a minority of scholars (see Winter, "The Main Literary Problem" [1958], 257).
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position may be described as the "Septuagintalism Theory," which basically asserts that

Luke's Greek was influenced by the LXX, to the point that his Greek may be said to

have been deliberately septuagintalized. The second position found in the literature is

that Luke's Semitic Greek derives from his use of Semitic sources, whether Hebrew or

Aramaic. The third position is that Luke owes his Semitic style to the "Jewish Greek"

dialect commonly spoken, a dialect which he shared with the LXX. Let us look at these

three theories a little more closely.

1. The Septuagintal Theory

For the septuagintal theory we begin again with W. K. L. Clarke. Clarke

concluded that Luke-Acts exhibits a vocabulary more closely resembling that of the LXX

for characteristic words and phrases than do other NT books. 105 He studied the

apocryphal books of the LXX especially, finding them a significant influence for Luke's

Greek. 106 The septuagintal theory really begins for modem scholars, however, with

the work of H. F. D. Sparks. In 1943 Sparks published an article entitled "The

Semitisms of S1. Luke's Gospel" in which he sought to answer the question: Why, if,

as his prologue shows, Luke could write good Greek, did he nevertheless write the body

of his work in a "curiously semitizing style"?107 He suggests three possible solutions

to the problem: either (1) the Gospel, apart from the prologue, is a translation of a

I05Clarke, 69-73.

I06Ibid, 73-80.

I07H. F. D. Sparks, "The Semitisms of St. Luke's Gospel," JTS 44 (1943) 129.
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Semitic original, or (2) Luke used Semitic sources which either he or someone else

translated, or (3) "he himself was consciously Semitizing. "108 He concludes that the

first solution must be incorrect as the two sources which we know Luke used for his

Gospel are Mark and "Q", both of which were Greek. The latter two solutions,

however, may both be correct to a certain degree. But if some of the Semitisms are

attributable to sources, there are clearly a substantial number which can only be

attributed to Luke himself. 109

To account for Luke's Semitizing, therefore, one could suggest that his style

derived from the Aramaic influence on the Greek spoken by the earliest Christians. But

Sparks claims that there is little evidence of Aramaic influence on Luke's Greek; rather

the influence appears to come from Biblical Hebrew, as it would if Luke were following

a translation of Biblical Hebrew such as the LXX. 110 Sparks lists five reasons for

concluding that Luke's Greek is influenced by the LXX: (1) Luke normally quotes from

the LXX, (2) the form of OT proper names in Luke are almost always identical to LXX

forms, (3) Luke's characteristic vocabulary is largely explained as coming from the

LXX, (4) a large number of Luke's most striking phrases have exact or very close

parallels in the LXX, and (5) in a number of cases Luke has rephrased Mark to accord

lOSIbid. Sparks does not consider the possibility that Luke did not write either the prologue or the infancy
narratives.

109fuid, 129-130.

lIOjbid, 132.
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with LXX usage or in characteristically LXX language. HI He concludes in

unequivocal terms:

This evidence is, I submit, conclusive. Granted that St. Luke was
dependent upon Semitizing sources; granted also that he may have been
influenced to a slight degree by the Semitic-Greek patois of his Aramaic
speaking friends; the bulk of his Semitisms are to be ascribed to his
reverence for, and imitation of, the LXX. They are, in fact, not
'Semitisms' at all, but 'Septuagintalisms'; and St. Luke himself was not
a 'Semitizer,' but an habitual, conscious, and deliberate
'Septuagintalizer. '112

In 1950 Sparks turned his attention to the Acts. He concluded that Luke-Acts is

a unity and that the Semitisms occurring throughout the two books can be explained in

the same way for Acts as for the Gospel. ll3 For the latter portion of Acts, the

possibility of Aramaic influence is so small that the Semitisms found therein must be

considered Septuagintalisms. And while some influence from Aramaic, and Aramaic-

influenced Greek, may be found in the earlier portions of Acts, most Semitisms here are

Septuagintalisms as well. 114 Sparks further concludes that Luke chose to

septuagintalize (more in one section of his work, less in another) for literary and

theological reasons: "What more appropriate language therefore than the language of the

Bible could anyone possibly choose as the main medium through which to present the

manifestation of the Mystery?"H5

lIIIbid, 133-134.

1I2Ibid, 134.

1l3Sparks, "The Semitisms of the Acts," JTS NS 1 (1950) 22.

1I4Ibid, 22-26.

1I5Ibid, 27.
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Reaction to Sparks has been mixed. Generally approving statements are to be

found in many critical works on Luke-ActsY6 Joseph Fitzmyer has largely followed

Sparks's conclusions in his well-known commentary, concluding that LXX influence is

usually the best explanation for most so-called Semitisms in Luke. ll7 Those, of course,

espousing other theories tend to regard Sparks with a certain disfavour.u8 However,

William G. Most has more specifically called into question Sparks's assertion that Luke

consciously imitated the LXX. He notes that Luke uses the apodictic KCXt and KCXt €'YEJJero

too infrequently to be imitating the LXX (which uses these constructions very frequently

indeed). 119

In 1940, and apparently independently from Sparks, Albert Wifstrand published

an article which supports unequivocally the influence of the LXX on Luke-Acts.12o

Wifstrand points out that Luke is uninterested in preserving or creating Semitisms as

such, since in places he removes these from the Markan material which he uses. Rather,

Wifstrand argues that the Semitisms which occur are the result of deliberate borrowing

lI~ee e.g., the various works by T. L. Brodie and C. A. Evans noted above as well as J. Hackett, "Echoes of
Euripedes in Acts of the Apostles?" ITQ 23 (1958) 218-227; Silva, "Semantic Borrowing in the New Testament," NTS
22 (1975-1976) 104-110; Jellicoe, "St. Luke and the Letter of Aristeas," JBL 80 (1961) 155; R. C. Tannehill, "The
Magnificat as Poem," JBL 93 (1974) 264; Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles: The Greek Text With Introduction and
Commentary (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1951) 26-28; L. Morris, The Gospel According to St. Luke: An Introduction
and Commentary, TNTC, 3 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1974) 26-28; among many others; see also A. Wifstrand,
"Lukas XVIII.7," NTS 11 (1964-1965) 74.

117Fitzmyer, Luke (I-IX), 123-125.

118E.g., Wilcox, Semitisms, 16-19.

II,\\!. G. Most, "Did St. Luke Imitate the Septuagint?" JSNT 15 (1982) 34-38; but cf. J. A. Gault, "The Discourse
Function of Kai Egeneto in Luke and Acts," OPTAT 4 (1990) 388-399.

12OWifstrand, "Lukas och Septuaginta," STK 16 (1940) 243-262; I would here like to thank my thesis supervisor
Dr. Stephen Westerholm for directing me to this article and summarizing it for me. Without his help I would not have
been able to understand Wifstrand at all, since Swedish is worse than "all Greek to me."
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from the LXX. 121 He goes on to point out many instances where the language of Luke

can only be septuagintal, as words and phrases are used in ways not otherwise attested

in earlier Greek literature. 122 He concludes, like Sparks, that Luke was attempting to

give his work an elevated, uplifting style, by imitating the language of the holy history

of the Greek aT, and thus causing his work to partake of that same "radiance. "123

This article appears to have been largely ignored by scholars (perhaps the language it is

written in has something to do with this), but its points need to be considered in assessing

Luke's knowledge of the LXX.

Many characteristics of Luke's Greek, then, can be understood as "imitation

Greek," at least in the opinions of Sparks and Wifstrand. Other scholars, however, do

not consider the theory of "imitation Greek" to be sufficient to account for the Semitisms

in Luke and Acts. Therefore, let us note what other theories have been advanced to

account for Luke's Greek.

2. Semitic Sources

C. C. Torrey, while certainly not the first to suggest a Semitic basis for Luke's

Greek, provides a convenient starting place in examining theories of Semitic sources for

Luke-Acts. Torrey noted that the Greek of the first half of Acts (1-15) is completely

different from that of the second half. Whereas the first half is full of Semitisms, the

12llbid, 247.

122lbid, 248-258.

123lbid, 258-259.
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second half is relatively free of them. To account for this difference between the two

halves of Acts Torrey suggested what he termed the "one obvious and satisfactory way

of accounting for this fact, namely the hypothesis of translation in the first half. "124

He goes on to show evidence of translation in the early chapters of Acts by noting what

he considers to be mistranslations of original Aramaic expressions125 and other Semitic

sounding words and phrases. 126 He concludes that the first half of Acts was originally

an Aramaic document which Luke found and translated, and then completed by his own

composing of the second half of Acts. Luke did not, however, alter the original

document in any way, even where he felt it to be mistaken (cf. e.g., Acts 1:3 and Luke

24; Acts 1:4 and Luke 3: 16).127 Thus, for the first part of Acts, it would be wrong to

speak of Luke as an author.

While it has been recently stated that the argument of Torrey is still "holding up

well" in the scholarly communitY,128 Torrey has drawn a good deal of criticism. F.

C. Burkitt replied quickly to Torrey by asserting that the cases which he lists as

mistranslations are not necessarily so and may be explained from the Greek as easily as

from an Aramaic source. As well, he notes that Luke tends to use the LXX in the early

chapters of Acts (especially noting James's speech in Acts 15), and that the title '7l"CiLC;

124C. C. Torrey, The Composition and Date of Acts (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard, 1916) 8-9.

t2Slbid, 10-12.

126Ibid, 23-40.

127Ibid, 40.

128F. Zimmerman, The Aramaic Origin of the Four Gospels (New York: KTAV, 1979) 195.
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Beou, so predominant in the early chapters of Acts, is only possible with its full

theological value in Greek, and would have been inadequate in Aramaic. 129 Similarly,

E. J. Goodspeed has failed to find the sharp transition at Acts 15:36 which is implied in

Torrey's theory, and has noted that the "supposedly untranslatable passages," which

Torrey points to as indicative of mistranslations, are not at all confined to the first part

of Acts. Finally he notes that there are no existing Aramaic or Hebrew documents

similar to Acts from the first century to which we may refer in comparison. 130 H. J.

Cadbury has noted a number of stylistic arguments which explain the stylistic shifts in

Acts equally as well as Torrey's theory.l3l Sparks has objected, in addition, that not

only are LXX citations found in the early part of Acts but also the LXX background and

influence is seen throughout; and the Semitisms in the latter portion of Acts, as well as

the unity of themes, presuppose an original unity to the whole book. 132

In spite of these criticisms the theory has not died. Torrey himself attempted to

answer his critics, with reasonable success,133 and a number of scholars have used the

theory as a basis for their own investigations into Aramaic sources. l34 Into this stream

of turbulent scholarship in 1946 broke Matthew Black's famous monograph, An Aramaic

129p. C. Burkitt, "Professor C. C. Torrey on 'Acts'," JTS 20 (1918-1919) 327-328.

13<E. J. Goodspeed, "The Origin of Acts," JBL 39 (1920) 87-88.

l3lCadbury, "Luke-Translator or Author?" AJT 24 (1920) 436-455.

132Sparks, "Acts," 19-21.

133Torrey, "Fact and Fancy in Theories Concerning Acts," AJT 23 (1919) 61-86, 189-212.

134E.g., Zimmerman, 195-203; R. A. Martin, "Syntactical Evidence of Aramaic Sources in Acts I-XV," NTS 11
(1964-1965) 59.
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Approach to the Gospels and Acts. Although stressing similar conclusions, Black is

conservative when compared with Torrey. While he notes Aramaic influence on all the

Gospels and Acts he only suggests Aramaic sources for small portions. For the Lukan

writings he suggests that the only likely places for Aramaic sources are the words of

Jesus, the first two chapters of the Gospel and the speeches of Peter and Stephen in the

Acts. 135 The book was later republished in its third edition136 and has had some more

recent criticism levelled at it,137 but on the whole remains very influential. That the

words of Jesus were originally Aramaic has been largely accepted in the scholarly

community, although the possibility that Jesus may have spoken a form of Hebrew

similar to that of the Mishnah is not ruled out. 138 The infancy narratives are fruitful

ground for speculation about sources. Paul Winter has written prolifically on the infancy

narratives in Luke and has come to the conclusion that they could not have been written

by a Gentile such as Luke without access to Jewish literary sources, and considers the

135M. Black, An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts (Oxford: Clarendon, 1946) 207.

136Black, An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts (3d ed; Oxford: Clarendon, 1967).

137E.g., Fitzmyer, Review of M. Black: An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts (3d ed), CBQ 30 (1968)
417-428; Brock, Review of M. Black: An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts, JTS NS 20 (1969) 274-278;
see also A. W. Argyle, "An Alleged Semitism," ExpTim 66 (1954-1955) 177.

138See, e.g., Black (1967), 47-50. On the whole question see J. Barr, "Which Language Did Jesus Speak?-Some
Remarks of a Semitist," BJRL 53 (1970-1971) 9-29. Barr concludes (29) that while the possibility of Jesus having
spoken a fonn of Hebrew is not out of the question, "it seems likely that his language was Aramaic, or that he spoke
more Aramaic than he spoke Hebrew." See also Jeremias, "Die aramiiische Vorgeschichte unserer Evangelien," TLZ
74 (1949):527-531. For an example of a thoroughgoing approach to the teaching of Jesus on the basis of Aramaic as
the original language, see Jeremias (New Testament Theology [London: S.C.M., 1971]).
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underlying document or documents to have been Hebrew. 139 This conclusion is widely

accepted. 140 Similarly, Acts 3 and 7 have often been regarded as drawing upon early

sources. 141

While Black was relatively conservative in his conclusions, his student Max

Wilcox was less so. Where Black found only a few instances of Aramaic sources,

Wilcox, dealing only with Acts, found many more. Although rejecting Torrey's view

that Luke translated a great deal of Aramaic or Hebrew material, and acknowledging the

presence of septuagintalisms in the text, he notes a great number of Semitisms which are

not to be explained as septuagintalisms, and which point to traditional material from the

139p. Winter, "The Cultural Background of the Narrative in Luke I and II," JOR 45 (1954-1955) 167,242; "The
Main Literary Problem of the Lucan Infancy Story," VoxT 28 (1957-1958) 117-121; "The Main Literary Problem of
the Lucan Infancy Story," ATR 40 (1958) 257-264 (see above, n. 108); see also "Magnificat and Benedictus
Maccabaean Psalms?" BJRL 37 (1954-1955) 328-347; "'Nazareth' and 'Jerusalem' in Luke Chs. I and II," NTS 3
(1956-1957) 136-142: "On the Margin of Luke I, II," ST 12 (1958) 103-107; "-On 'recitativum' in Lc 1 25. 61,2
23," ZNW 46 (1955) 261-263; "Some Observations on the Language in the Birth and Infancy Stories of the Third
Gospel," NTS 1 (1954-1955) 111-121; "Two Notes on Luke I, II with Regard to the Theory of 'Imitation Hebraisms',"
ST 7 (1953) 158-165; note also the following studies outside of the infancy narratives: "The Proto-Source of Luke,"
NovT 1 (1956) 184-199; "The Treatment of His Sources by the Third Evangelist in Luke XXI-XXIV," ST 8 (1954)
138-173; "Luke XXII 66b-71," ST 9 (1955) 112-115; see also E. Schweizer ("Eine hebraisierendeSonderquelle des
Lukas?" TZ 6 [1950) 161-185), who also suggests Hebrew sources behind Luke.

l«>e.g., Farris, 31-62, esp. p. 62 (Farris' application of R. A. Martin's criteria for ascertaining translation Greek
[e.g., "Some Syntactical Criteria of Translation Greek" VT 10 (1960) 295-310) to the Lukan infancy narratives is
groundbreaking and provides the opportunity for more conclusive work in this whole area); A. M. Salazar, "Questions
About St. Luke's Sources," NovT 2 (1957-1958) 317; R. Laurentin, "Traces d'allusions &ymologiques en Luc 1-2
(I)," Bib 37 (1956) 449-456; "Traces d'allusions etymologiques en Luc 1-2 (II)," Bib 38 (1957) 1-23; Structure et
theologie de Luc i-ii, EB (Paris: Lecoffre, 1957) 37-38; see also H. Sahlin, Der Messias und das Gottesvolk: Studien
zur protolukanischen Theologie (Uppsala: Wiksells, 1945) 9; R. Buth, "Hebrew Poetic Tenses and the Magnificat,"
JSNT 21 (1984) 76; D. Jones, "The Background and Character of the Lukan Psalms," JTS NS 19 (1968) 19-50; F.
G. Downing, "Redaction Criticism: Josephus' Antiquities and the Synoptic Gospels (11)," JSNT 9 (1980) 33; Bruce,
Themes, 78; but for opposing positions, cf. especially: F. O'Fearghail, "The Imitation of the Septuagint in Luke's
Infancy Narrative," PIBA 12 (1989) 58-78; J. Irigoin, "La composition rhythmique des cantiques de Luc," RB 98
(1991) 5-50, esp. p. 49; Steyn, "The Occurrence of 'Kainam' in Luke's Geneology: Evidence of Septuagint
Influence?" ETL 65 (1989) 409-411; Goulder and Sanderson, 12-30; H. H. Oliver, "The Lukan Birth Stories and the
Purpose of Luke-Acts," NTS 10 (1963-1964) 202-226; Tannehill, "Magnificat," 264,273.

141See e.g., Wilcox, "The Old Testament in Acts 1-15," AusBR 5 (1956) 1-41; C. H. H. Scobie, "The Use of
Source Material in the Speeches of Acts III and VII," NTS 25 (1978-1979) 399-421.
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early days of the Church which Luke used. Much of this material may have come from

oral tradition; however, he suggests that parts of the speeches of Paul at Pisidian

Antioch, Stephen and others likely came from written sources. He states that these

sources, while originally Aramaic, may have attained a fixed form in Greek by the time

Luke used them. 142 As we have noted, Wilcox's theory has received a good deal of

criticism,143 but in spite of that his conclusions are still respected among many

scholars. 144

But even Wilcox appears conservative beside some of the more thoroughgoing

attempts at demonstrating the use of Aramaic or Hebrew sources by Luke and the other

evangelists. Recently Frank Zimmerman, building on the work of Torrey, Black, Wilcox

and others, has concluded that the four Gospels (and the first portion of the Acts)

represent the translation of underlying Aramaic documents. 145 He uses methods

common to the earlier researchers to discern that a "proto-Syriac" dialect, as he terms

it, was the original language of the Gospels which were later translated into Greek. 146

Zimmerman's analysis appears somewhat strained. He has, to be sure, found evidence

of Aramaisms in the Gospel accounts, but whether the evidence justifies such a wholesale

142Wilcox, Semitisms, 184.

143E.g., Emerton, 296-297; see also Kilpatrick, "Language and Text," 161-171.

144E.g., Bock, 20-22; note also the cautious study by D. F. Payne, "Semitisms in the Book of Acts," Apostolic
History and the Gospel: Biblical and Historical Essays Presented to F. F. Bruce on His 60th Birthday (ed. W. W.
Gasque and R. P. Martin; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1970) 134-150.

145Zimmerman, 22.

146Ibid, 20-23.
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commitment to Aramaic original documents is certainly questionable. His conclusion is

without doubt a creative one, and in case one is tempted to regard all the above research

as mere scholarly pedantry, I would point out that the question of an Aramaic document

underlying the NT Gospels was brought to popular attention through Irving Wallace's

novel The Word,147 which is based on the fictional discovery of just such a document.

Alas, such a document has never been discovered outside of fiction (even in the novel

the document turned out to be a forgery), and the existence of an Aramaic original for

the Gospels and Acts remains in the realm of speculation.

Advocates of Semitic sources have, as we have seen, been insistent that their

evidence demonstrates the existence of such sources underlying Luke-Acts. The

demonstration of the existence of hypothetical sources, however, has always been fraught

with pitfalls, as the history of the Synoptic Problem amply demonstrates. It is so

difficult to demonstrate a hypothetical source that it is usual among scholars (perhaps

with the exception of the two-source hypothesis for the Synoptic Problem) to try to find

a simpler adequate explanation of the data. When all is said and done the only certain

result issuing from the research into Semitic sources behind Luke-Acts is that there is

certainly some form of Semitic influence on these writings. And there is yet one more

theory to consider.

1471. Wallace, The Word (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1971); I recommend this book for Biblical scholars who
have lost touch with the excitement and challenge inherent in their field of study.
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3. Jewish Greek

While suggested earlier by a number of other scholars, Nigel Turner has been

perhaps the most vigorous proponent of the theory that Luke "owes little of his Semitic

style to his sources, and more to the peculiar language of Biblical or Jewish Greek which

he shared with the LXX. "148 In an essay entitled "The Quality of the Greek of Luke-

Acts," Turner concludes:

We do not think it needed much conscious effort for St. Luke to write in
what merely looks like a LXX style, becaus it was Jewish Greek; this was
his natural speech, and he was expert enough to make it sound quite
classical at times. 149

Clearly, then, for Turner, Luke freely composed the narrative of Luke-Acts in his own

accustomed style. Turner thinks that Luke may have become acquainted with this

Semitic style of spoken Greek through his association with Paul,150 and that its Semitic

qualities formed part of a distinctive primitive Christian language spoken by Luke's

colleagues. 151 Turner has even applied his theory to the infancy narratives,152 for

which he is taken to task by Paul Winter. 153

148N. Turner, "The Quality of the Greek of Luke-Acts," Studies in New Testament Language and Text: Essays
in Honour of George D. Kilpatrick on the Occasion of His 65th. Birthday (ed. J. K. Elliott; Leiden: Brill, 1976) 387.

149Jbid, 400.

1517urner, A Grammar of New Testament Greek: Vol IV, Style (Edinburgh: Clark, 1976) 55-56; see also A.
Plummer, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel According to S. Luke (ICC; Edinburgh: Clark,1922)
1.

151Turner, Style, 62.

152Turner, "The Relation of Luke I and II to Hebraic Sources and to the Rest of Luke-Acts," NTS 2 (1955-1956)
100-109.

153Winter, "On Luke and Lucan Sources: A Reply to the Reverend N. Turner," ZNW 47 (1956) 217-242.
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What can be said about such a theory? The reaction of the scholarly community

to Turner's thesis has been guardedly criticaL While somel54 express approval of

Turner's work, most are less than happy with it. Lorenz Nieting, for example, notes that

while Turner's thesis regarding Aramaic influence on the language of the NT is "safe

enough," his overall approach to language is out of date. 155 Edgar McKnight considers

the whole concept of Jewish Greek "a questionable presupposition. rr156 Perhaps "a

questionable presupposition" is the best one can say of this theory. A hypothetical

language seems to be at least as elusive as a hypothetical source, perhaps more so. It

appears to be a position which is incapable of proof or disproof, as no evidence really

exists for this Jewish-Greek language outside of the NT and the LXX. And to use the

data to be explained as evidence for the hypothesis presented to explain them seems

circular reasoning at best. Turner's suggestion, however, that Luke's Septuagintalisms

may not have been such conscious or deliberate imitations, as asserted by Sparks, is one

that merits further scrutiny, although, again, beyond the scope of this study.

In looking over the results of scholarship regarding the character of Luke's Greek

we find ourselves in a Sargasso Sea of conflicting evidence and scholarly opinion. To

attempt to sort through the mass of data and come up with a solution seems a monstrous

task and, thankfully, is not the purpose of the present study. What is clear, however,

IS4E.g., Burchard, 295, n. 55.

155L. Nieting, Review of N. Turner: A Grammar of New Testament Greek: Vol. IV, Style, JBL 96 (1977) 592.

156E. V. McKnight, Review of N. Turner: Grammatical Insights into the New Testament, Int 21 (1967) 351.
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is that the situation regarding the composition of Luke-Acts is extremely complex, and

it is more likely that Sparks was right in ascribing Lukan style to a variety of factors

(Sparks specifically mentions the above three theories)157 than to one theory

exclusively.

One clear advance comes from Wifstrand. In finding words and phrases in Luke

Acts undoubtedly drawn from the LXX, he makes a clear case for Luke's dependence

on the LXX. Such a conclusion is valuable for our study. Wifstrand's evidence suggests

that we may not be speaking merely of Semitic phrases here, but of allusions to Biblical

material, and specifically LXX material. This appears to provide evidence for Luke's

intimate knowledge of the LXX, and is clearly an approach worthy of further

examination.

D. The Methodology of the Present Study

We have now come to the end of our brief survey. Clearly we have not dealt

with the entire volume of scholarship presented on these subjects over the years, but we

trust that our survey has been largely representative. If anything is clear at the end of

this survey it is that nothing is clear. The picture is complex and it is probably best to

regard it as complex, rather than oversimplifying the evidence. One voice in the above

babel has made a clear conclusive statement, at least regarding the LXX. And that is

Traugott Holtz. Holtz's position that Luke used the LXX when he knew it, and that

when he did not know it he used other sources, would seem to answer at least the

157Sparks, "St. Luke's Gospel," 134.
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question why Luke's citations at times appear septuagintal and at times do not. Holtz's

answer to this question, that Luke was familiar with only very little of the LXX,

however, needs to be evaluated.

It would be ideal of course to expand and augment Holtz's study by taking

account not merely of the Lukan citations, but also of possible biblical allusions, and to

evaluate the whole area of rhetorical imitation, and the nature of Luke's Greek. Such

an enterprise, however, would take a great deal of time and space, and is not practical

in this particular study. 158 On the other hand, a reexamination of the Lukan citations

places us on very firm ground for evaluating Luke's knowledge of the LXX. The

citations clearly reflect OT material. What needs to be ascertained, however, is whether

they reflect LXX material, and if so, whether a case can be made that it is Luke himself

who is using the LXX citations.

One problem, however, which does impinge on this study is that of differentiating

between an allusion and a citation. Krister Stendahl, in his study of the OT citations in

Matthew has defined "strict quotations" as:

those passages introduced by a formula, and . . . those which, although
lacking such formula, are nevertheless conscious quotations, judging from
the context, or which agree verbatim with some passage in the O.T. in its
Greek or Hebrew form. 159

Dietrich-Alex Koch has further elaborated on the methodology of discerning citations and

allusions. He lists six further principles in determining that a reference to the OT is a

158Besides the enonnous amount ofmaterial to do with Luke's Greek and Rhetorical Imitation, NestleAland26 (739
769) lists 914 possible allusions to the OT (excluding Apocrypha) in Luke-Acts.

159t(. Stendahl, The School of St. Matthew and Its Use of the Old Testament (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1968) 46.
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citation rather than an allusion: one can assume that the OT reference is a citation when

(1) the same OT passage is quoted verbatim in close proximity to the passage under

scrutiny (e.g. Rom. 4:3 and 22); (2) the author adds a clearly indicated interpretation to

the OT reference; (3) the wording of the OT passage is not integrated syntactically into

the NT context; (4) the wording of the OT passage can be distinguished stylistically from

the present context; (5) the author marles the passage by a linguistic emphasis (e.g.,

P.€Jlovv-y€ [Rom. 10: 18], OTL [Gal. 3: 11], aAAa [Rom. 9:7], or an inserted 'Yap [Rom.

10: 13] or O€ [II Cor. 10: 17]); (6) it is a question of a sentence or saying which belongs

to the culture or tradition of the author and reader. 160 Stringently applied, the above

principles would likely cause many of the citations dealt with by Holtz and others to be

characterized rather as allusions. Koch's point (6), on the other hand, taken by itself,

would characterize many generally recognized allusions as citations. Certainly Koch's

criteria allow for more direct citations of the OT in the NT than do Stendahl's. We are

left then with a problem. Emerton has argued that "it is very questionable how far it is

legitimate to use allusions to, or echoes of, the Old Testament, as distinct from direct

quotations," in determining which text of the OT Luke used. 161 If Emerton is correct,

then it is important which criteria we use in examining Luke's citations. Furthermore,

as Luke appears to be an active editor, do we classify allOT references in which Luke

has made alterations as allusions? We would then be left with very little to work with.

16OJ(och, 13-15.

161Emerton, 284.
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Clearly Luke does alter the wording of many OT passages generally accepted as

citations (as a reading of Clarke and Holtz demonstrates).162 Contrary to Emerton,

however, this does not necessarily mean that the passage is of little value as evidence for

which text Luke used. Rather, each passage must be examined to determine if the

underlying text can be adduced. If there is enough data in the passage under discussion

to determine its origin, then it is of value as evidence, whether it is an allusion or a

direct quotation.

I have taken as my basic indicator of generally accepted OT citations those listed

in the UBSGNT3 Index of Quotations, and this seems to accord well with the work of

Holtz, Swete, Clarke and others who will be mentioned in the course of the study. I am,

however, aware that a number of these could be construed as major or extended

allusions. My criteria for classifying a passage as an allusion or a citation within this

group generally coincide with those of Stendahl, with one important modification. I look

for enough verbatim agreement to indicate a high probability that Luke was citing the OT

passage directly. Admittedly this involves a matter of judgement on my part rather than

the application of a few rules. It does, however, allow for more recognition of Luke's

creativity in handling OT material, and moreover allows one to ask the further question:

Is there enough data to determine with any probability which text of the OT Luke was

using? The latter question is the important one for this study.

162See also Stendahl, 46, 88.
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As Holtz has already dealt with the citations in some detail, I will of necessity

depend a great deal on his work, although I will not simply duplicate it, but will attempt

to reevaluate it on the basis of current knowledge of the LXX text and my own research,

taking into account how, in certain instances, the theories of rhetorical imitation and the

nature of Luke's Greek impinge on the study of particular citations. Clearly, as I have

noted, Holtz's methodology is sound in its general approach of examining the citations

according to their OT source. Thus he first examines the citations from the Minor

Prophets, then those from Isaiah, then from the Psalms, and then from the Pentateuch.

Since the textual tradition of the LXX differs from book to book, this method allows one

to ascertain which textual tradition of the particular section of the OT Luke is following.

Furthermore, it allows one to speculate upon which books Luke knew and which he did

not. This method will be followed in this study, with one major difference. Holtz, as

I noted above, divides the Lukan citations into those which are "selbstfu1dig" and those

which are not. He thus appears to have determined the issue before starting his

investigation. I prefer to proceed more inductively, and leave the determination of which

citations are independent quotations, and which are not, till I have examined the

evidence. This is not to say that Holtz did not proceed with his research inductively, but

merely to comment on writing procedure.

The fact that the Gospel of Luke is one of the Synoptic Gospels, and partakes of

the Synoptic inter-relatedness, adds further problems of methodology. In the major

hypotheses proposed for the resolution of the Synoptic Problem, it is recognized that

Luke used at least one of the other Gospels as a source: for the two source hypothesis,
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Mark and "Q"; for the Augustinian position, Mark and Matthew; and for the Griesbach

hypothesis, simply Matthew. Thus the Lukan citations can be divided into two further

groups: those citations which Luke shares with Mark, Matthew or "Q", and those which

appear in his own distinctive material (which I will refer to as "L" with Streeter).

Although all the citations will be examined, the main emphasis will be placed on

Lukan citations which are not shared with other Gospels, since these are more likely to

reflect Luke's own use of Scripture than those in which it is recognized that he may be

using a source. Also, the citations from the Pentateuch will be the focus of more

thorough investigation than the others, because it is the Lukan derivation of these

citations from the LXX which is questioned by Holtz. But all the Lukan citations need

to be examined, not just those deriving from the Pentateuch. The reason for this is

twofold. First of all, we need to see the way material from books which it is

acknowledged that Luke knew and used is cited by Luke in order to compare his

methodological pattern regarding that material with his pattern of citation of the

Pentateuchal material. Secondly, we need to consider the instances in which does not

cite the LXX of these books, in order to discern why he did not use the LXX when it is

certain that he knew it.

While earlier research has for the most part determined which citations are

virtually septuagintal and which citations deviate from the LXX text as we know it, the

above-mentioned advances in the knowledge of LXX textual history have opened the door

to further work in this area and some refinements of the earlier work may need to be

made. The researches of Dominique Barthelemy and others have suggested the
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possibility that Luke may have been using a proto-Aquila Greek text, based on the LXX

but characterized by a Hebraicizing tendency. 163 Such a text may include significant

variations from the LXX. Hence, one of the purposes of this study is to determine what

evidence there is for Luke's use of Greek texts with such a Hebraicizing tendency.

A further question that needs to be answered has to do with the nature of the

traditional material that Luke uses. By "traditional" material I am referring to OT

material which Luke, however, did not derive from the OT directly, but from another

source, whether the latter source was citing the LXX or not. The question which needs

to be asked is: What sort of traditional material is Luke using and how does he approach

it? Since we know that Luke is using sources (such as Mark and "Q") for his

composition of the Gospel, we can be certain that he uses traditional material there.

Hence, the Gospel material is useful for understanding Luke's method and purpose in

citing traditional material.

Thus, we will proceed in this fashion: as far as the Mark and "Q" material is

concerned, we shall compare the parallel citations in Matthew and Mark to determine if

Luke is more or less septuagintal than his sources, and will attempt an explanation for

cases in which he appears to be less septuagintal. In cases where he is more

septuagintal, it is likely that he is bringing his sources into closer approximation to the

16~his latter possibility has been suggested for a verse not generally considered a citation. R. E. Brown ("The
Meaning of the Manger: The Significance of the Shepherds," Wor 50 [1976]:533-534) has suggested that the census
of Luke 2:1 is a reference to Ps. 87:6 as it appears in Origen's Quinta: "In the census of the peoples, this one will
be born there." He further suggests that Luke is referring to an early recension of the Greek, "parallel to the kaige
revision of the LXX." While we may not wish to be too quick to accept Brown's conclusion here, the door is
defmitely opened for Luke's possible use of such a recension.
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LXX translation. If a pattern of "septuagintalizing" can be established, it will add to the

evidence of the influence of that version on Luke. It is interesting to note in this regard

the conclusion of A. W. Argyle that it is a feature of OT quotes in "Q" that they are not

cited according to the LXX. 164 Therefore, if Luke's version of a "Q" citation is more

septuagintal than Matthew's, it may show Luke's septuagintalizing of his source

(although, since we do not have "Q" before us, we do not know whether Matthew has

altered his version of the "Q" citation). In this regard, while we will accept as a

working premise the two source hypothesis of Synoptic origins, we will make mention

of how adherence to one of the other theories would affect our conclusions.

Finally, since it appears that Luke, like other NT writers, tends to adapt the OT

to particular needs and contexts,165 it is a reasonable assumption that Luke may have

altered the text for his own reasons. Thus, not only will theological and redactional

considerations be employed in attempting to understand the reasons for any of Luke's

deviations from the LXX in his citations, but we will be interested to know just how

much editorial activity Luke engages in in his citation of the OT.

In summary, then, the aims of this study are fourfold: to ascertain, if possible,

the extent of Luke's knowledge of the LXX, to determine what sorts of traditional

material Luke uses, and how he uses it, to ascertain the extent of possible influence by

164Argyle, "The Accounts of the Temptations of Jesus in relation to the Q Hypothesis," ExpTim 64 (1952-1953)
382.

165See B. C. Lategan, "Tradition and Interpretation-Two Methodological Remarks," Neot 7 (1973) 95-103.
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a Hebraicizing tendency in the LXX ross on Luke's citations, and to understand to what

extent Luke's redactional activity is responsible for the final form of the Lukan citations.

Without further ado, then, let us look at Luke's citations.



CHAPTER TWO

THE CITATIONS FROM THE MINOR PROPHETS

Luke quotes from the Minor Prophets in six instances throughout Luke-Acts, once

in what appears to be "Q" material, once in ilL" material and four times in Acts. He

quotes twice from Amos, and once each from Hosea, Joel, Habakkuk, and Malachi. 1

A. "QIl Citation: Luke 7:27 = Mal. 3:1 (+ Ex. 23:20)

In this passage we have a classic example of a fused citation. It is found in all

three synoptic Gospels (parallel in Mark 1:2; Matt. 11:10). At first glance (according

to the two source hypothesis) one would be tempted to ascribe the quotation to Mark.

But a closer look shows that Luke received this citation from the "Q" tradition (or from

Matthew, if one does not follow the two source hypothesis). In Mark the citation occurs

in his introduction to John the Baptist's ministry, while in Matthew and Luke it appears

in the speech of Jesus after the visit by messengers from John, asking if Jesus was the

one expected. Also the wording of the citation in Luke and Matthew is identical (except

for the omission of E-yw by Luke), while Mark omits the final Ep.7rpou()ev uou recorded

by the other two accounts. Thus, it is likely that Luke has taken this citation largely

from the "Q" tradition. 2 It may be that he had both traditions before him and omitted

the E-Yw to bring the citation more into conformity with that found in Mark. One who

lAll translations of extensive excerpts of biblical material in this study, unless otherwise indicated, are from the
RSV. All translations of individual words and short phrases, unless otherwise indicated, are my own.

2This conclusion is supported by the manner in which Kurt Aland presents the passages in SFG, 98.

56
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argues that Luke used only Matthew and not Mark (the Griesbach hypothesis) would have

to assume that Luke removed the €"(w for his own reasons, perhaps to shift the emphasis

from the speaker to the one of whom he is speaking.3

That the citation is fused is clearly seen from the substitution of (X'TrOeJTEAAW from

Ex. 23:20 for €~0!7rO(J7fAAW as found in Malachi, and the changing of the pronoun /lOU

to (Jou.
4 Stendahl and Holtz both tentatively conclude that the fusion of the two texts can

be best explained by assuming that testimonia were used by the authors of Mark and

"Q".5 Clearly Luke found this citation as it is in his source and did not alter it (except

perhaps for the omission of €"(w).

Regarding the citation's relationship to the LXX, Swete concluded that it was

septuagintal.6 I must note, however, that the word KCX70!(JK€UcX(J€L is found rather than

LXX €7rL{3Ael/;€70!L. Now this is interesting. The Hebrew word corresponding in the MT

is il~~:'J. According to BDB the Hebrew word in question has the sense in the piel of

"put out of the way" or "make clear"; however, the root il J9 in the qal means to "tum"

or to "tum and look. ,,7 It appears, then, that the LXX has read the Hebrew word as qal

3But see also J. Marcus (The Way of the Lord: Christological Exegesis of the Old Testament in the Gospel of
Mark [Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster/John Knox, 1992] 15-17) who argues that the form of the citation in Mark
is a result of Mark's redactional activity on the "Q" tradition. Thus, in his view, Matthew and Luke are independently
citing the "Q" tradition, without reference to Mark, while Mark cites the "Q" tradition as well, making alterations to
it. This analysis seems to be a departure from all three mainstream positions on source criticism of the Synoptics.

4See Stendahl, 49-50.

5Ibid, 51-53; Holtz, 27; see also Marcus, 15-17.

6gwete, 387.

'BOB, 815.
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while the Synoptic citation, like the MT, has read it as piel. It is the sort of confusion

that could easily have come about through the translation of an unpointed Hebrew text.

Interestingly enough, Aquila employs the term Cx7rO(JKEVOtOH, 8 a term etymologically

closer to the NT citation than to the LXX. NT K(Xr(X(JKEVOt(JE/, may thus be evidence for

the use of a LXX text that has undergone some Hebraicizing, although there is no

evidence at this point for such a tendency elsewhere in the LXX tradition. 9 Also,

EjJ.7rPO(J(}EP (with the first person singular jJ.OV changed to second person singular (Jov for

contextual reasons, as well as influence from Ex. 23:20)10 is as good a translation of

the Hebrew .., J~ ~ as the rather literalistic LXX 7rPO 7rpo(JW7rOV J.LOV.
ll One would

expect, however, if the Gospel citation is derived from a LXX text of Malachi with a

Hebraicizing tendency, that the more literalistic LXX formula would have been

maintained. Hence the evidence for a LXX ms that has been Hebraicized is rather

equivocal. 12

It is perhaps better to conclude that the citation is not septuagintal at all, unless

we accept a septuagintal base that has been modified by conflation with Exodus,

contextual adaptation, and Hebraicizing elements. In any case, if Luke knew the LXX

of the Minor Prophets (and even Holtz agrees that he did), we must explain why he has

8GottLXX13, Mal. 3:1.

9See ibid.

lOContext also probably accounts for the insertion of the extra uov after 60611.

llSee BAG, 256.

12Note that Barthelemy (84, n. 1) has characterized the kaige equivalent of ") :;J~~ as €PW1rWII, not ep.1rpou8€11 or
the more literal 1rPO 1rPOUW1rOV P.OV.
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not corrected the citation which he found in his sources toward the LXX. It is of course

possible that his ms of the LXX read KCX7CXUKEVa,(TEL (and perhaps EWrrpOU()EV), although

there is no firm textual basis for this supposition. If not, and the "Q" citation which

Luke had before him indeed disagreed with his LXX text, can we suggest reasons why

he did not alter it?

Two suggestions can be made. First of all, the LXX version of this text is less

amenable for use in the context than is the "Q" citation. Even if Luke revered the

LXX,13 he would not likely exchange a clearly applicable word (KCX7CXUKW&UEt) for one

that, in the context, was less useful (brL{3AEl/;eraL). Secondly, and more importantly, this

citation, at least in the "Q" material, is part of the words of Jesus. It is to be noted that

the narrative portions of the Synoptic Gospels tend to vary more than the logia portions,

and this is true also of Luke. Hence it is likely that the words of Jesus were particularly

important for the writers of the Synoptic Gospels. 14 Thus passing on the tradition of

what Jesus said would have been more important for Luke at this point than simply citing

the LXX.

In summary, then, the citation of Luke 7:27 is a traditional citation which Luke

has picked up from his source ("Q" or Matthew) without any significant redaction on his

part. It does not appear to be from the LXX. Whether it represents an Hebraicizing

BSee Lategan, 95-103.

14See e.g., B. Gerhardsson, The Origins of the Gospel Traditions (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1979) 80-81, 85; see
also J. B. Tyson, The New Testament and Early Christianity (New York: Macmillan, 1984) 151-152; Dibelius, From
Tradition to Gospel (Greenwood, S.C.: Attic, 1971) 25-28.
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Greek recension is impossible to say because of the scarcity and equivocal nature of the

evidence.

B. "L" Citation: Luke 23:30 = Hos. 10:8

This citation occurs in Luke's special material, and although Hanson suggests that

it corresponds to Matt. 27:25,15 the only verbal correspondence appears to be €¢' TJJ1.&C;

which seems too little evidence on which to build any relationship. The citation is

basically septuagintal except that the words KCXAVY;CXT€ and 7rE(JET€ are transposed and the

LXX has 7rE(JCXTE instead of 7rE(JETE. The latter variant is of no consequence. 16 The

former, however, may be significant. Some mss of the LXX (including A) have the

words in the same order as in Luke, although the general consensus is that these mss

have been influenced by the NT at this point. l
? Helmer Ringgren likely represents the

majority view when he concludes that Luke is probably quoting from memory and notes

the same phenomenon of transposition elsewhere (Isa. 2:4 and Mic. 4:3).18 Holtz,

however, has a different suggestion to make. He notes the similar citation in Rev. 6: 16,

in which the word order is the same as in our citation, and concludes that in the first

century there must have existed a form of the LXX in which this word order was found.

15Hanson, 88.

161t is to be noted, however, that codex Alexandrinus and a great number of LXX mss read 1r~C1ETC with Luke
23:30; see GotlLXX13 and RahlfsLXX, Hos. 10:8.

17See GotlLXXI3, Hos. 10:8. "Influence from the NT" indicates that LXX scribes have consciously or
unconsciously corrected the LXX ms before them according to its form in a NT citation.

18H. Ringgren, "Luke's Use of the Old Testament," Christians Among Jews and Gentiles: Essays in Honor of
Krister Stendahl on His Sixty-fifth Birthday (ed. G. W. E. Nickelsburg and G. W. MacRae; Philadelphia: Fortress,
1986) 229.
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This variant text, according to Holtz, was found in Luke's LXX. 19 We must note,

however, that if Luke used such a ms, it could not have been a Hebraicizing ms as the

word order of the MT agrees with the LXX against both Luke and Revelation,2o

although Rev. 6: 16, hardly more than an allusion to Hosea, has KPUt/JCiTE instead of

KCiA.Ut/JCiTE.

We are left, then, with this conclusion: Luke used the LXX for this passage and

the deviation can be ascribed either to loose citation or to a variant text of the LXX,

albeit not a Hebraicizing text. The evidence for a textual variant is not entirely

convincing, but the possibility remains. Similarly, the changing of 7rE(JCiTE to 7rE(JETE may

indicate loose citation, but there is textual evidence for the latter reading in the LXX

tradition (see n. 16). Clearly, however, Luke used the LXX, citing either a variant

form, or the LXX loosely.

19JIoltz, 28.

20Compare BHS with GottLXX13, Hos. 10:8.
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C. Acts Citations

1. Acts 2:17-21 = Joel 2:28-32. LXX (3:1-5, MTJ

I This citation is listed by Clarke as a "free version of the LXX, "21 and appears

to be regarded generally as having been made from memory.22/ Divergences from the

LXX are as follows: (1) Acts has EV Tate; EoxaTaLe; ~p.EpO!Le; instead of P.ETa TauTC~; (2)

Acts adds AE'YH 0 6EOe;; (3) the phrases Kat oi 7rPEU{3VTEPOL vp.wv EVV7rVLCX (Acts reads

EvV7rVtOLe;) EVV7rVLau()~uovTaL and Kat oi VEaVLUKOL vp.wv opauHe; Otj;OVTO!L are transposed

in Acts; (4) Acts reads Kat 'YE instead of a simple Kat before E7rt TOVe; OOVAOVe;; (5) Acts

adds the pronoun p.ou after OOVAOUe; and oovAae;; (6) Acts adds the phrase Kat

7rPO<!>TJTEVUOUULV after EKXEW a7ro TOU 7rVEvp.aTOe; P.OU; and (7) Acts adds Ctvw after TciJ

ovpavciJ and U1Jp.ELa before and KaTw after E7rt ri}e; -yije;, I shall examine these one by

one.

Regarding point (1), it is to be noted that certain mss of Acts, Band 076 being

the main ones, read lLETa TaUTa with the LXX here.23 This is generally thought to

have been the result of an Alexandrian corrector who attempted to bring the citation into

conformity with the LXX.24 The prevailing view, however, has been challenged by G.

D. Kilpatrick, who considers the LXX reading to be more difficult here, since "in the

last days" fits better in the narrative, and thus would less likely have been altered by a

2lClarke, 88-89.

22See Bruce, Acts (1951), 89; Ringgren, 233.

23See NestleAland26, Acts 2:17.

24B. M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament (MiinsterlWestphalia: United Bible
Societies, 1971) 295.
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copyist than the more vague "after these things. "25 Ernst Haenchen has also argued that

the phrase "in the last days" is inconsistent with Lukan eschatology and is thus probably

secondary.26 Holtz follows these two scholars, and is in tum followed by Rese,27

concluding that the phrase "in the last days" is a formula of the sub-apostolic church, and

its reading here dates from that time.28

The external evidence, however, is strongly weighted toward EP 7Cxi~ €ax(hcn~

~f./,Epcn~,29 and it is difficult to understand why, if f./,E7Cx 7cxfJ7CX were the original

reading, there is not more evidence for it in the textual tradition.30 Furthermore, Franz

Mussner has challenged Haenchen, and by inference Holtz, on this issue, concluding that

Lukan eschatology is not compromised by the phrase "in the last days"; rather the phrase

fits well the eschatology evident in the immediate context of the speech in Acts 2.31

While he seems to agree with Mussner on the question of eschatology, Holtz still argues

that the phrase is an insertion from the later church.32

25Kilpatrick, "Some Quotations in Acts," Les Actes des Apotres: Traditions, redactions, theologie (ed. J. Kremer;
BETL 68; Gembloux: Leuven, 1979) 82. See also the discussion of this sort oftextual phenomenon in Metzger, The
Text of the New Testament: Its Transmission, Corruption, and Restoration (3d ed.; New York: Oxford University,
1992), 199.

26Haenchen, "Schriftzitate und Textiiberlieferung in der Apostelgeschichte," ZTK 51 (1954) 162.

27Rese, 51-52.

28Holtz, 7-8.

29See Metzger, Textual Commentary, 295.

30See Bock, 161.

31F. Mussner, "'In den letzen Tagen' (Apg 2,17a)," BZ (1961) 264; note that this is the same argument used by
Kilpatrick to argue that "in the last days" is secondary (see "Some Quotations," 82).

32Holtz, 7.
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In any case, the assumption must be that the origin of this portion of the citation

is the LXX. The change from /LeTa 1"CilJ'Ta to €v 1"Cii~ EOX&1"W~ ~/L€PCit~, if not a later

scribal alteration, must then have come from Luke himself. If it is not simply a case of

quoting loosely from memory, but involves deliberate alteration, there are two possible

reasons for it. Longenecker suggests that Luke (or Peter) alters the quotation to heighten

the aspect of fulfilment,33 an emphasis for which Luke is noted. 34 Goppelt, on the

other hand, sees in this quotation a mixed citation in which the phrase Ell 1"Cii~ EOX&1"W~

;'/L€PW~ is interpolated from Isa. 2:2. 35 Either of these solutions is possible and does

not challenge the fact that Luke is using the LXX.

The addition of AE'Y€t b 6E6~ (2) is probably not an alteration in the citation at all,

but rather reflects Luke's (or Peter's) introduction to the citation/ Thus, in v. 16 he

states that the citation is from the prophet Joel, and in v. 17 asserts its divine origin.36

It can be classified, then, as a theologically motivated addition, necessitated by the new

context.

Point (3) above, the transposition of the two clauses, can be seen either as

evidence of quoting from memory,37 or as a stylistic alteration to improve the flow of

33Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis, 100.

34J. Dupont, The Salvation of the Gentiles: Essays on the Acts of the Apostles (New York: Paulist, 1979) 137.

35Goppelt, Typos, 118 n. 66.

36Holtz, 5-6; see Bock, 161, 244 n. 25.

37As e.g., Ringgren, 233.
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the sequence.38 Either of the above suggestions would serve until a better one is found,

but the stylistic change is quite in keeping with Luke's handling of his sources.

The substitution of the dative Evv7rvio£C; for accusative EVV7rVUX is another matter.

Here the weight of the external evidence of the LXX textual tradition would seem to

favour the dative in the Joel text, which includes most of the Alexandrian tradition.39

Both Ziegler and Rahlfs, however, consider this reading to have been influenced by the

Acts passage.40 In favour of the dative reading as original in Joel we may note, in

addition to the weight of textual evidence, the fact that this is the more difficult reading

(the verb €VV7rVUxroP.w normally takes the accusative and the LXX commonly renders

this verb with the accusative).41 Hence, it is not unlikely that Luke may have had the

dative in his ms of the LXX. If, on the other hand, he had the accusative in his ms,

what reason could there be for Luke to change cases here? Holtz rightly argues that it

is highly unlikely that Luke did not know the correct usage of this word.42 Bock rather

feebly suggests a stylistic alteration,43 but for what reason can hardly even be guessed.

Nigel Turner, on the other hand, has suggested that the dative here shows evidence of

the influence of the Hebrew infinitive absolute, producing, in Greek, the cognate dative

38As e.g., Bock, 162.

39See GottLXX13, Joel 2:28.

4OJ:bid, RahlfsLXX, Joel 2:28.

41See Holtz, 9.

42Ibid, 9-10.

43Bock, 162.
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of verbal nouns,44 or the so-called "dative of manner," which reinforces a verbal

notion. 45 But there is no infinitive absolute at this point in the Hebrew underlying this

passage in Joel. Hence we cannot attribute the dative in Acts to direct influence from

the Hebrew. Rather, since the LXX often uses this so-called cognate dative, Turner

appears to argue that the Hebrew construction has here indirectly influenced the language

of Luke.46 While I would not dispute that the language of the LXX has influenced the

language of Acts, at this point it seems more likely that the dative appeared in Luke's

ms of the LXX.47

Therefore, Holtz's conclusion has much to recommend it. IHe concludes that

Luke would only have used the dative here if he had found it in his copy of the LXX.4s /

One could then conclude that the LXX originally read the dative and was corrected to

the accusative by a later hand in accordance with the usual construction. This seems to

be the only theory which at present sufficiently accounts for the facts.

The use of Kat 'YE instead of a simple Kat before E7rL 'TOV~ f>ovA.ov~, point (4), is

suggestive of the so-called kaige recension described by Barthelemy and others. The

construction Kat 'YE is used very seldom in the NT, being found elsewhere only in Acts

""Turner, A Grammar of New Testament Greek: Vol. III, Syntax (Edinburgh: Clark, 1963) 241.

45Zerwick, Biblical Greek: Illustrated by Examples (Rome: Scripta Pontificii Instituti Biblici, 1963) 21; see also
BDF, 106-107.

MTumer, Syntax, 241.

47This does not necessarily challenge the fmdings of Ziegler and Rahlfs regarding the LXX mss containing the Acts
reading, since the mss investigated by these two eminent scholars may indeed have been influenced by Acts. My
conclusion (and that of Holtz [10)) does, however, open the door for the reconsideration of the textual merit of these
mss.

48Holtz, 10.
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17:27 and in a number of mss for Luke 19:42.49 While Luke is the only NT author to

use the phrase, Holtz correctly doubts that he was so accustomed to using it that he

would have independently substituted it for Ka[ in a citation such as this. so He may

have put it in to emphasize that "even" for the oov)..Ot, which for Luke may have

connoted Christians,51 is the Spirit poured out;S2 however, as Holtz points out, this

would work equally well in the LXX of Joel to indicate the inclusion of the slaves in the

promise. 53 We must note that the Hebrew here reads 0 ~ 1, typically rendered Ka[ 'YEO

in the recensional texts which Barthelemy has identified;S4 thus the relative paucity of

the phrase in the NT, and its presence here in an OT citation, suggest the possibility that

a LXX text which has undergone some Hebraicizing has influenced Acts at this point.

We should note that Ka[ 'YEO is well attested in the LXX textual tradition here as well,

again ascribed by Ziegler to influence from Acts;S5 but it is also possible that the

evidence for Kat 'YEO in the LXX tradition reflects a pre-Lukan adaptation of the LXX

4~ee BAG, 152.

SOffoltz, 10.

SISee Ibid.

S2See BDF, 226.

S3Holtz, 10.

S4Note, however, the cautionary words ofWevers ("Barthelemy and Proto-Septuagint Studies," 33-34) to the effect
that many Greek texts, both recensional and otherwise, use Kat 'YE to render OJ.

SSGottLXX13, Joel 2:28.
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toward the Hebrew. Such evidence tends to support Holtz's conclusion that Luke found

Kod ')'€ in his ms of the LXX. 56

The addition of the pronoun /LOU after aouAouc; and oouAw:; (5) is similar to the

use of Kat ')'€ in that there is large textual support for its inclusion in the LXX. But,

again, this textual evidence is largely ascribed to influence from Acts,57 in this case

probably correctly. While Luke could possibly have found these pronouns in his LXX,

they have no claim to originality, as Holtz puts it,58 and were doubtless added later,

with the most likely reason being their presence in the Acts citation. They make

"servant" here a spiritual concept instead of a social designation59 and thus would pave

the way for interpreting the aouAm as Christians. For this addition, then, there is a

theological reason.

The phrase Kat 7rpo(jJrrrElJ<TOV<TLV (6) appears to be an interpolation into the citation.

Longenecker states that here Peter is "breaking into the quotation to emphasize the fact

of the restoration of prophecy. "60 But Holtz takes a different view, noting that

prophecy is not an emphasis in Acts 2, which rather concentrates on tongues. 61 He thus

considers the occurrence of Kat 7rPOCPTJT€U<TOU<TLV in v. 18 to be mere repetition of the

56Holtz, 10.

57GottLXX13, Joel 2:29.

58Holtz, II.

5bggren, 233.

~ongenecker,Biblical Exegesis, 100.

61Holtz, 11.
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same words following the outpouring of the Spirit in v. 17, a textual error which

appeared in Luke's ms of the LXX.62 As there is some textual evidence for this in the

LXX tradition,63 Holtz's conclusion is not impossible. On the other hand, it may be

that Holtz is pressing too firmly a Pauline distinction between tongues and prophecy.

It seems beyond question that tongues and prophecy are intimately related in Acts in a

way that is not so in Paul (see especially Acts 19:6).64 With this in mind, it does not

seem impossible that Luke would have inserted the phrase Kat 7rpo¢rJTEvaovmv here.

Thus, while a textual error is not unlikely, a theological interpolation is equally possible.

The addition of arJJ.LELa, avw and KOtTW (7) are hailed by Clarke as evidence of

free citation.65 While arJJ.L€ta possibly may have been found in Luke's copy of the

LXX,66 it is more likely attributable to Luke. The terms "signs and wonders" appear

together throughout the early part of Acts,67 and we may sense a Lukan (or that of an

earlier editor) predilection for having the two terms together. /Rese suggests that the

insertion of a'T//l.€La helps to connect the prophecy of Joel with the words concerning

62Ibid, 12.

63See GottLXX13, Joel 2:29.

64G. Friedrich, "7rPO¢~T1JC;: D. Prophets and Prophecies in the New Testament," TDNT 6 (1968) 851-852; see
also M. H. Shepherd, Jr., "Prophet in the NT," IDB 3 (1962) 919; W. Neil, The Acts of the Apostles (NCB; London:
Oliphants, 1973) 75; D. E. Aune, Prophecy in Early Christianity and the Ancient Mediterranean World (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1983) 195; cf. also R. Rendtorff, "7rPO¢~TTJC;: ~:JJ in the Old Testament," TDNT 6 (1968) 797; A.
Oepke, "eKUTaULC;, i:~£UTTJJ.LL," TDNT 2 (1964) 457.

65Clarke, 93; Ringgren, 233.

fi6See Holtz, 13.

671. Munck, The Acts of the Apostles: Introduction, Translation and Notes (ed. W. F. Albright and C. S. Mann;
AB; Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1967) 18.
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Jesus in v. 22. 68 ' While there are problems with this suggestion (e.g., why did Luke

not also add DVV&jJ.W; and thus connect the two verses completely),69 when we take the

connection with v. 22 and Luke's predilection for "signs and wonders" together, we have

the most reasonable explanation for this addition. With regard to avw and K&rw, Rese

disagrees with Clarke's assessment and suggests a theological reason for the addition of

these two small words. He sees them as emphasizing the earth as the scene of

eschatological acts, connecting the eschatological signs in heaven with the sign on the

earth, that is the crucifixion of Jesus. 70, This seems, however, to be more weight than

these two little words will bear. Ernst Haenchen suggests that the additions are stylistic

and give the verse a tripartite structure,71 but Bock rightly points out that it is difficult

to see the stylistic improvement in that.72 Holtz argues that they were part of the text

cited by Luke, a text which attempted to come closer to the Hebrew;73 but there is no

equivalent in the Hebrew for these two words.74 Hence, however much we may dislike

it, we are left with "free citation" as an explanation.

68Rese, 52-53.

69See Bock, 162-163.

7<Rese, p. 54; this explanation seems more consistent with Mark's use of imagery than with Luke's (see Tyson.
New Testament, 178).

7lHaenchen, The Acts of the Apostles (Oxford: Blackwell, 1971) 179.

72Bock, 163.

73Holtz, 13.

74See BHS, Joel 3:3.
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To summarize, then, the evidence indicates that we have a LXX passage here

which has undergone some revision either in textual transmission or in being cited. IThe

introductory formula indicates that this passage is to be regarded as a citation, and even

with the extensive alterations, its OT origin is clearly recognizable. Bock suggests that

there is enough divergence from the LXX here to conclude that Luke is not responsible

for the quotation as a whole unit, but received the citation as is from early Church

tradition.75 He bases his argument on the observation that "nowhere else does Luke

present a quotation from the OT with so many changes from the LXX. ,,76 Bock,

however, appears to be mistaken here as the citation of Amos 9:11-12 in Acts 15:16-17

seems to contain more alterations of the LXX text than that in Acts 2. I have already

noted that Holtz accounts for many of the deviations by supposing that Luke had an

alternate text of the LXX. iThe only evidence, however, which clearly points in this

direction is the alteration of the accusative €p(nfPux to dative €vU7rPLOLC;, and the change

of KCXL to Ked 'YE. On the other hand, the other deviations from the LXX can be more

adequately explained as Lukan alterations. Therefore, while the possibility exists that

Luke may have been using a slightly Hebraicized ms of the LXX, the evidence is not

conclusive. In any event, there is no need to appeal to a traditional source for this

citation. That the text is basically septuagintal is proven by the phrase ~J.1.EpCXP KUpLOU T~P

75Bock, 163.

76Ibid.
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p,E"f61ATJV Kal brtcjJav-q, which preserves the error of the LXX in reading il~l Jil for

~ll Jil.77

2. Acts 7: 42-43 = Amos 5:25-27

The next citation from the Minor Prophets occurs in Stephen's speech in Acts 7.

A great deal has been written about sources in this speech so it is not surprising that

some have ascribed this citation to a traditional source.78 Charles Scobie has asserted

that in Acts 7 we have a Christianized version of an original Samaritan tract to which

certain additions were made, among them the citation from Amos.79 Longenecker has

noted here affinities with Dead Sea Scrolls texts, so but the significance of this is not

clear. On the other hand, Clarke lists this as a free citation of the LXX.SI

The citation differs from the LXX on the following points: (1) the words

T€fJ(Jap61"ov'Ta E'TTJ (Acts has 'TE(J(JEp61KOV'Ta) are inverted in Acts; (2) Acts adds the words

EV T11 EP~p''i'; (3) some texts of Acts omit up,wv after TOU (lEoU; (4) Acts omits aVTwv after

TOll(; 'TiJ1rou~; (5) Acts changes EauToL~ to 7rPO(JKUVELV aVToL~; (6) Acts has Ba{3uAwvo~

for LXX dap,a(JKou.

77Ringgren, 233.

'78E.g., Hanson, 85.

79Scobie, "Use of Source Material," 412.

8OLongenecker, Biblical Exegesis, 88; he also lists Acts 3:22-23; 13:41; 15:16.

81Clarke, 91. Dupont (Salvation, p. 139) has noted that the quotation is "considerably altered."
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The inversion of T€uuapchovTa €Tl] (1) is probably owing to the Lukan

predilection for placing the year before the number (always in Acts and nine of eleven

times in Luke, even to the extent of modifying Mark [Luke 8:43 = Mark 5:25]).82

Earl Richard, however, thinks there may be textual evidence which can explain this

inversion. Although there are no variant readings for this inversion for the LXX of

Amos here,83 Richard appeals to the evidence for such readings in Genesis and

Deuteronomy as evidence that there could have been a textual tradition which read the

inverted words in Amos 5 as well. 84 Holtz also agrees with this conclusion. 85 But

since the textual tradition is so different for various sections of the LXX, this seems a

very tenuous argument, and it is probably better to consider the inversion as a result of

Lukan proclivities. The variant TEuuEpaKovTa is simply the Ionic-Hellenistic form of

TEuuapaKovTa, and can probably be ascribed to a stylistic alteration (or a simple spelling

mistake), whether by Luke or the later scribal tradition. 86

The addition of EV Tij Epr,JLCiJ (2) has surprisingly strong textual support in the

LXX, again attributed by Ziegler to the influence of the Acts citation on the tradition.87

The textual history is extremely complex at this point and it must be noted that the MT

82See Richard, "The Creative Use of Amos by the Author of Acts," NovT 24 (1982) 38 n. 5.

83See GottLXX13, Amos 5:25.

84Richard, "Creative Use," 38-40 n. 5.

85Holtz, 16 n. 7.

86See BAG, 820.

87GottLXX13, Amos 5:25.
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contains the equivalent phrase here (l:;;}lf:) ;;). To be noted as well, Theodotion has the

words in his version. Holtz suggests that Luke read this probable gloss in his text, which

belonged to the textual tradition evidenced in Egypt in the third century by the text

family of W.88 Given that this phrase brings the LXX closer to the Hebrew, and that

the words are found in Theodotion,89 one is tempted to suggest that Luke is following

a text which has been assimilated to the Hebrew at this point. This, however, leaves

inexplicable why such a Hebraicizing ms would have left the fallacious .Paupap in its

text for the Hebrew 1~;) ;), an indication that this citation was taken from the LXX pretty

much as we have it. 90 If Luke's ms was a Hebraicizing ms, it must have been only

slightly so. Unless we can assume that Luke added the term for clarification

purposes,91 however, we are left with reasonably good evidence that Luke found this

phrase in his text.

The omission of VJ.LWP after ,"OV OEOV in some mss of Acts (3)92 is probably to be

dismissed as a later scribal alteration, to avoid the possible interpretation that Raiphan

was the God of Israel.93 In any case the omissioneed not concern us further.

88Holtz, 16.

89por the relationship of Theodotion to Hebraicizing recensions, see Barthelemy 153-160.

90See Ringgren, 234; he also considers the rendering MOAoX for the Hebrew ':l?Q to be fallacious; it is, however,
possible that with an unpointed text in front ofhim the LXX translator could have considered the two terms equivalent.

91See M. Carrez ("Presence et fonctionnement de l'Ancien Testament dans l'annonce de l'evangile," RSR 63 (1975)
334) for a theological explanation of the function of this phrase here.

92See NestleAland26 and UBSGNT3, Acts 7:43.

93See Haenchen, "Schriftzitate," 161; Holtz, 14.
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On the other hand, the omission of the other pronoun, OlvrWII, after 1"OV<; rU1rOv<;

(4), probably reflects a textual variant in the LXX tradition. 94 The witnesses to the

omission in the LXX, according to Ziegler, include: A_QIXt, L "-36, C-68, plus the

Bohairic and a citation of Justin.95 The Justin citation likely reflects the influence of

Acts, but the others may represent an earlier tradition.96 It does not bring the citation

any closer to the Hebrew, however (D:;J"o. ~~). Rather, the MT, LXX and Acts all

preserve different readings: the MT "your images," the LXX "their images" and Acts

"the images." The MT reading has the effect of strengthening the accusation against the

people of Israel: "they were your images. "97 The LXX has softened this polemic, by

using the more ambiguous "their. "98 The reading in Acts and the LXX mss noted above

softens the accusation somewhat further, and since this sort of softening is unlikely in the

polemical speech of Acts 7, we should probably conclude that the LXX ms used by the

author of Acts 7 did not include OlvrwlI.

The change of EOlvroL<; to 1rPOUKVIIELII OlvroL<; (5) was explained by Clarke as a

Lukan explanatory gloss.99 The phrase seems non-septuagintal as no ms of the LXX

94Holtz, 17.

95See GottLXX13, Amos 2:26.

96See Holtz, 17 n. 1.

97See 1. L. Mays, Amos: A Commentary (OTL; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1969) 112.

98While "their" could mean that the images belonged to the children of Israel, as does "your", the more immediate
connotation is that these images belong to the gods mentioned. Although the alteration may have been deliberate on
the part of the LXX translator, it could have come about through a misreading of 0 J ">1) JX as DiPI) JX .

99Clarke, 94.
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has it. Certainly Clarke's suggestion is the simplest explanation, and he is, in fact,

followed by HoltzlOO and RichardlOl at this point. It is to be noted that the two words

7rPO<JKUVEW and ACXTPf;VW are found together throughout the LXX to indicate cultic

worship, whether of the true God or of false gods. Furthermore, Holtz points out that

the citation is influenced by Ex. 32:8 (E7roil1<JCXP ECXVTOL~ p.oO)(oP KcxL 7rPO<JKEKVP1]PCX<JLP

CXVT'iJ), which is alluded to in Acts 7:41. 102 Richard has suggested that it is Deut. 4: 19

which has led Luke to use the Amos passage here,103 although the evidence for this

seems tenuous at best. 104 In any case, the conclusion that this is a Lukan addition

which serves to strengthen the guilt of Israel is the most reasonable.

The final alteration in the citation, the changing of Aap.a<JKov to Ba{3vAwPo~ (6),

is by far the most important. Again, however, it cannot have been found in Luke's LXX

since only ~, 26 and Cyril of Jerusalem attest the reading. lo5 Therefore, it must be

considered an editorial alteration. Johannes Munck suggests that it is only a "partial

correction" as what is meant by the author of Acts 7 is "to Babylon," which is

10000oltz, 17-18.

101Richard , "Creative Use," 40-41.

I02Holtz, 91; see also A. Pelletier, "Une creation de l'apolog6tique chr6tienne: P.Oax01rOL{IJI," RSR 54 (1966) 411
413; "Valeur evicatrice d'un demarquage chretien de la Septant," Bib 48 (1967) 388.

103Richard, "Creative Use," 40; he also states that Luke cites Ex. 20:4-5 and Deut. 5:8-9 in Acts 7:41-42, but this
conclusion appears unwarranted.

I04His argument is: "the author of Acts employs Dt 17:3 ... to formulate his accusation against the Hebrews [in
7:42]... [and] under the influence of a very similar passage from Dt 4:19 ... he is led to the one text in the OT
where a false god and a star are associated--Am 5:26" (Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4: The Author's Method of Composition
[ed. H. C. Kee and D. A. Knight; SBLDS 41; Missoula, Mont.: Scholars, 1978] 123). This argument has been
followed in some detail recently by H. van de Sandt ("Why is Amos 5,25-27 Quoted in Acts 7,42f.?" ZNW 82 [1991]
67-87; "An Explanation of Acts 15.6-21 in the Light of Deuteronomy 4.29-35 [LXXl," JSNT 46 [1992] 73-97).

105See GottLXX13, Amos 5:27; Cyril of Jerusalem states that BctI3VAWIIO( comes from the" 'El3pctim".
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substantially true to the original idea contained in "beyond Damascus. "106 Holtz

attributes this alteration to Luke who understood this citation as referring to the

Babylonian exile, and as such amended the text to bring it into conformity with his

knowledge of the history of Israe1. 107 A more theological motive is suggested by

Richard, who suggests that as the history of Israel recounted by Stephen begins with

Abraham in his homeland, this citation brings the history of Israel full circle and leaves

them back where they started. 108 William Neil suggests, more prosaically, that the

Babylonian captivity was more important to Jerusalem Jews and that is why it was

mentioned here. 109 The suggestion of F. F. Bruce, however, is more interesting. He

suggests that the alteration goes back to Stephen himself and represents an "example of

quoting from memory in an impassioned speech. "110 Thus Stephen had the Babylonian

captivity in mind and unconsciously made the alteration. If this is the case, then the

citation would have to be considered as coming from early Church tradition and the

Lukan changes which we have noted would have to be ascribed to Stephen, or earlier

editors. Holtz, however, while he explains other citations in Acts 7 as traditional, here

I06See Munck, 64; but cf. Mays (113), who suggests that the original meaning of the phrase may have pointed to
Assyria.

lO7Holtz, 18.

lOSRichard, "Creative Use," 42.

1000eil, 113.

11'Bruce, Acts (1951), 174.
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ascribes the citation to Luke. 111 I will be in a better position to comment on this issue

after I have examined the other citations in Acts 7 (see below, pp. 128-131; 282-376).

In summary, the citation is septuagintal with significant alterations, most likely

attributable to Luke. It is too divergent from the MT to consider the latter as the

immediate source,ll2 and while there is some evidence to indicate that Luke's LXX at

this point may have been Hebraicized, it could not have been extensively as his citation

repeats the mistakes made by the LXX, and, in fact, it is these mistakes which enable

"the author of Stephen's speech to associate idolatrous worship with the worship in the

tabernacle. "113 Thus, whether Lukan or traditional, the citation is based on the LXX.

3. Acts 13:41 = Bab. 1.5

This citation occurs in Paul's speech in Pisidian Antioch. Clarke describes this

as a "shortened and modified" form of the LXX of Hab. 1:5.114 The divergences from

the LXX are as follows: (1) E7rt{3AEy;aTE Kat Oavp,oaJaTE Oavp,Cl(na Kat &¢aVt<10fJTE has

been shortened to OaVp,a<1aTE Kat &¢aVt<10fJTE; (2) &OTt has been changed to OTt; (3) E'YW

EP'Yafop,m has been inverted; (4) '€P'Y0v has been added before 0 au P,1] 7rWTEV<1fJTE; (5)

vp,iv has been added after EKOLfJ'Yr,Tm.

I llHoltz, 17.

112See Bruce, Acts (1951), 173.

113Hanson, 85.

114Clarke, 94.
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The first variation (1) can only be explained (at present)115 as a stylistic

alteration for the sake of shortening the material. 116 Holtz notes that this cannot come

from any knowledge of the Hebrew since €7rL{3AEt/;CX'TE is a suitable translation of the

Hebrew ~tl'::) iJ, whereas &4>CXV{.U(}T/TE is not a suitable translation of ~ ilaB, yet Luke

retains the latter while rejecting the formery7 Ringgren suggests that Luke may have

found €7rL{3AE1/;CXTE superfluous after 'iOETE. 118 Similarly, the removal of (}cxvp,&(JLCX may

be seen as a stylistic improvement,119 and may, in fact, be an instance of Luke

removing a Semitism from his LXX text.

The change of OLaTL to OTL (2) is only a minor variation, and Holtz notes that the

OLaTL of Hab. 2:3 appears as OTL in Codex Alexandrinus, thus concluding that Luke's

LXX very likely contained it also at 1:5.120 It is to be noted that 8HevXllgr reads OTL

for &aTL in Hab. 1:5;121 indeed that ms alters the LXX so that Hebrew ':;J is

1l5It is to be noted that a similar shortening appears to have occured in 8HevXIIgr, which reads simply (}cx.VP.&UCX:TE

(Tov, Greek Minor Prophets Scroll, 50-51). The text at this point is very fragmentary, however, and it is impossible
to ascertain whether or not this shortening represents a scribal alteration, or simply (and more likely in this case) a
result of the loss of most of the verse to the ravages of time. Hence, while a relationship may exist between
8HevXIIgr and Acts 13:41, it cannot be seriously considered on the basis of the existing evidence.

116Holtz, 20.

117Ibid, 19; see also Bruce, Acts (1951), 272.

118Ringgren, 234.

I1'13DF, 85.

120J1oltz, 20.

121Tov, Greek Minor Prophets Scroll, 50-51.
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consistently renedered by on. 122 Hence, it is likely that Luke found on in his ms of 

the LXX. 

The inversion of EYo, EPyC,IOP.O!t (3) may be a stylistic alteration, in the interest 

of better Greek, as suggested by Holtz,123 who also notes that the presence of EYw 

points fairly conclusively to the LXX as the source for this citation since the Hebrew has 

no personal pronoun. 124 As there is no textual evidence for this inversion among LXX 

mss,125 stylistic alteration is the best explanation. 

The addition of EPYOV (4) again represents a stylistic alteration. Holtz notes that 

the addition strengthens the impact of the passage (it gives it "Schwung") and Ringgren 

agrees that it must have been added for clarity. 126 

The addition of the final vp.iv (5) has considerable support in the LXX mss, 

especially in the Alexandrian group. While this may be attributed to the influence of 

Acts on the LXX tradition,127 Holtz considers it unlikely since the other variations in 

the text of the Acts citation are not evident in the LXX tradition, and one would have 

"'cr. Ibid. 131. 140. 

1:!..'Holtz. 20. 

1~4Ibid. 20 n. 5. 

I:!..~SCC GnllLXXI3. Hub. 1:5. 

1~6Holtz. 20; Ringgrcn. 234. O. Glombit1.<l (ttAkt\ XIII. 15-41, Analyse doer Lukanischcn Prcdigt var Juden: 
Ein Bcilmg zum Problem der Redell in Akta," NTS 5 [1958-1959] 315-316) takes this even farther when he asserts 
the importance of the rcpl!lilion of fP,),OV to show that it is God who has performed this eschatological work in Jesus 
Christ :md his Church. 

mSec GouLXX13. Hah. 1:5. 
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expected them. 128 Rather, Holtz suggests that here Luke was using a text which was

close to the Alexandrian textual tradition, and which contained the UJ.LiV. 129 While this

is possible, it is equally easy to see how this word could have been inserted in this

speech to bring the point home to those whom Paul is addressing in the Acts context.

Thus a stylistic alteration is not out of the question here.

To summarize, then, we have here a LXX quotation which has been altered for

stylistic reasons. The passage is clearly from the LXX. While in the Hebrew text the

passage directs attention to the "pagan nations," in the LXX this is not the case, thus

allowing Paul (and Luke) to apply these words to the Jews. l3O Holtz has found

evidence for Luke's using a particular kind of LXX ms. A. Sperber, as well, has

suggested that the Greek text used by the NT writers was similar to that in the fifth

column of Origen' s Hexapla,131 and Wilcox lists this citation as one with parallels in

Origen's fifth column. 132 While none of the parallels they cite are completely

convincing, the presence of on in this citation and in Hab. 1:5 in 8HevXIIgr suggests

that Luke's ms for Habakkuk may have been slightly Hebraicized.

128Holtz, 20.

129Jbid, 21.

J3ODupont, Salvation, 39.

l3IA. Sperber, "New Testament and Septuagint," JBL 69 (1940) 283.

132Wilcox, Semitisms, 39.
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4. Acts 15:16-17 = Amos 9:11-12

This citation, which occurs in the speech of James at the Jerusalem Council, is

perhaps the most discussed Minor Prophets citation in Luke-Acts. Haenchen asserts that

"the text here agrees entirely in meaning, and for the most part in wording, with the

LXX.. ·133 however Clarke lists it as a "free version .. 134 and Hanson notes that "the" ,

Greek of the Amos Citation differs markedly from the LXX, which in its tum differs

from the MT... 135 Obviously agreement over this text is rare. We will approach it in

the same way as we have the previous citations.

The divergences from the LXX are as follows: (1) Acts changes EV 7~ ~jJ.Ep~

€KELV'¥J to jJ.E7a 7aV7Q~ CtVOUnpEVtW; (2) Kat ChOtKOOOp:qC1w is removed after 7rE7r7WKv'iav

and placed before ri]v C1K1]V~V ilavLo, replacing the word CtllaC1n7C1w; (3) 7a 7rE7r7WKCJ7a

avrij~ is omitted in Acts; (4) CtVaC1n7C1w Kat CtVOtKOOOjJ.1}C1W is inverted and CtllaC1n7C1W is

replaced by CtVOp(JWC1W; (5) Ka(Jw~ ai ~jJ.EPat TOV aiwvo~ is omitted; (6) Acts adds &v

after 07rW~; (7) 70V KUPWV is added after TWV Otv(JPW7rWV; (8) the b is omitted before

7rOtWV; (9) Acts adds 'YvwC17a Ct7r' aiwvo~ at the end.

Point (1) is a major alteration, and it is therefore amazing that Holtz does not

treat it In more detail, preferring rather to concentrate on the

133Haenchen, Acts, 448; see also D. M. King, "The Use of Amos 9:11-12 in Acts 15:16-18," ATJ 21 (1989) 8-13.

134Clarke, 92.

135Hanson, 85.
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KCXTHfTpCXJ.l.J.l.eVCX/KCXT€(JKCtp.p.€Va variant in the text of Acts. 136 It may be that point (1)

is not a part of the Amos quotation at all. 137 It has been suggested that we have a

conflated citation with the first three words deriving from Jer. 12: 15.138 While the

sense is the same as that conveyed by the Jeremiah passage, however, the word

&VCX(JTpey;w is not found there. Rather, Jeremiah has €7rLaTP€Y;W. In fact, the phrase as

we have it in Acts 15: 16 does not seem to appear anywhere else in scripture, and

&VCX(JTpey;w is not used by the LXX to indicate God favouring ("turning to") Israel with

an act of mercy. 139 Holtz suggests a relationship of sorts with Zech. 1: 16,140 but the

same comments apply there as to the Jeremiah passage. Richard suggests that the two

words E7rL(JTpey;w/&vcx(JTpey;w were bound together in Luke's thinking,t41 but this seems

highly speculative. He also suggests that P.€TCt TaUTCX and EV ri} ~J.l.€PQ! EKEtV'YJ were

expressions which were interchanged according to Luke's needs,142 but, again there

seems to be no good reason to assume this. Jan de Waard has concluded that the two

136Holtz,21-22. The LXX mss also have this variant in their tradition (g, Qj (see GottLXXI3, Amos 9:11), and
so the problem is a complicated one. However, KCtUUKCt/l/lfvCt appears to be the more difficult reading, and both
UBSGNT3 and NestieAland26 have adopted this reading for Acts 15:16 (see also Metzger, Textual Commentary, 429).

137see M. A. Braun, "James' Use of Amos at the Jerusalem Council: Steps Toward a Possible Solution of the
Textual and Theological Problems," JETS 20 (1977) 117.

138Clarke, 94; Swete, 399; see Bruce, Acts (1951), 297; Ringgren, 235; Conzelman, Acts of the Apostles: A
Commentary on the Acts of the Apostles (HC; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1987) 84.

139Hanson, 85-86.

l4OJIoltz, 24.

141Richard, "Creative Use," 47-48.

142Ibid, 47 n. 23; see also W. C. Kaiser, Jr., "The Davidic Promise and the Inclusion of the Gentiles (Amos 9:9-15
and Acts 15:13-18): A Test Passage for Theological Systems," JETS 20 (1977) 105-106.
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temporal phrases are merely translational variants of N=J il i] 01~::;J ,143 but this seems

rather a tenuous conclusion. 144

We are therefore left with the probability that these words are not septuagintal,

and that the citation does not depend on the LXX at this point. It may yet be a loose

citation of the passage, or of Jer. 12:15 or Zech. 1:16, but the difference is significant

enough to give us pause. The conclusion that it is not a part of the citation at all, but

is an interpretive introduction to the citation,145 is attractive, but unproven.

The replacement of aVOlfJri}fJW by KOlt aVOtKOoOP.~fJW (2) could be described as a

simple replacement of the verb with another together with a KOlt to connect aVOtKOoOP.~fJW

to aVOlfJ1"pey;w. Ringgren has suggested that the verb was changed for stylistic

reasons,146 although what those reasons were is unclear. Richard suggests a theological

motivation for the change, in that for Luke aVOlfJri}fJW was a theological term restricted

to the raising of Jesus (and in three cases related to Deut. 18: 15--the raising up of a

prophet like Moses), and thus Luke substituted a more appropriate word to his way of

thinking. 147 The appropriateness of aVOtKOOOJL~fJW has not gone unnoticed. Chaim

Rabin has suggested that this word is a better translation of 0" j7 ~ than the LXX

143J. de Waard, A Comparative Study of the Old Testament in the Dead Sea Scrolls and the New Testament (STDJ
4; Leiden: Brill, 1965) 26 n. 1.

I44See Braun, 115.

145Ibid, 116.

146Ringgren, 235.

147Richard, "Creative Use," 47.
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translation, and has concluded that there seems to have been some sort of relationship

between the Acts citation and the MT. 148 Rabin has been followed by de Waard and

Michael Braun. 149 Holtz, however, has corne to the opposite conclusion that the LXX

is nearer the Hebrew than the Acts citation. 150 Neither of these opposing viewpoints

is manifestly better than the other.

The existence of KCXt Cx1l0tKOOOp:qC1w in the LXX of Amos 9: 11 following

7r€7rrWlw'iCX1l, but missing from that place in the Acts citation, however, suggests that

Luke has not simply replaced Cx1lCXC1rTWW with another word, but that he has replaced it

specifically with a word found later in the passage. In other words, the text has been

rearranged.

The evident rearrangement of the text suggests that this variant must be

understood in conjunction with point (3), the omission of rCx 7r€7rrWKOrCX cxvrr,c;. This

omission (together with the above-mentioned rearrangement) is likely an abbreviation

of the passage for the sake of clarity.151 It is to be noted that the LXX at this point is

very repetitive (twice a verb of "restoring," one use of "tent" together with a pronoun

referring back to "tent," and two uses of the perfect participle of 7rt7rTW). Hence Luke

may have considered the wordiness of the LXX superfluous, and thus abbreviated the

passage.

148C. Rabin, The Zadokite Documents (Oxford: Clarendon, 1958) 29 n. 2.

149de Waard, Comparative Study, 25; Braun, 116.

ISOHoltz, 25.

IS1Hoitz (24) fmds this conclusion questionable, but does not indicate his reasons.
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Point (4) is similar in that some words have been inverted and one replaced. This

inversion has gone largely without comment152 (Ringgren mentions it as a possible

stylistic change or "slip of memory")153 with scholars concentrating on the change of

CxJlau'T~uw to CxJlop8wuw (e.g., Holtz), or to CxJlOLKOOOfJ.~UW (e.g., Richard). Richard

applies the same argument which I noted above to this substitution,154 while Holtz

suggests that Luke's text of Amos 9: 11 is not that of the LXX.155

Again, however, I would suggest that point (4) needs to be taken together with

point (5), the omission of Ka8w<; ai fJfJ.EpaL 'TOV ai&wo<;. Holtz asserts that this omission

makes questionable whether Luke is citing the LXX here at all. 156 This omission, as well

as the rearrangement noted above, however, probably again indicates abbreviation on

Luke's part. But it is also possible that the omission of Ka8w<; ai fJp.epaL 'TOV aiwvo<; has

a theological purpose. "As the days of old" suggests that the kingdom of David would

be restored to its original position (i.e., a political dynasty which would restore the

security and affluence of David's time).157 The OT passage had a "distinctly

nationalistic element as its referent," 158 and the LXX has reproduced this effect. But

lS2As has the rearrangement of the text in point (2) above.

lS3Ringgren, 235.

lS4Richard, "Creative Use," 47-48.

ISSSee Holtz, 24-26.

lS6Ibid, 24.

lS7See e.g., Mays, 164.

lSSW. C. Kaiser, Jr., "Davidic Promise," 101.
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Luke (or James) does not have this referent in mind and so removes the words which

point to a literal nationalistic interpretation of the oracle. As well, the passage is

improved stylistically: allOf,KOOOJ.l.~(Jw is placed with KaT€(JKaJ.l.J.l.ella, thus maintaining the

figurative speech of the original by creating a parallelism between the "ruins" and the

"booth of David," since both have allOf,KOOOJ.l.~(Jw as their verb. Thus stylistic, and

perhaps theological and political, concerns likely account for these alterations.

The addition of /ill after 07rWc; (6) and of TCW KVPWlI after TWlI c:x,,(JPW7rWlI (7), may

be, as Richard asserts, redactional.159 Holtz, however, notes the large textual support

in the LXX for both of them in the Alexandrian tradition and concludes that Luke had

these changes in the text from which he was citing.16o On the other hand, Ziegler

attributes the presence of these words in the LXX mss tradition to the influence of

ActS,t61 which in this case is likely.162 Richard suggests that 07rWc; /ill is an imitation

by Luke of the construction as found in earlier books of the LXX and that Luke added

TCW K!JpWlI to the "unwieldy LXX text," to give the sentence an object. He points out

that some scribes apparently felt this need as well and added J.l.€ to several of the LXX

mss. 163 This makes it more likely that point (7) is redactional, while point (6) could

as easily as not have been in Luke's LXX.

159R.ichard, "Creative Use," 45.

16lBo1tz, 23.

161See GottLXX13, Amos 9:12.

162See Richard, "Creative Use," 46 n. 19.

163Ibid, 46; see also GottLXX13, Amos 9:12.
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The omission of b before 7rOLWV (8) is not found in any ms of the LXX. But the

omission brings the citation closer to the Hebrew (n~1 il\p'Y ill i1:-O ~ ~), and this could

suggest that the text Luke is using is closer to the Hebrew at this point than the LXX.

Holtz rejects this idea, however, noting that the /) appears in a number of mss of Acts,

and suggests that the omission is a textual error in the mss tradition of Acts which

coincidentally mirrors the MT. I64 This conclusion becomes even more likely when we

consider the errors in the rest of the citation when compared to the Hebrew: the

misreading of i\Dl"" as €Krl1T~CTWCTLv and Oll ~ as TWV Cxv(JpW7rwv.

Finally, the addition of '¥VWCTTCt Cx7r' aiwvo~ at the end of the citation (9) may be

an addition to the text reflecting Isa. 45:21: iva '¥VWCTLV a.p.a TiC; CxKouCTTCt €7roirWElI

TavTa Cx7r' Cxpxil~. 165 Swete lists this phrase as a LXX citation from the Isaiah

passage; 166 however, it is not at all close in wording to LXX Isaiah, and could only be

a vague allusion at best. The suggestion that Isaiah is reflected here has given rise to the

idea that the whole citation is a testimonium which conflated passages from Amos and

Isaiah. 167 Holtz, however, rejects this idea, as the Isaiah quote is evidently not

septuagintal while the latter part of the Amos citation evidently is, and thus such a

testimonium would have combined a LXX quote and a non-LXX quote, a situation he

164Holtz, 23.

165See Goppelt,~, 118; Bruce, Acts (1951), 298; Dupont, Salvation, 145; see also Neil, 173; Hanson, 87.

166gwete, 388.

167E.g., Rendell Harris, 2. 78-79.
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finds unlikely.168 Rather, he thinks it is a conclusion to the citation which Luke has

placed in James' mouth regarding "des ewigen Heilsrates Gottes. ,,169 This seems very

likely, making the citation fit in with Luke's eschatological perspective that the Church

is the final act in God's plan for the ages. 170

We now come to the most difficult problem associated with this passage: the

determination of its origin. I have noted the general assumption that the passage is

septuagintal, and that appears to be confirmed by the fact that the citation retains the

LXX mistranslations noted above, and, in fact, James' whole argument turns on these

mistranslations. 171 It has been suggested, however, that this citation does not come

from the LXX at all. Rather, some have stressed its affmities with the text of Amos as

found in CD. Rabin has noted that CD 7: 16 reads ., mn ., Pil for MT D ., P~ in Amos

9: 11. He argues that the CD reading implies the idea of "re-erect" which would

correspond well to Acts OtPOLKOOOP.~(fW rather than the LXX OtPCi.(f'T~(fw. 172 Similarly,

de Waard claims that there are clear similarities between Acts 15: 16 and 4Q174

(Florilegium) 1: 12.173 He notes that both end the first clause with "which is fallen,"

168Holtz, 22-23 n. 6.

169Jbid, 22.

l70See e.g, G. Heuthorst, "The Apologetic Aspect of Acts 2:1-13," Scr 9 (1957) 33-43; E. E. Ellis, "Present and
Future Eschatology in Luke," NTS 12 (1965) 27-41; J. Navone, "The Way of the Lord," Scr 20 (1968) 24-30; and
especially G. Lohfmk, Die Samm1ung Israels: Eine Untersuchung zur lukanischen Ekklesiologie (Miinchen: Kosel,
1975); see also the comments on Lukan eschatology on pp. 55-56 above.

171Hanson, 86; Bruce, Acts (1951), 298; Dupont, Salvation, 139; see also King, 8-13.

172Rabin, 29 n. 2.

173de Waard, Comparative Study, 25.
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omitting the further reference to 1r€1rTWKoTa. He further asserts that the copulative Kat

of Acts 15:16 (KaL &VOtKOOOJ.l.~(Jw) is a faithful rendering of 'mlJ 'j7ill, a converted

perfect form in the Qumran text as opposed to the imperfect 0 ' p~ of the MT. Finally,

he notes that the introductory formula in Acts 15: 15, KOt()wt; 'Y€'YPOt1rTW, corresponds to

the introductory formula of 4Q174 1: 12: ~lnJ lWNJ. 174

A possible conclusion which could be drawn from this is that the Acts citation is

taken, not from the LXX, but from a Hebrew text such as that preserved in 4QI74.175

On the other hand, the resemblance of Acts 15:16 to this Qumran text does not account

for the apparently septuagintal reading of Acts 15: 17. This has also been challenged,

however. First of all, Bruce has suggested that the LXX mistranslations of Amos 9: 12

are not mistranslations, but rather show the dependence of the LXX on a Hebrew text

departing from the MT which contained the readings underlying the LXX version. 176

Michael Braun notes that there are only three minor changes needed to conform the MT

to the text of the Acts citation. To change "they shall possess" to "they shall seek" all

that is needed is the change of lW1 " to 1\l.711 " and Braun asserts that there was a

time in the history of the transmission of the OT text when 1 and ' were "virtually

174Ibid, 25-26; see also Wilcox, Semitisms, 49; Braun, 116; 1. M. Allegro, "Further Messianic References in
Qumran Literature," JBL 75 (1956) 176 n. 25; Oumran Cave 4: I (40158-40186) (DJD 5; Oxford: Clarendon, 1968)
55.

175See de Waard, Comparative Study, 26 n. 2.

176Bruce, Themes, 79 n. 3.
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indistinguishable. " Building on the work of Mitchell Dahood,177 he suggests that the

Massoretes may have mistaken the ancient title for God ':IN for the direct object marker

m~, and finally, he notes that Oll ~ and OJ ~ could be easily confused in unpointed

texts. 178 We might further comment that the omission of b before 1rotWP, discussed

above, would tend to support a closer relationship to a Hebrew original.

Involved in Braun's study is the attempt to ascribe the speech of Acts 15 to

James, which is considered by many to be impossible since the LXX is used here. 179

Braun assumes that James would not have used the LXX. But both Bruce and Neil, for

!TIM. Dahood, Psalms, (AB; 2 vols.; Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1965) 1. xxii.

1711Braun, 116-117. Braun also argues that Judaism tended to react to Christian use of the OT by excluding OT
references to Gentiles having a hope of salvation. He concludes that James may have been using a Hebrew text
antedating these Jewish alterations which affected the MT, and thus superior to it. He bases his argument on the
evidence that while early Jewish apocalyptic held out some hope to the Gentiles (e.g., I Enoch 90:30; Baruch 13:48),
as R. H. Charles points out, "later Judaism almost universally denied this hope to the Gentiles" (APOT, 1. 255), and
on the interpretive elements of the Targums which were, in the words of J. W. Bowker, "often deliberately designed
to exclude the Christian argument" (The Targums and Rabbinic Literature [London: Cambridge University, 1969] xi).
He also points to the reading of Targum Jonathan which adds "even the house of Israel" to Amos 9:11-12. The latter
phrase was "certainly added," Braun argues, to exclude the Gentiles "from any hope of salvation" (116). He then cites
H. Alford to the effect that James "would not himself (nor would the Pharisees present have allowed it) have quoted
any rendering, especially where the stress of his argument lay in it, at variance with the original Hebrew" (H. Alford,
The Greek Testament [2 vols.; Chicago: Moody, 1968] 2. 166-167). Hence James' quotation must have been in
agreement with the authoritative Hebrew text at the time. This argument is exceedingly speculative. Besides
speculating on what James must or must not have thought or done, and assuming that the citation as we have it is as
quoted by James himself, the only evidence for Jewish altering of the OT text for anti-Christian polemical reasons
(outside of the Targums, which were never regarded as fully authoritative-see B. K. Waltke, "The Textual Criticism
of the Old Testament," The Expositor's Bible Commentary [12 vols.; ed. F. E. Gaebelein and J. D. Douglas; Grand
Rapids: Zondervan, 1979]1. 223) concerns the LXX, which came into Jewish disfavour through its use by Christians
(Jellicoe, The Septuagint in Modem Study, 74). The resulting revisions, such as Aquila (see Jellicoe, The Septuagint
in Modem Study, 76) and possibly 8HevXIIgr (see Waltke, 216), however, can only be characterized as more literal
translations of the Hebrew (see e.g. Tov, Textual Criticism, 146 [on Aquila]). They do not appear to represent a
polemical anti-Christian tendency, but rather the desire of the Rabbis for an accurate Greek text (see Waltke, 216).
There is no evidence for a polemical altering of the MT by Jewish hands and in view of their overall conservativism
in transmitting it (see Waltke, 216-218), such speculation seems very far-fetched.

179See e.g., Haenchen, "Quellenanalyse und Kompositionsanalyse in Act 15," Judentum, Urchristentum, Kirche:
Festschrift flir Joachim Jeremias (ed. W. Eltester; BZNW 26; Berlin: Topelmann, 1960) 157; Acts, 448; see also
Munck,140.
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example, see the use of the LXX as not inconsistent with James being the author of this

speech. 180 Obviously the historical question does not hang on this citation, and so I

will not attempt to deal with it here.

Braun attributes the misreadings of the original Hebrew reflected in Acts and in

the LXX to copyists whose errors found their way into MT Amos 9: 12. But the

argument can be reversed: it was the LXX translator who misread his Hebrew text and

mistranslated these terms. In fact, the agreement of the LXX and Acts here is too much

of a coincidence to assume that we have an independent translation of a Hebrew Vorlage

for this citation. That the LXX text may have followed an alternate Hebrew original at

this point is an intriguing idea; however, there is virtually no way of proving it. In any

case, it appears likely that Luke (or James) is using the LXX to make his point, whether

the latter mistranslated from the Hebrew, or correctly represented an alternate Hebrew

reading.

The citation of Amos 9: 11, however, is more difficult. Wilcox has suggested the

possibility that a text181 related to 4Q174 1: 12182 has been adapted to the context of

Amos 9: 12 LXX and combined with it here, although he admits that the case is not

particularly strong. 183 De Waard also only admits the relationship of 4Q174 1:12 with

lSllJ3ruce, Acts (1951), 298; Neil, 173.

lS1His words are "an originally circulating element," an enigmatic description, to say the least.

ls2Wilcox refers to this text as 1QFlorilegium 1:30.

ls3Wilcox, Semitisms, p. 49.
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the first part of the Acts citation. 184 Similarly, Holtz argues for a "grundsatzlicher

Unterschied" between the two halves of the Acts citation. He concludes that the second

half comes from Luke. The first half was present in the tradition of the Jewish-Christian

Church, perhaps brought over from Judaism, and represented the hope of the restoration

of Israel through the Davidic line (which, interestingly enough, agrees with the argument

in the 4Q174 fragment).185 The second part of the quotation was added by Luke from

the LXX as legitimation for the Gentile mission. 186

The citation in Acts 15: 16 (=Amos 9: 11) does not, however, correspond exactly

to 4Q174. First of all, 4Q174, according to the text as published by J. M. Allegro,187

has "ma "j7ill (as does CD 7:16), which, while explaining the KCit, does not correspond

as neatly to aVOtKOoop:r/Uw as Rabin would like. 188 BDB lists several places where the

Hiphil form of Dlj7 may mean "build, "189 but while in some cases the context could

suggest the translation of "build" (e.g., heaps of stones, Josh. 7:26; altars, II Sam.

24: 18; siegeworks, Isa. 29:3), generally, even for those examples just listed, the sense

of "raise up" or "erect" (cause to stand up) would serve as well. In most cases,

however, "build" will not suffice: e.g., to raise up the prostrate (II Sam. 12: 17; Deut.

184de Waard, Comparative Study, 79-80.

18SSee Allegro, "Fragment of a Qumran Scroll of Eschatological Midrashim," JBL 77 (1958) 353.

186Holtz, 25-26.

187Allegro, Qumran Cave 4,53; "Fragment," 353.

I88Rabin, 29.

189)3DB, 878.
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22:4; etc.), to lift up a shield (Ez. 26:8), to bring judges, prophets, etc., onto the scene

(Ju. 2: 16, 18; Jer. 29: 15; Deut. 11: 15, 18; etc.), and so forth. l90 In every case where

the LXX translates the word, it does so with a form of ;'UTTJI.J.t, and we would tend to

agree with Holtz that the LXX has got it right.191 Although a "booth", n;;J \:), such as

we have in Acts 15 and the Qumran documents, could theoretically be "built," instances

of the word suggest that the OT writers tend to avoid this connotation. For example, in

Gen. 33: 17 Jacob is presented as building houses (il J:1--the usual Hebrew word for

"build")192 but he "makes" (il\DY) booths. In fact, in all cases where the "setting up"

of booths is recorded in the OT (Neh. 8:15,16,17; Jon. 4:5; see also II Sam. 22:12)

the word for "build" is avoided. The LXX normally translates il J:1 by a form of

oiKooop.ew, and again I must agree with Holtz that this is the proper translation.193

Thus OtvOtKOoop.ew does not seem to be a good translation for any form of 01 j7, and I

must disagree with Rabin and de Waard that the reading of CD 7:16 and 4Q174 1:12 is

a better basis for c'xVOtKOOOP.~uw than the MT. Actually, the only real difference between

the readings of CD and 4Q174 and the MT is one of tense, and Rabin's interpretation

of the perfect as "re-erect" seems tenuous. 194

190As well, the Hiphil fonn is used for the setting up of a tent. While one could theoretically "build" a tent, the
translation "set up" or "raise up" would be more appropriate here (e.g.. Ex. 26:30; Jer. 10:20; Ex. 40:2, 18, 33; etc.).

1915ee Holtz, 25.

1925ee BOB, 124-125.

1935ee Holtz, 25.

1945ee BOB (878-879) on the Hiphil perfect of Dlj7.
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Similarly, the use of the vav-consecutive form in 4Q174 can probably be

understood in the context of the fragment itself. Unfortunately the fragment is missing

the crucial piece at this point. Apparently the citation in this text concerns the "Shoot

of David" who will arise and do something in Zion, or, more likely, in view of the

preceding statements, who will have his throne established in Zion. In fact, the earlier

portions of the fragment have several statements concerning God's actions toward

David's kingdom in the last days. It is instructive at this point to see the whole context

of the citation, as translated by Allegro:195

['And] Yahweh tells you that he will build a house for you, and I shall set
up your seed after you, and I shall establish his royal throne [for eve]r.
I shall be to him as a father, and he will be to me as a son.' He is 'the
Shoot of David' who will arise with the Interpreter of the Law, who, [.
. .] in Zi[on in the l]ast days; as it is written, 'And I shall raise up the
tabernacle of David that is fallen.'

This is obviously a series of things which God will do to David's successor in the last

days and our citation is but part of that series. Thus the vav-consecutive fits perfectly

in the context. But the context in Acts requires a copulative Kat for a different reason.

Here, Luke has added the word expwJ'Tpey;w, thus necessitating a following KCXi. Hence

the reason for the vav-consecutive and the copulative KCXt are both to maintain continuity

with what has gone before, but what has gone before in each case is entirely different.

Similarly, the PE'TCx 'TCXV'TCX in Acts is not reflected in the Qumran document.

Rather, there the words are 0 "fJ" i1 n"ln[~~, "in the last days," which is closer to MT

195Al1egro, Qumran Cave 4,54; see also "Fragment," 353.
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N~ili] 0; ":;I, and the LXX Ell Ti} ~P.€P~ EK€i1lrJ, than to Acts. Again, while both 4Q174

and Acts have the equivalent of "as it is written," CD has rather llJN lVJNJ, "as it is

said. "196 Thus, there is no parallel in the latter document. While KQ!OWc; 'Y€'YPQ!7rTQ!L

is only found here in Acts, it is found once in Luke (2:23), and throughout the NT,I97

and appears to be a rather common method of introducing Scripture citations. Hence,

since "as it is written" is a standard formula in pesher texts,198 to find the words

echoed in a Qumran document is probably not too significant. Finally, it is not quite

correct to say that both Acts and 4Q174 end with "which is fallen." While the citation

in the Qumran document appears to end here (although the fragment continues), the Acts

citation continues after omitting several words. Obviously both citations have been

shortened, likely with the same motive, that of accommodating the OT text to a new

context. l99 However, as Fitzmyer points out, the CD passage, the 4Q174 passage and

the Acts passage show no real similarity in the use of the text. In CD the "fallen hut of

David" is somehow obscurely related to the "hut of the king," while in 4Q174 the

emphasis is on the scion of David, who will bring salvation to Israel. But in Acts, there

196Rabin, 26.

1975ee M&G, 176-179.

1985ee e.g., Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis, 98-100; Stendahl, 183-202.

199pitzmyer, "The Use of Explicit Old Testament Quotations in Qumran Literature and in the New Testament,"
NTS 7 (1960-1961) 325.
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is no mention of the scion of David. Rather, the whole emphasis is shifted to the

salvation of the Gentiles.2
°O

This latter point may spell doom for Holtz's theory that the two halves of the

citation come from different traditions. Hanson has noted that it is difficult to imagine

the appeal for early Christians of the first half of the quotation, without the second.201

Certainly in the context it would appear fruitless for James to quote v. 11 without v. 12,

as his whole point depends on v. 12. Furthermore, there is no evidence in the NT of v.

11 being applied messianically apart from v. 12 (in fact this is the only reference to these

verses in the NT), and one might have expected this if it circulated separately, and

especially if it had some relationship to the Qumran material. Finally, Jacques Dupont

has suggested that the language of Acts 15:14 has been influenced by the citation in vv.

16-17.202 This would not be unlikely in a speech of this kind if the whole quotation

were part and parcel of the speech itself. If not, it would be more difficult to account

for this similarity of language.

Therefore, it seems likely that the form of the citation of Amos in Acts 15 owes

most to its LXX origin and to the redactional activity of the author, altering the form of

the passage to fit his theological or literary needs. Whether this was Luke or James is

200J:bid. 329.

201Hanson, 86.

202Dupont, "AAO'!; 'EZ 'E6NDN (Act. xv. 14)," NTS 3 (1956-1957) 47-50; "Un peuple d'entre les nations
(Actes 15.14)," NTS 31 (1985) 321-335; but cf. Dahl, "'A People for His Name' (Acts XV.14)," NTS 4 (1957-1958)
319-327.
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virtually impossible to say. But the citation is septuagintal, and that is the point I wish

to make.

In summary, then, I have spent a good deal of time on this citation, but it appears

to be an important one. It demonstrates that a citation may be septuagintal in spite of

numerous deviations from the text of the LXX as we have it.203 In fact, redactional

considerations are often paramount in determining the origin of a given passage, and in

this passage again Lukan redaction appears to be considerable. In this case, the LXX

supplied the motivation for citing the passage in the context of the James speech, through

Cxll(}pW7rWlI, but the LXX was altered to make the point more clear.

D. Summary: The Minor Prophets Citations in Luke-Acts

The Lukan citations of the Minor Prophets show certain unmistakable

characteristics. In all but one, the citations are from the LXX. The one citation not

from the LXX derives from "Q" (or Matthew) and is not septuagintal. Nor does it

appear to have been altered in any way. Here we probably see Luke's reverence for his

source's transmission of the words of Jesus. In all other citations the LXX has been used

and altered in some way. In the citation from his special material in the Gospel Luke

does not appear to have altered his text to any great extent, and has probably only quoted

2°3The passage also exhibits the problems involved in categorizing a reference to the OT as either a citation or an
allusion. Here the passage appears to be a citation, from the introductory formula "as it is written," but the many
alterations in the text suggest that Luke is not citing his text at all closely, and may simply be alluding to the OT
passage. There is, however, sufficient verbatim agreement with the OT passage to recognize the text from which it
is cited. Hence the passage is a citation.
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the citation loosely. The Acts quotations, however, are all significantly altered. The

overall principle governing Luke's use of OT scripture, at least in the sample thus far

studied, is that of applicability to the context in which they are placed in his narrative.

Luke is not doing exegesis of the OT material so much as he is using it to illustrate the

"things which have been accomplished among us" (Luke 1:1). Hence his primary focus

is not on the OT text itself, but on the events which the text illustrates. His alterations

of the OT text, then, constitute his interpretation of the text on the basis of the events he

is describing. 204

The fact that all the Acts citations are in speeches brings up the possibility that

Luke is drawing on some traditional material. 205 However, there is nothing in the

handling of the citations themselves which points unequivocally to this conclusion. In

most cases the LXX is quoted to a particular purpose, a purpose which is served best by

the LXX version. Again, though, there is no evidence that Luke, in Hanson's words,

has compiled his citations "from whatever version of the text suited best the sense he

wanted, "206 since the sense he wanted comes uniformly from the LXX, which he

altered to fit his needs.

There is some evidence that Luke's LXX text had undergone Hebraicizing

alterations. Although the corrections to the Hebrew are not extensive, three out of the

2~ee Tyson, Images of Judaism in Luke-Acts (Columbia, S.C.: University of South Carolina, 1992) 185;
Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis, 98-99.

2051t is possible that Luke restricted OT citations to the speeches in Acts deliberately, to indicate that the main
figures in his drama are in a direct line of succession to the aT prophets (see Ellis, 27-41).

206Hanson, 87.
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six passages which Luke cites from the Minor Prophets (or 50%) show some evidence

of a Hebraicizing tendency. This is a significant percentage and may indicate that Luke's

ms of the Minor Prophets was a Hebraicizing one, although only slightly so, since most

of the data point to a ms not far from the LXX as we have it.

I Thus, in terms of the overall aims of this study, the citations from the Minor

Prophets demonstrate that Luke knew and used the LXX, although sometimes he cites

the passage rather loosely, possibly from memory." We also note that he does use

traditional material at times, although only one clear instance in this case, and seems to

have a particular historical/theological reason for choosing to use traditional material, in

this case reverence for the words of Jesus. While there is some evidence for the

influence of a Hebraicizing tendency on Luke's citations here, there is a great deal of

evidence that Luke readily redacted his OT citations for stylistic, contextual and

theological reasons.



CHAPTER THREE

THE CITATIONS FROM ISAIAH

Luke quotes eight times from Isaiah: once in Markan material.,! once in "Q"

(Matthean) material, twice from his special material in the Gospel, and four times in Acts

(discounting the possible reference to Isa. 45:21 in Acts 15: 18, discussed in chapter two).

A. Markan Citation: Luke 3:4-6 = Isa. 40:3-5

Here we have a citation which in varying extents is found in all three of the

Synoptic Gospels (Matt. 3:3; Mark 1:2-3). Of the three, Matthew's version is

considerably abbreviated, while Mark adds Mal. 3: 1 but does not cite Isa. 40:4-5. Luke

IWhile UBSGNTI (899) lists Luke 8:10 as a citation of Isa. 6:9, this passage is an allusion rather than a citation.
There is no introductory fonnula, and while the OT text can be recognized, there is little verbatim agreement between
the two. Luke shares this allusion with both Matthew (13:13) and Mark (4:12); however it is very different in the
three accounts. Mark has the longest version but it does not appear to be a citation either (although Marcus [1] argues
that Jesus is "using" Isaiah); Matthew's is shorter at this point, although he adds an explicit LXX quotation afterward,
with the introductory words: "With them indeed is fulfilled the prophecy oflsaiah which says." Matthew here appears
to regard the explicit LXX quote as the explanation of Jesus' words. Matthew's addition of the explicit LXX citation
indicates that he did not regard the words reproduced in Luke as as an OT citation. Rather, he felt that he needed to
explain precisely to which scripture Jesus was referring. Its character as an allusion is further shown in that all three
Gospels differ from the LXX in the order of the clauses (LXX "hear/see"; NT "see/hear"). Ringgren (228) attributes
this to oral transmission or quoting from memory. But the LXX order is kept in the quotation which follows in
Matthew. Given, then, that Matthew knew the LXX version here, we may conclude that he did not regard these words
of Jesus as a quotation from Isa 6:9 at all and thus did not alter them according to the LXX. Luke as well seems not
to have referred to the LXX here but has taken Mark (or perhaps Matthew, without regard to his subsequent citation
of the LXX) as his starting point (Fitzmyer, Luke (I-IX), 709). He improves the Greek by reducing the Hebraistic
I3AE1rov7EC; I3A€1rwULV and CtxOVoVTEC; CtxOVwULV to circumstantialparticiples (Fitzmyer, Luke (I-IX), 709), and suppresses
the "lest they should turn again and be forgiven" of Mark 4:12, perhaps to avoid the impression that Jesus wished to
hinder conversion (see Dupont, "La parabole du semeur dans la version de Luc," Apophoreta: Festschrift flir Ernst
Haenchen zu seinem siebstigsten Geburtstag am 10. December 1964 led. W. Eltester; BZNW 30; Berlin: T6pelmann,
1964] 102--those who do not follow the two-source hypothesis would say that he is merely following Matthew more
or less closely, a reasonable conclusion in this instance). Therefore, it is most likely that Luke is not consciously
quoting the OT here, but rather is abbreviating a word of Jesus which he found in his source. That this word of Jesus
was widely circulated can perhaps be seen in the echo of it which is found in John 9:39.
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is the only one who quotes all ofIsa. 40:3-5. The citation of Isa. 40:3 in John 1:23 may

indicate that this is a citation traditionally interpreted as applying to John the Baptist.

The question has been raised as to whether this is Markan material or "Q"

material. This is one of those infamous occasions of minor agreements of Matthew and

Luke against Mark which have fostered much controversy over the Synoptic Problem.

Both Matthew and Luke mention John in the desert before they begin the citation,

whereas Mark notes this afterward, and neither Matthew nor Luke begin with the citation

from Mal. 3: 1. Those who argue that Luke used Matthew (Griesbach hypothesis) or

Matthew and Mark (Augustinian hypothesis) would have to conclude that Luke is

following Matthew here and adding some of his own material. Others, however, have

argued that Luke and Matthew have both followed "Q" here,2 or have fused the accounts

of Mark and "Q".3 On the other hand, Fitzmyer considers that both Matthew and Luke

independently corrected Mark to remove the erroneous ascription of the Malachi passage

to Isaiah.4 It is probably best to regard the citation, therefore, as Markan material which

has been corrected, whether independently or with reference to "Q" material, and to

which Luke has added the rest of the citation of Isa. 40:3-5.

The citation is listed by Swete and others as septuagintal.5 There are, however,

divergences from the LXX text as we know it. These divergences are as follows: (1)

2See e.g., T. Schramm, Der Markus-Stoff bei Lukas: Erne literarkritische und redaktionsgeschichtliche
Untersuchung (SNTSMS, 14; Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1971) 34-35.

3See e.g., Streeter, 205-206; H. Schiirmann, Das Lukasevangelium: Erster Teil (Freiburg: Herder, 1969) 161.

4Fitzmyer, Luke (I-IX), 452; see also Rese, 168-169.

5See e.g., Swete, 387; Stendahl, 48; Ringgren, 227.
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Luke (with Mark and Matthew) changes LXX TOU (J€OU ~IJ.WV to O!VTOU; (2) Luke omits

7raVTO! before Tex O"KOAta; (3) Luke changes LXX singular ~ TpO!X€/'O! to plural ai

TPO!X€/'at; (4) Luke omits Kat b</>(JTjC1€Tat ~ 06~a Kvpiov.

Point (1) is the only change in the portion of the citation which comes from the

Synoptic tradition, and this change is found in all three Gospels. Certain later mss of

the LXX read the same as Luke at this point; however, it is highly likely that they have

been influenced by the Synoptic tradition.6 Holtz concludes that Luke simply

reproduced the Synoptic tradition of this verse, even though he knew the correct LXX

reading.7 Krister Stendahl has noted that the aVTou is used so that the citation may be

applied to Christ, instead of to Yahweh.8 De Waard, on the other hand, considers the

O!VTOV to be a secondary simplification of the original TOU (J€OU ~IJ.Wll, which is preserved

in the Syriac tradition. 9 The textual evidence for the latter, however, is not convincing,

and it is probably best to conclude that the aVTOU is original in the Synoptic citation and

was altered from LXX TOU (Jeov ~IJ.WV to place the focus on Christ.

The rest of the alterations occur in the Lukan portion of this citation. The

omission of 7raVTa (2) seems to bring the citation closer to the MT, which has no

6See GottLXXI4, Isa. 40:3; see also Holtz, 37 n. 2.

7Holtz, 37.

8Stendahl, 48; Marcus, 38; R. Pesch, Das Markusevangelium (2 vols.; HTKNT 2; Freiburg: Herder, 1976-1977)
1.77; see also Plummer, p. 87; but cf. K. R. Snodgrass, "Streams of Tradition Emerging from Isaiah 40:1-5 and their
Adaptation in the New Testament," JSNT 8 (1980) 34; D. Liihrmann, Das Markusevangelium (HNT 3; Tiibingen:
Mohr, 1987) 34.

9See de Waard, Comparative Study, 50; see also NestleAland26, Luke 3:4. Snodgrass (34) relates the use ofthe
pronoun here to 1QS 8:13 where the third person pronoun is used as a circumlocution for il1il" in the MT; Marcus
(38 n. 90), however, has correctly argued that this explanation of the pronoun does not work for the Synoptic citation
of Isa. 40:3.
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equivalent for the LXX 7rCt.vrcx. lO This point is similar to point (3) where the plural

form in the citation is closer to the MT than the LXX singular formY There is

evidence in the LXX textual tradition for both of these Lukan readings, and Holtz argues

that this evidence is important. For point (2), he argues that the Lukan reading better

represents the original LXX than does that adopted in our critical texts of LXX Isaiah.

The addition of 7rCt.vrcx in the LXX tradition came about, he argues, to make the

statement parallel to the 7rCtv before opoC; Kcxl (3ovv6c;, 12 not to mention the 7rCtacx before

cf>Ct.pcx'Y~ . On the other hand, the LXX textual evidence seems clear that for point (3) the

singular is original. 13 Holtz suggests two possibilities for explaining the change from

singular (LXX) to plural (Luke): either Luke is a mere witness to a variant reading

which is also attested elsewhere in the LXX mss tradition, or he himself was responsible

for the introduction of the plural form. Because of the breadth of representation of the

plural form in the tradition (the A group, the C group and the mixed codices are all

represented), he thinks the former is more likely. Thus Luke becomes merely the

earliest witness for this variant. On the other hand, he considers it plausible that Luke

may have smoothed out the reading by, consciously or unconsciously, correcting the

singular to plural to accord with ODoVc;. 14 Since none of the major early uncials in the

IOSee BHS, Isa. 40:4; Holtz, 38 n. 3.

IlSee Bock, 94; see also GottLXX14, Isa. 40:4.

12Holtz, 38.

13See GottLXX14, Isa. 40:4.

14Holtz, 39.
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LXX textual tradition has the plural reading, it seems likely that the latter reading was

influenced by the Lukan citation.

The closeness at this point to the MT has led Bock to conclude that the citation

as a whole is traditional, not Lukan in origin, and has traces of a Semitic background,

which has undergone some assimilation to the Alexandrian LXX text. 15 But there are

several points which point clearly to a LXX origin for this citation. First of all, in the

LXX the phrase "in the desert" (€JI ~ €P~P.'l') is syntactically connected with the crying

voice and not with "prepare," as in the MT (although, to be sure, the Hebrew

consonantal text is not unambiguous at this point). Similarly, the second referent to the

wilderness in the MT (il ~J:V,:;;J--v.3) is dropped from the LXX and Luke. 16 Bock

argues against the view that the MT syntax is due to the Massoretic punctuation, not to

the consonantal Hebrew text itself. Furthermore, he points out that the LXX rendering

is reflected in the Vulgate, Peshitta and in some Rabbinic exposition. 17 This latter

point, he argues, points to the conclusion that competing renderings of the Hebrew text

"existed and continued to be adhered to after the first century. "18 While this may be

SO,t9 Bock's arguments do not account for the dropping of il~J:V,:;;J from the LXX

lSBock,94.

16Stendahl, 48.

17See Str-B, 1. 96-97; 2. 154.

18Bock,95.

I~ote, however, the statement of Clause Westermann (Isaiah 40-66: A Commentary [OTL; Philadelphia:
Westminster, 1969} 37), who argues that the parallelism and rhythm as well as the general train of thought of the
Hebrew text demand the reading ofthe MT.
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reading, followed by Luke. Another important LXX deviation from the MT, also

followed by Luke, is the replacement of "all flesh shall see it together" (Isa. 40:5--

1111 2 l\Q~-)d :'JNJ1) with "all flesh shall see the salvation of God" (Kat oy;eTaL 7fcum

C1ap~ TO C1Wrr,PLOV TOU Beou). This appears to be the important part of the citation for

Luke and likely the reason he cites the passage.20 Leon Morris suggests that "salvation"

may be an interpretation of ll:J~ ("glory") which occurs earlier in the verse;21

however, the LXX does translate the ll:J~ with 06~a, and C1wriJPLOP TOU BEOU is not a

translation of ll:J~. Bock argues that the LXX here is interpreting the passage in the

light of its context of the deliverance of God's people.22 Similarly, L. H. Brockington

has suggested that the LXX translator may have been reluctant to speak of "all flesh"

seeing the glory of the Lord, since that is "a revelation of the full majesty of God's glory

(or person)." Hence, he argues, the translator may have felt that all flesh would be

allowed to see "the effect of God's presence, the salvation of his people. ,123

Approaching the problem from another angle, Joseph Ziegler has argued that the Hebrew

Vorlage for this verse read ill iP mz ·1'JJ; nN, as in Isa. 52: 10. He argues that this

20See Snodgrass, 39; Morris, St. Luke, 95; Plummer, 88; Rese, 170.

21Morris, St. Luke, 95; see also Rese, 170-171.

22Bock,97.

23L. H. Brockington, "The Greek TranslatorofIsaiah and His Interest in AOZA," VT 1 (1951) 30; see also "The
Septuagintal Background to the New Testament Use of AOZA," Studies in the Gospels: Essays in Memory of R. H.
Lightfoot (ed. D. E. Nineham; Oxford: Blackwell, 1957) 1-8.
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variant may have occurred as a result of a scribe reading nn' as ill il ' .24 While

evaluating these suggestions for the solution of the LXX textual problem actually goes

beyond the scope of this study, it is clear that the LXX is the Vorlage of Luke here.

This is further confirmed by Luke's agreement with the LXX against the MT in the use

of the plural UKOAui for the singular :J~JZ iJ.

There is yet one more point of discrepancy between Luke and the LXX: the

omission of Kat. oc/>(hjU€Tat ~ 06~a Kupiou (4). Bock claims that this omission has no

clear theological motive, and therefore points to Luke's use of a traditional text source25

(as if a traditional text source could have no theological motivation). But 1. Howard

Marshall has suggested that Luke may not have seen the revelation of divine glory as

fulfilled in Jesus' early ministry, and thus felt the theological need to remove this

phrase.26 Holtz suggests that Luke probably wanted to relate the citation to the words

of Simeon in 2:30: "for mine eyes have seen thy salvation," and felt that the preceding

line was superfluoUS.27 Given that this citation does not occur in a speech, but in a

narrative section,28 and that, while v. 4 is taken from Mark, and thus is traditional, the

remainder of the citation is only found in Luke, the section of the citation we are dealing

241. Ziegler, Untersuchungen zur Septuaginta des Buches Isaias (AltAb 12,3; Miinster: Aschendorffschen, 1934)
150.

25Bock,94.

261. H. Marshall, The Gospel of Luke: A Commentary on the Greek Text (NIGTC; Exeter: Paternoster, 1978)
137; but cf. Bock (312 n. 7) who argues that this conclusion is not cogent.

27Holtz, 38; see also Ringgren, 227.

28See D. Seccombe, "Luke and Isaiah," NTS 27 (1980-1981) 252-253.
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with probably comes from Luke himself, who omitted Kat b<p(J~a€TO!L ~ 06~a Kvpiov

because he felt it was superfluous or, perhaps, for (not very clear) theological reasons.

In summary, then, the citation is septuagintal, with all but the first verse (which

is traditional, Markan) probably coming from Luke himself. The LXX here admirably

fits Luke's theological framework, and thus Luke chose to cite the whole passage, with

only a couple of small stylistic and/or theological alterations.

B. "Q" Citation: Luke 19:46 = Isa. 56:7

This citation appears in all three Gospels (Matt. 21: 13; Mark 11: 17) but I have

tentatively assigned it to "Q" (or Matthew) for the following reasons. This is another

of the "minor agreements" passages, and these agreements between Luke and Matthew

against Mark are difficult to explain except by the Griesbach hypothesis that Luke

followed Matthew, or (according to the two source hypothesis) that he chose the "Q"

version over the Markan. The agreements are these: the introductory formula is almost

identical in Matthew and Luke, but quite different in Mark, and both Matthew and Luke

leave out the septuagintal phrase 7rCxat Toi~ e(JP€l1tp which Mark has.

The latter point is important as this omission is not only a deviation from Mark,

but also from the LXX. If Luke was using Mark here, we might have expected him to

have included this universalizing phrase.29 The same thing can be said if one argues

that Luke was using the LXX directly. Reasons can be given, however, why Matthew

29plummer, 454.
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and Luke would have left this phrase out of the saying. J. M. Creed and Fitzmyer

concur that, since both Matthew and Luke wrote after the destruction of the temple, they

would not have considered the temple as ever becoming a "house of prayer for all

nations," especially as the church would have been considered by them to have replaced

the temple in God's plan.30 These arguments work equally well if one is arguing either

that Luke and Matthew altered the text independently, or that both chose the "Q" reading

over the Markan (or Luke chose Matthew over Mark). But the introductory formulae

seem to point to "Q" (or Matthew) as the source for this citation.

This brief citation at fIrst glance appears septuagintal, with an allusion to Jer.

7: 11 following. 31 The allusion to Jeremiah (a7r~A,cnov A,7JaTwv) appears to be connected

to Isa. 56:7 by the use of the words oiKOC; p.ov in both passages. This connection,

however, only applies to the LXX of these two passages, as the MT has" rp::l in lsa.

56:7 and jl·liJ n":;}iJ in Jer. 7:11.32 But there is one signifIcant difference between the

LXX rendering of lsa. 56:7 and Luke's citation: Luke has KOlt eaTOlL for LXX 'Yap ..

. KA,'YJ()~aETOlt. A number of mss of Luke do have the LXX reading here;33 however,

it is likely that these ross are harmonizing with Matthew and Mark or, possibly but less

30). M. Creed, The Gospel According to St. Luke: The Greek Text with Introduction, Notes, and Indices (London:
Macmillan, 1930) 242; Fitzmyer, The Gospel According to Luke (X-XXIV): Introduction, Translation, and Notes
(AB; Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1985) 1261.

31See e.g., Stendahl, 66; Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1268; Plummer, 454; Ringgren, 228.

32Stendahl, 66.

33See NestleAland26, Luke 19:46.
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likely, the LXX itself.34 Clearly Kat €<TTm is original in Luke, and that poses a

problem, since not only is this phrase non-septuagintal, but it is also a Semitism.35 It

does not, however, bring the citation any closer to the MT. Furthermore, it is this

phrase which differs from Mark and Matthew, where the citation appears in its LXX

form, minus the 'Yap.

Holtz suggests that there were, in fact, at least three versions of the story of

Jesus' cleansing of the temple. 36 Martin Dibelius has noted that the variant story in

John 2:14-17 is likely a different "Paradigm" of the same story recorded in Mark.37

Rudolf Bultmann has concluded that Mark has replaced an older pronouncement of Jesus,

still preserved in John 2: 16, with the citation of Isa. 56:7 and the allusion to Jer. 7: 11.38

Holtz suggests that Luke followed yet another version of this story, which may have

originally been a Jewish saying, close to the LXX of Isa. 56:7, which served as a

justification for the institution of the synagogue.39 Thus, contrary to the general opinion

34See Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1267-1268.

35Holtz, 164.

36Holtz, 164-165.

37Dibelius, From Tradition to Gospel, 45; see also 1. Buse, "The Cleansing ofthe Temple in the Synoptics and
in John," ExpTim 70 (1958-1959) 22.

38R. Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition (Oxford: Blackwell, 1968) 36.

39t1oltz, 164-165; see also O. Michel, "oUcor;," TDNT 5 (1967) 121.
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that Luke's version here is a redaction of Mark,40 or that Luke is dependent on a similar

tradition to Matthew,41 Holtz suggests special Lukan material here.

While Holtz's theory explains the presence of Kat eaTaL, it does not explain the

evident similarities with Matthew's version. Rather, perhaps, we should note the

fundamental difference in the force of this text which the alteration makes. This

difference, granted, is not one of meaning, since both "it will be" and "it will be called"

probably refer to the actual purpose of the temple as a house of prayer. The former,

however, is definitely stronger, as the verb "to be" tends to imply actuality more

forcefully than the passive "be called". As well, the future indicative of eip.£, used to

render "categorical injunctions and prohibitions ... in the legal language of the OT, ,,42

appears in the first commandment in the LXX: OUK eaovn:x[ aOt f)eol '€Tepm 7rA,1]1J EJi-OV

(Ex. 20:3). Therefore, the use of Kat eaTaL instead of 'YCt.p ••. KA,.,.,fJi,aeTCu would tend

to make the temple a house of prayer, not merely in an expression of the purpose of

God, but by a direct command of God. While this point does not really remove the

possibility of a special source for Luke here (as obviously this change could have

occurred in the source), it does open up the possibility that Luke could have made the

change himself for theological reasons.

40See e.g., Schramm, 149; Conzelman, Theology, 76.

41See e.g., Buse, 23.

42BDF, 183.
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Therefore, in summary, it is probably best to regard this citation as basically

septuagintal, and taken over from "Q" (or Matthew). It has been altered, very likely,

but not certainly, by Luke, to give the statement more force.

C. ilL" Citations

1. Luke 4:18-19 = Isa. 61:1-2 + 58:6

This citation occurs only in Luke as Jesus reads in the synagogue of Nazareth.

Matthew and Mark record Jesus' visit to "his own country" and teaching in the

synagogue, but only Luke records his reading from the book of Isaiah. Thus this citation

is clearly Luke's special material.

The divergences (apart from orthographical) from the LXX are as follows: (1)

Luke omits the clause i&CJcxoBcn TOtl(; CJVVTETPtP.P.EVOVC; 7i KcxpOi~; (2) Luke inserts a

clause from lsa. 58:6: Cx7rOUTEiACXt [LXX has Cx7rOCJT€AAE] TEf)pCXVUP.€VOVC; €v Cx¢ECJE£; (3)

Luke replaces LXX KCXA€CJCXt with "'YJPv~CXt; (4) Luke leaves off at the end of the citation

Points (1) and (2) should probably be taken together. I wi11look at point (2) first,

as this alteration seems to provide the key for understanding point (1). The first thing

we can say about this insertion from Isa. 58:6 is that it makes it quite unlikely that this

was an actual synagogue reading. Charles Perrot makes the point in this way:

Jamais un lecteur de synagogue, en Palestine et ailleurs, ne se serait
permis de modifier ace point Ie texte biblique! Ces versets presentent
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plutot les caracteres d'un targum, et d'un targum effectue a partir de la
Septante.43

Although some have argued that this passage may have been altered by Jesus himself at

the time of his reading of the Isaiah scroll,44 this seems unlikely. The citation's

obviously composite character has suggested the possibility of a traditional testimonium

text. This combination could conceivably have come about in the haphtara prophetic

reading of the ancient synagogue,45 though the insertion of Isa. 58:6 requires going

backward on a scroll, a practice contrary to rabbinic tradition (b.Meg. 24a [gemara]).46

Perrot considers the citation to be a piece of Christian homily, based on the practice of

the synagogue, to legitimize the Christian use of the OT.47 Bock carries it further and

proposes a traditional text source in which the Hebrew root n'J'lJ found in Isa 61: 1 and

58:6 provided the midrashic link between the two passages, along with 11~l in 61:2 and

58:5. He also notes that our point (4), the change of KCXAEUCl!t to K1JPV~CXL, brings the

passage closer to the Hebrew, by giving the same rendering for both uses of Nl i-;; ~ •

This also, he argues, is evidence of a traditional source with links to a Semitic

43Perrot, 327; see also Bock, 107.

44See B. Reicke, "Jesus in Nazareth-Luke 4, 14-30," Das Wort und die Worter: Festschrift Gerhard Friedrich
zum 65. Geburtstag (ed. H. Balz and S. Schulz; Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1973) 48-49; see also Rese, 146; Marshall,
Gospel of Luke, 184; U. Busse, Das Nazareth-Manifest Jesu: Eine Einfiihrung in das lukanische Jesusbild nach Lk
4.16-30 (SBS 91; Katholisches Biblewerk, 1978) 25, 34.

45See Perrot, 328-333.

46gtendahl, 96.

47perrot, 337.
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context.48 Bruce Chilton has argued that the citation is traditional and goes back to

Jesus himself, since the relating of Isa. 61: 1 to 58:6 must have Jesus' authority behind

it.49 Holtz suggests the possibility of a testimonium here, but finds the proposal

unsatisfactory. 50

As far as the insertion goes, although conceivably, as Bock suggests, the

connection could have been made in Hebrew, it is more likely to have occurred in Greek.

The connection in the LXX would be between the use in the two passages of the same

word &c/>E(JLP (Cxc/>E(JEL in 58:6), which translate very different words in Hebrew (li""f.l

in 61:1 and 0 "W~lJ in 58:6). Thus a connection from the LXX is most natural.51 The

lsa. 58:6 citation follows the LXX exactly, only changing the imperative Cx7rO(J7EAAE to

the aorist infinitive Cx7rO(J7E"iACXL to conform to its new context.52 As far as the change

of IW.AE(JCXL to KTJPV~CtL (our point [3]) goes, it can be easily explained, as does Holtz, as

a simple error, reduplicating the KTJPV~CXL from the previous verse. 53 It is also to be

48Bock, 106-107,316-317 n. 55.

4'13. Chilton, "Announcement in Nazara: An analysis of Luke 4.16-21," Gospel Perspectives II: Studies of
History and Tradition in the Four Gospels (ed. R. T. France and D. Wenham; Sheffield: ISOT, 1981) 164-166; see
also the discussion by D. Monshouwer ("The Reading of the Prophet in the Synagogue at Nazareth," Bib 72 [1991J
90-99).

5'1lo1tz, 41.

51Stendahl, 96; A. George, "La predication inauguralede Iesus dans la synagogue de Nazareth Luc 4,16-30," BVC
59 (1964) 27; H. Baarlink, "Ein gniidiges Iahr des Herrn--und Tage der Vergeltung," ZNW 73 (1982) 220.

52Holtz, 40.
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noted that none of the evangelists uses KCXA€aCXL in the sense we find it in LXX Isa.

61:2,54 and Luke does show some preference for Kf1PV~CXL in regard to preaching.55

Hence it seems reasonable to conclude that the LXX is the basis for this citation.

Furthermore, there are other indications that the citation as a whole is

septuagintal. For example, Luke follows the LXX in omitting twice the rendering for

ill iP and in rendering the Hebrew l]i p-n E'~ D'l;'J 0 ~ 21 with TVcPAo'ie; Cxlla{jAEVtLlI. 56

Thus it seems certain that Luke is following the LXX here.

Turning to point (1), the omission of iaacxaOat TOVe; aVlITETpLjJ.jJ.€1I0Ve; TiJ KCXPDi~,

it is to be noted that some NT mss contain this clause (A, S, iT, 0102, f, the majority

text, and some versions), although the textual evidence seems more weighted in favour

of the omission.57 Bo Reicke has argued that the inclusion of the clause is probably

original on the basis of the context (vv. 23, 27) and because it provides better poetic

symmetry. 58 It is, however, difficult to explain why a later copyist would delete the

line.59 On the other hand, given the references to healing in vv. 23 and 27, it is also

difficult to explain why Luke himself would omit it. Holtz suggests that in Luke's ms

54M. Domer, Das Rei! Gottes: Studien zur Theologie des lukanischen Doppelwerkes (BBB 51; Koln-Bonn:
Ranstein, 1978) 56.

55Rese, 145; Ringgren (228-229) suggests that the use of K1Jpu~ca improves the Greek.

56See Bock, 106; Stendahl, 96; Dupont, "L'ambassade de Jean-Baptiste (Matthieu 11,2-6; Luc 7,18-23)," NRT
83 (1961) 949 n. 87.

57See NestieAland26, Luke 4:18; Plummer, 120-121 n. 1.

58Reicke, "Jesus in Nazareth," 49.

5~ock, 317 n. 57.
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of the LXX this clause was misplaced. 6O Thus Luke is reproducing the LXX as he had

it. But, again, there is no textual evidence whatsoever for this, and Holtz's suggestion

must be regarded as speculative.

We are left then with the suggestion that Luke omitted this phrase himself, but

the question remains as to why. Rese has suggested a theological reason for the

omission. He builds on Eduard Schweizer's note that never in Luke are miracles or

healings ascribed to the Spirit,61 and concludes that Luke removed the line to make

clear that the Spirit of God is not a wonder-working spirit, but a prophetic spirit.62

Another theological reason has been suggested by U. Busse, who considers it likely that

Luke wished to remove the idea of "comfort" from Jesus' mission.63 The latter

suggestion appears somewhat tenuous, but Rese's suggestion may have some merit,

although it is difficult to evaluate properly, and creates a problem owing to the "healing"

context of Luke 4:23,27. It appears from the latter two verses that Luke 4 does present

the Spirit as a wonder-working spirit in some sense, or at least a "healing spirit."

It seems that there is really no good theological reason for Luke to omit the

clause. What other reason, then, could there be? Walter Grundmann suggests that the

omission was an oversight, given the context, and not a purposive omission.64 This is

6OHoltz, 40.

61Schweizer, "1!"IIEV/.lCX: E. The New Testament," TDNT 6 (1968) 407.

62Rese, 145.

63Busse, 34-35, 77-78.

64W. Grundmann, Das Evangelium nach Lukas (THKNT 3; 2d ed.; East Berlin: Evangelische, 1961) 120.
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certainly not impossible, and becomes even more likely if Luke were quoting from

memory, as Ringgren suggests/5 especially if he inadvertently replaced the clause

(albeit not in the exact same place) with the clause from Isa 58:6 (point [2]). Here the

OltPEULV/&¢€C1Et mnemonic cues would provide a concatenation of catchwords66 which

would tend to connect the two passages in his mind. IfLuke was quoting from memory,

this would also explain his use of K'Y/PV~(n instead of KaAEC1aL (point [3]). Hence, while

it is not the most profound solution to the problem, the simplest adequate explanation of

points (1) and (2) is that Luke was quoting from memory.

Point (4), however, the omission of Kat ~p.Epav &V'TCX7rOOOC1EWC; from the end of

the citation, is probably deliberate on the part of Luke. It has often been mentioned that

the Lukan Jesus ends the citation where he does in order to demonstrate that he comes

as Saviour and not as Judge.67 It has further been asserted that this citation is

programmatic for Luke, defining the person and mission of Jesus as Luke wishes to

present them. 68 Thus, it is not hard to understand that Luke would leave out this final

statement. 69 James Sanders has further commented that Luke has Jesus end the citation

on the word OEKTOV to provide a prophetic challenge, noting that the day of salvation was

65Ringgren, 229.

~ee S. M. Paul, "Mnemonic Devices," IDBS (1976) 601; see also C. K. Barrett (A Commentary on the Epistle
to the Romans [BNTC; London: Black, 1957] 69) for a NT example of a catena quotation (Romans 3:11-18).

67Seee.g., Grundmann,Lukas, 121; George, 27; Fitzmyer, Luke (I-IX), 533; E. Samain, "Lediscours-programme
de Nazareth. Lc 4,16-21," AsSeign 20 (1973) 17-27; see also W. J. Harrelson, "Vengeance," IDB 4 (1962) 748;
Monshouwer, 90-99.

68See e.g., Seccombe, 253; Plummer, 122.

69See Perrot, 327.
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acceptable to God, though not acceptable (v. 24 OEKTOc;) to those to whom it came.70

Whatever one makes of the theological argumentation here, it seems that the omission

of point (4) was deliberate,71 and comes from Luke.

There is other evidence as well that the citation comes from Luke. Rainer Albertz

has pointed out that the concept of the "poor" in Isa. 58 comes close to Luke's

conception of the "poor" (see Luke 7:22; 6:20-26; 1:53) and probably indicates Luke's

desire in this passage to identify Jesus as the one sent to the "poor.'172 E. Samain also

notes that the declaration of the oracle as "fulfIlled" "today" is characteristic of Lukan

soteriology (Luke 2:11; 5:26; 13:32-33; 19:5,9; 23:43).73 All this makes it very likely

that the citation in its present form is Lukan.74

In summary, then, we conclude that this mixed citation is essentially Lukan, and

follows the LXX, with some differences owing largely to its being quoted from memory,

and some deliberate alterations by the hand of Luke.

70J. A. Sanders, "Isaiah in Luke," Int 36 (1982) 153-154.

71See Ringgren. 229.

72R. Albertz, "Die'Antrittspredigt' Jesu irn Lukasevangelium auf ihrem alttestamentlichen Hintergrund," ZNW
74 (1983) 198-205; see Rese, 146; see also Dupont, "L'ambassade," 949; J. A. Sanders, "From Isaiah 61 to Luke 4,"
Christianity, Judaism and Other Greco-Roman Cults: Studies for Morton Smith at Sixty (ed. J. Neusner; Leiden:
Brill, 1975) 1. 75-106.

73Samain, 17-27.

74See Stendahl, 96; Holtz, 41; but cf. Baar1ink, 209.
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2. Luke 22:37 = Isa. 53:12

Here we have a very brief quotation attributed to Jesus in Luke's special material

(the addition of Mark 15:28 can certainly be traced to harmonization with Luke).75 The

citation reads Kat ,.LETa Ot1l0P.WlI EA0-Y/'(J01J, while the LXX reads Kat Ell Toi~ Cx1l0P.OL~

EA0-Y/'(Jf)1J. Here there is complete agreement of only two words with the LXX,76 Kat

and EAo-YL(Jf)1J, while the preposition P.ETOt instead of Ell changes the case of the following

noun from dative to genitive. The citation appears closer to the MT (which reads

il JG J 0 "Y\lI9-n Nl) than the LXX here. The preposition P.€TOt is perhaps a better

translation of -n N than €V, and the omission of the definite article also seems to bring

the citation closer to the Hebrew.77

There are three possible ways to account for this change from the LXX: (l) Luke

used a LXX text which had been assimilated to the Hebrew at this point; (2) Luke altered

the text himself; or (3) the citation is a traditional Semitic citation from the early church.

I wi11look at each of these in tum.

Hanson argues that Luke may have had a Greek text deviating from the LXX

here.78 There is no ms of the LXX which agrees with Luke at this point, however,

although Symmachus reads P.€TCx, but with TWlI Ot(J€{3WlI instead of Cxll0fJ.WlI and CxPLOP.~01J

75See NestleAland26, Mark 15:27; Goppelt, Typos, 102.

7&rhe introductory words: "For I tell you that this scripture must be fulfilled in me," indicate expressly that this
passage is meant to be a citation rather than an allusion.

77See e.g., Ringgren, 229; Jeremias, "1l"cii~ 8eoD," TDNT 5 (1967) 707 n. 4; Bock, 137; Fitzmyer, Luke (X
XXIV), 1432.

78Hanson, pp. 79-80.
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instead of EAo-yia()1/.79 H. W. Heidland has suggested that Luke is using a text which

may relate to Justin Apol. 1,50,2, which also reads P.ETa CxIlOP.WII. 80 But Holtz rightly

points out that Justin's citations of this passage are exactly septuagintal elsewhere (Apol.

1,51,2; Dial. 13,7; 89,3), and so it is more likely that Justin is paraphrasing in 1,50,2. 81

Even without support from Justin, however, the possibility of an Hebraicized ms here

remains a viable alternative.

The suggestion that Luke altered the LXX text himself deliberately was forcefully

argued by H.-W. Bartsch. Bartsch argues that the citation is introduced and concluded

in characteristic Lukan style and betrays the fact that this is clear Lukan material. 82 He

also argues that Luke altered the Ell to p.ETa in order to guard against the assumption that

Jesus was crucified as a revolutionary (taking exIlOP.OC; as a cryptic reference to Jewish

revolutionaries). 83 Thus he was reckoned "with" the lawless (revolutionaries) and not

"among" them, as the Ell could be taken. But, even if exIlOP.OC; here does mean

revolutionary (a conclusion which is by no means sure),84 Luke, contrary to the other

synoptics, apparently does have Jesus convicted on the charge of being "a Zealot king,

79See GottLXXI4, Isa. 53:12.

8llJI. W. Heidland, "NrY£t"op.O:L, AO,¥Lup.6r;," TDNT 4 (1967) 287 n. 12.

81Holtz, 43 n. 1.

82H._W. Bartsch, "Jesu Schwertwort, Lukas XXII. 35-38: UberlieferungsgeschichtlicheStudie," NTS 20 (1973
1974) 197-198.

83Ibid, 195-196.

84Cf. BAG 71.
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inciting the people" (Luke 23:2-5).85 Thus, it does not appear that Luke was attempting

to guard against the assumption that Jesus was charged with being a revolutionary, and

Bartsch's argument is not supported.

Holtz, similarly to Bartsch, argues that the alterations are Lukan. He notes that

the citation of Isa. 53:7-8 in Acts 8:32-33 demonstrates that Luke knew this portion of

Scripture in its LXX form. He concludes that Luke has, perhaps unconsciously, made

a small stylistic improvement here, and, like Eusebius,86 has paraphrased the citation,

making it clearer, but preserving the sense of the originalY We could thus classify this

as a loose citation. The likelihood that Eusebius was influenced by Luke, however, is

not small, and Eusebius' paraphrase may be equally a reference to the words of the

Lukan Jesus as to the LXX. If so, one would question whether Luke's replacement of

/LETa for EV in this context was a natural paraphrase, and even whether there really is any

stylistic improvement here. Furthermore, a loose citation would not explain the

closeness of the reworked citation to the MT.

This closeness has given rise to the theory that Luke may have been using a

traditional source. Krister Stendahl has suggested: "We find here signs which indicate

that Is. 53 had been the subject of early Christian translation and interpretation in

8Sp. W. Walaskay, "The Trial and Death of Jesus in the Gospel of Luke," JBL 94 (1973) 84; see also Walaskay,
"And So We Came to Rome": The Political Perspective of St. Luke (Cambridge: University, 1983) 40, 89 n. 9; J.
S. Kennard, Jr., "The Jewish Provincial Assembly," ZNW 53 (1965) 48-49; S. G. F. Brandon, Jesus and the Zealots
(New York: Scribner's, 1967) 32-34, 52-54.

86Eusebius (Prep.Ev. III,2) cites the LXX verbatim in vv. 68-69 (Kat EV TO"it; Cxvopmt; EA0I'W(J1/), but in v. 70
paraphrases (Kat P.ETCt. Cxvop.wv A0l'tI](JEvm).

87Holtz, 42-43.
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connection with its significance for Christology," and notes that it occurs in the passion

narrative in which there are other traces of "retained Semitic wording. ,,88 Joachim

Jeremias thinks that the citation is firmly anchored in the context, and that context (the

sayings about the swords in vv. 36 and 38) is "obviously ancient. "89 Vincent Taylor,

among others, has argued for the authenticity of these verses as coming from Jesus

himself. 90 Marion Soards and Bock have followed these suggestions and concluded that

the citation is traditional and old.91

There are points which tend to count against this explanation, however. First of

all, Holtz has argued that Luke must have used the LXX here, because they both render

the niphal form of il Ja by Ao-yir€u8cit, while it is more commonly rendered by

apL8p.e/'u8m. 92 In fact, it is the only use of a form of Ao-yiroP.CXL for il Ja in the

LXX. 93 Therefore, the replication of Ao-yir€u8CXt in this citation would seem to point

to LXX influence at least. Secondly, although Taylor has concluded that there is a

88Stendahl, 94-95.

89Jeremias, "lI"QtiC; 8eov," 716.

9!7aylor, Jesus and His Sacrifice: A Study of the Passion-Sayings in the Gospels (London: Macmillan, 1951) 193
194; see also R. T. France, Jesus and the Old Testament: His Application of Old Testament Passages to Himself and
His Mission (London: Tyndale, 1971) 114-115.

91M. L. Soards, The Passion According to Luke: The Special Material of Luke 22 (JSNTS 14; Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic, 1987) 53-54; Bock, 137.

92Holtz, 42. Although Bock says that Holtz is mistaken (137), the references which he lists as refuting Holtz, tend
rather to support him (337 n. 194).

930f the 18 instances of il JI) in qal or hiphil, only two are not rendered with a form of Otptf}J1.€W (III Kgdms 21 :25
[OtAA&aaw) and lsa. 53:12).
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"notable absence" of characteristic Lukan words and phrases in this episode,94 evidence

of Lukan redaction has been found by Bartsch, as I have already noted, and others.95

Furthermore, the citation is clearly related to Jesus' crucifixion (23:39-43),96 and

functions, as Fitzmyer puts it, "in typically Lucan fashion, as a prediction that is to fmd

realization in the passion and death of Jesus. ,,97 Finally, theologically, this citation fits

into Luke's overall picture of Jesus as the Suffering Servant of Isaiah. 98

There seems, therefore, to be evidence both for a traditional citation and for

Luke's use of the LXX in this citation. Such influence from both a traditional source and

the LXX is possible. It seems likely that this whole episode was formed out of pieces

of Luke's special material (L), but that Luke himself put the pieces together in their

present form. 99 If so, and if his source material did contain this citation as a word of

Jesus, Luke may not have wished to alter it, as I noted in regard to the citation from

Mal. 3:1 in Luke 7:27. On the other hand, the presence of EA0'YLU(}l1 seems to indicate

LXX influence at least. Either (1) Luke found a traditional citation in his special

material which was influenced by the LXX at this point, or (2) he corrected the citation

94Taylor, The Passion Narrative of St. Luke: A Critical and Historical Investigation (ed. O. E. Evans; SNTSMS
19; Cambridge: University, 1972) 67.

95See Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1429.

96See Bartsch, 196; Rese, 156; Goppelt, Typos, 123.

97Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1430; see also P. S. Minear, " A Note on Luke xxii 36," NovT 7 (1964-1965) 128
134; W. J. Larkin, Jr., "Luke's Use of the Old Testament as a Key to His Soteriology," JETS 20 (1977) 331.

98See D. 1. Moo, The Old Testament in the Gospel Passion Narratives (Sheffield: Almond, 1983), 160-161;
Larkin, 333-334.

9'JFitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1429.
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to the LXX to read EA0-YL(f01], but did not alter the rest of the citation, or (3) he used a

Hebraicizing LXX ms. Although each of these conclusions is possible, the presence of

EAo-yt(flJ1] , indicating LXX influence, and the use of p.era with the genitive and the

omission of the definite article, indicating influence from the Hebrew, imply a

Hebraicizing LXX ms. Although the evidence is not conclusive, the suggestion that Luke

was using a Hebraicizing LXX ms provides the simplest adequate explanation of all the

phenomena in this citation.

To summarize, then, this citation is probably Lukan and septuagintal, having been

drawn from a Hebraicizing ms. While this explanation is most likely, it is also possible

that Luke is citing from a traditional source. If the latter, then either the source was

influenced by the LXX, or Luke corrected the citation to the LXX, but only slightly and

without appreciable reason. A Hebraicizing LXX ms, however, has the advantage of

explaining the relation of the citation to the LXX and the closeness of some elements in

the citation to the MT, while avoiding the problems encountered in other explanations.

D. Acts Citations

1. Acts 7:49-50 = Isa. 66:1-2

This citation occurs in Stephen's speech which I have already noted has become

fertile ground for the practice of source criticism. Thus the possibility of a non-Lukan

origin for citations in this chapter must be kept in mind. The citation from Isa. 66:1-2

differs from the LXX in the following particulars: (1) Acts leaves out the introductory

OU7WC; AE'YEL KVPWC;; (2) Acts adds AE-yEt KVPWC; after OiKOOOP.~(fE7E P.OL; (3) Acts replaces
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7ro'ioC; with TiC; before T07rOC;; (4) Acts changes the word order of 7rCtVTO! •• TO!UTO!

E7roir}(JEv ~ xEip P.OU; (5) Acts omits 'Yap and seemingly puts in its place ovxl.

This text, like the Amos citations in Acts 15 and earlier in chapter 7, shows

evidence of rearrangement. Thus it seems likely that points (1) and (2) should be taken

together. Ringgren asserts, as does Clarke, that this alteration as well as the others in

the passage must be the result of free citation. 100 Holtz, however, suggests a very

plausible reason for the alteration. He asserts that Luke wished to separate the A€'YH of

the quotation from the AE'YH in his introductory statement (vA8), thus improving the style

of the speech. 101 This seems very likely. The original of Sinaiticus for the LXX here

omits OVTWC; AE'YEt KVPWC;, and Luke's ms may have likewise omitted the phrase, but the

presence of AE'YH KVPWC; later in the citation makes it more likely that Luke rearranged

the material. The group of LXX mss which add the later A€'YH KVPWC; probably reflect

influence from Acts.102

The replacement of 7roioC; with TiC; (point [3]) presents another problem. The use

of 'TiC; accords with the form of the citation found in Barn. 16:2, and so it has been

suggested that Luke and the writer of Barnabas may have used the same testimonium. 103

Holtz suggests that both Luke and the writer of Barnabas were using a variant LXX ms

l~ggren, 234; Clarke, 91-92.

IOIHo1tz, 29.

I02See Ibid; see also GottLXX14, Isa. 66:1-

I03Haenchen, "Schriftzitate," 159-160; Bruce, Acts (1951), 176.
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with this reading,l04 and further notes that, since Barnabas has hE'YEL KUPWC; in the same

place as the LXX and not where Luke has it, it is unlikely that a testimonium was

involved. 105 I might go on to say that this latter point seems also to rule out the

influence of Acts on Barnabas for this citation. lll6 Holtz's conclusion seems well

founded, and I am inclined to accept it here.

Points (4) and (5) should also be taken together, and probably display more Lukan

rearrangement of the text. The affect of this rearrangement, as Holtz points out, turns

the LXX statement into a rhetorical question, aimed at the hearers--a common practice

in preaching, which tends to make the point of the text in a more powerful way.l07

This seems highly likely in the context, but brings up the question to whom this citation

belongs. The speech of Stephen is basically a polemical homily and does not completely

work as a defence against the accusations levelled at him. 108 Thus the speech has been

considered as extraneous material inserted into the framework of the martyrdom of

Stephen story. 109 This has led to the suggestion that perhaps the Stephen speech is a

Christian tract which has been inserted here, and in which this citation was originally

I04He argues that LXX mss 26-86, which read T(~, are from the Alexandrian tradition, which shows little
Hexaplaric influence, and thus may indicate an early reading.

I05Holtz, 30; cf. GottLXXI4, Isa. 66:1.

H16Cf. GottLXXI4, Isa. 66:1; Bruce, Acts (1951),176.

I07Holtz, 30-31.

108See Haenchen, Acts, 286; S. G. Wilson, The Gentiles and the Gentile Mission in Luke-Acts (London:
Cambridge, 1973) 132; see also T. L. Donaldson, "Moses Typology and the Sectarian Nature of Early Christian Anti
Judaism: A Study in Acts 7," JSNT 12 (1981) 40; Holtz, 30 n. 4.

109J)ibelius, Studies in the Acts of the Apostles (ed. H. Greeven; London: SCM, 1956) 167-168.
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found. 110 But signs of Luke's interaction with the material have also been found, 111

and some scholars have gone so far as to attribute the whole composition to Luke. 112

While it is beyond the scope of this study to settle the source question here, it must be

noted that, while the homiletical and polemical nature of the speech points perhaps to

early source material,113 the rearrangement of this citation could easily have been

Lukan. The use of the LXX and similar rearrangements elsewhere point to this latter

condusion. 114

In summary, then, the citation appears to be from the LXX (perhaps a variant,

though not Hebraicizing, ms), although freely rearranged for literary or homiletic

purposes. The citation is probably Lukan, although a source may figure into the citation,

but only if that source quoted from the LXX.

IIOSee Scobie, "The Use of Source Material," 412-415; see also Haenchen, Acts, 273.

11ISee Conzelman, "Luke's Place in the Development of Early Christianity," Studies in Luke-Acts (ed. L. E. Keck
and J. L. Martyn; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980) 309; see also Scobie, "The Use of Source Material," 415-417; Tyson,
Images of Judaism, 115.

112See e.g., R. Maddox, The Purpose of Luke-Acts (ed. J. Riches; Edinburgh, Clark, 1982) 52-53; Richard, Acts
6:1-8:4, 266.

113But cf. Tyson, Images of Judaism, 115.

1I4See Holtz, 30-31; Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 250-251.
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2. Acts 8:32-33 = Isa. 53:7-8

This citation is one of the few in Acts which do not occur in a speech, but rather

is part of the narrative framework. The context presents this citation as an extract from

the book of Isaiah which is being read by an Ethiopian official, and which is interpreted

to him by Philip, one of the seven "deacons". Ringgren states that this is a verbal

quotation from the LXX,115 while Clarke lists it as having "substantial agreement" with

the LXX. 116 Since the narrative portrays this scripture being read by a Gentile from

North Africa, the LXX translation is a logical choice for this citation, as that version is

probably the only one with which such a person would be familar, or perhaps even be

able to read. 117 Hence, the use of the LXX here presents no problem for those who

wish to see here the recounting of an actual event. ll8 But it is much more likely (given

that it occurs as a part of Luke's narrative and not in a speech) that Luke has inserted

the citation here in accord with his custom. 119 The theology behind the citation and its

interpretation by Philip certainly appear to be Lukan. 120

IlSRinggren, 234.

116Clarke, 87-88.

lI7See P. deMeester, '''Philippe et !'eunuque ethiopien' ou 'Le bapteme d'un pelerin de Nubie'?" NRT 103 (1981)
367.

118See e.g., E. M. Blaiklock, The Acts of the Apostles: An Historical Commentary (TNTC 5; Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1959) 80-81.

l19See Hanson, 80.

l20See e.g., M. Hooker, Jesus and the Servant: The Influence of the Servant Concept of Deutero-Isaiah in the New
Testament (London: S.P.C.K., 1959) 113-114; Seccombe, 256; Larkin, 325-335; Goppelt, Typos, 104; Rese, 88-100;
Bock, 229.
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The citation does not accord completely with the LXX, however, although the

discrepancies are minor. The divergences are as follows: (1) the present participle

KEipoJlroC; is changed to aorist participle KEipexJlTOC; in Acts; (2) some mss of Acts include

exVTOV after Tex1rEtJlWC1Et.

The change from present to aorist (point [1]) is reflected in the LXX tradition of

a number of mss, particularly of the Alexandrian group. 121 Similarly, a number of NT

mss contain the present participle (Vaticanus and the majority text).122 While the NT

ms evidence probably points to a harmonizing with the LXX text, Holtz argues that the

aorist is probably the original reading in the LXX, and points to the citation of the

passage in Bam. 5:2 and 1 Clem. 16:7 (which both contain the aorist) as evidence that

an alternate LXX text containing the aorist participle was in use at the time of Luke.123

While one could propose a testimonium here, used by all three writers, Holtz argues that

the differences between the citations in the three documents preclude the use here of a

common testimonium, as well as the fact that the citation is firmly anchored in Luke's

theological development of the passage. l24 This latter point, however, may indicate an

alteration of tense on the part of Luke himself. Bock points out that the change to aorist

may be a stylistic (or theological) change, giving a nuance of completion to the simile,

I2lSee GottLXXI4, Isa. 53:7.

122See NestleAland26, Acts 8:32.

123Holtz, 31-32.

124Ibid, 32; see also Cadbury, The Making of Luke-Acts, 281; Rese, 98-99.
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allowing reference to the completed act of Jesus. 125 In view of Luke's perceived

method of handling scripture observed thus far, this is not unlikely. Assuming that the

aorist participle represents a Lukan alteration of the LXX text, the citations of I Clement

and Barnabas, and the LXX tradition may all have been influenced by Acts. 126 On the

other hand, it remains possible that Luke simply followed an aorist tense in his Vorlage.

In either case the LXX is the origin of this citation.

The addition of OlVTOV in some mss of Acts (point [2]) is similarly complicated

textually. Metzger notes that the good external testimony for the reading which lacks

Olvrov (p74, N, A, B, 103, 629, 1642*, 1739\ vg al) "generally carries conviction of

originality," but the possibility that OlUTOV was deleted from the text of Acts to conform

to the LXX is also good. 127 As far as the LXX itself is concerned, the longer reading

(with OlVTOV) is witnessed by a large number of Lucianic witnesses, the Alexandrian text

106, and several mixed mss}28 Holtz concludes that the Olvrov in Acts 8:33 is a gloss

inserted to point the reader to the story of Jesus. 129 But is this a later gloss, or a

Lukan gloss? In the context of Philip's interpretation of the passage the likelihood of a

Lukan gloss here is strengthened.

125Bock, 228; see also Rese, 99.

ll6$ee GottLXX14, Isa 53:7.

127Metzger, Textual Commentary, 359.

128See GottLXX14, Isa. 53:8.

129ffoltz, 31.
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The LXX, when compared with the MT, reflects two divergencies: for MT

ne7 D~wr¥J:'\ l~Yo., "with restraining and judgement he was taken," LXX has EP Tij

rCX7rEtVWCTEt ~ KPtCTLC; avrov ~p(Jf1, "in humiliation his judgement is lifted up," and for MT

o":>n Yl ~O 11 j J ";), "because he was cut off from the land of the living," LXX has

OTL cxipErCXt a7ro rile; 'Y~e; ~ rw~ cxvrov, "because his life is taken up from the earth." The

Hebrew is somewhat unclear at this point,13? and Bock is probably correct in asserting

that the LXX has opted for a stylistically simpler and more explanatory rendering. 131

Generally speaking, the LXX is more amenable to christological interpretation than the

MT,132 although Bock argues that the christological interpretations can be understood

from the Hebrew. 133 In any case, these LXX renderings in the Acts citation point

conclusively to the LXX as the source.

To summarize, this is a LXX citation. While it is not impossible that Luke was

using a variant textform, it is better to view the divergences from the LXX in this

citation as Lukan redactional alterations.

130See D. J. A. Clines, I, We, & They: A Literary Approach to Isaiah 53 (JSOT Sup. 1; Sheffield: JSOT,1976)
17; Westermann, Isaiah 40-66, 264-265.

13\Bock, 226-227; see also Payne, "The Servant of the Lord: Language and Interpretation," EvQ 43 (1971) 138.

132Rese, 98; see also Haenchen, Acts, 312; Conzelman, ~, 63.

133Bock, 229; see also Payne, "The Servant of the Lord," 138.
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3. Acts 13:22.34.47 = lsa. 44:28,' 55:3.' 49:6

Paul's speech at Pisidian Antioch in Acts 13 is a complicated speech resembling

in many ways the speech of Stephen in Acts 7,134 There are a number of citations in

this speech as well as a sketch of the history of Israel. In v, 22 Paul apparently cites lsa

44:28 as the finale of a combined citation including Ps, 89:20 (LXX 88:21) and I

Kgdms. 13: 14. In v, 341sa. 55:3 is cited in close proximity with Ps. 2:7 (v, 33) and

Ps, 16: 10 (LXX 15: 10) (v. 35). The citation of Isa. 49:6 in v. 47 seems to stand on its

own.

a. Acts 13:22 = lsa. 44:28

The brief citation (?rOt~(JH ?raJJ'TO! 1'Cx (JEA~J.l.O!1'a J.l.ov),135 which Swete

characterizes as septuagintal,136 appears to be a rearrangement of LXX ?rav1'O! 1'Cx

(JEA~J.l.O!1'a J.l.OV ?rOt~(JEt, In the lsaianic context the verse is applied to Cyrus, whereas in

Paul's speech the words are applied to David, The connection of these words to David

may not, however, be evidence of ignorance of their OT context. Isa. 45: 1 has the Lord

speaking to 1''i> XPU.TT'i> J.l.OV KVPCfJ, and it is not hard to see how a christologica1 connection

could be seen here, Furthermore, some Patristic witnesses to the LXX replace KUPCiJ with

KVPLCiJ, which, if the latter reflects a LXX tradition, would make the connection all the

l34See Munck, 124; Blaiklock, 105.

13YJ'he introductory formula: "of whom he testified and said" (Acts 13:22) makes it likely that a citation is meant
here.

I~wete, 398-399.
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more clear. 137 Longenecker sees in this joining of passages the midrashic technique

of gezerah shawah (analogy);138 such a technique would be typical of traditional Jewish

or Jewish-Christian treatments.

This brings up the problem whether we have here a Lukan citation or a traditional

one. Otto Glombitza and J. W. Bowker conclude that the whole passage from vv. 17-25

is a traditional text taken from the preaching of the synagogue,139 and Wilcox has found

affinities in the Isaiah quote with the Targum of I Sam. 13: 14, affinities which lead him

to speculate that the Targum was the origin of this latter phrase, not the LXX.140 The

evidence from 1 Clem. 18: 1, in which the Psalms and I Kingdoms citations are joined

in the same way as here in Acts, but which leaves out the Isaiah citation, can be

interpreted as evidence of a testimonium being used both in Acts and in 1 Clement,

where the Isaiah citation was either not present or not recognized as a quotation.141

Wilcox encounters difficulties, however, and is forced to conclude that &vopcx

KetTa TllP KetPOLCXP p.ov and 1rOtr]cJ"€t 1raPTCX Ta ()EAr]p.cxTa p.ov are different renderings of

the same Hebrew phrase from I Sam. 13: 14, the former septuagintal, and the latter

137See Holtz, 134 n. 5; see also GottLXXI4, Isa. 45:1, and 100; Dupont, Salvation, 144.

138See Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis, 98; see also 1. W. Doeve, Jewish Henneneutics in the Synoptic Gospels
and Acts (Assen: van Gorcum, 1954) 172.

139Glombitza, 310; Bowker, "Speeches in Acts: A Study in Proem and Yelammedenu Fonn," NTS 14 (1967-1968)
101-105.

l4OWilcox, Semitisms, 21-23.

14lIbid, 22-23; Holtz, 134-136; Neil, 158.
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targumic. 142 How a targumic and a septuagintal version of the same words found their

way into the passage in Acts is, as both Emerton and Richard affirm, difficult to

understand. 143 Wilcox runs into more problems with the presence of 7rCtP'ra in the

latter phrase, since it is not evident in the Targum. He ends up by concluding that its

presence "may be due to the editor, or perhaps to assimilation of the words to the form

of the passage from Isaiah. "144 Wilcox's hypothesis seems fraught with difficulties,

and it is much simpler to attribute this phrase to the LXX of Isaiah, as does Swete.

The question remains whether the citation is Lukan or traditional. Since it

appears in a midrashically combined citation one might suggest a traditional source, as

it could be argued that such a midrash is typical of Jewish exegesis (see above).145 It

is to be noted that the manner of citation (i.e., a catena quotation) here is one which Paul

at times uses (e.g., Rom. 3:10-18), and this may argue in favour of a Pauline origin for

this speech. It does appear, however, that Luke was familiar with some tradition of

learned exegesis (note, e.g., the question asked by the Ethiopian official in Acts

8:34),146 and he certainly could have combined these citations himself. The parallel

citation in 1 Clement, though somewhat different, may be evidence of testimonia here,

but only for the citation from the Psalms and I Kingdoms. The lsaianic passage is not

142Wilcox, Semitisms, 22.

143Emerton, 287; Richard, "Old Testament," 331.

144\,Vilcox, Semitisms, 22.

14SSee also Glombitza, 310; Bowker, "Speeches in Acts," 101-105.

146See Hanson, 80; Richard, "Old Testament," 331.
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present. The absence of this latter passage can only be ascribed to absence from the

testimonium, since its very appearance in a document of this sort would give it authority

as a messianic citation, and it is difficult to see why it would be left out by Clement.

If so, then we must at least conclude that Luke added the citation from Isaiah to the

original testimonia with which he was working. On the other hand, even if one grants

that Clement left it out of his testimonium source, its omission can be just as easily

explained if 1 Clement is dependent on Acts here. 147 All in all, the origin of this

citation could as readily be Lukan as traditional, and in view of his knowledge of LXX

Isaiah, which we have seen thus far, it is probably Lukan; still a Christian homily,

whether Pauline or otherwise, is not inconceivable as a source here. 148

b. Acts 13:34 = [sa. 55:3

Although not a combined citation in the strict sense of the word, this citation is

found in close midrashic relation with Ps. 2:7 and 16: 10 (LXX 15: 10).149 The

divergences from the LXX are as follows: (1) Acts replaces ou:x(J~crOJLaL with owcrw; (2)

Acts omits the phrase ou:x(J~Kr/V exiwVLOV.

147See Bruce, Acts, 265; the relative dating of Acts and 1 Clement, however, complicates the matter somewhat
(see Kiimmel, 185-186), but if an early date is assigned to Acts, such as in the early 60s (e.g., 1. A. T. Robinson,
Redating the New Testament [philadelphia: Westminster, 1976] 116; a similar conclusion has been reached recently
by J. Wenham in his monograph Redating Matthew, Mark and Luke: A Fresh Assault on the Synoptic Problem
[London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1991]), then the complications are avoided.

l~ilcox suggests that vv. 17-22 may belong to the Stephen material (Semitisms, 164).

14~ee Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis, 97.
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Holtz is correct in asserting that the two points belong together,150 since both

relate to the covenant idea,151 and both are probably removed for that reason. Bruce,

however, considers that OWC1W may be used because of influence from OWC1H<; in the

following citation from Ps. 16:10 (LXX 15:10).152 In any event, the covenant idea is

removed here, possibly, as we shall see, to remove any suggestion that Israel enjoys

exclusivity in its relationship with God. 153

The connection of Ps. 16:10 (15:10 LXX) to Isa. 55:3 appears to come from the

use of the term OC1W<; in each. Now, the occurrence of OC1W<; in the Isa. 55:3 is

somewhat surprising, since the common rendering of 19. (I is EAEO<;154 and we would

have expected the Hebrew llJ "J tW to be rendered ra EAE1] ~aVl.o as in II Chr. 6:42.

Dupont has noted that the LXX has confused 19. (I ("grace", "mercy", "favour") with the

adjective l"QQ ("pious"), thus reading III "l"On.155 Thus it has been concluded

that the word-play is possible only in Greek, and the citation, therefore, must be

l5OfI0ltz, 137-138.

151L&s, 196.

15zaruce, Acts (1951), 270.

153Similar, although not identical, views to mine are expressed by Rese (87), Bock (251), and Holtz (138); see also
L5vestam, Son and Saviour: A Study of Acts 13:32-37, With an Appendix: 'Son of God' in the Synoptic Gospels
(ConNeot 18; Copenhagen: Gleerup, 1961) 76-79.

l~nly a very few of the over a hundred occurrences oflg(l are not translated by EAEO<;; the overwhelming
preponderance of EAEO<; for 1 g 0 can be seen in even a cursory comparison of the data in G. Lisowsky, Konkordanz
zum Hebriiischen Alten Testament (2d ed.; Stuttgart: Wiirtembergische Bibelanstalt, 1958) 512-514, and E. Hatch
and H. A. Redpath, eds., A Concordance to the Septuagint (3 vols.; Oxford: Clarendon, 1897) 1. 451-452.

155Dupont, "TA 'Ol;IA ~AYLi TA I1Il;TA (Ac XII 34 = Is LV 3)," RB 68 (1961) 97; see also Bruce, Themes,
69; Acts (1951), 270.
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septuagintal. 156 Jan Willem Doeve, however, followed by Bock, has argued that the

connection is possible as well in the Hebrew through the root l Dn and its derivative

T'T'Dn. 157 Similarly, Longenecker has concluded that this "promise [of lsa. 55:3]

was certainly involved in traditional Jewish messianology, "158 and Glombitza asserts

that the speech of Acts 13:33-37 reflects "das gro(3e Gebiet einer vorchristlichen

messianischen Amterlehre. "159 While Holtz concurs here that the midrashic joining of

the two citations suggests jewish tradition, he argues that the citations themselves were

taken from the LXX.160

Although, as Doeve and Bock aver, the connection between the verses could, at

least theoretically, be made from the Hebrew, it is much more likely from the Greek.

Similarly, we should note that the rendering of oow~ for l?D would not likely occur to

a translator, unless he made the same mistake as that made by the LXX. The evidence

of Symmachus and Theodotion, who both translate the word with EAE'Y], show that the

latter is the preferred rendering. 161 Thus, while the connection could possibly have

been made at the Hebrew level, in Acts 13 the connection appears more likely

septuagintal in origin.

156Dupont, "TA 'OEIA," 96; Ringgren, 234.

157Doeve, 174; Bock, 251; see also F. Hauck, "OUW(;, ou€W(;," in TDNT 5 (1967) 491; Dupont, "TA 'OEIA," 98.

158Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis, 103.

159Glombitza, 315.

l6OfIoltz, 137-141.

161See Ibid, 137; see also GottLXX14, Isa. 55:3.
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But the question whether the citation is Lukan or traditional is more difficult.

Holtz argues that the words concerning the covenant would not have been removed by

Luke. He argues that for Luke, as well as the early church, the idea of covenant,

especially the new covenant, as expressed in the very early tradition stemming from Jesus

at the Last Supper (e.g., Luke 22:20; I Cor. 11:25);62 was a well known and very

important theological tradition. Hence Luke and Christian tradition would have little

reason to omit the reference to the covenant.163 Holtz concludes that the citation comes

rather from a Jewish testimonium legitimizing the office of the Davidic messiah. l64 He

sees this as embedded in the history of Israel presented in Acts 13, portraying the history

of Israel as culminating in David.165 Thus Holtz finds himself in agreement with

Glombitza regarding this whole speech.

Holtz and Glombitza, however, do not answer the question why the references to

the covenant are removed. The covenant was manifestly as important to the Jews as it

was for the early Church, and the Davidic covenant in particular.166 That the reference

to the Davidic covenant would be excised in a Jewish testimonium remains inexplicable

in Holtz's theory. On the other hand, that Luke, or Christian tradition, had no reason

to omit this reference is probably a mistaken assumption. What Holtz fails to realize,

162gee e.g., Gerhardsson, 36; J. Behm, "The NT Term OU)l(J~"1J," TDNT 2 (1964) 133-134.

163Ho1tz, 139.

164Ibid, 141.

16sIbid, 140.

I66See M. Weinfeld, "Covenant, Davidic," IDBS (1976) 191-192.
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and what Rese points out, is that it is a specific reference to the Davidic covenant that

is removed. 167 Why is that? I would suggest that the answer lies in the specific

relationship within Judaism of the Davidic covenant and the desire for national

restoration. Specifically, the Davidic covenant became linked in Judaism to the

restoration of Jerusalem and the renewal of the Davidic kingdom.168 This nationalist

hope was not on the agenda of either Paul or Luke, especially the latter, who saw the

church as the eschatological continuation of Israel in the plan of God. Thus the removal

of the reference to the Davidic covenant is more consistent with Christian tradition,

especially Luke, than with Jewish tradition.

A Christian testimonium is not ruled out, however, by the arguments just cited.

But there are certain other factors which may indicate that a testimonium of this sort was

not used. First of all, Dupont argues that the citation itself adds nothing to the argument

unless the Isaianic context is kept in mind.169 Hence, it would appear that the author

of the speech was aware of the context of the citation, and did not simply cite an isolated

text from a testimonium. Another point against the use of a Christian testimonium is that

the speech as a whole appears to be a unity, and seems to be an integral part of the

narrative of Acts (it cannot with certainty be isolated as a fragment inserted in the

167Rese, 87.

168Weinfeld, 192.

169Dupont, Salvation, 145-146; Immediately following in Isa. 55:4 (LXX) appear the words "behold, I have given
him as a witness to the gentiles." Dupont notes that the significance of this universalistic statement would have been
readily grasped by Christians reading it.
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narrative). 170 Dupont has noted that the finale of the speech has a distinctly Pauline

tone,171 and I would have to agree that the citation, related as it is to the Psalm

citations both preceding and following, is similar to Paul's method of citation (e.g.,

Rom. 10:5-21). Thus, one could argue that here we have a Pauline speech, which Luke

has inserted into his narrative. This "Paulinism," however, may be more apparent than

actual. Philipp Vielhauer has noted that the structure and contents of Acts 13 are closely

akin to that of the Petrine speeches in the first part of Acts, and the theology is common

to Acts but not distinctively Pauline. 172 This is especially true of the doctrine of

justification in vv. 38-39, which shows a more Lukan perspective. 173 Eduard

Schweizer has also noted that Paul here sounds basically like Peter, and that all of the

speeches in Acts follow the same general scheme throughout, indicating that "one and

the same author is decisively involved in the composition of all the speeches. "174

Munck further notes that in vv. 30-31 the Lukan Paul makes reference to the resurrection

without mentioning his own revelation of Christ, a distinctively unpauline thing to

do. m Specifically Lukan marks have been found in, for example, vv. 24-25, 31,176

1700upont, "TA 'OI:IA," 113-114.

172p. Vielhauer, "On the 'Paulinism' of Acts," Studies in Luke-Acts (ed. L. E. Keck and J. L. Martyn;
Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980) 44, 48.

J73Ibid, 41-42; Schweizer, "Concerning the Speeches in Acts," Studies in Luke-Acts (ed. L. E. Keck and 1. L.
Martyn; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980) 214.

t74Schweizer, "Concerning the Speeches," 212, emphasis Schweizer's.

17SMunck, 123.

176Dupont, "TA 'OI:IA," 114 n. 81.
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and taken with the Lukan theology and the evident unity of the speech, we must conclude

that Luke himself was the composer.

This makes it likely that the citation of Isa 55:3 is also Lukan. While it may be

that Luke has used earlier sources, or earlier Christian homilies,177 they have been

thoroughly reworked by Luke, so that the fmal form is his, and his alone. Hence the

citation is septuagintal, and owes its present form and place to Luke.

c. Acts 13:47 = [sa. 49:6

This brief citation stands on its own in the narrative of Acts 13 as part of a speech

by Paul and Barnabas on the sabbath after the occasion of the major speech in the chapter

(v. 46). That Luke ascribes this speech to both Paul and Barnabas (Is he unaware of

who exactly did the speaking? Did they speak in unison?) would seem to indicate that

Luke has composed this speech as a typical speech for the occasion.

Clarke considered this a free citation of the LXX,178 whereas Wilcox and

Haenchen find the discrepancies too great to allow for this explanation.179 Wilcox and

Haenchen appear to have been dealing with a text similar to that found in Rahlfs' sedition

of the LXX, containing the words €i~ OU:X()~K7]JI 'YElIOV~ between 7E()HKa CT€ and €k

4>w~ ,180 which are omitted in the text of Acts. Ringgren advanced the very plausible

mSee e.g., Dibelius, From Tradition to Gospel, 15-18; Dupont ("TA 'O:EIA," 114 n. 81) specifically delineates
the argument which demands that the use of Isa. 55:3 be ascribed to Luke's source; see also Wilcox, Semitisms, 51.

178Clarke, 92.

I 79Wilcox, Semitisms, 51; Haenchen "Schriftzitate," 160.

18~ahlfsLXX, Isa. 49:6.
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theory that Luke omitted the words regarding a "racial (or national) covenant" because

Paul is here speaking to Gentiles. 181 This is reasonable, as such a statement is

antithetical to Luke's concern with the Gentile mission, and his proposition that the

church is the fulfilment of Israel.

These speculations are brought to naught, however, by advances in LXX textual

criticism. The omitted words are found in a great number of mss of the LXX, but the

Alexandrian group, especially the primary witnesses (A, Q, 26, 86, 106, 710), omit the

phrase, and on the basis of this very strong textual evidence Ziegler has adopted the

reading without these words, ascribing their insertion to influence from Isa. 42:6, which

contains these words after eowKa UE. 182 As the MT has no equivalent of the phrase,

one could conjecture that the Alexandrian reading has been conformed to the MT;

however, it is more probable that the words are a later addition under the influence of

42:6 and the Alexandrian reading is original.

Thus the Acts citation is word for word septuagintal except for one minor

alteration, and that is the omission of ioov at the beginning. A number of the Fathers,

including Barnabas and Justin, omit the word, and while this is likely due to the influence

of Acts,183 Holtz argues that Luke did not have the word in his text. l84 While the

181Ringgren, 235.

182Ziegler, Untersuchungen, 76; GottLXX14, Isa. 49:6; see also Holtz, 33.

183See GottLXX14, Isa. 49:6.

184Holtz, 33.
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evidence seems hardly conclusive, it is not too difficult to see Luke removing the ioou

as an unnecessary Semitism, interrupting the train of thought in Paul's speech.

One further point, brought up by Wilcox, is the textual variant of Acts 13:47 in

codex Bezae (D and Cyprian), which reads: ioov ¢wC; T€BHKa (JE TaLC; 'EBIIEmll. Wilcox

concludes that this reading reflects "an element of unrevised source material, based

ultimately on the Hebrew text of Isa. xlix. 6. ,,185 In order to account for this he

suggests that the ':J before l1N was placed before 0 "1J in a variant Hebrew text. 186

But there are two considerations which make this suggestion unlikely. First of all, there

is no textual evidence for such a change in the MT or LXX traditions. 187 Secondly,

the alteration in D makes little or no change in the meaning of the text,188 but does

make a substantial stylistic improvement. Since the D text type is known for its stylistic

improvements, it is more reasonable to accept this alteration as such a stylistic

improvement. 189

185Wilcox, Semitisms, 51. That the so-called "Western" text may preserve more authentic readings than the
"Alexandrian" , was suggested by F. Blass (Acta Apostolorum sive Lucae ad Theophilum tiber alter: Editio philologica
apparatu critico, commentario perpetuo! indice verborum illustrata [Gottingen: Vandenhoek & Ruprecht, 1895] 30-32).
Although the "Western" text has been generally regarded as inferior to the "Alexandrian" text-type, recently
scholarship has reconsidered Blass's position (see Metzger, The Text of the New Testament, 294-295; M.-E.
Boismard, "The Texts of Acts: A Problem of Literary Criticism?" New Testament Textual Criticism: Its Significance
for Exegesis. Essays in Honour of Bruce M. Metzgeded. E. I. Epp and G. D. Fee; Oxford: Clarendon, 1981] 147
158). The "ultimate judgement" of scholarship, as Metzger (The Text of the New Testament, 294) says, has not yet
been rendered on the merits of the "Western" text.

186Wilcox, Semitisms, 50.

187See BHS, Isa. 49:6; GottLXX14, Isa. 49:6; see also Emerton, 290; Richard, "Old Testament," 339-340.

188Emerton, 290.

189Haenchen, "Schriftzitate," 160; Holtz, 33; Richard, "Old Testament," 340; J. H. Ropes, The Text of Acts, The
Beginnings of Christianity: Part 1: The Acts of the Apostles (ed. F. 1. Foakes-Jackson and K. Lake; London:
Macmillan, 1922) 3. 128; see also Haenchen, Acts, SO-54; Metzger, The Text of the New Testament, 132-133.
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d. Summary: Isaiah Citations in Acts 13

In summary, then, the citations of Isaiah in Acts 13 are all septuagintal in origin,

although they may not all be Lukan. The third citation definitely belongs to Luke, but

the first two may have had their origin in early Christian homilies, although it is just as

likely that Luke used these citations on his own, or at least reworked them to fit his

purpose.

4. Acts 28:26-27 = Isa. 6:9-10

This citation occurs at the very conclusion of Acts and forms what Dupont has

called "the true conclusion of the entire book of Acts. ,,190 The citation is applied to

the Jews as the Lukan Paul's final word to them, as indicative that the rejection of

Christianity by the Jews was in fulfilment of prophecy. 191 The same citation is used

by the Paul of the epistles in a similar connection (Rom. 11:8).192 Clarke has listed

this citation as having substantial agreement with the LXX.193 The agreement is not

absolute, however. The (non-orthographical) divergences from the LXX are as follows:

(1) Acts has 7ropev()T/Tt 7rPOC; TOV Aaov rovTov KaL et7rov for LXX 7ropev()T/Tt KaL ei7rov rei>

Aac~ TotmiJ; (2) Acts omits avrwv after WULV.

19O£)upont, Salvation, 141.

1915ee ibid; Neil, 258; Bruce, Acts (1951),479; Munck, 259; see also J. T. Sanders, "Who Is a Jew and Who Is
a Gentile in the Book of Acts," NTS 37 (1991) 434-455; cf. Moessner, "The Ironic Fulfillment of Israel's Glory,"
Luke-Acts and the Jewish People: Eight Critical Perspectives (ed. J. B. Tyson; Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1988) 50.

1925ee Bruce, Acts (1951), 479.

193Clarke, 88; see also Ringgren, 205.
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In point (1) the KCXt ei?rov has been moved from close connection with

7ropevOT1TL and the preposition 7rPOc; has been added, changing the case of the object from

dative to accusative. Some mss of the LXX and Athenasius share 7rPOc; TOV ACXOV TOVTOV

with Acts (retaining, however the object for ei7rov), possibly owing to influence from

ActS. I94 The change does not bring the LXX closer to the Hebrew, as the MT and

even the Targum correspond exactly with the LXX here. 195 The stylistic advantages

of such a change are not readily apparent. 196 There seems to be basically no change

in the content of the sentence, and hence no good reason for Luke to alter it here. We

are thus left, as is Holtz,197 with the dual possibility of it being a loose citation by

Luke, or a variant form of the LXX which Luke had and which is evidenced in the few

LXX witnesses which only partially agree with Acts (393, 534, Ath. 11.1001).198 The

small and late textual representation makes the latter option unlikely. The relative

infrequency of the locative dative in the Greek of Luke's time,l99 on the other hand,

makes it likely that if Luke were citing loosely or from memory, he would tend to

substitute a prepositional phrase for the less familiar construction. Hence, loose citation

appears to be what we are left with.

194GottLXXI4, Isa. 6:9.

1955ee Holtz, 36 n. 3.

1965ee A. T. Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in the Light of Historical Research (Nashville:
Broadman, 1934) 521; see also Holtz, 36 n. 4.

'97Holtz, 36.

I98GottLXXI4, Isa. 6:9.

I99See BDF, 107.
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The omission of exln"wp (point [2]) raises a further problem. Not only does the

omission go against the LXX and the MT, but Matthew's citation also omits it (13: 15).

This has given rise to the suggestion that there may be a Christian testimonium behind

the citations.2OO It has further been noted that the Acts citation has the same thrust as

the citation in John 12:40,2°1 and the fact that Paul uses the same words to make a

similar point in a catena of quotations (Rom. 11:8) gives further evidence of a testimonia

source.202 On the other hand, it must be noted that the John citation is very different

from the Acts and Matthew citations, deviating much more greatly from the LXX than

does ActS. 203 As far as the Romans citation goes, any reference which Paul may be

making to Isa. 6:9-10 can only be in the form of an allusion, as the actual citation

appears to be a combination of Deut. 29:4 and Isa. 29: 10.204 For Matthew, the citation

relates to the "mysterious presence of the kingdom of God, ,,205 whereas in Acts the

context of Isaiah is taken more into account, and describes a working-out of the

hardening process described in Isa. 6. 206 Holtz rightly concludes that this could only

200See R, Harris, 2, 65, 74, 137; Neil, 258; see also Holtz, 34-36.

201Dupont, Salvation, 141.

202See Bruce, Acts (1951), 479.

203See Holtz, 35 n. 3 & 4,

204See UBSGNT3, Rom, 11 :8.

2050. Kaiser, Isaiah 1-12: A Commentary (OTL; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1972) 83; see also R. V. G. Tasker,
The Gospel According to St. Matthew: An Introduction and Commentary (TNTC 1; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,1961)
136-137; E. C. Hoskyns, The Riddle of the New Testament (London: Faber, 1931) 188.

206See O. Kaiser, 82-83.
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have come about if Luke knew the context of Isaiah, and did not simply refer to an

isolated testimonium. 200

This leaves us with the possibility that Luke and Matthew used the same text of

the LXX. In the LXX tradition the aUTWp is left out in the original reading of Sinaiticus,

as well as one later ms (538) and several commentaries by the Fathers. Similarly,

Symmachus's highly paraphrased version leaves out the aUTWlI.208 Holtz concludes that

while the later ms and the Fathers likely were influenced by Matthew and Acts, the

readings of Sinaiticus and Symmachus may indicate an early tradition in which the aUTwp

was missing.209 While the witness of Sinaiticus need not attest a particularly early

reading, and the Symmachus reading is quite different at this point, and therefore not the

best evidence, the possibility of an early reading without aVTwP still exists. Furthermore,

Matthew and Acts both agree at this point against the rest of the LXX tradition and the

MT, an agreement which certainly could indicate an early reading. Hence, the evidence

suggests that Holtz's hypothesis is correct.

To summarize, then, Luke appears to have somewhat loosely cited this passage

from a ms of the LXX which (like Sinaiticus) lacked avrwp.

207Holtz, 35.

2~GottLXX14, Isa. 6:10.

209Holtz, 34-35.
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E. Summary: Isaiah Citations in Luke-Acts

The citations of Isaiah in Luke-Acts display similar features to what we noted

regarding the Minor Prophets citation. Except in a couple of cases, in which Luke is

clearly dependent on Mark or "Q", the citations are septuagintal. Even in the citation

of Isa. 53:12 in Luke 22:37, which, at first glance, appears to have a traditional base,

it is most likely that Luke is using a mss of the LXX preserving a divergent reading.

The citations in Acts are similarly from the LXX, although in some cases heavily

redacted to fit Luke's purpose in writing. While there is some evidence of traditional

material (material from Jewish or Christian tradition containing the citation, whether

from the LXX or not) in the Acts accounts,210 if Luke indeed used traditional material,

it seems clear that he compared it with his text of the LXX for Isaiah and made certain

corrections based upon that text.

The citations from Isaiah, then, confirm Luke's knowledge of the LXX, at least

for that book, but also indicate that he used traditional material at times, certainly in the

cases of material from his Markan source and "Q", but also possibly in the homily of

Acts 13. It appears that, even though he knew the LXX of Isaiah, he would sometimes

use the citation as presented in what he considered to be a reliable source (sometimes,

however, correcting it by means of his LXX text). There is some slight evidence of a

Hebraicizing tendency in the text of Luke's LXX, but a great deal of evidence of Lukan

redaction. Luke seems to have felt free to alter the text of the OT often for both stylistic

21°Although the evidence by no means compels the conclusion that Luke was not drawing on the LXX.
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and theological reasons. Interestingly, when compared to the Minor Prophets citations,

one notes that there appears to be somewhat more theologically-motivated redaction in

the citations from Isaiah. The latter evidence probably reflects the consideration that the

nature of the Isaianic material made it particularly amenable to christocentric

eschatological interpretation.211

2llSee Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis, 98-99.



CHAPTER FOUR

THE CITATIONS FROM THE PSALMS

Luke refers to the Psalms, sometimes in extended citations, but often in very short

excerpts. While a number of the latter are regarded by some scholars as citations from

the OT, many are in fact little more than allusions, and will be noted as such in this

study. In some cases the allusions are so vague as to be of little help in determining the

text Luke was using. In other cases, however, conclusions can be reached concerning

Luke's use of the LXX and his method of handling scripture. Four of these references

to the Psalms occur in Markan material, two in "Q" material and one in "L" material,

while no less than ten occur in Acts.

A. Markan Citations

1. Luke 19:38 = Ps. 118:26 (117:26 LXX)

This citationl is found in all four Gospels (Matt. 21:9; Mark 11:9; John 12:13).

Some have discerned a special source for Luke here, as Luke inserts into the citation the

words b {3o!(JL"X.euc;, and replaces Mark's "Hosanna in the highest" with "Peace in heaven

and glory in the highest. "2 This source is often linked to John, since John exhibits many

similarities to Luke's account, including the words after the citation: KO!t b {3Q!(n"X.evc; TOV

I Although there is no introductory fonnula evident in this passage, the text shows enough verbatim agreement with
the LXX to indicate that it is a citation rather than an allusion.

~ee e.g., T. W. Manson, The Savings of Jesus as Recorded in the Gospels According to St. Matthew and St.
Luke Arranged with Introduction and Commentary (London: SCM, 1971) 317-319; Taylor, Behind the Third Gospel,
94-95; Schramm, 144-149.

150
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'!opa'1jA, which may be linked to Luke's use of b {3wnAeuc;.3 The differences between

the two accounts, however, are even more striking, and thus Fitzmyer, for example,

concludes that Luke has derived the story, including this citation, from Mark, having

redacted it somewhat.4 Raymond Brown notes that the only point at which John is close

to the Synoptics is in the citation, which derives, he notes, from the LXX.5 The change

from "Hosanna in the highest" (Mark) to "Peace in heaven and glory in the highest"

(Luke) appears to be an interpretation of "hosanna" in a form more readily recognizable

by Gentile readers. 6 Therefore, I regard this citation as basically markan material.?

That the citation itself is traditional, then, seems to be without question, as it is

extremely similar in all the Gospels. The presence of this citation is likely related to the

singing of Hallel psalms at the passover meal and the use of Ps. 118:26 to greet pilgrims

at the feast of Tabernacles, 8 and the events of "Palm Sunday" would likely have called

this to mind for early believers. Thus Holtz's conclusion that it has a firm place in the

Jesus tradition seems well founded. 9

3See Pitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1243; Brown, The Gospel According to John (i-xii): Introduction. Translation,
and Notes (AB; Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1966) 460.

4Pitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1242-1244.

5Brown, John (i-xii), 460.

6Plummer, 448; Stendahl, 65; but cf. Ringgren [228], who sees this as an allusion to 2:14.

7Those who regard Mark as the latest Gospel and consider that Luke used only Matthew and his special material
(the Griesbach hypothesis) are forced to regard this citation as Matthean material.

8See Bock, 122; R. H. Puller, The Foundations of New Testament Christology (London: Collins, 1965) 113;
Stendahl, 66; see also S. Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel's Worship (2 voIs.; Nashville: Abingdon, 1962) 1. 120;
Westermann, Praise and Lament in the Psalms (Atlanta: John Knox, 1981) 232.

9f!oltz, 160.
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But if it is traditional, it is also septuagintal. The Lukan text reads word for word

from the LXX except in one instance which also departs from Mark: the insertion of 0

{3CX(1LA€U~. Luke also omits the words in Mark (not a part of the Psalm quote): "Blessed

is the kingdom of our father David that is coming." This can easily be understood in the

light of our earlier research where we noted a distinct Lukan aversion to any intimation

of the renewal of the political Davidic dynasty. But then why does Luke insert 0

{3(X(nA€U~? This may be a reminiscence of Mark 11: 10, as Lohse suggests;10 but then

why does Luke include this reminiscence, having omitted the whole verse? Likely Luke

felt that 0 EPx61J.€JJo~ by itself needed further definition; but why ;" {3aaLA€V~, in

particular? Conzelman has argued that Luke is here making a political statement

concerning Jesus' kingship,!1 and this is quite likely in view of the foreshadowings

found in the Gospel (e.g., 1:32) and the political charge of which Jesus is convicted in

Luke 23:2. 12 In fact, the whole scene is regal,13 and Luke may have simply inserted

the words "the king" here to make the regal imagery more explicit. While the intention

of this citation at this point is clearly messianic,14 in view of Luke's desire to avoid

reference to the restoration of the Davidic kingdom literal political kingship is probably

not in view for Luke. Rather, the interpretation of Jesus' entry into Jerusalem by the

lot.ohse, "Hosiana," NovT 6 (1963) 113.

llConzelman, Theology, 198-199.

l2See Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1251; Rese, 199; Bock, 124.

13See Marshall, Gospel of Luke, 574; Bock, 122.

14See e.g., Bock, 123; Rese, 199.
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Sanhedrin and Pilate in 23:2-3, making Jesus a political pretender to the literal throne of

David, is mistaken, according to Luke. 1s

In summary, then, the citation is both traditional and septuagintal, with evidence

of Lukan redaction.

2. Luke 20:17 = Ps. 118:22 017:22 LXX)

This citation occurs verbatim in all three synoptic Gospels (Matt. 21 :42; Mark

12: 10), although both Mark and Matthew include v. 23 of the psalm as well. Similarly,

the longer text of Matthew (v. 44) agrees with Luke in adding the substance of Luke

20: 18. While this latter consideration provides no problem for those who argue that

Luke used Matthew as a source for his Gospel, followers of the two source hypothesis

are tempted to see "Q" material here. 16 But textual critics are uncertain whether or not

to regard the reading of Matt. 21:44 as original (it is omitted by D, 33, it, sys, and

Eusebius)Y Metzger is inclined to accept it as original, on the basis of differences

between the Matthean and Lukan forms of the verse and the possibility of explaining its

omission in some mss by haplography (cf. avrilc; [v. 43] and avrov [v. 44]), but admits

15See e.g., Morris, St. Luke, 279, 320; Plummer, 521; Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXN), 1473; see also Bultmann,
History, 282.

16See e.g., A. T. Cadoux, The Parables of Jesus: Their Art and Use (London: Clark, 1931) 40; but if Luke used
Matthew, why did he not reproduce Matt. 21:43 (see Plummer, 462)?

17See NestieAland26, Matt. 21 :44.
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that (at least in the eyes of the committee of UBSGNT3) the verse may equally be an

accretion to the text. 1S

While certainty on the textual issue appears impossible at this time, there is a

further complication here. This Lukan addition is often considered an allusion to Isa.

8:14,19 and some scholars also see a reminiscence of Dan. 2:34,35,44 here. 20 Ps.

118:22 and lsa. 8: 14 are cited together in I Peter 2:7-8, without Ps. 118:23. Similarly

Acts 4: 11, Rom. 9:33 and Barn. 6:4 cite Ps. 118:22 without v. 23. Thus the suggestion

of a testimonium used by Paul, the author of I Peter, Luke, the author of Barnabas, and

perhaps Matthew, comes to the fore. 21 The connection here with lsa 8, however, is not

without problems. The citation of Isa. 8:14 in I Peter is very close to the OT, but

Luke's allusion must be seen as free in the extreme,22 so free that Jeremias has

questioned any such allusion, and Holtz and Bock have categorically denied it. 23 In

view of the major discrepancies between Luke 20:18 and Isa. 8:14, the most reasonable

alternative appears to be that there is no allusion to the Isaiah passage in Luke 20: 18.

An allusion to the Daniel passage, however, is not out of the question;24 but, as Gunther

'8Metzger, Textual Commentary, 58.

19See e.g., Stendahl, 68; Ringgren, 228; Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXN), 1286.

20See e.g., Plummer, 462; Morris, St. Luke, 287; G. Bornkamm, "},.UCJL&"'," TDNT 4 (1967) 281; Jeremias,
"},.l.8oC;, },.Uj",oc;," TDNT 4 (1967) 275.

21See e.g., R. Harris, 1. 26-32; 2. 66; Stendahl, 68; see also Holtz, 161; Dodd, The Parables of the Kingdom
(New York: Scribner's, 1961) 128 n. 1.

22Rese, 173.

23Jeremias, "AWOC;," 276; Bock, 127; Holtz, 161; see also Bomkamm, "},.ucp.&",," 281.

24See Jeremias, "}"l.8oC;," 276; Holtz, 161-162 n. 7.
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Bornkamm warns, "one can hardly say that the whole of v. 18 is a deliberate

combination of prophetic sayings. "25 In any case, Daniel is not reflected in I Peter, and

in Barnabas the citation of Ps. 118:22 is followed by a reference to lsa. 28: 16, not lsa.

8: 14. Therefore, a testimonium of combined or related prophecies is unlikely here.

Holtz argues that v. 18 is an interpretation of the Psalms passage which Luke

found in the tradition.26 This conclusion is supported by those scholars who wish to see

an authentic word of Jesus at the nucleus of this passage.27 If this passage contains an

authentic word of Jesus, it would explain why Ps. 118:22 was such a favourite passage

for the early church. 28 The same cannot be said for Ps. 118:23, which is nowhere else

quoted in the NT, except in the Matthew and Mark parallels to Luke 20: 17.29 A good

case can be made for Lukan redaction in removing the verse from the citation in Luke

20, in that Luke wishes to connect more clearly the "stone" of the citation with the

"stone" in v. 18.30 Fitzmyer argues that there is sufficient evidence of Luke's hand in

this passage to consider the possibility of a Lukan redaction of Mark, with the additional

material coming from Luke himself.31 Thus, perhaps, v. 18 is a Lukan composition,

25Bornkamm, "AU'I'/'&(,)," 281.

26Holtz, 161; see Bock, 127.

27E.g., Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus (New York: Scribner's, 1963) 74-75; Dodd, Parables, 97; E. G. Selwyn,
The First Epistle of Peter (London: Macmillan, 1946) 272-273; but cf. Bultmann, History, 177,205.

28see Morris, St. Luke, 286.

29See NestleAland26, 756.

3ORese,172-173;seealsoBock,330n.144.

31See Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1277-1282; see also Bock, 127; but cf. Schramm, 150-167.
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rather than a traditional formulation. This conclusion is further supported in that, with

the exception of the possible accretion in the Matthean parallel, v. 18 is reproduced

nowhere else in the NT.

In any event, in summary, the citation of Ps. 118:22 is traditional, coming from

Mark, and also septuagintal.

3. Luke 20:42-43 = Ps. 110:1 (J09:1 LXX)

This citation is found in all three Synoptics (Matt. 22:44; Mark 12:36), and is

clearly Markan in origin. 32 That it has been redacted by Luke in conformity with the

LXX is also clear, in that Luke replaces Mark's inroKOtrW with septuagintal inro7rOOLOv. 33

The one divergence from the LXX in all three is omission of 0 before KVpW<;, although

the textual evidence is ambiguous at this point.34 On the other hand, one ms of the

LXX (R) from the sixth century omits the artic1e.35 This ms could possibly also have

been influenced by the NT, although it may reflect an early reading. 36 In any case, the

32Schramm, 171; Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1309.

33Rese, 174; Holtz, 51. Matt. 22:44 also reads inroKaTUJ.

~ee SFG, 250; see also Stendahl, 78; Marcus (39) assumes the presence of 0 in his interpretation of Mark 12:46
(but cf. NestleAland26, Mark 12:36).

35See GottLXX10, Ps. 109:1.

36See Holtz, 52-53.
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use of the article appears to be arbitrary, and may have been omitted simply for reasons

of style.37

It has been suggested that because of the double use of KUPLOC; in the LXX, not

differentiating between illi,., and 111~, the identification of Christ with Yahweh

becomes possible.38 This latter point has raised the contention that the use of this

passage in reference to Christ originated in the Hellenistic church.39 R. H. Fuller even

argues that this identification was impossible in Hebrew or Aramaic.40 Fitzmyer and

Bock, however, both contend, on the basis of Qumran material, that the identification of

the two "Lords" in the passage is possible in Aramaic as well.41 Bock contends that

either the Hebrew text or an Aramaic text (such as a Targum) would produce in

translation a text similar to the LXX, and that, therefore, the LXX is not necessary

here.42 This may account for the reading of the citation in Matthew and Mark

(including perhaps the omission of the article), but it is clear that Luke has attempted to

correct the citation on the basis of the LXX, possibly noting that the significance comes

through more clearly in that version.

37See C. F. D. Maule, An Idiom Book of New Testament Greek (2d ed.; Cambridge: University, 1959) 111-114;
see also W. Foerster, "KVPLOC; in the New Testament," TDNT 3 (1965) 1086-1087; A. Debrunner, Der Gebrauch des
Artikels bei KUpLOC (BZAW 41; Giessen: Topelmann, 1925) 69-78.

38See Foerster, "KVPLOC;," 1088-1090; Fuller, 68; Marshall, The Origins of New Testament Christology (Downers
Grove, Ill.: Inter-Varsity, 1976) 105; O. Cullmann, The Christology of the New Testament (revised ed.; Philadelphia:
Westminster, 1963) 234; see also Marcus, 38-40.

39Bultmann, History, 136-137; Fuller, 185.

4OFuller, 185.

4lFitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1312; Bock, 130.

42Bock, 130.
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In summary, then, here we have a traditional citation which Luke has redacted,

conforming it to the LXX.

4. Luke 22:69 = Psalm 110:1 009:1 LXX)

Although sometimes listed as a citation,43 this passage is clearly an allusion to

the OT text. 44 As such it has limited value in determining possible LXX origin. It does

evince signs of Luke's redactional activity on traditional material, however. Hence, it

is in order to examine it briefly. It is found in all three Synoptic Gospels (Matt. 26:64;

Mark 14:62), but the question of sources here, and throughout the trial narrative, is a

complicated one. Some scholars are convinced that a source other than Mark is being

used for Luke's version of the trial of Jesus,45 while others are just as confident that the

dependence on Mark is "unmistakable. ,,46 Luke almost certainly used Mark at times

since the verbal similarity in places is word-far-word (e.g., Luke 23:3 and Mark

15:2).47 As far as vocabulary is concerned, in Luke 22:67-71, 27 of Luke's 74 words

(36%) are common with Mark (if the unparalleled material in vv. 67d-68b is excluded,

the data are 27 of Luke's 62 words [44%]), although, as Taylor has concluded, "they are

not significant and are such as would be naturally used in references to the question of

43E.g., UBSGNT3, 901.

44Not only is there no introductory fonnula, but its links to the OT text are more conceptual than verbal.

45E.g., Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1458; A. M. Perry, The Sources of Luke's Passion Narrative (Chicago:
University, 1920) 44.

46Creed, 276; see also Conzelman, Theology, 84 n. 3.

47Tyson, "The Lukan Version of the Trial of Jesus," NovT 3 (1959) 251.
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Messiahship. "48 There appear to be few of Luke's characteristic words in this

section,49 which may point to a source which Luke used without much embellishment.

In the final analysis, however, the appeal to vocabulary is inconclusive. 50

It is the divergence in detail which has, in fact, become the cornerstone of the

argument for a special Lukan source.51 This evidence, however, is also inconclusive

since, at least in some cases, Luke's passion narrative can be explained as the result of

Luke's redactional activity. 52 In an attempt to do justice to all the evidence, it has been

suggested by some that Luke used a special source for the trial of Jesus but that he has

fused this with material from his Markan source (cf. Luke 23:3 and Mark 15:2).53

While none of these arguments is totally convincing, we can come to some

conclusions regarding Luke's possible use of sources. First of all, it seems likely, on

the basis of the evidence, that if Luke used a special source for his trial narrative, he also

used Mark. Secondly, whether or not he used a special source, he has edited Mark and

whatever other sources he may have used, whether conflating them, or deliberately

altering their content. Thus, whether he used a special source or not, it is reasonable to

48Taylor, Passion Narrative, 81. The data are from Soards (Passion, 88). Taylor's data (Passion Narrative, 81)
are: 33 out of 94 words in Luke 22:66-71, common to Mark and Luke (35.1 %).

49Taylor, Passion Narrative, 84; but cf. Soards, Passion, 89-96.

50See e.g., J. J. 0 'Rourke ("The Construction with a Verb of Saying as an Indication of Sources in Luke," NTS
21 [1975] 421-423), who demonstrates this in one instance at least.

S\E.g., Taylor, Passion Narrative, 81; Perry, 44; Pitzmyer, Luke (X-XXN), 1466; D. R. Catchpole, The Trial
of Jesus (Leiden: Brill, 1971) 192.

SZp. J. Matera, "The Death of Jesus According to Luke: A Question of Sources," CBQ 47 (1985) 485.

SOE.g., Tyson, "Lukan Version," 251-253; B. S. Easton, The Gospel According to Luke: A Critical and Exegetical
Commentary (New York: Scribner's, 1926) 339.
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suppose that Luke's editorial activity played a significant role in the formation of his trial

narrative.

For the specific passage in which our allusion occurs, the picture is much the

same. Paul Winter has concluded that Luke 22:67-71 is a later editorial addition inserted

in order to harmonize the Lukan account with those of Mark and Matthew.54 Most

scholars, however, are not in agreement. David Catchpole, for example, has noted signs

of Lukan redaction in v. 69,55 and Conzelman has concluded that this passage is

typically Lukan.56 Thus it is very possible that the passage as it stands comes from

Luke. In any case, if the purpose of this later addition was to harmonize with Matthew

and Mark, one would think that it would have come closer to them in its content. As it

stands it appears as a very poor harmonization indeed.

More likely Luke either followed a non-Markan source for this scene,57 or else

he used Mark and deliberately chose to change certain Markan details. 58 A third

alternative would see a certain amount of dependence on both Mark and another

54Winter, "The Treatment of His Sources," 163-164; "Luke XXII 66b-71," 113-114.

55Catchpole, Trial, 193.

56Conzelman, Theology, 85.

57Catchpole, Trial, 200.

58See Soards, Passion, 123; Creed, 278; see also Streeter, 222; Taylor, Passion Narrative, 83-84.
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source.59 After examining the evidence, Fitzmyer has finally declared that it is quite

impossible to know which of these possibilities is the right one.60

The allusion itself is likely taken over from Mark, in spite of the possibilities of

other sources. 61 If it did originally come from another source, it must have been

assimilated to Mark, probably by Luke. 62 It seems more logical to regard it as Markan.

The Psalms allusion is thus traditional and appears fused with one to Dan. 7: 13. In the

Matthean and Markan parallels the words TOil violl TOU all()pw7rOV and EPXOP.€JlOJl p.€Ta

(Matthew has E7rl) TWII JI€<!>€AWII TOU OUPCXIIOV correspond to Daniel (LXX and

nTheodotion n) which reads E7rl (nTheodotion" has p.€Ta) TWJI JI€<!>€AWJI TOU OUPCXJlOU w~

vio~ aJlOpw7rOV ~PX€TO (nTheodotion" has EPXop.€IIOr;), while "cxO~p.€JlOr; EK O€~tWII (Luke;

Matthew has "cx(J~p.€JlOJl EK O€~tWJI; Mark has EK O€~LWV KCX(J~P.EJlOJl) correspond to K&(JOV

EK O€~tWII p.ov in Ps. 110 (109): 1.63 Luke, however, retains only the words vior; TOU

aJlepW7rOV from Daniel.

Why Luke omits the Daniel reference to the coming of the son of man on the

clouds of heaven is rightly connected by Bock to the question of Jesus' conviction on the

5~.g., Taylor, Passion Narrative, 84; Easton, Luke, 339; Soards (Passion, 103-105) argues that Luke combined
Mark with information from an independent oral tradition; see also Soards, "A Literary Analysis of the Origin and
Purpose of Luke's Account of the Mockery of Jesus," New Views on Luke and Acts (ed. E. Richard; Collegeville,
Minn.: Liturgical, 1990) 93.

6Opitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1459.

61See Grundmann, Lukas, 418-419.

62See Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1458; Catchpole, Trial, 193; Soards, Passion, 123-124.

63See Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1467.
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charge of blasphemy (in Mark and Matthew),64 but he seems to miss the logical reason

for this change.65 The charge of blasphemy as found in Mark 14:64 and Matt. 26:65

is not found in Luke's account of the trial. It is to be noted that in Mark and Matthew

the charge of blasphemy and the subsequent tearing of the high priest's robes come

directly after this statement by Jesus. This leads one to conclude that the charge of

blasphemy is to be connected in some way with a claim to divinity apparently implicit

in the use of the biblical allusion.66 It is to be noted that in the Talmud (b.Sanh. 38b)

Rabbi Akiba connects Dan. 7:9 with David's session at the right hand of God, to which

Rabbi Jose responds that thus Akiba has profaned the name of God (cf. m.Sanh. 4:6).67

The importance here is clearly that the session is in heaven, and only God is considered

to sit down in heaven.68 Jesus' application of Ps. 110:1 to himself would give him a

claim to kingship under God's rule, as had David, but the fusing of this citation with

Dan. 7: 13 (ct. v. 9) unequivocally locates the session in heaven, and thus hints at

divinity. 69 Thus Luke, in removing this reference to Daniel, removes the cause of

64Bock, 139.

65See Ibid, 142; Bock contends that the charge of blasphemy still stands.

66gee J. C. O'Neill, "The Charge of Blasphemy at Jesus' Trial Before the Sanhedrin," The Trial of Jesus (ed. E.
Bammel; London: SCM, 1970) 77. Perhaps E. Bickermann ("Utilitas crucis: Observations sur les recits du proces
de Jesus dans les Evangiles canoniques," RHR 112 (1935) 182-183) is right in noting that the blasphemy of Mark
14:64 is not the technical blasphemy of m.Sanh. 7:5, but rather refers to the"gross impropriety" of Jesus' claims.

67See Bock, 140; Catchpole, "You Have Heard His Blasphemy," TB 16 (1965) 18.

68See F. Neugebauer, "Die Davidssohnfrage(Mark xll.35-7 Parr.) und der Menschensohn," NTS 21 (1974-1975)
107.

69J3ock, 140-141; see also Marshall, "The Synoptic Son of Man Sayings in Recent Discussion," NTS 12 (1965
1966) 346; L. Sabourin, "The Biblical Cloud," BTB 4 (1974) 304; J. G. Baldwin, Daniel: An Introduction and
Commentary (TOTC; Madison, Wise.: Inter-Varsity, 1978) 142-143; but cf. N. W. Porteous, Daniel: A Commentary

(continued...)
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blasphemy, and thus makes his record of the trial of Jesus, which contains no conviction

for blasphemy, consistent.

This passage, then, is a redacted form of the Markan passage, and thus

traditional. But what is its relation to the LXX? I have already noted that it only has

a few words in common with Ps. 110 (109):1, and these are adapted to the NT context,

with no attempt to follow the psalm's syntactical structure.70 With reference made to

only a few words, and no particularly striking LXX expressions being used, it is

impossible to determine with certainty whether this allusion is septuagintal or not.

In summary, then, this allusion is traditional, and very freely adapted to the

context in its traditional form. It also shows signs of Lukan redaction, removing the

reference to Dan. 7:13. Here, interestingly, Luke has altered a word of Jesus which he

received from Mark in order to fit better into the historical context of his narrative.

Thus, while Mark records Jesus as claiming divinity, in some sense at least, and thus

incurring the charge of blasphemy, Luke, who depicts Jesus as condemned for a political

charge, removes the overtones of blasphemy from the allusion to the QT. Thus in this

passage Luke's concern with a consistently politically-oriented trial narrative has

overcome whatever reluctance he may have felt toward altering a word of Jesus, as well

as any theological concerns having to do with Jesus' divinity.

69(.•.continued)
(OTL; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1965) 110; cf. also O. Linton, "The Trial of Jesus and the Interpretation of Psalm
ex," NTS 7 (1961) 258-262.

70See also Bock, 139.
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This passage illustrates a further problem which we will encounter more and more

in our examination of the Lukan citations from the Psalms and the Pentateuch in the next

chapter, and that is the difficulty of determining when departures from the LXX text

indicate a mere allusion to the LXX, and when they point to a source other than the

LXX. Since an allusion by its very nature does not replicate the text in question, its

value as a witness for or against theories of sources other than the LXX in the Lukan

citations is greatly reduced. 71 On the other hand, the chance replication of a

particularly striking word or phrase in an allusion may point to a particular text as a

source for the allusion. In this case, however, there are none.

B. "Q" Citations

1. Luke 4:10-11 = Ps. 91:11-12 (9():11-12 LXX)

The temptation scene, in which this citation occurs, is paralleled only in Matthew

(the citation is found in Matt. 4:6) and is clearly "Q" material.72 Luke has changed the

order of the temptation, probably for literary-theological reasons.73 Similarly, other

modifications in the story reflect Lukan redaction.74 There can be no doubt but that the

71See e.g., Emerton, 282-283.

72See Fitzmyer, Luke (I-IX), 507.

73See e.g., Plummer (110): "chronological order"; Fitzmyer (Luke (I-IX), 507): geographical-theological
perspective consummating in Jerusalem; H. Swanston ("The Lukan Temptation Narrative," JTS NS 17 [1966] 71):
modelled on Ps. 106.

74See e.g., Dupont, Les tentations de Jesus au desert (StudNeot 4; Bruges: Brouwer, 1968) 43-72; Fitzmyer, Luke
(I-IX), 507.
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citation is septuagintal,75 but it is also traditional as it reads almost verbatim with the

Matthean parallel, including the introductory formula. It differs from Matthew only in

that the latter does not contain the words rov ouxcPvAa~(n UE and the second OTt. The

second OTt is probably an addition to the text by Luke, as it is not in the LXX. Likely

for Luke it functions as a recitative OTt and was added after the "ai to clarify the

connection with the fIrst part of the citation in which OTt also occurs.76 Holtz argues

that Matthew has removed the rov OtacPVA&~aL UE from "Q" while Luke has retained

it.77 This suffIces for the two source hypothesis, but if one argues that Luke used

Matthew, then one is forced to conclude that Luke added the words. This leads to

further difficulty, because one then has to explain why Luke did not add the rest of the

verse found in the LXX: Ell 7r&uaL~ rai~ booi~ uov. Certainly the omission of this latter

phrase makes the citation applicable more specifIcally to the present instance;78 but this

is equally true for "Q" as for Luke. It is then likely that Luke, using "Q", did not fmd

these words, but did fInd rov oLacPvA&~aL UE.

The addition of Kat OTt to the text of the LXX serves to separate the citation into

two equal points, each having their purpose in Satan's temptation. The addition of Kai

7SSwete, 387; Fitzmyer, Luke (I-IX), 517.

76Holtz, 57; Fitzmyer, Luke (I-IX), 517.

77Holtz, 57.

78See Plummer, 113.
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is traditional (from "Q"; cf. Matt. 4:6), while the addition of on is the only sign of

Lukan redaction in this citation.79

In summary, then, the citation is both traditional and septuagintal, with very little

evidence of Lukan redaction.

2. Luke 13:35 = Ps. 118:26 (117:26 LXX)

This citation80 occurs as well in Luke 19:38, which I have noted as Markan

material. Here, however, it occurs in "Q" material (paralleled in Matt. 23:39).81 The

order of events is different in Matthew and Luke, with some other minor variations, and

it is usually considered that Matthew has preserved the original order, and that Luke has

improved the passage somewhat stylistically.82 The citation, however, is verbatim in

both Luke and Matthew, and in the LXX. While obviously, as Holtz avers, this citation

is traditional, having its origin in the Jesus tradition already in "Q, "83 it is still

interesting to find a septuagintal quotation both in "Q" and in Markan material, especially

if Bultmann is right and this prophecy by Jesus was originally a Jewish prophecy placed

on Jesus' lips.84 The LXX here, however, is an accurate translation of the Hebrew,85

79See Holtz, 57.

8°Although this passage occurs as a word of Jesus with no introductory fonnula indicating a citation, there is
certainly enough verbatim agreement with the OT text to consider this a citation.

81See Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1034.

82E.g. Bultmann, History, 114-115; Rese, 191; see Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1034; see also S. Schulz, Q: Die
Spruchguelle der Evangelisten (Ziirich: Theologischer, 1972) 347 n. 187.

83Holtz, 160.

84Bultmann, History, 114-115.
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and as Argyle notes, it may be that "the Hebrew could hardly be rendered into Greek in

any other way. ,,86 Therefore, it perhaps need not be a septuagintal citation after all.

In summary, then, the citation is traditional, coming from "Q, " and could possibly

be non-septuagintal, although, in view of its word-for-word accord with the LXX, it

seems most reasonable to accept the citation as septuagintal.

c. "L" Citation: Luke 23:46 = Ps. 31:5 (30:6 LXX; 31:6 MT)

The final word of Jesus from the cross in Luke is not found in the other

Synoptics; both Matthew and Mark have Jesus uttering a "loud cry" (Mark 15:37; Matt.

27:50 has Jesus speaking "with a loud voice"), but do not preserve that cry. Some

commentators are convinced that Luke is preserving a special source here,87 which is

taken by some to indicate an authentic word of Jesus. 88 There are, however, signs of

Lukan redaction throughout this passage,89 and thus some have concluded that Luke has

expanded upon his Markan source here.90

8\...continued)
8SOn the relationship of the LXX and the MT at this point, see Bock, 325; but cf. A. Cohen, The Psalms: Hebrew

Text & English Translation with an Introduction and Commentary (London: Soncino, 1945) 393; but cf. also GKC,
18; E. Werner, "Massoretic Accents," IDB 1 (1962) 297.

86Argyle, "The Accounts of the Temptation," 382.

87See e.g., Taylor, Passion Narrative, 96; Rese, 200; Bock, 147-148.

88Rese, 201; Bock, 147; Moo, 281; Taylor, Jesus and His Sacrifice, 200; see Plummer, 538; see also Marshall,
Luke: Historian and Theologian (Exeter: Paternoster, 1970) 873-874.

89See Taylor, Passion Narrative, 95-96; Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1513.

90See Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1512-1513; see also Marshall, Luke: Historian, 874.
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The citation, however, is clearly not Markan. Bultmann has concluded that Luke

has replaced the Markan "My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?" (Mark 15:34;

Matt. 27:46) with this citation, as Luke was offended by the former cry.91 A number

of scholars have followed Bultmann in ascribing the substitution to Luke;92 however a

number of others have suggested that Luke may have used an earlier tradition. For

example, it has been suggested that Luke may have used Jewish tradition here, as PSI 31

may have attained the status of a common evening prayer. 93 But Fitzmyer points out

that there is no evidence that PSI 31:6 was in liturgical use in pre-Lukan times, whether

Christian or Jewish. 94 The similarity between this citation and the cry of rErEAEurcn

in John 19:30 (followed as it is by the words "and he bowed his head and gave up his

spirit"), as compared with the other Synoptics,95 may suggest that the traditions are

related, but there is really no evidence for this either.

Although Rese contends that the citation is possible from an Aramaic Vorlage,96

the evidence definitely favours the LXX as the source here. It diverges from the LXX

on only two points: (1) the addition of the vocative 7rCtrEp, and (2) the change from the

91Bultmann, History, 274.

92see e.g., Holtz, 58; Dibelius, From Tradition to Gospel, 203 n. 4.

93See e.g., Grundmann, Lukas, 435; E. Stauffer, Jesus and His Story (New York: Knopf, 1960) 142; see also
Moo, 281; Rese, 201.

94Fitzmyer, Luke(X-XXIV), 1519; see also Bock, 147.

95Brown, The Gospel According to John (xiii-xxi): Introduction, Translation, and Notes (AB; Garden City, N. Y.:
Doubleday, 1970) 930; Plummer, 538.

96Rese, 201.
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future tense 7rOlpcdhj(JOP.Olt to present tense 7rOlPOlT[(J€/l.OlL. The use of the vocative

"Father" in reference to God (point [1]) is confined to the words of Jesus in the NT, and

favours authenticity, in the eyes of Taylor and Douglas Moo.97 On the other hand, the

vocative form 7ra.T€P does not occur in Mark, occurs three times in Matthew, five times

in John and five times in Luke. Luke, then, shows a definite preference for the vocative

7ra.T€P when compared to Mark, somewhat of a preference when compared to Matthew,

but no preference when compared to John (perhaps indicative of contact between Lukan

and Johannine tradition).98 In Matthew, furthermore, the 7rOt.T€P never stands alone but

is always modified (7ra.T€P ~/l.W1l, 6:9; 7raTEp KVPt€ TOV OVP0l1l0V KOll Tilc; 'Yilc;, 11:25;

7rCi7€P /l.0V, 26:39 according to the best reading).99 In Luke, as in John, the simple

vocative 7raTEp always stands alone, except in 10:21, which is parallel to Matt. 11:25.

Similarly, in the Lukan version of the Lord's prayer the simple vocative stands in place

of Matthew's longer, more elaborate address. IfMatthew and Luke both used "Q," then

Luke would probably have preserved the more original reading, preferring the simple

vocative to any addition which might be made. 1
°O Hence the simple vocative would

seem to be a Lukan particularity which he shares with John. While the predominance

of the simple vocative in both traditions could conceivably indicate its authenticity on the

"'Taylor, Jesus and His Sacrifice, 200; Moo, 281.

98See Brown, John (i-xii), XLVI-XLVII.

99See NestleAland26, Matt. 26:39.

lOOSee Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 897. Those who argue that Luke used Matthew (Griesbach and Augustinian
hypotheses) are forced to conclude that he chose to simplify the address, thus showing defmite preference for the
simple vocative.
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lips of Jesus, its prevalence in Luke, as opposed to Mark and Matthew, would seem to

indicate a redactional preference by Luke. Therefore, we can say that, while the 7r&7ep

may reflect the actual manner of speaking of Jesus, its presence in this citation is due to

Lukan redaction.

The change in tense (point [2]) is not impossible from the Hebrew imperfect

l"P9~, as this tense could be rendered by either a Greek present or future. lo1

However, it is equally likely, or even more likely, that the present tense is evidence of

redaction to the present situation. 102 The occurrence of the present tense in LXX mss

U au probably came about through assimilation to Luke, and the occurrence of the future

in the majority text (with L, 0117, 0135, /3) of Luke, through assimilation to the

LXX. 103

That the LXX is the source here is clear from two points. First of all, as Moo

points out, the use of 7rapa7[()rJIJ-L is very rare for lj79, occuring only twice in the

LXX. 104 Secondly, as Bock points out, the plural €i,~ X€ip&~ 110V for MT singular

J12 ~ is found in the LXX of Ps. 30:6 and replicated here. 105

The replacement of Ps. 22:2 with this citation is consistent with Lukan theology.

Rather than conclude with a possible note of anguish Luke chose to conclude with a word

IOISee GKC, 313; Moo, 280.

I02Holtz, 58; Bock, 147.

103See GottLXX10, Ps. 30:6; NestleAland26, Luke 23:46; Holtz, 58 n. 6.

lO4Moo, 280.

l05Bock, 147.
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of trust which shows Jesus as an innocent, righteous sufferer, an important theme in

Luke-Acts (see Acts 2:23; 3: 13; 4: 10; 5:30; 13:28-29).106

Thus, in summary, while we should not rule out the possibility that Luke found

this word of Jesus in the tradition, its use at this point seems to come from Lukan

redaction. The text is septuagintal, and this also points to Lukan redaction.

D. Acts Citations

There are ten clear references to the Psalms in the book of Acts. Many of these

are not extensive, however, and a number are more properly allusions, rather than

citations. As well, a number of citations are closely associated in the same Acts passage.

I will examine these in groups, according to their contexts in Acts.

1. Acts 1:20 = Ps. 69:25 (68:26 LXX: 69:26 MT) and 109:8 (108:8 LXX)

Two Psalms citations occur in the speech of Peter regarding Judas' betrayal and

replacement in Acts 1:20. These citations are closely related, being separated only by

a Kat. The use of these citations here in relation to Judas has been termed a pesher

exegesis by Longenecker, employing Hillel's first exegetical rule, in that "that which is

said about the unrighteous in general applies to the betrayer of the Messiah

specifically. "107 In view of this, Wilcox ascribes a good deal of the narrative in Acts

l~Ibid, 147-148.

lO7Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis, 100; see also Goppelt, Typos, 100; Dupont, "La destin6e de Judas proph6tis6e
par David (Actes 1,16-20)," CBO 23 (1961) 51; Salvation, 120-123; F. Manns, "Un midrash chretien: Le recit de
la mort de Judas," RevSR 54 (1980) 197-203.
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1: 15-26 to pre-Lukan Palestinian Aramaic tradition, with, however, redactional work by

Luke,108 and Hanson ascribes these citations to Luke's special tradition. 109 I will

examine each citation separately, and then attempt to understand how they came together.

a. Ps. 69:25 (68:26 LXX; 69:26 MT)

Clarke lists this citation as a free version of the LXX. llo The divergences from

the LXX are as follows: (1) Acts has aVTov for LXX aVTwv; (2) Acts has €PTJp.oC; for

LXX ~PTJp.wp.€VTJ; (3) Acts omits €v ToiC; CfKTJVwp.acnv aVTwv; (4) Acts adds €V aVT-q at the

end.

Although point (1) has been taken as indicative of an underlying non-septuagintal

source, III it is easily explicable from Hillel's rule as a movement from the general to

the specific, and thus an adaptation to the Judas context. Similarly, point (4) should

probably be seen as a replacement for the omission of point (3),112 with the same end

of moving from general to specific and adaptation to the Judas context. Point (2) is more

difficult. The LXX ~PTJP.WP.EV1] translates adequately the MT niphal participle ~W.:;1.

Interestingly enough a few ross of the Massoretic tradition have~W~ for iY;JW~, which

would adequately be translated €PTJp.oC; (or EprjP.ctJ) in Greek. ll3 It is tempting to posit

l~ilcox, "The judas-Tradition in Acts 1.15-26," NTS 19 (1972-1973) 452.

109Hanson, 84.

llOClarke, 88.

tIlE.g., Manns, 201-202.

112See Holtz, 47.

lJ3See BHS, Ps. 69:26; BDB, 1081.
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a variant LXX text here,114 but there appears to be no textual evidence for such a

version of this passage. ll5 Although Hanson notes that the LXX frequently uses

€P1]J.wC; in situations such as this,116 it is never used for this niphal verb. However,

€P1]p.ow is a very rare word in the NT, occurring only three times in Revelation (17:16;

18: 16,19), and once each in Matthew (12:25) and Luke (11:17). Thus it could be argued

that Luke substituted the more familiar €P1]p.oC; for the less familiar word. Again, one

might perhaps suggest that Luke is making reference to the "Q" material found in Luke

13:35 and Matt. 23:38, in Jesus' lament over Jerusalem, which reads (in Matthew and

Lukan mss D, N, A, e, v, /3, 28, 33, 700, 892, 1241, 1424, etc.):1l7 &c/>L€TOlt up.I.P

oOiKOC; up.wv €P1]p.oC;. On the other hand, the textual evidence favours the omission of

ep1]p.oc; in Luke 13:35. We are left then with the two possibilities that either this citation

is related to a minor variant in the Massoretic tradition, or that it is freely cited. The

Targum is no help here as it is closer to the LXX and the MT than is this citation. ll8

Given the freedom employed in moving from the general terms of the OT passage to the

specific terms of the NT situation, a freedom of citation for point (2) is not impossible.

1l4see Hanson, 83.

1l5See GottLXX10, Ps. 68:26.

116Hanson,82-83.

Il7See NestleAland26, Luke 13:35.

1l8Manns,200.
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But is this citation Lukan or traditional? Holtz argues that, since this citation was

widely accepted in early Christianity as a passion psalm,119 and appears here in

connection with the traditional story of Judas' death in "Blood Acre," properly part of

the passion narrative, then Ps. 69:25 was likely traditionally connected with Jesus'

betrayal and death, and came to Luke out of the tradition. 12o But the citation may

actually have little to do with the tradition of Judas' death. There are two NT traditions

about the end of Judas, this one in Acts, which is probably "a local explanation of an odd

place name," and that found in Matt. 27:3-8, which likely comes from Zech. 11: 12-13,

but also explains the name. l21 In Matthew, there is no connection to Ps. 69:25.

Furthermore, here in Acts, the story of Judas' death appears clearly as a parenthesis, an

insertion into the speech of Peter which completely interrupts the flow. 122 Holtz draws

a line of demarcation between vv. 16-20a, which deal with the death of Judas, and vv.

20b-26, which deal with Judas' replacement. l23 But Holtz's line of demarcation may

be questionable, especially since Judas' death is again mentioned in v. 25. 124 Rather,

it seems more reasonable to conclude that vv. 18-19 form the parenthesis, which is

inserted into Peter's speech.

1I9See e.g., Dibelius, From Tradition to Gospel, 184; Dupont, "La destin6e de Judas," 51; Salvation, 121; Dodd,
According to the Scriptures, 57-59.

l2OHoltz, 44-45.

l2lSee Neil, 69; Stendahl, 197.

122E.g., Bruce, Acts (1951), 76; see also Wilcox, "Judas-Tradition," 442.

I23Holtz, 44.

124Holtz (44 n. 5) ascribes this verse to Luke's connecting the two stories together.
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While this parenthesis has been credited to Luke by some scholars,125 Wilcox

has determined that vv. 18-19 contain '''ready-made' traditional material, "126 and given

the nature of the parenthetical material, he is probably correct. This means, however,

that the citation in v. 20 is to be connected with vv. 16-17, not vv. 18-19. There are

many signs of Lukan redaction throughout Peter's speech, compared with vv. 18-19

which, in Wilcox's view, are strikingly non-Lukan. 127 Now, the citation of Ps. 69:26

does refer logically to the insertion of 18-19, and it may even have provided the cue for

the midrashic story found in the insertion;128 it does not, however, seem to be a part

of that insertion, but fundamentally a part of the speech of Peter.

Without the parenthesis, however, the significance of the Psalm citation is

obscure, and the insertion appears to have been made in order to clarify matters. IfLuke

found this citation in a source, without the story of vv. 18-19, it is easy to explain why

the insertion was made. On the other hand, it is hard to explain this awkward insertion

if Luke created this speech himself. Therefore, while Luke probably composed the

speech, he likely made use of traditional materials, and Holtz may be correct in ascribing

the citation of Ps. 69:26 to a traditional source, although if so, then it appears to be a

traditional LXX citation.

125E.g., Bruce, Acts (1951), 76; Conzelman, Acts. 24.

126Wilcox, "Judas-Tradition," 444.

127See Ibid, 441-442.

128See Manns, 200.
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b. Ps. 109:8 (108:8 LXX)

Holtz notes that the second citation in v. 20 is clearly septuagintal and thus

concludes that it is part of Luke's redaction of the story (the Lukan material, according

to Holtz, includes the bulk of the account of the replacement of Judas by Matthias [20b

26]).129 Clarke notes that this citation has substantial agreement with the LXXYo

The one divergence is the change of the optative Aa{3o£ to imperative Aa{3ETw. During

the NT period Blass notes that there was a strong tendency to prefer the imperative to

the optative, 131 and Holtz is probably correct in attributing this change to that

tendency. 132 The similar change in LXX ms R is probably due to the influence of

Acts. 133

This citation is thus septuagintal, but is it Lukan? Holtz would say yes,

seemingly on the basis of its LXX origin. l34 But, if Acts 1:20 is fundamentally part

of the speech of Peter, as I have noted above, and, as we have seen in the Gospel, so

called traditional citations may also be septuagintal, then it is possible that this citation

is also traditional. Although this Psalms passage is not traditionally a Passion text, it

could conceivably have been applied to Jesus as an innocent righteous sufferer in early

l29Holtz, 47-48; cf. p. 44.

130Clarke, 87.

131BDF, 194.

132Holtz, 47; see also Haenchen, "Schriftzitate," 163.

133See GottLXX10, Ps. 108:8.

134See Holtz, 47-48.
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Christian tradition. 135 On the other hand, as I noted in connection with Luke 23:46,

Jesus the righteous sufferer is an important Lukan theme. The context of the present

citation does not bring this point out, however, and the issue remains open.

c. Summary: Acts 1:20

In summary, then, we are at a virtual standstill with regard to these two citations.

Holtz's conclusion, that Ps. 69:25 is traditional while Ps. 109:8 is Lukan, has a certain

amount of merit, but there is, it seems, equal evidence supporting a traditional origin for

both, or even, perhaps, a Lukan origin for both. The evidence is certainly ambiguous.

Clearly the second citation is from the LXX, but this is not so clear in the case of the

first. The likelihood, however, is that it is a freely cited LXX citation.

2. Acts 2:25-28 = Ps. 16:8-11 (15:8-11 LXX)

This major citation occurs in Peter's Pentecost sermon. Its length and importance

are such that I will examine it separately from the other more minor references to the

Psalms in the sermon. Clarke affirms that this citation is in exact agreement with the

LXX. 136 Nevertheless there are some (non-orthographic) points of difference:137 (1)

some mss of Acts have IJ-OV after 'TOV KVPWV; (2) some mss of Acts have IJ-OV ~ Ka.pOLa.

13SDupont, Salvation, 121-122.

136Clarke, 85.

137The divergence of Acts 1rPOOPW/lI1 P from LXX 1rPOWPW/lI1P is merely orthographic; see Thackeray, A Grammar
of the Old Testament in Greek According to the Septuagint (Hildesheim: Olms, 1987), 89; Holtz, 49.
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instead of ~ KapoLa fJ-OV; (3) Acts omits the last clause of the psalm: TEP7rPOTY/TEC; €v TiJ

The fJ-OV after TOP KVPWP (point [1]) occurs only in mss ~, D, 614, a few

others, and the Peshitta for this passage in Acts. 138 It is likely a scribal addition,

perhaps attempting to identify TOP KVPWP here with that in Ps. 110: 1.139 Similarly, fJ-OV

~ KapoLa (point [2]) occurs only in ~., B, and Clement of Alexandria for this passage in

Acts. 140 Although the order ~ KapoLa fJ-OU (p74, ~c, A, C, D, E, '1', 0123, and the

majority text) could be an accommodation to the LXX (especially ~C), the suggestion that

the inverted order is a stylistic change to produce more elegance, or to create a chiasm

with ~ 'YAWcrcrOt fJ-0V, is not unlikely.141

The final omission (point [3]) of TEP7rPOTY/TEC; €V T~ oE~Lf~ emu Eir; TEAor;

("pleasures at your right hand forever") is not a textual problem as there is no LXX

textual tradition which omits the phrase. There seems as well to be no clear theological

motive in its omission. Likely Luke left it out simply because the final phrase said

nothing that Luke needed here.

The text of this citation is certainly from the LXX,142 but is it traditional or

138See NestleAland26, Acts 2:25.

139See Bock, 348 n. 58.

140gee NestleAland26, Acts 2:26.

141See Haenchen, "Schriftzitate," 154; Metzger, Textual Commentary, 299; Holtz, 48-49; see also Bock, 348 n.
58.

142'J'hat the citation is from the LXX is clear from several points. The citation follows the LXX rendering of
')0 ')~'li in Ps. 16:8 with 1rpoopwJJ.T/P (1rpowpwJJ.T/p), a translation which is never found otherwise for this Hebrew word
(A. Schmitt, "Ps 16, 8-11 als Zeugnis der Auferstehung in der Apg.," BZ 17 [1973] 233). While Bock (172) considers

(continued...)
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Lukan? Hanson has concluded that the citation "must come from a very early source,

since the Messiah himself is represented as speaking in the psalm and expressing a

confident hope that God would raise him from the dead. "143 Similarly, Barnabas

Lindars argues that the citation is "the survival of a very primitive argument for the

messiahship of Jesus from the fact of the Resurrection." I44 John A. T. Robinson has

142( ...continued)
this a mere stylistic strengthening of the idea in the MT, maintaining the same conceptual point, A. Schmitt (233-234,
245) maintains that the LXX has here replaced a rather bland expression with a theologically meaningful expression,
hinting at the "Gottesschau" or "vision of God," and giving the citation an eschatological connotation, bringing in the

idea of prophetic foreknowledge. The citation follows the LXX rendering of "ll~::} with ~ 'Y"MJaaOt !LOU in 16:9.

Perhaps the LXX found difficulty with the idea of "glory" rejoicing, or, as some would have it (emending to l~~),

one's "liver" rejoicing (Schmitt, 235; see also, e.g., D. Kidner, Psalms 1-72: An Introduction and Commentary on
Books I and II of the Psalms [fOTC; Downers Grove, Ill.: Inter-Varsity, 1973] 129 n. 1; C. A. Briggs and E. G.
Briggs, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book of Psalms [ICC; New York: Scribner's, 1914] 1. 126.
It is to be noted, however, that the LXX translator would not likely have found difficulty with the reading "liver."
Hence it is not likely that he found that reading in his Hebrew Vorlage.). The citation follows the LXX in translating

nu~?, "in security," in v. 9 by 1011" 1oAlrIOt, which, as Schmitt (237) suggests, opens the door for the concept of
resurrection. Bock (175) and Rese (56-57) affirm that in the context of resurrection, the Hebrew would also make
sense, as security can be considered a result of resurrection. But it is not clear that the idea of resurrection is present
in the context ofthe Psalm (see e.g., P. C. Craigie, Psalms 1-50 [WBC 19; Waco, Tex.: Word, 1983] 153-159; W.
Eichrodt, Theology of the Old Testament [2 vols.; OTL; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1961] 2. 525); rather, it is the
Greek expression which suggests a resurrection context, which would not be apparent without it. Furthermore, while
one could conceivably construe the idea of resurrection from the Hebrew text, it suggests itself so much more clearly
from the LXX that its use in this citation becomes obvious. Again, the citation follows the LXX in translating no'll,
"pit," in v. 10 by oux.4>8opot/l, "corruption." Parallel to ';ri~W, no'll becomes equivalent to the "pit of sheo!" (see
BOB, 1001; the parallelism here forms a "breakup pattern" in which "two words that are ordinarily a bound
collocation, or more specifically a hendiadys ... are broken up and made into parallel terms in the two versets of a
line of poetry"; R. Alter, The Art of Biblical Poetry [New York: Basic, 1985] 72), and the sentence thus means that
God will not allow his servant to come to (literally "to see") the pit of death. It has been argued, however, that in
the context of sheo!, no'll would mean the "grave," or the "decay of the grave" (see Job 17:14, where it is parallel
to "the worm"; R. L. Harris, "shahat," TWOT 2 [1980] 911). Similarly, it has been suggested that in texts from
Qumran and the Targums no'll comes to mean physical corruption in association with Gehenna, or the grave (see R.
E. Murphy, "Sahat in the Qumran Literature," Bib 39 (1958) 61-66; Rese, 57; Bock, 175). But it seems clear that,
even if the Hebrew word acquired this meaning, the LXX has made the point more concretely, and more clearly
accessible to a resurrection interpretation (see Schmitt, 242). It has also been suggested that the LXX translation of
1"011 oawlI (TOU for J1" Q [! in v. 10 makes possible the reference to Christ (Bock, 175-176). The MT kethiv is plural
while the qere is singular, and it has been asserted that the qere would make the Hebrew equivalent to the LXX
singular (Ringgren, 233; W. Kaiser, "The Promise to David in Psalm 16 and Its Application in Acts 2:25-33 and
13:32-37," JETS 23 [1980] 226). The plural is surely the more difficult reading here, but the singular better fits the
pattern of the Psalm itself (see Cohen, 39; see also W. Kaiser, "The Promise to David," 226). In any event the LXX
reading is certainly singular and thus the identification with Christ is facilitated.

143Hanson, 84.

144B. Lindars, New Testament Apologetic (London: SCM, 1961) 44.
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argued persuasively that this form of christology is very primitive,145 and Rese has

argued that the possibility of a christological interpretation from the Hebrew shows that

the christological interpretation of the psalm did not begin in the Hellenistic church, but

rather in the primitive Aramaic-speaking community.146 But the LXX is definitely in

use here, whether, theoretically, the Hebrew could have provided the christological

connection or not. Furthermore, Donald Juel has shown that the type of scriptural

interpretation used in this passage is hardly primitive, but depends upon a long tradition

of interpretation. 147 Thus, although it may preserve primitive christology, the

application of Ps. 16 from the LXX at this point need not be early. Two other points

argue in favour of a Lukan origin for this citation. First of all, no one in the NT uses

Ps. 16 except Luke. 148 Therefore, if this had been a traditional piece of exegesis, it

must have been a very limited and localized tradition. An authoritative tradition that is

virtually unknown outside of one author is highly unlikely, and it is more reasonable to

assume that its origin is with that author. Secondly, the citation appears to fit neatly into

the Lukan pattern of speech composition, here as elsewhere. 149 Hence, while the

145See Robinson, "The Most Primitive Christology of All?" JTS NS 7 (1956) 180.

146Rese, 57; but cf. B. M. F. van lersel, "Der Sohn" in den synoptischen Jesusworten: Christusbezeichnung der
Gemeinde oder Selbstbezeichnung (NovT sup. 3; Leiden: Brill, 1961) 45-46.

147D. Juel, "Social Dimensions of Exegesis: The Use of Psalm 16 in Acts 2," CBQ 43 (1981) 555; see also H.
W. Boers, "Psalm 16 and the Historical Origin of the Christian Faith," ZNW 60 (1969) 105-110.

148See NestleAland26, 753; Hanson, 84.

149See e.g., A. Weiser, "Die Pfmgstpredigt des Lukas," BibLeb 15 (1973) 1-12; Schweizer, "Concerning the
Speeches," 212.
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christology mayor may not be primitive/50 the use of Ps. 16 in Acts 2 is probably

Lukan.

In summary, then, the citation is from the LXX and likely Lukan, although he

may be drawing on earlier tradition in his interpretation of it.

3. Acts 2:30.31,33 = Ps. 132:11 (131:11 LXX),' 16:10 (15:10 LXX),' 118:16 (117:16
LXX + 68:19 (67:19 LXX)

The next three references to the Psalms in Peter's pentecost sermon are probably

more correctly allusions than citations. 151 As such they offer little evidence for Luke's

knowledge of the LXX. Since, however, they are considered by some to be citations

from a source other than the LXX, I will discuss them very briefly.

a. Acts 2:30 = Ps. 132:11 (131:11 LXX)

This passage in Acts appears to be a summary of an OT story rather than a

"citation." It is very different from the LXX. Clarke attributes the form of the quote

to free quotation from memory, 152 but it is probably not even a quotation in the strict

sense of the word. Rather, the speech appears to allude to the OT passage only in the

1500n this issue, cf. Moule, "The Christology of Acts," Studies in Luke-Acts (ed. L. E. Keck and J. L. Martyn;
Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980) 166-169.

1510nly v. 31 has what could loosely be tenned an introductory fonnula (EACtATJO"EV 1repl. Tilt; Ctvex0"7CtO"ewt; TOU
XptqTOU); and even this appears more as an interpretive summary statement than an introductory fonnula. Each of
the references to the Psalms in Acts 2:30,31,33 is thoroughly redacted into the speech, as noted below.

\52Clarke, 97.
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course of summarizing the event recounted. 153 There may possibly be an allusion here

to II Chr. 6:9-10 as welL154 Attempts to discern an Aramaic Vorlage here155 have

found little evidence in their favour. Holtz's suggestion that Luke has taken over a

traditional testimonium from the early church of an authoritative traditional saying156

founders on the fact that this OT reference is not found elsewhere in the NT. 157 Hence

it cannot have been a very widespread authoritative tradition, as Holtz himself

admits. 158 It seems more reasonable to conclude that here we have a summary of an

OT story containing an allusion to Ps. 132:11, possibly, but not necessarily from the

LXX. As it is perfectly integrated into the surrounding speech, it would follow that the

author of the speech is likely the originator of this OT allusion.159

153All reference to Ps. 131:11 LXX has been edited to fit the context of the Acts speech. The oath fonnula of the
LXX: WP.OUEV KVpl.Or; Tij> aa:vw C£A~(JEux.V Kdi ou p.r, Ct(JE~UEL a:u~v, has been shortened to OPK~ WP.OUEV a:VTij> (} (JEOr;.
The fact of the oath is thus preserved, but in a more manageable fonn. David's name is replaced with the pronoun,
since the context of the speech makes it clear to whom it refers. "God" replaces "the Lord" to avoid misconstruing
the word as a reference to Christ. .Ou4>oor; replaces KOWar; since the latter usually means "womb" and is strange
as used in Ps. 131:11 to refer to David. Finally, the passage is placed in indirect speech (see Holtz, 143 n. 3, 147;
BDF, 106-107; Rese, 108; Bock, 351 n. 79).

l54gee Rese, 109; but cf. Bock, 351 n. 79; Haenchen ("Schriftzitate," 165) suggests II Kgdms. 7:13-13, but the
verbal agreement is not very strong (see Holtz, 146 n. 7).

155E.g., Wilcox, Semitisms, 56; see also Torrey, Documents of the Primitive Church (New York: Scribner's,
1941) 145 n. 1; Rese, 108-109; Clarke, 97.

156Holtz, 148-149.

157See NestieAland26, 756.

158Holtz, 148.

lS9See Argyle, "The Theory of an Aramaic Source in Acts 2, 14-40," JTS NS 4 (1953) 214; Dodd, According to
the Scriptures, 106.
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b. Acts 2:31 = Ps. 16:10 (15:10 LXX)

We are faced here with another allusion. Here Peter, in his speech of Acts 2,

again refers to Ps. 16: 10, but in a different form from that in which he previously cited

it. Because of the differences from the LXX and the previous citation Holtz ascribes this

verse to a traditional source: "namlich aus einer Testimonienzusammenstellung 'de

Christo. ,,,160 But this conclusion is wholly unnecessary. Rather, the passage seems

to be an allusion, resembling the interpretation given after the reading of Scripture in a

sermon. Often preachers will repeat the key text of the Scripture reading in a sermon

and connect it with other relevant Scriptures. This would explain both the links to other

OT references found in this speech as well as the complete assimilation of the text of Ps.

16: 10 into the text of the Speech. 161

Holtz also appeals to the textual data of Acts 2:31 to support his contention that

Luke used a traditional source here. Several mss of Acts 2:31 (A, cvid/62 D, E, v,

and the majority text) read qoov for q01]V. 163 Certain mss of the LXX also read q50v

16OJi0ltz, 50, see also 143-144.

161The change of OVK to OUTE and OVOE to OUTE are stylistic improvements creating the better Greek ovn ... oun
("neither ... nor") configuration (see BAG, 600). The second person future E'¥KCXTCXAE'¥W; becomes third person
aorist passive E'¥KCXTEAE/4>9" and infinitive WELV becomes aorist active EiOEp to emphasize that Christ, who has already
been raised, is the subject of this prophecy (see Rese, 109). Since the subject of the sentence is Christ, the second
person verb OWUEtI; is omitted as unnecessary, and as inconsistent with the passive sense of the sentence. The change
of TOV ouuJP UOV to ~ UCtp~ cxvTovacts as an "explanatory parallelism," in Bock's words (178), to vv. 9a and 10 ofthe
psalm, guaranteeing that what is being spoken of is bodily resurrection. The omission of riJv Y,VX~v JLOV in the best
attested reading of Acts 2:31 (mss C', E, it, and the majority text read ~ Y,VX~ CXVTOU, probably due to assimilation
to the LXX and the preceding citation of Ps. 16:10 [see NestleAland26, Acts 2:31; Rese, 110; Holtz, 144 n. 1]) may
have been made to avoid any hint of the dualistic connotation which y,v~ had acquired, which would have been
inconsistent with Luke's insistence on the corporeality of the resurrection (see A. Dible, "Y,VX~ in the Greek World,"
TDNT 9 (1974) 614-617; Schweizer, "y,v~: D. The New Testament," TDNT 9 (1974) 647; Rese, 110).

1621n this passage it is not possible to determine with absolute certainty the reading in C (see NestleAland26, 65)

163See Ibid, Acts 2:31.
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(several mss of the Lucianic tradition, Z, some mss of Theodoret, A, 1219).164 Holtz

suggests that the tradition which Luke followed in v. 31 is different from that which he

followed in v. 27. In v. 27 he followed his text of the LXX which read qOTI" with mss

B, R, several different mss of the Lucianic tradition, and some other mss of

Theodoret. 165 But in v. 31 he followed a tradition which reflected the variant reading

noted above. Thus, Holtz considers qoov as likely the original reading of v. 31, with

qOT/v being an assimilation to the LXX. I66 The issue, however, is not so clear cut.

The change from Q!OT/v to Q!oov is definitely a stylistic change, as the latter is usual in

classical Greek,167 while qOT/r; is the usual LXX designation. 168 Hence, while the

presence of Ct0T/v in this reference to Ps. 16: 10 could be an assimilation to the LXX, the

reading Ct00U could equally be a scribal, or perhaps Lukan, stylistic improvement. If

Luke had wanted to improve the diction of the citation, he would more likely have done

it in his interpretive application of the citation, than in the citation itself, and while v.

27 is clearly a citation, v. 31 contains interpretive elements. Thus he may have used

qoou in his explanatory allusion in v. 31. On the other hand, the textual evidence is

usually taken as favouring Q!OT/v here, in any case. 169

164See GottLXX10, Ps. 15:10.

165See Ibid.

166Holtz, 50.

167See Metzger, Textual Commentary, 300.

168See Jeremias, "QlO7/r;," TDNT 1 (1964) 146.

169See e.g., NestleAland26, Acts 2:31; UBSGNT3, Acts 2:31; Metzger, Textual Commentary, 300.
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All in all the simplest adequate explanation of the data in Acts 2:31 is that it is

an allusion to Ps. 15: 10 LXX, interpreting homiletically the citation in Acts 2:27.

c. Acts 2:33 = Ps. 118:16 (117:16 LXX) + 68:19 (67:19 LXX)

While this reference is probably no more than an allusion, Rese argues that we

have here a combined partial citation which is related to the Psalms references preceding

and following through key words. 170 The reference to Ps. 68: 19 is surely no more than

an allusion, appearing in v. 33 only in the word Acx{3wv, with perhaps a hint in the word

ixve{3TJ in v. 34.171 The reference, here, however, is very tenuous, and I question

whether Rese has not stretched the evidence too far in considering this an actual

reference to the Psalm. The reference to Ps. 118: 16, on the other hand, is clearer. The

words (117: 16 LXX) O€~tCx Kvpiov VIj;W(JEV JL€ seem to be reflected in the words in Acts

2:31: ~ O€~~q OVV TOU 6€ou iJlj;w6Ei~, with perhaps a reference to v. 17 of the Psalm ("I

shall not die, but liven) in the mention of Jesus' resurrection in v. 32.172 In any case

it is clearly not a citation but an allusion, and should be recognized as such.173

170See Rese, 110.

171Ibid; see Lindars, 44.

172Dodd, According to the Scriptures, 99.

l'7YJ'he reference to Ps. 117:16 LXX has been fitted into the context of the speech, with the active becoming passive
(Jesus has been exalted by God, v. 32) and KVPlov being changed to TOll (Jeoll as in v. 30. The locative dative is used
as a stylistic improvement (see Rese, 110; BDP, 107).
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d. Summary: Acts 2:30-33

As I noted, the references to the Psalms in Acts 2:30-33 are not citations but

allusions. As allusions, technically they can give us little information as to the specific

OT text underlying them. On the other hand, all of the data in these references can be

explained with reference to the LXX, and there is no need to posit traditional sources.

Embedded as they are in the context of the speech, there is no reason to suppose that the

author of the speech was not the originator of these allusions, and if that author be Luke,

as is likely, 174 then Luke is the originator of these allusions. The linking of OT

passages by key words, or the mixing of citations, need not point to a source other than

Luke for the passage in question, as such linking of OT texts appears to have been a

favourite NT practice,175 especially for Paul,176 and there is no reason to suppose that

Luke could not have used this method in composing the speeches in Acts.

4. Acts 2:34-35 = Ps. 110:1 009:1 LXX)

We have already dealt with the use of Ps. 110: I in connection with Luke 20:42

43 and 22:69, where Luke presumably was following Mark, and thus the citations were

termed traditional. That this was an important Scripture for the early church can be seen

both from its early attestation and from the plethora of references to it found throughout

174See Schweizer, "Concerning the Speeches," 212.

175See Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis, 100.

176See J. A. Ziesler, Pauline Christianity (OBS; Oxford: University, 1983) 12.
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the NT. m In Luke 20, however, the citation was corrected, presumably by Luke, in

accordance with the LXX, and here in Acts 2 the citation is identical with the LXX.

This latter feature is in striking contrast to the rest of the NT, with the exception of Heb.

1:13, which tends simply to allude to the passage, or, in the case of the Gospels, cite it

in a form differing from the LXX. The presence of this text throughout the NT, with

the exception of the 10hannine tradition, argues for its early provenance as a

christological proof-text, but only Luke and the author of Hebrews are concerned to cite

it precisely in its septuagintal form. Therefore, the text itself is traditional, but Luke

preferred its septuagintal form to any other that mayor may not have been circulating.

The one textual problem is the omission of the article before KVPWC; in some mss

of Acts (~., B", D),178 but as I have dealt with this question in connection with Luke

20:42-43, there is no need to comment here.

In summary, then, the citation of Ps. 110:1 becomes the climax of the sermon in

Acts 2. We should probably consider the citation of Ps. 16:8-11 as the Scripture

reading, the key text of which is v. 10. Ps. 16:8-11 is connected to Ps. 110:1 by the

mention of the "right hand of the Lord" in both passagesy9 The latter Scripture

provides the climax of the sermon, with the intervening allusions serving as interpretive

links in midrashic fashion between the two Scriptures. These allusions and citations

rnSee R. B. Hays, Echoes of Scripture in the Letters of Paul (New Haven: Yale, 1989) 84; see also
NestleAland26, 756.

J78See NestleAland26, Acts 2:34.

179t-ongenecker, Biblical Exegesis, 97.
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present a coherent argument, which seeks to demonstrate on the basis of prophecy that

Jesus is the Christ, as evidenced by his resurrection. Thus, like Ps. 16, the climactic

citation from 110: 1 is quoted verbatim from the LXX. The intervening allusions are

redacted into the argument of the sermon to provide interpretive "stepping stones" from

the Scripture reading to the climax. Thus, given the essential coherence of the speech

at this point, and the necessity of the allusions for the coherence of the argument, I must

regard the whole interpretation of the Ps. 16 citation, that is Acts 2:29-36, as a unit. If

a traditional source was in use here, I must conclude that it contained the whole of the

unit as found in Acts. The lack of evidence for the relationship of Ps. 16 to 110:1

anywhere else in the NT challenges any theory of an authoritative traditional

testimonium. The closest we come is Acts 13 and Heb. 1, but in the latter case Ps.

110: 1 is related to different Scriptures, and, while Ps. 16 is present in Acts 13, there is

no play on the word O€~ tOe;, but rather on oawe;, and the citation is related to Isa.

55:33. 180 Hence, either the complete passage as it stands goes back to an early source,

which is unknown elsewhere, or else, and more likely, the passage is Lukan. All the

citations and allusions in the passage are understandable from the LXX, and in some

cases the LXX origin is necessary for the argument to proceed.

180See Ibid, 97, 103.
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5. Acts 4:11 = Ps. 118:22 (]17.022 LXX)

Luke refers to this Psalm a second time here, the first being in Luke 20: 17, in

which he redacted his Markan source. Here, however, there is no immediate source to

compare. The reference occurs in Peter's defence before the Sanhedrin regarding the

healing of the lame man (3:6). There is considerable divergence from the LXX here,

as only three words are reproduced: EL~ KE<paA~v 'Ywllia~. Such great variation from the

LXX in such a small citation makes it difficult to see the LXX as the source here. But

many of these divergences can be explained on the basis of the context of the passage in

Acts,181 and thus it is likely that we have an allusion here, rather than a citation.

It is the choice of the verb E~ou9EV1l9E[~ instead of O:7fEOOKijLaO'av, however, that

has given rise to theories of a source other than the LXX for this passage. The theory

of an independent translation from the Hebrew was suggested by Clarke and followed by

both Holtz and Bock.182 Clarke argued that the variance from the LXX in this citation

was too great to be accounted for by a "lapse of memory," and thus posited an

independent translation. 183 But he also noted that the citation varies drastically from

181The change of oi OUcOoOJLOUl"rE~ to v¢' VJLWV TWV OUcOOOJLWV can probably be explained as a paraphrase for the
purpose of declaring that the Messiah has been rejected, as Neil says (89-90), "by the official builders of Israel, which
regarded itself as the 'house of God' (cf. Heb. 3:2)." Clearly the directness of the statement, with the VJLWV, is an
accusation against the leaders of the Jews (but cf. Holtz, 162). The actual structure of the introductory formula (oirro~

Eunv 0 A1.80~ 0 + participle) is one which Luke uses often in reference to Christ (Acts 9:20,22; 10:36,42; 17:3), as
well as to Moses in Acts 7:37. Both Rese (114) and Marshall (The Acts of the Apostles: An Introduction and
Commentary [TNTC 5; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980] 100) note its regal overtones. It is not, however, the form
of introductory formula which one expects in the introduction of a citation from scripture (i.e. there is nothing close
here to "it is written"). The use of the participle 0 'YEvO/l-EVOt;; instead of OiiTO~ E'YEV~e'l can thus be seen as a parallel
to the phrase 0 E~OVeEVT)eE/r; in the first part of the verse, thus establishing the identity of the rejected stone and the
cornerstone.

II!2Clarke, 97; Holtz, 162; Bock, 200.

183Clarke, 97; see also Wilcox, Semitisms, 56 n. 1.
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the MT as well. l84 That the citation is not a result of a "lapse of memory" is probably

correct; however, "lapse of memory" as a "catch-all" explanation for divergences from

the LXX simply does not work in most cases, at least in Luke. 185 The only other

theory offered for this passage is that of an independent translation from the Hebrew, but

the differences between Acts 4: 11 and the MT of Ps. 118:22186 indicate that such a

translation can not have rendered the Hebrew exactly. Rather, even if an independent

translation was used, the text has been altered, and redactional considerations likely

played a major role in the final form of the verse. Holtz argues that the Semitism

"Ec/>aA~V 'Ywviac; need not have come from the LXX,187 but since this particular phrase

only appears in the LXX and derived literature,188 this favours the LXX as the source

184Clarke, 97.

185Similarly, explanations such as "free" or "loose" citation are to be accepted only after all other possibilities have
been rejected (as is the method in this study). A "loose" citation may actually be closer to an allusion than a direct
citation.

1
86Compare the following (words which Acts 4: 11 shares with MT in bold-faced type, words shared with LXX

underlined):

MT Acts 4:11

OUT6~ ECinV (; AWoC; (;
E~ov9EP''1ge/.c;iJ<f>' uJ.'wv TWV

oil,ooop.",v, 0 'YEvop.evoc;* £k
ICf(j)aAW 'Y"'Jllas

LXX

>..t.eO]l, OP (XlrEooK'ip.cxucxP oi

oi.KoooJ!oUvTe~,oUTot;; E'YEvf]97] eit;;
Ke<f>cxA~p 'YW]lU:t~

[the] rock the builders rejected became
[the] head of [the] comer

this is the rock which was despised
by you the builders, who became*
[the] head of [the] corner

*the Greek participle is not reflected in the Hebrew.

187Holtz, 162 n. 3.

188Jeremias, "Ke<f>OI.A~ 'YWPU:t~," TDNT 1 (1964) 792.

a rock, which the builders rejected,
this one became [the] head of [the]
comer
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here. 189 While an independent translation would explain the use of an alternate verb

here, the question of why a translator would choose €~OV(JEV€W over Ct.1rOOOKLf.U5i tw

remains a mystery unless some form of redactional considerations be accepted.

Another possible explanation for the choice of the verb here is that the word

reflects a different LXX text of the passage. According to Rahlfs, however, there are

no variations corresponding to this alteration in the extant textual history of the LXX at

this point. 190 On the other hand, the LXX does translate DNa with either E~OVOEV€W

or Ct.7rOOOKLp,arW (among other verbs),191 and a substitution in the LXX tradition is not

impossible. But there seems to be no supporting evidence.

A related explanation was suggested by L. Cerfaux, who posited that the

reference in Acts 4: 11 has been influenced by Ps. 89:39 (88:39 LXX).192 This latter

community lament psalm, speaking the language of experience, relates the disasters

which have fallen on Israel to God's "despising" the Davidic covenant.193 Bock,

however, is probably right in rejecting this conclusion, since the connotation ofPs. 89:39

189Jt is to be noted that iI]!:l '\ll~1 is a hapax legomenon in the Hebrew Bible (Lisowsky, 1174). Symmachus
translates it by ixKpo'Yumawc; (see GottLXX10, Ps. 117:22), possibly because the location of the stone is problematic
(see BAG, 33). While the NT interprets this passage christologically and messianically (see Kidner, Psalms 73-150:
A Commentary on Books III-V of the Psalms [TOTC; Downers Grove, Ill.: Inter-Varsity, 1975] 415), it was not
interpreted messianically in Judaism until much later (Jeremias, "N8oC;," 273 n. 45).

1905ee GottLXXI0, Ps. 117:22.

1915ee Clarke, 97.

192L. Cerfaux, "La premiere communaute chretienne Ii Jerusalem," ETL 16 (1939) 18.

1935ee e.g., Kidner, Psalms 73-150, 324; cf. Briggs and Briggs, 2.253-254; for the Sitz im Leben of this psalm
see H. Gunkel, The Psalms: A Form-Critical Introduction (ed. J. Reumann; FBBS 19; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1967)
13-14.
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is antithetical to the point of Acts, which is that while people have rejected Christ, God

has exalted him. l94 Another suggestion has been made by Dodd, Dupont and

Lindars. 195 They suggest that the citation has been influenced by Isa. 53:3, as found

in a hypothetical early reading reflected in the version of Symmachus: E~ovoEvwp.EVOr;

Kal €AcixLC]"7or; avopwv. l96 In Symmachus the word €~OVOEJlwp.EVOr; translates the

Hebrew ill:J J. The LXX appears widely variant from the MT here, and Symmacus is

certainly closer to the MT at this point. If, then, a semantic borrowing from Isa. 53:3

occurred here in Acts 4:11, it must have come from a mss related somehow to

Symmachus, or from the Hebrew. The latter is likely only if one supposes that the

Hebrew text was available to the author of the speech. Furthermore, the redaction of the

citation of Ps. 118:22 + Isa. 53:3 into the context of the speech, would then have had

to be made from the Hebrew text. If the speech as it stands goes back to early Christian

tradition, this is possible. On the other hand, even E. M. Blaiklock, who wishes to see

an authentic speech of Peter here,l97 is forced to admit that Luke has redacted the

speech. 198 Schweizer shows clearly that this Pettine speech follows the Lukan pattern

1945ee Bock, 199; see also E. Krank!, Jesus der Knecht Gottes: Die heilsgeschichtlicheStellung Jesus in den Reden
der Apostelgeschichte (BU 8; Regensburg: Pustet, 1972) 158.

195Dodd, According to the Scriptures, 92 n. 2; Dupont, Salvation, 122-123; Lindars, 81.

l~ee GottLXXI4, Isa. 53:3.

197Blaiklock (65) notes that Ps. 118:22 is cited in I Peter 2:7. While this may indicate a commonality of tradition
between the speech of Peter in Acts 4 and I Peter (cf. Marshall, Acts, 100), Ps. 118:22 seems to have been a
"favourite proof-text in the early Church" (Neil, 90), with a fairly wide provenance among NT writers (see
NestleAland26, 756; Kidner, Psalms 73-150, 415), and so the significance of its citation in I Peter 2:7 must not be
overstated.

198Blaiklock, 65.
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evidenced throughout the speeches in Acts, and this would tend to point to Luke as the

source of the speech. l99 If so, the citation is probably Lukan and its redaction into the

speech is Lukan, and thus a Hebrew Vorlage is unlikely. That the reference to Ps.

118:22 has been influenced by Isa. 53:3 in a ms whose reading has influenced the

version of Symmachus, is not impossible, as that version is Hebraicizing at this point.

It may be that Luke's ms of Isa 53:3 was a ms of this type.

The use of €~OVO€1/EW in Symmachus of Isa. 53:3 in connection with the

"Suffering Servant" is suggestive that there may have been a theological reason for the

use of that term in Acts 4: 11. This is especially plausible as Acts 4: 11 only presents us

with an allusion to Ps. 118:22 (117:22 LXX), and not a direct citation. H. J. Cadbury's

suggestion that €~OV(JE1/EW represents a paraphrase of the LXX is quite likely in that the

whole of the passage appears paraphrased in Acts 4:11.200 Bock rejects this hypothesis

because Luke has maintained the verbal similarity to the LXX in other uses of this OT

reference.2ol But Bock's point is misleading in that in the other use by Luke of Ps.

118:22 (Luke 20:17), he is dependent on Mark. This is his only independent

presentation of this OT passage, and here it is only an allusion. Hence Luke is probably

paraphrasing. If he was familiar with Isa. 53:3 in a ms containing a reading like that of

Symmachus, the parallel between the rejection of the "Suffering Servant" and Jesus

1995chweizer, "Concerning the Speeches," 209, 212.

200Cadbury, "The Titles of Jesus in Acts," The Beginnings of Christianity: Part 1: The Acts of the Apostles (ed.
F. J. Foakes-Jackson and K. Lake; London: Macmillan, 1922) 5. 373.

201Bock, 199.
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would likely not have escaped him and he would likely have used the same word found

there for the Jews' rejection of Jesus. As well, it is to be noted that E~ou(J€Vew has more

of the connotation of "despising" than does (x,roooKLp.arW, and is thus a stronger verb that

would more readily be used in a polemical speech to Jesus' accusers.202 Bruce further

points out that the LXX uses €~OUe€vew in I Kgdms. 8:7 and 10: 19 in the context of

rejecting God, a similar context to Acts 4: 11. He also notes that €~Ouo€V'1'Jeii is used of

Jesus in Mark 9: 12, and this passage may have had some influence on Acts 4: 11.203

In any event, the conclusion that Acts 4:11 is a paraphrase of Ps. 117:22 LXX, rather

than a citation from some other source, seems to make the best sense of all the data of

the passage.

In summary, then, Acts 4:11 appears to be an allusion to Ps. 117:22 LXX,

paraphrasing the material found therein. There may be some influence from Isa. 53:3

in a ms containing the reading found in Symmachus (or from Mark 9: 12), or perhaps

Luke's LXX contained the reading with €~OUe€V1}eE[~, although there is no evidence of

such a ms. In any case, owing to the allusive and paraphrastic nature of Acts 4: 11, it

seems wholly unnecessary to posit a source other than the LXX for this reference to Ps.

118:22 (117:22 LXX).

202See Grundmann. "06Ktp.o<;," TDNT 2 (1964) 256; BAG, 277.

203Bruce, Acts (1951), 121; see also Rese. 114.
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6. Acts 4:25-26 =Ps. 2:1-2

This citation occurs in the prayer of Peter in Acts 4 and is identical with the

LXX, except for 'I,,<XTi instead of "I"a 'rL, as it appears in modem editions of the LXX.

The latter is merely a transcriptional variant, as the division of words was not evident

in the LXX mss. Only two real problems surround this citation: the nature of the

introductory formula, and the possibility of a traditional citation here.

The state of the introductory formula is, as Bock says, "frankly a mess." It

reads: b 'TOU 7ra'Tpoc; ~p,Wll &ix 7rll€vp,a'Toc; eX)'wv (f'Top,a'Toc; ~atJlo 7rat06C; (fotJ ei'7rwlI.

The definite article is placed a great distance from ei7rW", to which it presumably refers.

The words 'TOU 7ra'Tpoc; ~p,w" have no clear grammatical referent, and (f'Top.a'Toc; is

awkwardly placed.204 Translations (e.g., NASB, RSV, NIV, etc.) tend to make sense

of the words by rearranging them, and by adding a preposition ("by" or "through," etc.).

The textual tradition is full of emendations as well, and Metzger finds the solution

proposed by NestleAland26 and UBSGNT3 (taking the reading of p74, N, A, B, E, 33,

88, etc.) ultimately unsatisfactory, but the best which is available. 205 The only thing

which concerns us at this point is the possibility, suggested by Torrey, that we may have

a translation here from Aramaic. He suggests that the chaos resulted from the accidental

lengthening in Aramaic of the " of N"il to 1, producing NJ1::lN 'l N1il, which was

204Bock,202.

205Metzger, Textual Commentary, 322.
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then necessarily rendered 0 TOU 7rCXTP()(; ~p.Wp.206 It is, however, unlikely that Luke (or

another translator) would have produced this jumble of words in translation, without

making sense of them.207 The most likely solution is that the jumble has come about

through faulty textual transmission. 208

It has been argued that the interpretation of the citation as given in Acts 4:27-28

is possible only on the basis of the LXX text ofPs. 2:1-2. Dupont, for example, asserts

that the LXX facilitates the identification of the e(JV'Y/ of the citation with the e()P€(JLP of

v. 27, and the ACXOL of the citation with the Acxoic; 'I(Jpcx~A of v. 27.209 While in the

LXX Acx6~ is usually preferred when referring to Israel, and E(JPO~ is used most often in

connection with foreign peoples,210 the Hebrew [j N7 is sometimes used of either. 211

In fact, in the MT of Ps. 2: l, 0 .,t) N7appears in inverted parallelism with 0 .,1J, and

thus probably refers to foreign peoples.212 Dupont argues that the LXX translation of

Ps. 2: 1 facilitates the distinction made in Acts 4 between the Gentiles and Israel. 213

206Torrey, Composition, 17-18.

207See Metzger, Textual Commentary, 322; Bock, 203.

208See Bock, 203; d. Haenchen, Acts, 226.

2C9J)upont, Salvation, 118.

21llH. Strathmann, "/-ao';"," TDNT 4 (1967) 32-33.

2lISee BDB, 522.

212Dupont, Salvation, 118; see also Briggs and Briggs, 1. 12; but cf. Kidner, Psalms 1-72, 50.

213Dupont, Salvation, 118.
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Bock, however, argues that, since b~~ is ambiguous, and thus in Ps. 2: 1 could

refer to Israel, the interpretation of the term in Acts 4 does not necessarily come from

the LXX version, but from the christological context in which the citation is used.

Hence, the interpretation of Acts 4:27-28 could, in fact, be based on the Hebrew rather

than the LXX. But it is manifestly the LXX which is in use here, and the play on the

terms Aa6~ and e8v1] shows the author's evident familiarity with the general LXX

distinction between them.214 Hence the identification of "Aaoi and Israel in Acts 4 is

more readily conceivable in relation to its LXX context.

The above tends to support a septuagintal and a Lukan origin for this citation.

1. Howard Marshall, on the other hand, argues that the whole prayer is traditional. He

lists three reasons: (1) the prayer is only loosely connected to the situation, as the

references in the prayer relate not to the experiences of the Apostles' persecution, but

only to Jesus; (2) the wording of v. 25 is so jumbled it is unlikely that Luke would have

composed it himself; and (3) the portrait of Pilate is inconsistent with the general

tendency of Luke-Acts not to place the blame on Rome for Jesus' crucifixion or the

persecution of the church.215 These points can be answered, however. That the prayer

only refers to Jesus and not to the Apostles' experience (1) may be indicative of a general

prayer being inserted here, but need not indicate any such thing. It may be that Luke

21"see J. Kodell, "Luke's Use of LAOS, 'People,' Especially in the Jerusalem Narrative (Lk 19,28-24,53)," CBQ
31 (1969) 341-342; Conzelman, Theology, 163-164; Strathmann, "AcW~," 52-53.

215Marshall, Acts, IOQ..I04.
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IS only identifying the trials of the apostolic community with those of Christ,216 in

keeping with his tendency to draw parallels between Christ and the apostles throughout

Luke-Acts.217 As to the jumble in v. 25 (2), as I have noted, the textual state is too

uncertain to determine the origin of the passage. In any event, it is almost equally

unlikely that Luke would have left the jumble as he found it in his source, as it is that

he composed it himself. The portrait of Pilate (3) is more problematic, and may reflect

a traditional source; however, if anyone would have given the Romans equal share with

the Jews in the crucifixion of Jesus, it would likely have been Luke.218 In Luke, in

contrast to the other Gospels, Jesus is brought before Pilate and eventually convicted on

216Bock, 206.

2l7See R. F. O'Toole, "Parallels Between Jesus and His Disciples in Luke-Acts: A Further Study," BZ 27 (1983)
195-202; Dupont, "Pierre et Paul dans les Actes," RB 64 (1957) 35-47.

218Although the issue is hotly debated, there is some evidence that Luke may have had a somewhat more judicious
attitude toward the Jews than other NT writers (see e.g., R. L. Brawley, Luke-Acts and the Jews: Conflict, Apology,
and Conciliation [SBLMS 31; Atlanta: Scholars, 1987] 155-159; T. Van Goudoever, "The Place of Israel in Luke's
Gospel," NovT 8 [1966] 123; Tannehill, "Israel in Luke-Acts: A Tragic Story," JBL 104 [1985] 81-82; "Rejection
by Jews and Turning to Gentiles: The Pattern of Paul's Mission in Acts," Luke-Acts and the Jewish People: Eight
Critical Perspectives Led. J. B. Tyson; Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1988] 98-99; D. Slingerland, "'The Jews' in the
Pauline Portion of Acts," JAAR 54 [1986] 319; A. J. Saldarini, "Interpretation of Luke-Acts and Implications for
Jewish-Christian Dialogue," WAW 12 [1992] 37-42; V. E. Vine, "Luke 14:15-24 and Anti-Semitism," ExpTim 102
[1991] 262-263; Moessner, "Ironic Fulfillment," 46-50; D. L. Tiede, '''Glory to Thy People Israel': Luke-Acts and
the Jews," Luke-Acts and the Jewish People, 34; M. Salmon, "Insider or Outsider? Luke's Relationship with
Judaism," Luke-Acts and the Jewish People, 76-82; see also Ziesler, "Luke and the Pharisees," NTS 25 [1979] 146
157; A. F. J. Klijn, "Scribes, Pharisees, Highpriests and Elders in the New Testament," NovT 3 [1959] 266; see also
T. Horvath, "Why Was Jesus Brought to Pilate?" NovT 11 [1969] 184; M. A. Powell, "The Religious Leaders in
Luke: A Literary Critical Study," JBL 109 [1990] 109-110; W. R. Long, "The Paulusbild in the Trial of Paul in
Acts," SBLASP, 1983 Led. K. H. Richards; Chico, Cal.: Scholars, 1983] 104; A. I. Baumgarten, "The Name of the
Pharisees," JBL 102 [1983] 414). For the other side of the debate cf., e.g., J. T. Sanders, "The Parable of the
Pounds and Lucan Anti-Semitism," TS 42 (1981) 667; "Who Is a Jew," 434-455; "The Jewish People in Luke-Acts,"
Luke-Acts and the Jewish People, 51-75; L. M. Wills, "The Depiction of the Jews in Acts," JBL 110 (1991) 653; M.
J. Cook, "The Mission to the Jews in Acts: Unraveling Luke's 'Myth of the Myriads'," Luke-Acts and the Jewish
People, 102-123. For a more ambivalent view of supposed Lukan anti-Semitism, see e.g., Gaston, "Anti-Judaism and
the Passion Narrative in Luke and Acts," Anti-Judaism in Early Christianity (ed. P. Richardson and D. Granskou;
Waterloo, Ont.: Wilfred Laurier University, 1986) 1. 153; Tyson, Images of Judaism, 187-189; "The Problem of
Jewish Rejection in Acts," Luke-Acts and the Jewish People, 124-137; D. M. Sweetland, "Luke the Christian," New
Views on Luke and Acts (ed. E. Richard; Collegeville, Minn.: Liturgical, 1990) 58-60.
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a political charge, not on a religious charge of blasphemy.219 Pilate took part in his

conviction (Luke 23:24), under protest, to be sure (Luke 23: 14-22), but the effect of the

political charge in Luke is to give Rome an important place in Jesus' sentencing.220

Therefore, the portrayal of Pilate in Acts 4:27 is not totally out of place in Luke's work.

If we add to this the fact that the prayer specifically mentions Herod's part in Jesus'

passion, an event which is only recorded by Luke (Luke 23:6-12), we can understand the

prayer of Acts 4 as a direct reference to the events of Luke 23, including the mention of

all the important participants in the trial, as recorded by Luke and no other.221 Thus

the portrait presented in the prayer appears very Lukan indeed.

Other arguments for Lukan composition have been advanced. M. Domer has

noted that the detailed exegesis of Ps. 2 within the community prayer is artificial, the

contextual link between the prayer and the events makes the prayer likely a component

of the Lukan setting, while the loose contextual link of the psalm to the setting is unlikely

in traditional material. Further, he notes that the prayer fits the pattern of OT prayers,

such as lsa. 37:16-20 and II Kings 19:15-19, and that the elements of the text not

reflecting OT language are expressed in distinctively Lukan language.222 Bock

challenges all these points and concludes that they only prove that Luke has remodelled

219See Walaskay, "And So We Came To Rome," 40; "The Trial and Death of Jesus," 84; Kennard, 48-49.

220See the comments by Walaskay ("And So We Came to Rome," 40-42).

221See Holtz, 55-56.

222Domer, 63-66.
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the traditional material in his own words. 223 But while Bock is doubtless right in

asserting that Luke could have used traditional material, the evidence, both from Domer,

and that which I have outlined above, indicates that the composition of this prayer,

including the citation, belongs primarily to Luke.

In summary, then, the evidence supports Holtz's contention that the citation is

from the LXX and primarily Lukan. 224

7. Acts 13:22.33.35 = Ps. 89:20 (88:21 LXX,' 89:21 MT),' 2:7: 16:10 05:10 LXX)

These three short Psalms exerpts occur in relation to each other and other OT

citations in Paul's speech at Pisidian Antioch, I will examine each in turn.

a. Acts 13,'22 = Ps, 89,'20 (88.-21 LXX; 89:21 MT)

Rather than a citation, this is more properly an allusion fused with other OT

passages (I Sam, 13: 14 and Isa, 44:28),225 and as such requires little comment. It

encompasses only two words: Evpov daVtO, to which Acts adds rov rou 'IwCTaL.

Haenchen and Holtz suggest that here we have influence from Isa, 11: 1,10; II Kgdms,

23: 1 or Ps. 71:20 LXX. 226 The reference to Isaiah here would have a messianic appeal

223Bock,204-205.

224Holtz, 55.

225Interestingly, there is an introductory fonnula here. The fonnula, however, probably refers to the Isaiah citation
(see above, pp. 132-135).

226Haenchen, "Schriftzitate," 166; Holtz, 134.
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and fit well into this passage in Acts. Whether this allusion is from the LXX or not is

impossible to say, as "n~~Q (89:21 MT) is most naturally translated by EVpOIl.

b. Acts 13:33 = Ps. 2:7

This citation occurs in close association with Isa. 55:3 and Ps. 16: 10. Holtz

argues that as such it forms part of the testimonia tradition which underlies the

composition of this speech.m But my comments regarding the citation of Isa. 55:3

(see above, pp. 139-144) also hold good for this citation, and the possibility of a

testimonium here is not as strong as Holtz would like to claim. The citation is identical

with the LXX, which is also extremely close to the MT. Holtz notes that the

introductory formula ("as is also written in the second psalm") indicates Luke's

knowledge of this citation from his own text of the LXX. He points to the citation of

Ps. 2:7 in Heb. 1:5 as evidence that a testimonium containing this psalm existed in the

early church, which Luke has revised according to his knowledge of the LXX.228 In

Hebrews the connection is made to IT Sam. 7:14 in a midrashic manner, and it has been

suggested that the two passages were associated messianically in pre-Christian times.229

In support of this it has been noted that 4Q174 relates II Sam. 7: 14 to Ps. 2. It is,

however, not Ps. 2:7 in 4Q174, but Ps. 2:1, and it is not directly connected to II Sam.

227Holtz, 56.

228Ibid.

229see Lovestam, Son and Saviour, 17; see also Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis, 98; Doeve, 172.
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7:14.230 Furthermore, in Heb. 5:5, Ps. 2:7 is again cited, but this time in connection

with Ps. 110:4. In Acts 13 the citation seems clearly connected to the resurrection of

Jesus (in the rest of Acts 13:33 and in v. 34),231 but in Hebrews it is not.232

Similarly, while the 4Q174 citation is messianic, it contains no resurrection reference.

Hence, while the Hebrews citation, at least that of 1:5, may be related to a testimonium

like 4Q174, the Acts citation is used in a far different manner from either of them. In

light of this it is difficult to conceive of a common testimonium underlying Acts and

Hebrews. What was said earlier concerning the unity of the speech of Acts 13 holds

here as well, and thus we probably have a Lukan LXX citation here.

c. Acts 13:35 = Ps. 16:10 (15:10 LXX)

This citation is identical with the LXX and its earlier occurrence in Acts 2:27,

except for the change of ovo'E to ov. The latter is merely a stylistic change as the text no

longer appears with its parallel in Ps. 16: lOa.233 Holtz considers this a part of a

testimonium which Luke has corrected to the LXX. His argument hinges on the

ascription of the citation of this passage in Acts 2:31 to a testimonium which Luke has

not revised.234 I, however, have found that this explanation is wholly unnecessary in

230See Allegro, Qumran Cave4, 53-55; "Fragment," 351-354; "Further," 176-177; Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis,
98 n. 57.

23ISee e.g., Lovestam, Son and Saviour, 37-48; Fuller, 187; but cf. Rese, 83-85; Bock, 246-249.

232See Bock, 246.

233Ibid, 255.

234See Holtz, 144.
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view of the redactional considerations which bear on Acts 2:31. There is nothing in Acts

13 to suggest the use of a testimonium, except for the connection of this citation and the

other scriptures used in the speech. Again, as previously noted, there seems to be a

tendency among some scholars to consider Luke unable to combine scriptures himself.

The discussion above on Acts 13:22,34,47 = lsa. 44:28; 55:3; 49:6 (pp. 135-147) shows

that this assumption is largely unnecessary.

d. Summary: Psalms citations in Acts 13

In summary, then, the Psalms references in Acts 13 are likely all from the LXX,

although in the case of the allusion in v. 22, it is impossible to say with certainty. The

citations are probably Lukan, although there is still a possibility, as I remarked

concerning the Isaiah citations in this chapter, that Luke is drawing on some traditional

material.

E. Summary: Psalms Citations in Luke-Acts

In our examination of the Psalms citations in Luke-Acts we have found a good

deal of evidence for traditional material, especially in the Gospel, but also possibly in

Acts. Often Luke does not alter the traditional material which he received from Mark

or "Q," although in one clear instance he has corrected the citation toward the LXX.

V sually, however, the alterations are redactional in nature, according to contextual or

theological needs. Evidence of traditional origin for the Acts citations is often somewhat

questionable; however, it cannot be completely discounted. Even if the citations are

taken as traditional, Lukan redaction is almost always evidenced and the origin of the
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citations is normally from the LXX, although one instance of a "Q" citation does not

appear to be so. Thus we have much evidence of citations which are both traditional and

septuagintal, especially in the Gospel, and if traditionality is accepted for a number of

the Acts citations, for them as well. In many cases the citations in Acts are really only

allusions, fitted snugly into the argument of the speeches. The latter is a very important

observation as we move into the Pentateuch citations.

In terms of the overall aims of this study, then, we note that Luke's Psalms

citations are more likely to be traditionally derived than those from the Minor Prophets

and Isaiah, especially in the Markan and "Q" material found in the Gospel. He does,

however, clearly know and use the LXX, even correcting a traditional citation in one

instance toward the LXX. He possibly uses traditional sources in his own material as

well, although this is not demonstrated conclusively. Luke appears to balance fidelity

to his source (especially Mark and "Q") with redactional considerations, and often freely

edits the citations (especially those from the LXX) to fit the context of his narrative. In

fact, with the Psalms material, sometimes Luke appears more concerned with literary

fidelity to the direction of his narrative, than with fidelity to his source. For example,

Luke appears to have removed the reference to Daniel from Jesus' words before the

Sanhedrin (Luke 22:69), which he found in his Markan source (Mark 14:62), in order

to make Jesus' speech consistent with the charge for which Luke has him condemned.

This may imply criticism on Luke's part as to the accuracy of his sources, as has been
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noted, for example, in Luke's prologue (Luke 1: 1_4).235 Hence Luke alters the

material to fit his presentation of the events. Finally, there is no evidence of a

Hebraicizing tendency in Luke's LXX ms.

235See Callan, "The Preface of Luke-Acts and Historiography," NTS 31 (1985) 580; Fitzmyer, Luke (I-IX), 291
292; see also Plummer, 2.
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THE CITATIONS FROM THE PENTATEUCH

All references to the Pentateuch in Luke-Acts are brief, many being no more than

allusions. In Luke's Gospel, they all occur in speeches, although some of the speeches

are very short, and form parts of conversations between Jesus and others. In Acts, the

majority of the pentateuchal references are found in the lengthy speeches of Acts 3 and

7, with only one pentateuchal reference outside of these two speeches (23:5), and this is

part of a conversation during Paul's trial narrative. In all there are some thirty-five

major pentateuchal references in Luke-Acts (not counting the possible reference to Ex.

23:20 in Luke 7:27, already dealt with):l fOUf in Markan material, one each in "Q" and

"L" material, and the rest in Acts.

A. Markan Citations

1. Luke 10:27 = Deut. 6:5 + Lev. 19:18

The origin of this citation is extremely uncertain, and has given rise to a number

of explanations, none of which is completely satisfactory. I am tentatively ascribing this

citation to Markan material, although there are different viewpoints on the matter. For

example, because of a number of minor agreements between Luke 10:25-28 and Matt.

lIf all the allusions to the Pentateuch are counted, there are, of course, many more than thirty-five (see
NestleAland26,739-747). I am, however, confming my study to the passages listed as citations by UBSGNT3 (897
898, 901), with the qualification that a number of the latter are allusions as well.

206
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22:34-40 some have ascribed the episode to "Q. "2 Others perceive the differences as

so great between the three Gospels that they assign the material to "L, ,,3 although some

allow for Markan influence.4 Others consider it completely Markan. 5 Some have

suggested that two separate incidents are recorded by Matthew/Mark and Luke.6 It is

possible, however, that most of the differences can be explained by reference to Lukan

redaction of Markan material. Fitzmyer has suggested that the removal of the shema

proper (Deut. 6:4) from the Markan citation (12:29-30), and the use of "lawyer" instead

of "one of the scribes" can be explained by Luke's concern for the Gentile audience to

whom he is writing.? Beyond that, I would suggest that the removal of the references

to the commandments as "first" and "second" has the effect of producing a single two-

pronged command, which encompasses all that the Law states (v. 26), and thus not

merely the two most important commandments in a list of others. The placing of the

citation on the lips of the lawyer in Luke as opposed to Jesus in Matthew and Mark, and

Jesus' agreement with the Law as summarized by the lawyer (v. 28), perhaps serve to

underline the continuity between the true faith of Israel and Christianity, a common

2E.g. Bultmann, History, 22-23; P. w. Beare, The Earliest Records of Jesus (Oxford: Blackwell, 1962) 159; see
also Schramm, 47 n. 4.

3E.g., Pitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 877; Morris, St. Luke, 187.

~ee e.g., Schramm, 49.

5E.g., E. Klostermann, Das Lukasevangelium (HNT 5; Tiibingen: Mohr, 1975) 118. Por followers of the
Griesbach hypothesis, the choice is between Matthew and Luke's own material, while for those who argue for the
Augustinian hypothesis, the choice is between Matthew and Mark.

6See Marshall, Luke: Historian, 441; Manson, 260.

7Pitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 877-878.
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Lukan emphasis. Furthermore, Kenneth J. Thomas has noted that, as it stands in Luke,

the passage provides an excellent introduction to the parable of the good Samaritan,

which emphasizes the love of neighbour as does the Leviticus passage. 8

The feature, however, which seems to point fairly conclusively to Mark as the

source of the citations is the reference to "all your strength" in both Mark and Luke

(Mark: E~ oA'1lr; rilr; iaxvor; (TOU; Luke: EV oA1] 1i iaxvi: (Tou), but not in Matthew or the

LXX of Deut. 6:5. 9 While a hypothetical common tradition for Mark and Luke is still

possible, the simplest explanation is that Luke used Mark.

There are, however, problems with this analysis which need to be considered,

both in regard to the relation of the Lukan citation to the LXX, and to its form in Mark.

As far as Lev. 19: 18 is concerned the text is septuagintal, and is cited verbatim from the

LXX in both parallels to the Lukan citation (Matt. 22:39; Mark 12:31) as well as James

2:8; Rom. 13:9; Gal. 4: 14; while Matthew again cites part of the text in 5:43. Luke

has, as noted, replaced eX'Yan1(TELr; with a simple Kat in order to make the double citation

into a single two-pronged command.

The Deut. 6:5 citation is more problematic. The LXX reads, according to the

Gottingen edition, verbatim with the Lukan citation until we come to the various

parameters of the love for God. Then the LXX reads: E~ oA'1lr; rilr; Otavotar; (TOU Kat

€~ oA'1lr; rilr; t/;ux~r; (TOU Kat €~ oA'1lr; rilr; OUVaJ.LEWr; (TOU, while Luke has, like Mark, four

parameters, although in a different order: LXX oLaVOtar; becomes KapOtar; (with Mark

8Thomas, "Liturgical Citations," 211; see also Manson, 259.

9Stendahl (75) argues that Matthew has also used Mark, but dropped the reference to ierxv<;.
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and Matthew), while Luke adds KCXt Ell OA1J rij O£cxlloi~ ODV at the end (with Matthew;

Mark places it before the final parameter), and OVlIaJ,LEWC; becomes ioxui: (with Mark, but

Mark places it last). Another change is the replacement of E~ plus the genitive (so LXX,

Mark) with Ell plus the dative in the last three parameters (Matthew has Ell plus dative

throughout). The MT, like the LXX, has only three parameters, but in some ways the

Lukan citation is closer to it than is the LXX at this point. Kcxpoicx is a more literal

translation of :J~ 'I. than is OU:XlIOLCX (in fact, this is the only place where LXX

Deuteronomy translates the characteristic Deuteronomic phrase

JW~~-':Jd=t'l J=t~~-':Jd::)' with ()LallOLCX for :J~) instead of Kcxpoicx),l0 and the use of

Ell better accords with Hebrew ::;I than does E~. Furthermore, ioxuC; is just as possible

a translation of INf.) as is OVlICXJ,LLC;.It

Besides the foregoing problems there is also a mass of confusion in the textual

tradition of both the LXX and the NT. Without going into detail here, let me simply

state that the textual traditions record a great number of what appear to be corrections,

in the case of the LXX, under the influence of the Hebrew text and the varying NT

citations, and in the case of Luke, under influence from Matthew and Mark. 12 It

appears that the various scribes were as baffled by the situation as we are.

I"r. K. Wittstruck, "The Greek Translators of Deuteronomy" (PhD. Dissertation: Yale University, 1972) 382.

At&votet is used to translate :J~!. in the same phrase once in Josh. 22:5, but Deut. 6:5 is its only occurrence for this
phrase in Deuteronomy (see Hatch and Redpath, 1. 306-307; Lisowsky, 709).

llSee BDB, 547.

12See GottLXX3,2, Deut. 6:5; NestleAland26, Luke 10:27; see also Wittstruck, 382.
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Kenneth J. Thomas traces the divergences from the LXX in our citation through

various layers of traditional liturgical reformulations, but considers the LXX as their

primary source. He takes the basic LXX text to be the one represented by Alexandrinus

(A) and Ambrosianus (F), as opposed to Vaticanus (B), etc.; the former followed by

RahlfsLXX, the latter by GottLXX3,2. 13 The former contains Kapoia instead of

oLCxlIoLa. As OLCXlIOLa is a common LXX equivalent of :l~ ';J, and represents a more

Hellenistic rendering of the term,14 one could either see Kapoia as an assimilation to

the Hebrew,15 or oLCXvoLa as a Hellenizing of the original LXX. Thomas suggests that

iaxvor; (Mark 12:30, iaxvi in Luke) is also based on a variant Greek tradition, 16

although the textual evidence is not very supportive of this suggestion. I? He suggests

that the change of E~ to Ell reflects an attempt to approximate the Hebrew ::;I in the

liturgical tradition,18 and that the reference to ouhoLa in the Gospels resulted from the

fact that both readings (Kapoia and OL<illoLa) were highly regarded, and a marginal

reading originally preserving a variant thus crept into the text of a LXX ms, where it

served as a source for the Gospel tradition. 19

13Thomas, "Liturgical Citations," 209.

14Behm, "ot&"O~Q;," TDNT 4 (1967) 965.

15See Stendahl, 74-75.

16Thomas, "Liturgical Citations," 209.

17See GottLXX3.2, Deut. 6:5.

18See also Goulder, Luke, 486.

19'fhomas, "Liturgical Citations," 210.
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Thomas's suggestions are ingenious, and do, in fact, explain some of the variants,

especially the double translation of =~;, in a way which appears at first glance

impossible by any other suggestion.20 There is another possibility, however, which

needs to be noted. Based upon the fact that the words Kcxpoicx and ioxv~, as well as the

Ell plus dative construction, occur in IV Kgdms. 23:25, influence from the latter passage

on the citation of Deut. 6:5 found in the Gospel tradition has been suggested. Although

Stendahl, reacting to the suggestion as first made by A. H. McNiele in 1915, thinks that

such influence on the Jewish central Scripture from a passage in IV Kingdoms is

unlikely,21 I would point out that what may be unlikely in a Jewish context, may not be

in a Christian context. Furthermore, there is nothing to suggest that any particular form

of the shema was authoritative at this time,22 and so influence from IV Kingdoms on

the Christian liturgical form of Deut. 6:5 is not out of the question.23

2~he suggestion, for example, of Goulder (Luke, 485) that we have "a clear instance of a mixed citation from
memory" does not adequately account for all the complications involved (cf. also Sperber, 223; see Holtz, 65).

21Stendahl, 75 n. 2.

22See Stendahl, 76; Holtz, 66-67; see also de Waard, Comparative Study, 64.

Z3A possible, though complicated, solution to the problems is that Luke may have reworked the traditional citation
which he received from Mark according to the LXX of Deuteronomy and N Kingdoms. We can thus see where the
various elements of the latter part of the verse originated:

E~ OA1/r; rijr; K~oiCi.r; uov

KCi.L €v OA1J rij 1fVxij uov KCi.L E/I oA1] 1fj
iuxvi aov

-from Mark

-from N Kingdoms, with Ci.U70V changed
to aov for contextual reasons, and
rearranged in accord with Deut. 6:5

-from Deut. 6:5, brought into harmony
with the grammatical form of the
foregoing citation from N Kingdoms,
and placed last for emphasis (see below)

(continued...)
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While the above analysis explains how divergent forms of Deut. 6:5 may have

evolved, the simplest explanation for the Lukan form is dependence on Mark. But if

Luke used Mark, how do we account for the two major divergences from Mark: the

change from E~ plus the genitive to EV plus the dative in the last three parameters, and

the removal of KCXt EP OA1J TV Otcxpoi(j. aov to the end? As the problem is a difficult one,

and no-one appears to have dealt with it in any satisfactory manner, I can only suggest

a tentative solution. Thomas states that "the appearance of both EK and €V with the

corresponding genitive and dative cases is a sign of the conflation of more than one text

tradition. "24 But rather than looking for this conflation in a hypothetical special

tradition available to Luke, I would suggest that Luke may have conflated the two

traditions which we know he used: Mark and "Q." Thus Mark and "Q" represent two

varying liturgical forms of Deut. 6:5. Matthew has reproduced "Q" and Luke has

conflated Mark and "Q. "25 There is one problem with this analysis, however. If Luke

conflated Mark and "Q" for this citation, we would have expected €~ with the genitive

to be with iaxv~ rather than with Kcxpoicx, since the reference to iaxv~ is the element in

the Lukan citation that is clearly Markan. This is a difficult problem and the only

23(...continued)
In this way, Luke has presented a complete form of the shema, containing elements from both the Deuteronomy
tradition and that of IV Kingdoms. If this analysis is indeed correct, Holtz's conclusion (68) that Luke had no
independent knowledge of the LXX of this passage is in error. Given the numerous uncertainties in the passage,
however, and the complicated nature of the analysis itself, the above analysis can only be offered as a tentative
suggestion.

2"Thomas, "Liturgical Citations," 210; see also R. H. Gundry, The Use of the Old Testament in St. Matthew's
Gospel With Special Reference to the Messianic Hope (Leiden: Brill, 1967) 24.

2SBeare's suggestion (159) that Luke is citing "Q" while Matthew has conflated Mark and "Q" does not appear to
provide a solution to the problems. Neither does it seem to agree with the evidence in the passages.
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explanation I can offer is that, rather than simply conflating Mark and "Q," Luke wished

to reproduce the longer Markan version of the citation in the style of the "Q" version,

but got careless and left the first parameter in the style of Mark. A mistake such as this

is evidence that, while Luke may have been influenced by the style of the "Q" passage,

his source for the content of the passage was Mark.26

Turning to the removal of KCXt EP OA'I} Til OLCXPOLCj emu to the end of the passage,

again the problem is difficult. One could argue that Luke has placed the reference to

OLC:YPOLCX last for emphasis. ALehoLcx, however, is not an important word for Luke. Hence

the reason for emphasizing it is obscure. He uses it only on one other occasion (Luke

1:51), but its use there is instructive. Luke 1:51 reads OtcxpoiCj KCXpOLCXC; CXVTWP (cf. Heb.

4: 12). The genitival construction here indicates the close relation between &apoLcx and

Kcxpoicx in the mind of the writer. Both words refer to the person's inward thoughts and

motivations. 27 In Luke 10:27 the four parameters can be understood to form a

chiasm28 with the two references to the inner motivations of the person enclosing the

references to the person's life and actions:

a KCtPOlCt

b 1/ttlx~

b' ioxv~

a' Ot(~JlOtCt

26It is interesting to note that this passage may be one in which the Augustinian position (that Luke used Matthew
and Mark) may work better than the two source hypothesis, since with the Augustinian position we do not have to
assume that Matthew has reproduced "Q."

27See Brown, Birth, 337; Farris, 121; Fitzmyer, Luke a-IX), 368.

28See discussion by E. W. Bullinger (Figures of Speech Used in the Bible Explained and Illustrated [Grand Rapids:
Baker, 1968] 374-379).
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Thus Luke may have moved the reference to ouxvou:t to the end to create this structure.

It was, however, not likely original with him as the "Q" version (Matt. 22:37) is also

chiastic:

a Ka.pOI.Ol

b lj;vx~

a' OuXI'O(.(X

Hence Luke, in reproducing the Markan material in the style of "Q," has also reproduced

the chiastic structure by moving the reference to OUiVOLCi to the end.

The citation is therefore traditional as comes from Mark (with influence from

"Q"), yet how traditional it is remains unclear. That we have here a citation of the

shema, the foremost text in Judaism, argues for Jewish tradition. As the shema was

sometimes recited in Greek, and appears to have existed in Greek in various forms, with

none particularly authoritative, such variety of form could account for the variations

found between the Gospel citations, the LXX and the MT.29 The combination,

however, of the shema with Lev. 19:18 is not so clearly Jewish. The Testaments of the

Twelve Patriarchs contain references which appear to show this combination. T. Issa.

5:2 states "love the Lord and your neighbour"30 while 7:6 states "I loved the Lord; /

Likewise also every man with all my heart." Similarly, T. Dan. 5:3 states "Love the

Lord through all your life, / And one another with a true heart." R. H. Charles has

argued that the NT combination of these verses is dependent on these references in the

29See Stendahl, 76; Holtz, 66-67; see also de Waard, Comparative Study, 64.

30All translations of the OT Pseudepigrapha are from APOT 2.
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Testaments. 31 On the other hand, others suspect that the references in the Testaments

themselves are Christian interpolations.32 Philo of Alexandria may have based some

of his ethical precepts on this combination of Scriptures (e.g., De spec. leg. 2.15§63);

however, Fitzmyer is hesitant about thiS.
33 On the other hand, later Christian tradition

shows clear and unmistakable evidence of this combination (e.g., Did. 1:2; Barn. 19:2,5;

Mart. Pol. 3:3; Justin, Dial. 93:2-3) and Fitzmyer concludes that "Jesus himself was the

catalyst for the development of the double command in the Christian tradition. .,34

Hence, while the combination of the two Scriptures is certainly traditional, it may not

be traditionally Jewish, but Christian. 35

In summary, then, this citation is a combined traditional liturgical citation which

may have had its origin in the LXX of Deut. 6:5 (+ perhaps IV Kgdms. 23:25) + Lev.

31See APOT, 2. 291-292, 334; see also M. Miyoshi, "Das liidische Gebet Serna' und die Abfolge der
traditionsstiicke in Lk 10-13," AJBI 7 (1981) 99-100.

32See e.g., Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 879.

33Ibid. There is no clear referent in Philo to these two scriptures, rather only a general reference to two
preeminent topics for discussion in Sabbath schools: duty toward God and duty toward human beings.

34Ibid; see also Bornkamm, "Das Doppelgebot der Liebe," Neutestamentliche Studien rur Rudolf Bultmann zu
seinem siebzigsten Geburtstag, AM 20. August 1954 (ed. W. Eltester; BZNW 21; Berlin: Topelmann, 1957) 85
93.

35Luke's placing the command on the lips of the lawyer rather than Jesus may indicate that from his
standpoint, the combination was a commonplace in Jewish thought, not original to Jesus, and could reasonably be
ascribed to a Jewish lawyer as a summary of the Law (see Stendahl, 77). On the other hand, Luke probably had
other reasons, as I have noted, for placing the words on the lips of the lawyer. As well, the centrality of Deut.
6:5 in the OT covenantal context as compared with the seemingly peripheral status of Lev. 19:18 might be thought
to make the linking of them unlikely from a Jewish perspective (see W. J. McKay, "Man's Love for God in
Deuteronomy," VT 22 [1972] 426-435; Craigie, The Book of Deuteronomy [NICOT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1976] 169-170; M. Noth, Leviticus: A Commentary [OTL; London: SCM, 1965] 142; but cf. G. J. Wenham,
The Book of Leviticus [NICOT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979] 269; Eichrodt, 1. 93-94).
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19: 18. Luke, however, has used the citation as found in Mark and has edited it

according to the style of the citation in "Q."

2. Luke 18:20 = Ex. 20:12-16 (Deut. 5:16-20)

This OT reference is much more clearly Markan (parallel Matt. 19:18-19; Mark

10:19), although followers of Griesbach and Augustine would likely see Matthean

material here, in light of the omission of J.t~ a7ro(JTEp~a1JC;by both Matthew and Luke.

The differences, however, between Luke and Matthew make dependence on "Q" or

Matthew highly unlikely. On the other hand, Luke's similarity to Mark makes a Markan

origin more likely.36 The citation is not complete, and might be considered an allusion,

as it only preserves a summary of certain commandments of the decalogue, either from

Ex. 20 or Deut. 5.37

Luke follows Mark throughout, except for the above-mentioned omission of J.t~

a7f'o(JTEp~(J1JC; and the reversal in order of J.t~ ¢OPEVC11JC; and J.t~ J.l.0LXEV(J1JC;. These

alterations may be viewed as corrections of the Markan material. As the decalogue took

varying catechetical forms at the time the Gospels were written,38 it is likely that Mark

derived the words J.t~ a7ro(JTEp~(J1Jc; from Jewish catechetical tradition. He probably

36See Schramm, 142; Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1196. Those who argue that Mark was the last Gospel
written (Griesbach hypothesis) would have to consider this passage Luke's special material which Mark has
followed.

37The introductory words "you know the commandments" may indicate a summary as naturally as a citation.

38See Gundry, 17; see also Thomas, "Torah Citations in the Synoptics," NTS 24 (1977-1978) 85-96.
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found the fourth commandment placed after the eighth in the same tradition, and perhaps

the use of p.r, with the subjunctive, as opposed to LXX OUK with indicative. 39

As far as the omission of p.~ eX1rOC1TEpr,crur; is concerned, it appears that both

Matthew and Luke corrected the Markan text according to the OT, in which the words

do not appear as part of the decalogue.4o The version of the OT used appears in

Matthew to be the LXX (since he corrects p.r, + subjunctive to OUK + indicative),

although the omission of course brings the text closer to the MT as wellY For Luke,

the LXX is also likely as the form to which he corrected the citation, but not likely the

same text as used by Matthew. The change in order in Luke, not paralleled in Matthew,

resembles the B text of the LXX (Vaticanus) for Deut. 5: 16-20, while Matthew is closer

to the A text (Alexandrinus) of both Exodus and Deuteronomy.42 That the reading of

Vaticanus was likely fairly widespread at Luke's time is shown by its agreement with

Philo (De decal. 12§51), Rom. 13:9 and James 2:11. The reflection of the same order

in the Nash papyrus also argues for the early provenance of this reading.43 We have,

39See Stendahl, 62; see also Thomas, "Liturgical Citations," 207.

~ee Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1196.

41See Stendahl, 62; Ringgren, 228; Ringgren's analysis seems confused at this point.

42See Stendahl, 62-63; Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1199; Thomas "Liturgical Citations," 207; note also that the
order of LXX Deuteronomy is followed by the "C n x text" of Ex. 20 (yVevers, Notes on the Greek Text of
Exodus [SBLSCS 30; Atlanta: Scholars, 1990] 314).

43See S. A. Cook, "A Pre-Massoretic Biblical Papyrus," PSBA 25 (1903) 34-56.
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therefore, reasonable evidence here that Luke corrected Mark in accordance with a ms

of the LXX related to B, while Matthew corrected Mark according to a ms akin to A.44

All of this would tend to indicate that Luke compared the Markan material with

his copy of the LXX of Deut. 5: 16-20, and corrected it thereby. That he did not correct

the use of l1:ii with the subjunctive, as Matthew did, may be explained by the fact that J1.~

with subjunctive is stylistically better.45

In summary, this citation is not so widely at variance with the LXX as Holtz

would suggest.46 Rather, although the Markan form is likely non-septuagintal, Luke's

version shows signs of having been corrected to a LXX text akin to that found in B.

3. Luke 20:28.37 = Deut. 25:5 (+Gen. 38:8),' Ex. 3.'6

These two brief citations occur in the dialogue between Jesus and the Sadducees

concerning the resurrection as scriptural components of the opposing arguments. The

material of vv. 27-40 is clearly Markan (Mark 12:18-27, parallel Matt. 22:23-33), but

has been redacted by Luke throughout, improving the Greek, adding his own conclusion

in 38b-39 instead of Mark 12:27b, and moving the gist of Mark 12:34 to the conclusion

of the story (Luke 20:40) as he omits the next Markan episode.47 T. Schramm has

44See Thomas "Liturgical Citations," 207; Stendahl, 62.

45See BDF, 183-184.

46Holtz, 168.

47Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1299; see also Holtz, 69.
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argued that vv. 34b-36 betray signs of another source,48 but it is equally likely that

Luke has redacted these verses, removing the accusation of the Sadducees and alluding

to IV Macc. 7:19. 49 In any event, both citations are clearly Markan. I will examine

each in turn.

a. Luke 20:28 = Deut. 25:5 (+ Gen. 38:8)

Mark 12:19 must be considered an allusion or a summary of Deut. 25:5, with

some additional words from Gen. 38:8 (Kat. OtVCtuT1]uov [Mark and Luke have

E~avaUT?]Ut1] U7rEpp.a r'iJ OtO€Acf>i:tJ uou [Mark and Luke have avrov]).50 Luke has taken

this allusion over from Mark with certain stylistic changes, in no way bringing the text

closer to the LXX. 51 Deut. 25:5 and Gen. 38:8 have been summarized by Mark into

a conversational pattern and used as a piece of conversation in the present context. Luke

has further refined the passage stylistically. Hence this allusion is traditional for Luke,

coming from Mark, redacted stylistically, but not according to the LXX. Fitzmyer is

reasonably confident that Mark's summary is basically from the LXX,52 but the

48Schramm, 170-171.

49p. Neirynck, "La matiere marcienne dans l'evangile de Luc," L'evangile de Luc: Problemes litteraires et
th€ologigues: Memorial Lucien Cerfaux (ed. F. Neirynck; BETL 52; Gembloux: Ducolot, 1973) 167-177;
Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1299.

50See Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1304. Although there is an introductory formula (Mwjjaii~ E-rpcr:'fEII r,/lLII),
such a formula may introduce a paraphrase rather than a citation (see Koch, 15-16).

51See Holtz, 69.

52Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1304.
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differences are so pronounced that it is difficult to say for certain.53 In any event, Luke

is using Mark as his source, not the LXX.

Holtz regards this passage as demonstrating that Luke did not know the LXX of

Deuteronomy or Genesis here. 54 Certainly he has not used the LXX at this point to

correct his text as he did earlier. It is likely, however, that Luke recognized this passage

for what it was, a summary, and rather than overburdening his reader with a more

accurate citation, which would have been far more verbose, and would have had to be

adapted to the context in any case, he simply let the summary remain.

b. Luke 20:37 = Ex. 3:6

Similarly, Mark (12:26) is likely the source for this aT reference. There is no

question whether Mark or Luke recognized this passage as an aT reference, as they

demonstrate that they recognized it in the words: "have you not read in the book of

Moses, in the passage about the bush" (Mark 12:26), "even Moses showed, in the

passage about the bush" (Luke 20:37). It seems, however, that they have paraphrased

the aT rather than citing it directly.55 Luke abbreviates Mark in the interests of style,

and makes clear that Jesus is quoting Moses in opposition to the Sadducees' quotation of

Moses. 56 A problem might be seen in that Luke attributes the statement to Moses and

53See Holtz, 69-70.

54Ibid.

55See Koch, 15-16.

56See Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXN), 1306.
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not to Yahweh, the speaker in Exodus. One might conceivably ask whether, if he knew

Exodus, he could do this in the face of the obviousness of the text. But the point is

surely that for Luke, these words are Moses' words because they were written by Moses,

and since the Sadducees' quote the authority of Moses, Luke has Jesus quote him as

well. 57 The Markan citation is not verbatim from the LXX, omitting Eip.L b (JEO~ TaU

7raTp6~ uou, and inserting the article before (JE6~, probably throughout. 58 Stendahl

suggests that the citation may have had an oral existence without reference to the

LXX;59 however, the divergences are not so great that this could not be considered a

loose citation of the LXX. Luke has reedited the Markan citation to fit his complex

sentence (nominative (JE6~ becomes accusative), and thus moved farther from the LXX,

yet the LXX is still possible as the origin. There is, however, by no means certainty

here, owing to the allusory quality of the OT reference.

c. Summary: Luke 20:28,37

In summary, these two references are no more than allusions; they are traditional

and show no certain links to the LXX. Both have been heavily redacted: in the former

case by Mark, and Luke has reproduced that redacted version; in the latter case, by Luke

himself, probably based on the loose reference in Mark. In neither case can definitive

57See also W. D. Davies. "Law in First-Century Judaism," IDB 3 (1962) 91.

58Mss D, W, and a few others omit the article before the flrst 8roC; while mss B, D, and W omit it before the
second and third (see NestleAland26, Mark 12:26).

59Stendahl, 71.
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statements be made about Luke's knowledge or ignorance of the LXX of these OT

passages.

B. "Q" Citations: Luke 4:4,8,12 = Deut 8:3; 6:13,16

These three citations occur in the temptation narrative on the lips of Jesus, as

responses to the temptations of the devil. I have already discussed the dependence of this

narrative on "Q" material. The only words spoken by the Lukan Jesus in this narrative

are citations from scripture (contrast Matt. 4: 10). Luke thus portrays Jesus as

conquering the devil by recourse to scripture, and to scripture only.60 It is interesting

to note that while the devil cites scripture, in the form ofPs. 91:11-12, Jesus cites only

the Torah. Hence Jesus goes straight to the heart of Judaism for his strength against

temptation,61 and, if anything, this dependence on the Torah is stronger in Luke than

in Matthew. I will now examine each citation in tum.

1. Luke 4:4 = Deut. 8:3

The citation is from the LXX (which is very close to the MT) verbatim and agrees

with Matthew verbatim, except for omitting fx'A'A' €?rt ?rap7" p~jJ.a7L €K?rOPEVOjJ.€P~ 5dx

a70jJ.a70C; OEOV, "but by every word that proceeds from the mouth of God" (Matt. 4:4).

6Ofitzmyer, Luke (I-IX), 512-513.

61See W. D. Davies, 91; see also Craigie, Deuteronomy, 185 n. 3; S. Westerholm, "Whence 'The Torah' of
Second Temple Judaism," Law in Religious Communities in the Roman Period: The Debate Over Torah and
Nomos in Post-Biblical Judaism and Early Christianity (ed. P. Richardson and S. Westerholm; SCJ 4; Waterloo,
Ont.: Wilfred Laurier University, 1991) 39-41.
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This latter phrase is surely septuagintal62 as the MT reads: ill il: ., ~ ~~lfJ- ) ~-J~ "::;l,

"but by everything coming out of the mouth of the Lord." The word p1Jp.an is thus an

interpretive element in the LXX. Luke, however, omits this phrase, the longer readings

in the Lukan textual tradition being clearly secondary assimilations to Matthew.63 There

are two possible explanations for this omission. E. Lohmeyer has suggested that Luke

has removed the words to make the citation correspond more closely to the situation of

Jesus' physical hunger. 64 Hence Luke would have redacted the citation, removing

words which spiritualize the temptation, in order to make the temptation more practical.

Holtz and Fitzmyer, on the other hand, argue that the words were not originally in "Q,"

but were added by Matthew in accord with his image of Jesus as a teacher of Wisdom.65

The latter view, then, portrays Matthew as redacting the passage according to his

interests, while Luke leaves it as he found it. According to this view, Matthew must

have supplemented the citation according to the LXX as the phrase is certainly from that

version. 66 Neither view appears demonstrable.

62See GottLXX3,2, Deut. 8:3.

63See e.g., NestleAland26, Luke 4:4; UBSGNT3, Luke 4:4; Plummer, 110; Fitzmyer, Luke (I-IX), 515.

64E. Lohmeyer, "Die Versuchung Jesu," ZST 14 (1937) 628 n. l.

65Holtz, 61; Fitzmyer, Luke (I-IX), 515.

66gee Stendahl, 88, see also p. 60.
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2. Luke 4:8 = Deut. 6:13

This citation is taken verbatim from "Q." Luke's citation contains two

divergences from the LXX (as does Matt. 4: 10). These are the substitution of

7rPOCfKVV'I]CfEt' for 4>ol31/0'ljCf7}, and the insertion of IJ-OV'lJ after aV7c{J. The LXX is closer

to the MT than is the citation in both these cases. Both the substitution and the insertion

are found in the A text of the LXX (+ 82 and some Fathers for the former; + a great

many witnesses, including a corrector of F, V, papyrus 963, and the C group of mss,

etc., for the latter). These have generally been considered assimilations to the NT. 67

Holtz argues that the LXX text behind this "Q" citation probably contained the A

reading;68 but it seems to me more likely that the change from a verb of "fearing" to

one of "worship" took place in "Q." The latter verb is preferable as more concrete in

any case; of even more importance is the occurrence of 7rPOCfKVV'I]Cf?J' in the words of

temptation (Matt. 4:9; Luke 4:7). Thus, the use of 7rPOC1KVv'ljC1Et' in the citation of Luke

4:8 (Matt. 4:10) makes Jesus' answer parallel to the devil's question. Presumably,.d)1J'lJ

was added in "Q" to strengthen the statement.

In any case, Luke has used "Q" and not altered the citation in favour of the LXX.

While this may indicate that Luke did not know this portion of Deuteronomy, it could

also indicate that Luke found the altered form best suited in the context.

67See GottLXX3,2, Deut. 6:13; Lohmeyer, 641 n. 2; but cf. Stendahl, 89; Holtz, 62 n. 2; cf. also
GottLXX3.2, Deut. 10:20.

68Holtz, 63.
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3. Luke 4:12 = Deut. 6:16

Luke cites Deut. 6:16 in the same words as we fInd in Matthew (4:7) and the

LXX. That the citation is ultimately derived from the LXX is relatively certain, as the

MT has a plural verb, while Matthew and Luke reproduce the LXX singular.69

4. Summary: "Q" Citations

In summary, then, I must agree with Holtz that these brief citations offer no

certain proof of Luke's knowledge of the LXX of the Pentateuch.70 All we can frrmly

say is that Luke followed "Q" and that the citations here in "Q" are septuagintal, except

perhaps for Luke 4:8. This latter conclusion does demolish Argyle's contention that "Q"

citations are not septuagintal,71 but whether Luke knew the LXX for the Pentateuch will

have to be decided on the basis of other citations.

C. "L" Citations

There are only two major Pentateuchal references in "L" material. They occur

in the infancy narrative at the point of the presentation of Jesus at the temple.

~ee Holtz, 63-64; Stendahl, 89.

7llioltz, 64.

71 Argyle, "Accounts," 382.
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1. Luke 2:23 = Ex. 13:2.12.15

Luke 2:23 can only be considered a summary of the various elements of Ex.

13:2,12,15.72 Certain elements in the Lukan text, however, suggest that the reference

is to the LXX. Most important of these is the phrase ITap apuEP QUXPo/,-y0P p.~Tpall. The

translation of llJ!J by o£apo/,-yop appears to be a septuagintalism of the fIrst order, here

in Ex. 13.73 The word in connection with p.~Tpap only occurs in the LXX, as far as

is known, and while Bock suggests the possibility of a technical idiom with a wider

provenance than the LXX, there is no evidence for it.74 Beyond this Ex. 13:2 makes

reference to the fIrstborn child being holy to the Lord: •A-y£a(JoP p.o£ 7rall 7rPWTOTOKOll

7rPWTO-yElIEc; o£apo/,-yop 7ra(Jap p.~Tpall, while v. 12 says: acPEAe/'c; 7rap o£alloL-Y0ll

p.~Tpall, TOt exP(JElI£KcX, a-Y£cX(JEtC; Tel> KVP~ (similar in v. 15). One can easily see a

paraphrasing combination of these verses in the summary statement given by Luke here.

On the other hand, there are two points which tell against a LXX origin for this

summary citation (or allusion). The first is the use of KA'YJO~ueT(x£, not found in the LXX

at this point. But Rese points out that "shall be called" has the same sense as "will be,"

and is connected to the prophecies concerning Jesus and John the Baptist throughout the

early part of Luke's infancy narrative (see 1:13,31,32,35,60,76; 2:21).75 Fitzmyer has

connected the citation here closely with 1:35, o£o Kat TO -YElIlIWP.ElIOll a-ytOp KA'YJ(J~(J€T(x£,

'72The introductory fonnula (/(Cl!f)wt;; 'Y€'YPCl!1r7Cl!t 1:1' 1'01-''<' /(vpi'.ov) certainly seems to indicate a citation here, but
the inability to precisely detennine its referent in Ex. 13 points to a summary.

73See Holtz, p. 83 n. 1.

7"'See Bock, 83, 307 n. 116.

75Rese, 140-141.
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uio~ OEOV, and has asserted that in the citation of 2:23, "Luke prays on the title he gave

to Jesus in the announcement to Mary. ,,76 These observations seem reasonable. This

citation, then, is not simply inserted in the narrative here, but is intimately connected to

the infancy narrative as a whole. Thus, the insertion of KA:110i}uE7Ctt is redactional, rather

than an indication of a text differing from the LXX.

The second point is brought up by Bock who notes the overwhelming number of

times the term 7rpw7670KO~ is used in Ex. 13. He considers that its absence in Luke at

this point argues against dependence on the LXX, as its inclusion would have opened the

door to a messianic interpretation. 77 But 7rpw76TOKO~ does not appear to be an

important term for Luke, who uses it only once (2:7), and it does not appear, for Luke,

to have the messianic connotations evidenced in Hebrews (1:6), Colossians (1: 15), and

even, perhaps, Paul (Rom. 8:29). Even Bock admits that the only other Lukan use of

the term (2:7) is non-messianic. 78 Considering the relation of the citation to 1:35, it

was certainly more important to present Jesus as "holy to the Lord," rather than as "first

born," which apparently had no messianic connotation for Luke.

Therefore, this summary citation appears to have had its origin in the LXX, and

given the interconnectedness of the citation and the birth narratives as a whole, it is likely

that the composer of the birth narratives knew the passage in its LXX form.

Unfortunately, however, we find ourselves now entering the dense jungle of source

76Fitzmyer, Luke (I-IX), 426.

"Bock, 307 n. 117.

7BIbid, 307 n. 118.
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criticism of the infancy narratives. The question of how much of the birth narrative is

Lukan, and how much is from an early Jewish-Christian source, plagues everyone who

deals with the infancy narratives. Paul Winter is likely correct in asserting that much of

the detail in the Lukan narrative probably stems from authentic Palestinian information,

and this may point to a traditional source. He concludes:

this astonishing familiarity with the country, its inhabitants, their social
conventions and traditions, this competent and hardly erring description
of minute details could not have been "imitated" by an outsider. Only a
person who was at home in Jewish Southern Palestine, a person who lived
there, to whom all these matters of liturgy, folklore, conventional fashions
and social modes of life came naturally, could have been the ultimate
source of information.79

On the other hand, Paul Minear and Robert Tannehill have shown that there is a great

deal of unity between motifs found in the birth narratives and the rest of the Gospel. 80

Hence, whatever the ultimate source of Luke 1-2, Luke appears to have so edited his

Gospel as to produce a unity throughout, intimately connecting the birth narratives with

'79Winter, "Cultural Background," 242. Winter lists seven passages (Luke 1:5,9,10,19,58; 2:8,37) in which the
author must have, in his estimation, been thoroughly familiar with Jewish Palestine. Some of these cases may be
explained as the result of detailed study. Some, however, certainly seem to point to an author immersed in Jewish
Palestinian customs in the fIrst century. Particularly telling, in my opinion, are the following: Luke 1:9-10, the
accurate account of the burning of incense in the Temple (which could hardly have come from a Gentile author
[Winter, "Cultural Background," 231-236]); Luke 1:58, the descriptions of the fete celebrated after the birth of
John the Baptist, and the knowledge of Jewish custom and folklore revealed therein (cf. 4 Ezra 9:45-Winter,
"Cultural Background," 237-238); and Luke 2:8, the topographical accuracy and knowledge of Jewish folklore and
religion evident in the story of the shepherds (Winter, "Cultural Background," 238-241). Farris (97) also has
concluded that the hymns in the Lukan infancy narratives were composed in the Palestinian Jewish Christian
church.

8~inear, "Luke's Use of the Birth Stories," Studies in Luke-Acts (ed. L. E. Keck and J. L. Martyn;
Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980) 114-118; Tannehill, The Narrative Unity of Luke-Acts: A Literary Interpretation (2
vols.; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986, 1990) 1. 15-44; see also Farris (151-159), who notes that the hymns in the
Lukan infancy stories are connected with prominent Lukan themes as well, but concludes that, although the hymns
themselves are traditional Palestinian Jewish Christian compositions (97), Luke is responsible for their place in the
Gospel narrative (158-159).
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the rest of his narrative. 81 Therefore, while the citation of 2:23 could be from a

traditional source, as held by Holtz, Rese and Bock,82 the connection of the citation to

the infancy narrative as a whole, and the connection of the infancy narrative to the rest

of the Gospel, as well as the redactional signs in the citation itself (the omission of

1rpWT6TOKO~ would seem to be a sign of Lukan redaction), tend to argue for a Lukan

source for this citation.

Therefore, in summary, I suggest that the case for a LXX origin for Luke 2:23,

and for Lukan material in this verse, is much stronger than is often surmised. If Luke

indeed summarized Ex. 13 in this citation from the LXX, as seems likely, we then have

evidence supporting Luke's knowledge of the LXX Pentateuch.

2. Luke 2:24 = Lev. 12:8 0:14: 5:11)

This citation is generally taken to be a citation of Lev. 12:8. Introduced by the

words KaTCx TO eipTJfJ.EVOV €V TiiJ VOfJ.'iJ KVPLOU, this citation is verbatim from the LXX

except that reu')'o~ replaces ouo before TPU')'ovwv (LXX of Lev. 12:8 has Tpu')'ova~).

There is no evidence for this reading in the textual tradition of LXX Lev. 12:8 other than

here in Luke.83 There is nothing in the MT which would give rise to this word except

810'Fearghail also emphasizes this conclusion throughout his monograph (The Introduction to Luke-Acts: A
Study of the Role of Luke 1,1-4,44 in the Composition of Luke's Two-Volume Work [AnBib 126; Rome:
Pontificio Institutio Biblico, 1991]). One could argue from the evidence of unity between the birth narratives and
the rest of Luke that the same author composed both. But the evidence of Wmter and Farris indicates that the
origin of the infancy narratives is likely more complex than this.

82Holtz, 82-83; Rese, 141; Bock, 83.

83See GottLXX2,2, Lev. 12:8.
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as a free rendering. However, the phrase appears exactly as in Luke with reference to

a sin offering in Lev. 5: 11. Holtz states that it must be that Luke, or his source, cites

Lev. 12:8 in the words of 5: 11, which to him indicates a Greek translation of the MT

not related to the LXX.84 Of course Luke may be actually citing the latter passage, but

against this conclusion is the evidence of the introductory formula which seems to echo

Lev. 12:7: oVro~ b lIOP.OC; ri}c; TLKro(;(J'''~ apuEP ~ OiJ'Au. Bock succinctly outlines the

three possibilities for explaining the use of rEV-Y0C; here: (1) a citation from memory; (2)

an independent rendering from the Hebrew; (3) "a direct reference to a sin-offering

sacrifice, pointing to Joseph's involvement in the purification process. 1185 It is the third

alternative which Bock argues for, and the possibility is intriguing, to say the least.

There are two points in favour of Bock's conclusion: the use of the plural aurwlJ

with rov KexOaptp.ov in Luke 2:22, suggesting that both Joseph and Mary were being

purified, whereas Lev. 12:8 concerns the purification of the mother only; and the

parallels in the passage to the birth and dedication of Samuel (I Sam. 1-2). Regarding

aurwlJ, there are textual variants in Luke 2:22, reading aurov (D, 2174·, the Sinaitic

Syriac version, a ms of the Sahidic Coptic version, and the Paschal Chronicle) and aiJriJ~

(76; a number of mss of the Old Latin, and the Vulgate read the equivalent of either

avrov or aiJri}c;).86 AiJrwv is by far the best attested reading, and it is also the most

difficult reading, as the Law prescribes no purification ritual for the father of a new-

84Holtz, 83.

8sBock,83.

USee UBSGNT3, Luke 2:22.
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born. The correction to aV7r,c; is to be seen in the light of this fact, and that to aVTov

is likely a transcriptional error. 87 The correction in D shows the problem which this

passage presented to later scribes, and this leads us to the first proposed solution to the

problem. Bultmann and Fitzmyer conclude that Luke is simply wrong in his

understanding of the Law here. 88 This is not an unlikely solution, since Luke was not

a Palestinian Jew and may thus not have had first-hand information regarding the

practices in Palestine. This also could support an argument for Luke's ignorance of the

Pentateuch. Against this, however, is the evident knowledge which Luke displays of

Palestinian customs and practices in the infancy narratives, whether because of sources

or simply from inside information.89 Another proposed solution is that Luke is merely

summarizing and is careless about exactly who was being purified.90 This has in its

favour the observation that Luke has shown his tendency to summarize in 2:23. Thus

Luke said both of them, but meant Mary. A third solution is to take the aV7wP as

referring to Mary and Jesus,91 but this theory runs into trouble because the aU7wlI

clearly reflects the plural all~'Ya'YoP: "they" brought Jesus to Jerusalem for "their"

purification. Moreover, there is no requirement for a newborn child to be purified.92

87Metzger, Textual Commentary, 134; see also W. H. P. Hatch, "The Text of Luke 11,22," HTR 14 (1921)
377-381.

SllBultmann, History, 229; Fitzmyer, Luke <I-IX), 424.

89Winter ("Cultural Background," 242) admits there are some inaccuracies in the Lukan infancy narrative.
This, then, may be one of them.

90See Bock, 84, 308 n. 127.

91E.g .. Creed, 39; see also Hauck, "KCX(JCXPUJp,Or;," TDNT 3 (1965) 429 n. 5.

92See Plummer, 63; Fitzmyer, Luke (I-IX), 424.
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A fourth solution considers the possibility that Joseph had to be purified, since he became

ritually unclean through normal contact with his wife Mary, who was ritually unclean.93

A fifth proposed solution suggests that Joseph accompanied Mary to the Temple for her

purification and as the legal head of the household was included by Luke in the

ceremony.94 As the circumstances are not spelled out by Luke, we are left with the

conclusion that the aVTwP includes Joseph in the purification, whether because he had

contracted some form of ceremonial defilement, or because Luke included him through

carelessness (or ignorance) about who specifically was being purified.95 This inclusion

of Joseph brings us to the relationship of the Lukan narrative to I Samuel.

93Plummer, 63; Morris, St. Luke, 87. Morris argues: "if Mary was ceremonially unclean it was ahnost a
certainty that Joseph would contract defilement and they would both need cleansing." It is, however, to be noted
that there is no mention in Lev. 12:1-8 of others contracting defilement through normal contact with the woman
unclean through giving birth. On the other hand the words "as at the time of her menstruation" (Lev. 12:2) may
indicate that the law for uncleanness after giving birth was interpreted as essentially the same as that for
menstruation, in which case another could contract ritual uncleanness (Lev. 15:19-24). Hence Joseph could have
become unclean through normal contact with Mary (but cf. M.-J. Lagrange, Evangile selon saint Luc [paris:
Gabalda, 1948] 82: "absolument rien dans l'Ancien Testament ne suppose l'impurete du pere, ni meme qu'il ait
ete contamine par Ie contact de son c5pouse").

94R. Robert, "Comment comprendre 'leur purification' en Luc II, 22?" RevThom 90 (1990) 454-455. An
argument could be made that Luke portrays Joseph as not only the legal father of Jesus but as his actual physical
father (see e.g., Fitzmyer, "The Virginal Conception of Jesus in the New Testament," TS 34 [1973] 566-567) and
so he is associated with Mary in the purification. But this argument is problematic for two reasons: first of all it
is highly unlikely that Luke is presenting Joseph as Jesus' physical father. Even if one does not wish to accept
that Luke portrays Jesus' birth as a virgin birth (for arguments against Fitzmyer and for a Lukan virgin birth, see
Brown, "Luke's Description of the Virginal Conception," TS 35 [1974] 360-362; "The Problem of the Virginal
Conception of Jesus," TS 33 [1972] 3-34; "Virgin Birth," IDBS [1976] 940-941) the evidence indicates that Luke
is not presenting Joseph as the physical father of Jesus (J. Schaberg, The Illegitimacy of Jesus: A Feminist
Theological Interpretation of the Infancy Narratives [San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1987] 82-83, 91-92), but is
very conscious that Jesus' birth was socially irregular, and occasioned the charge of illegitimacy (Schaberg, 138
139, 152-153; note also that Fitzmyer has modified his view [see Luke (I-IX), 338]). Secondly, there is no legal
reason why Joseph would have had to be purified as the physical father of Jesus (Lagrange, 82).

95See J. G. Machen, The Virgin Birth of Christ (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1965) 72-73. One other view,
suggested first by Legrange (82), and dismissed, but taken up by Laurentin ahe Truth of Christmas: Beyond the
Myths: The Gospels of the Infancy of Christ [petersham, Mass.: St. Bede's, 1986] 75-76), argues that the cxVTWP
refers to the Jewish people and the Temple who were purified by the coming of Christ. This theological view,
however, is to be rejected on the basis of the evident gramatical necessity of the cxVTWP referring to Joseph and
Mary (Robert, 454).
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That the Lukan narrative at this point is modeled on the childhood of Samuel has

been urged by Raymond Brown. He finds strong similarities between Luke 2:39 and 1

Sam. (I Kgdms.) 2:20 and in the double growth motif of Luke 2:40,52 and 1 Sam. (I

Kgdms.) 2:21,26.96 Although the verbal similarity with the LXX is not striking, the

double growth motif is unique to Samuel and Luke in scripture, and suggests some form

of dependence. 97 Similarly, Brown finds parallels between Eli and Simeon in the

blessing of the parents, between Anna's presence and that of women ministering at the

door of the temple in I Samuel (2:22), and perhaps between the names Anna and

Hannah.98 Bock argues that some of these points are tenuous. He notes, for example,

that the parallel between Anna and the women ministering at the sanctuary door is not

exact since the former appears alone while the latter appear as a group; moreover, "the

link is not at all clear or established" between Eli and Simeon, since Simeon was not a

priest. Furthermore he argues that the blessing is a common motif in scripture (Bock

notes Gen. 49 and I Kings 8: 14 as examples) and thus need not be evidence of a parallel

with 1 Sam. 2:20.99 The double growth motif is parallel and unique, however, and the

specific blessing of the parents is unique and parallel as well. Whatever we make of

some of Brown's parallels and Bock's criticisms, some relationship between Luke and

I Samuel seems indicated.

96Brown, "The Presentation of Jesus (Luke 2:22-40)," War 51 (1977) 6.

97See Bock, 84-85.

98Brown, Birth, 448-451.

99J3ock. 84-85.
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If Luke did have the Samuel story in mind, then what he is describing in 2:24,

in addition to a purification ritual, is the consecration of a child to God. The latter is

what takes place in I Samuel, where Elkanah carries out the paying of Hannah's vow (cf.

Num. 30: 11).100 The motif of consecration to God is clearly present in Jesus'

presentation in the temple, as we have seen in our discussion of 2:23.101 The payment

of the vow in I Samuel is connected with a burnt offering (I Sam. 1:25). This offering

cannot, however, be linked to the sacrifice of purification, since the latter took place

shortly after birth (cf. Lev. 12:1-4), while the sacrifice in I Sam. 1:25 took place after

the weaning of Samuel, which may have been several years after his birth (see II Mace.

7:27).102 The sacrifice of consecration took place at Shiloh, which would be equivalent

to the Temple in Jesus' day; on the other hand, the ritual of purification, and even the

redemption of the firstborn in Ex. 13, did not require the presentation of the child in the

temple. 103

Luke's account of Jesus' presentation must be considered inaccurate if it is

assumed that he is referring exclusively to Lev. 12:8. The use of Ciin"wv shows Joseph's

participation, and this is unnecessary for the purification ceremony, or even for the

redemption of the first-born. But if Luke is referring to a general sin offering, in

connection with a special dedication ceremony for Jesus, the use of CiVTWV, and the

lOOJi. W. Hertzberg, I & II Samuel: A Commentary (OTL; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1964) 28; Bock, 83.

JOlSee also Reicke, "1rCXpiaTT}p.L, 1rCXPU1TlXIIW: C. The New Testament," TDNT 5 (1967) 840-841-

lOZSee Hertzberg, 28.

I03See Bultmann, History, 229; Fitzmyer, Luke (I-IX), 425.
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presentation in the Temple make sense (although they are still not accurate as to

customary practice). Although it cannot be stated with certainty that the sacrifice in I

Sam. 1:25 was a sin offering, it is likely that the burning of the bull would have

suggested to a reader the sacrifice of Lev. 1:5, and thus 1:14.

This analysis is interesting and certainly makes one thing clear, that Luke is not

primarily interested in the ritual of purification found in Lev. 12:8. His primary

emphasis is on the presentation of Jesus to God. This, however, does not really answer

the question why he cites Lev. 5: 11, which does not refer to a sin offering of a bull, and

is thus not readily connected to I Samuel. On the other hand, it does show that the

purification ritual for birth was not the only thing on Luke's mind in this passage, and

increases the likelihood that Luke might have been referring to a scripture other than

Lev. 12:8; and the wording of the citation indicates that if he was not referring to the

latter passage he could only have been referring to Lev. 5: 11.

That he did cite LXX Lev. 5:11 is likely from the following two points. First of

all, r€u'Yo~ in the LXX generally refers to a yoked pair of oxen (not the yoke itself,

which is translated rV'Y6~), and it is not very often used even in that context (e.g., III

Kgdms 19:21; Job 1:3,14; 42:12; rV'Y6~ is often used for the yoked oxen as well).

Furthermore it is found only in Lev. 5:11 to translate ')~1Vl~. It would seem, then, that

the translation is uncommon enough for us to question its being used in an independent

translation of Lev. 12:8. Secondly, the citation agrees exactly with LXX Lev. 5:11,

whereas the latter is not exact in its correspondence with the MT. Therefore, it is only
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logical to assume that, rather than the MT of either 5: 11 or 12:8 being the source of this

citation, it is the LXX of 5: 11.

Against the citation of 5: 11 is the fact that the context in Luke is related to the

purification rite after birth (Luke 2:22), which is not in view in Lev. 5; moreover, there

is a possible reference in Luke's introductory formula to Lev. 12:7, as mentioned above.

Regarding the context, our evaluation of Brown's and Bock's arguments have

demonstrated that Luke's primary interest is not in the purification ceremony, but in

Jesus' presentation to the Lord (note 1rCipculrij(JOl£ TclJ KVpLflJ, 2:22). The introductory

formula may refer to Lev. 12:7, but it is to be noted that the only word in common is

vop.oC; (Te;, v6p.flJ in Luke). Again, the word ()V(J£Ci appears in Luke 2:24, introducing the

situation and the citation, and is found as well in Lev. 1:13, just before a reference to

turtledoves and pigeons. The introductory formula thus begins to look like a summary

formula referring to the general laws of sacrifice contained in Leviticus. We have seen

elsewhere that Luke often refers summarily to Moses and the Law. It is likely, then, that

the introductory formula does not make exclusive reference to Lev. 12:7, but a general

reference to the laws of sacrifice.

But why cite Lev. 5: 11, particularly? Lev. 12:8 fits better the context of the birth

purification, while Lev. 1: 14 the context of I Samuel. Lev. 5: 11 refers to the general

law of purification from sin or uncleanness, and thus could be seen as having a more

general referent than 12:8 or 1:14, but it is not clear how this would have been of any
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value to Luke. 104 There really seems to be no conceptual or contextual reason for the

selection of 5: 11 for the Lukan citation. It may simply come down to Luke's preference

for a citation that read somewhat better, or that he was citing from memory and

unconsciously modified the passage to read better. Certainly the use of r€u'Yo~ here

makes the passage read more smoothly than does the repetitious double ovo as found in

Lev. 12:8 and 1:14. It is to be noted as well that in secular Greek r€v'Yo~ often means

"a pair,"I05 and the particular diction of Lev. 5: 11 may have appealed to Luke.

In summary, then, I conclude that Luke is summarizing the laws of sacrifice for

the poor in light of his purpose in making the sacrifice of purification into a consecration

of Jesus to God, in parallel with I Sam. 1-2. Hence he is not making a specific reference

to the law of purification after birth, but rather a general reference to the laws of

sacrifice. In doing this he has either chosen to cite Lev. 5:11 as the OT version of this

law which reads best, or he has cited the passage from memory, unconsciously altering

it. The latter point makes it quite likely that the citation is Lukan and not traditional, as

Luke tends to improve the readability of the Greek of his narrative. Similarly, as I noted

for 2:23, this citation occurs in a passage whose themes, since they are found throughout

Luke's work, do not indicate a source limited to the infancy narrative. His summarizing

of the Law and his choosing of the OT passage on the law which read the best suggest

that Luke was quite familiar with LXX Leviticus.

I04Unless one accepts that Joseph had become ceremonially unclean (Plummer, 63; Morris, St. Luke, 87).

I05BAG, 337.
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D. Acts Citations

The major references to the Pentateuch in Acts all occur in the speeches of

chapters three and seven, with the exception of the citation of Ex. 22:28 in Acts 23:5.

As the material in chapters three and seven is generally considered special material in

Acts, I will deal with the citations contained in each speech as a unit. I will begin,

however, with the citation in Acts 23. Since the latter portion of Acts is generally

considered Lukan material, and source-critical questions are few, it is probably best to

deal with the relatively less complicated passage before taking on the problematic early

speeches.

1. Acts 23:5 = Ex. 22:28 (22:27 LXX & MTJ

Strictly speaking this citation does not occur in a speech, but rather in a

conversation in the trial of Paul before the Sanhedrin. Clarke considered this a free

version of the LXX, working as he was from the version of the LXX found in Vaticanus,

and ascribing the singular apxovn:x in Acts (in place of the plural apXOVTOl.C; in Vaticanus

for the Exodus text) to an alteration to produce a more suitable reading. 106 Presumably

the substitution of OUK epe'iC; KOl.KWC; for ou KOl.KWC; epe'ic; could also be a stylistic

improvement. W ApxoVTOl. in place of apXOVTOl.c;, however, is found in all LXX mss

except B, 15 ~-376, 30-85-343 ~-730'\ x, and 527, while OUK epe'ic; KOl.KWc; replaces OV

KOl.KWC; epeic; in all LXX mss except B, 58'-82, and 527 (ms 127 reads KOl.KWC; OVK

IlJ6Clarke, 93-94.
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epeic;).t07 The singular apxov7Cx is closer to the MT, but €peic; KaKWe;; and KaKWe;; Epeic;

are equally divergent from the MT'iND ("curse"). The Vaticanus reading is clearly a

paraphrase of the MT, not a direct translation, and while assimilation to the MT could

be argued for Alexandrinus, etc., when it comes to singular apxovTa, there is no

assimilation in the translation of'iND in these mss. IOS While the Alexandrinus mss

tradition may have been influenced by the Acts citation, it is equally likely, as Holtz

points out, that the Alexandrinus tradition is original and the singular apxovTa became

plural through assimilation to the plural Beoue;; in the first half of the sentence. tOO He

also attributes the Vaticanus reading of ov KaKwc; epeie;; to a smoothing out of the

grammar, but this is debatableYo It is clear, however, especially in view of the

paraphrase of'iND, that the citation is from the LXX, whether from a ms akin to

Alexandrinus, or one akin to Vaticanus, that was then altered for stylistic reasons.

Holtz does not debate the LXX origin of this citation. What he does debate,

however, is that it is Lukan. He notes that Acts 23:1-5 is parallel to John 18:19-24,111

and argues for a relationship between the two accounts in which the Pauline trial account

I07GottLXX2,1, Ex. 22:28 [27]. Weyers (Notes on the Greek Text, 355) comments that the alteration of ov
KCtKW~ epelt; to OUK Epei~ Ka.dJ~ occurs "for no apparent good reason."

108See Weyers, Notes on the Greek Text, 355.

lO9Holtz, 127 n. 2; see also Weyers, Notes on the Greek Text, 355.

HOSee Turner, Syntax, 228-229; but cf. Weyers, Notes on the Greek Text, 355; "The majority of witnesses in
the tradition transpose KCtK(;)~ Epelt; for no apparent good reason."

1IlSee also Munck, LXXVII.
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is secondary to that of Jesus. He goes on to argue that Luke would never have himself

attributed to Paul an event from Jesus' passion, and the fact that Luke's version of the

passion does not contain this event makes it likely that, in the tradition which Luke

received, and which he used for his narrative here, the event was already linked to Paul.

As the citation is an integral part of the narrative, he notes that it as well must have

come from the tradition which Luke received. 112

Holtz's argument hinges on three points: (1) the similarity between Jesus' trial

in John and Paul's trial in Acts; (2) the unhistorica1 nature of the Acts account of Paul's

trial; and (3) the unlikelihood that Luke would have composed such a scene. Regarding

point (1), it would be well to examine briefly the actual similarities involved.

Linguistically there is slight similarity, beyond that of subject matter, although Bultmann

finds a reminiscence of Ex. 22:28 (27) in Jesus' words Ei KCXK(;)(; €Aci'A:q<1cx in John

18:23. 113 This would fit the occasion, given the possible legal implications of the slap

which Jesus receives. Hence Jesus' answer would be a rebuke, based on the Law,

pointing out that he has not said anything warranting such treatment.1l4 Similarly, both

Jesus and Paul are struck by one standing near (Jesus by Ei~ 7rCXpEaTTJKW~ 'TWP V7rf/PE'TWP,

and Paul by 'Toi~ 7rCXpE<1'TWatp CXV'T4l), but the description of the blow is different (John

= 'EOWKEV PCt.7rL<1J.l.CX; Acts = 'TV7r'THlJ CXV'TOV 'TO <1'TOJ.l.cx). After the slap in both cases Jesus

lI2Holtz, 128-129.

113Bultmann, Das Evangelium des Johannes (Gottingen: Vandenhoek & Ruprecht, 1959) 500 n. 10.

114See Morris, The Gospel According to John: The English Text with Introduction, Exposition and Notes
(NICNT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1971) 757; Raymond Brown, John (xiii-xxi), 827.
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and Paul are rebuked for answering the High Priest in an unacceptable manner (John =

The order of events is somewhat different in each trial scene:

JOHN

a. the question by the High Priest (Y. 19)

b. the answer of Jesus (w. 20-21)

c. Jesus is struck (Y. 22)

d. the rebuke of Jesus for speaking in an unworthy
mannerto the High Priest (Y. 22)

e. Jesus' protest of his innocence of an offence
demanding such treatment (Y. 23)

(C.) missing

(g.) missing

h. the end ofthe trial (Y. 24)

ACfS

(a.) missing (see 22:30)

b. Paul's statement (Y. 1)

c. Paul is struck (Y. 2)

d. the rebuke of Paul for speaking in an unworthy
manner to the High Priest (v. 4-occurs after point e.)

e. Paul's rebuke of the High Priest for the illegal
nature of the blow (Y. 3-occurs before point d.)

C. Paul's excuse and admission of guilt (Y. 5)

g. Paul's appeal to the Pharisees and the subsequent
dissension (w. 6-10)

h. the end of the trial (v. 10)

The differences are readily apparent. In John the slap and rebuke given to Jesus are

related to the answer Jesus gave to the High Priest's question. Jesus' answer, especially

the words "Why do you ask me? Ask those who have heard me, what I said to them;

they know what I said," is a demand for a trial with witnesses, alluding to the illegality

of the whole proceeding, and its tone is one of cavalier defianceYs Paul's words are

similarly cavalier, especially in not waiting to be questioned, but his defiance comes

later, and much more strongly. While in John both the slap and the rebuke are

administered in response to Jesus' words, in Acts the slap is related to Paul's opening

statement, and the rebuke is related to Paul's later rebuke of the High Priest. Jesus'

IISSee Brown, John (xiii-xxi), 826; Tasker, The Gospel According to St. John: An Introduction and
Commentary (TNTC 4; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1960) 198.
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protest of his innocence with possible reference to Ex. 22:28 is replaced in Paul's trial

by a rebuke of the High Priest concerning the illegality of the blow, without reference

to Ex. 22. Paul's language is reminiscent of Matt. 23:27 (nic/Jou; KEKOIIU:r.P.€II0U; = Acts

23:3: ToixE KEKOP'CXP.€PE) , 116 a piece of "Q" material, which Luke alters by removing

exactly the word here paralleled in Acts. ll7 Jesus' protest of his innocence is hardly

similar to Paul's rebuke. While Jesus' protest of innocence may contain an allusion to

Ex. 22:28 as demonstration that Jesus was not deserving of harsh treatment, the latter

passage is cited clearly in Acts, but with a very different purpose; that is, to show Paul's

readiness to comply with the Law and to admit his guilt (even though he claims the guilt

was accidental).

There are other details which are divergent as well. Jesus is struck spontaneously

by one of the temple police, while the High Priest orders Paul struck. Hence Paul

rebukes the High Priest for his illegal action, while Jesus merely defends himself in a

legally acceptable manner. 1I8 Finally, there is nothing in John to correspond to Paul's

excuse of not knowing the High Priest and his admission of guilt. Jesus never admits

to having broken the Law in his actions toward the High Priest.

The above differences make one point immediately clear, and that is that, if both

stories go back to a single tradition, they have been heavily redacted to fit the

circumstances of the narrative in which they are placed. The redaction is clearest in Acts

116See Munck (222), who also notes the similarity to Josephus, Ant. 20.9.1§199-203.

l!7See Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 949.

Il8See Morris, John, 757.
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where this scene serves as an introduction to the scene of the disturbance of the

Sanhedrin by Paul's siding with the Pharisees. We cannot, therefore, speak simply of

a piece of tradition which Luke has inserted into his narrative, without noting that it has

been redacted heavily to fit into the narrative structure for Luke's own purpose.

That the account of Paul's trial is unhistorical (2) is argued from several

particulars. For one thing, as Holtz points out, it is unlikely that Paul would have

mistaken the identity of the High Priest, as he claims.119 Similarly, the composition

of the Sanhedrin, and the effect of Paul's argumentation are equally unlikely

historically. 120 On the other hand, Paul's statement concerning the High Priest has

been taken variously to reflect his poor eyesight, or the circumstance that the High Priest

was simply sitting in the council (not presiding), or that Paul really was unacquainted

with Ananias. 121 These solutions, I suppose, are possible, but not very likely. William

Neil argues that Paul's statement is ironic:

Surely the explanation is that Paul's words are spoken with biting irony:
such a man as Ananias made a mockery of the office of High Priest.
Paul, as a devout Pharisee, refuses to recognize this corrupt Sadducee as
in any sense worthy of the respect which all loyal Jews would normally
give to the holder of this distinguished position.122

This explanation has the advantage of agreeing with the Pharisee-Sadducee dichotomy

observed throughout the passage, and, although it really does not add to the historical

l19Jioltz, 128.

120See C. S. C. Williams, A Commentary on the Acts of the Apostles (BNTC; London: Black, 1957) 247-248.

12ISee Neil, 227-228; Bruce, Acts (1951), 410.

122Neil, 228.
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plausibility of the scene, it does follow logically from the story as Luke has it.

Similarly, the composition of the Sanhedrin, and the effect of Paul's words on them are

important for Luke's scheme of salvation history, as we shall see shortly. We are thus

left with the likely conclusion that the elements of the story that may not be historical

owe their lack of historicity, not to an aberrant source, but to redactional considerations.

Whether Luke could have composed this narrative (3) is dependent on one's view

of Luke's purpose in including it. If, as Holtz suggests, it merely serves to demonstrate

Paul's knowledge of the Law, then Lukan composition is unlikely.123 That is not,

however, Luke's purpose here. The central point of the trial revolves around two motifs:

Paul's conduct as a good Pharisee, and the doctrine of the resurrection. These two

points are heavily intertwined. I have noted already Luke's overarching desire to show

continuity between Israel and the Church. 124 Paul's argument before the Sanhedrin is

centred in the doctrine of the resurrection, perhaps the doctrine of utmost importance to

Luke. 125 At this point the Pharisees take Paul's side in the matter. Luke here is

apparently demonstrating the continuity of Christianity and Judaism by having the

Pharisees, for Luke the best of the Jews,126 become, for this crucial doctrine, the allies

123Holtz, 128.

124See e.g., Conzelman, Theology, 16; Easton, Early Christianity: The Purpose of Acts and Other Papers (ed.
F. C. Grant; London: S.P.C.K., 1955) 65-66; V. E. Vine, "The Purpose and Date of Acts," ExpTim 96 (1984)
48.

125See Conzelman, Theology, 205; Munck, 223; Barrett, New Testament Essays (London: S.P.C.K., 1972)
82; Ziesler, "Luke and the Pharisees," 146; Brawley, 99; Walaskay, 'And So We Came to Rome,' 54.

126See Slingerland, 319; Ziesler, "Luke and the Pharisees," 147; Brawley, 97-99,105-106.
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of Christianity.127 Similarly, Luke's sympathies are with the Pharisees throughout

Acts, while the Sadducees are depicted invariably as opposed to the Gospel (e.g., 4:1,5-

6; 5:17-18; cf. also 6:9).128 Thus, we can see that the trial narrative as a whole,

including Paul's declaration of fidelity to his Pharisaic ancestry and his words to the

Sadducean High Priest, falls in with Luke's overall purpose. The likelihood of Lukan

redaction or composition here playing a major role is thus greatly enhanced.

Besides the similarity to John 18, is there any other evidence of a source being

used in this passage? It is possible that this narrative is part of the "we sections" of

Acts, although the "we" is not evident. 129 Haenchen argues that the "we sections"

depend upon a source of eyewitness reports which Luke has included in his narrative,

while Kiimmel argues for a travel narrative, which Luke has incorporated. 130 Dupont,

however, has argued rather strongly that Luke used "his own notes" while composing the

Acts, not outside sources. 131 The latter suggests Luke's own eyewitness reports of the

events. Munck notes that if the "we sections" had been taken over from another source

127See Ziesler, "Luke and the Pharisees," 147; Brawley, 97-99.

128Ziesler, "Luke and the Pharisees," 147; Brawley, 115-117, 132; see also C. Wassen, "Sadducees and
Ha/akah," Law in Religious Communities in the Roman Period: The Debate Over Torah and Nomos in Post
Biblical Judaism and Early Christianity (ed. P. Richardson and S. Westerholm; SCJ 4; Waterloo, Ont.: Wilfred
Laurier University, 1991) 127.

129See Bruce, Acts (1951), 24.

130fIaenchen, "The Book of Acts as Source Material for the History of Early Christianity," Studies in Luke
Acts (ed. L. E. Keck and 1. L. Martyn; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980) 272; Kiimmel, 184-185.

131Dupont, The Sources of Acts: The Present Position (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1964) 166-167;
see also G. P. v. Du Plooy, "The Author in Luke-Acts," Scra 32 (1990) 28-35.
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they would likely have been taken over without the use of "we. "132 In any event, the

"we sections" have been thoroughly integrated into the Acts narrative so that, apart from

the use of "we", it is not possible to separate them stylistically.133 Hence, if a source

was used it has been so heavily redacted that its outlines are virtually untraceable.

If, then, the trial of Paul is based upon a tradition related to John 18, Luke has

redacted it so completely that only the slap remains as evidence of its origin. Its

presence in a "we section," if indeed that is what we have here, would indicate that

either the trial occurred as stated, or that it was portrayed as such by Luke in accordance

with his theological and literary objectives. In view of its concurrence with Luke's

overarching purposes, the latter is most likely. Bultmann's suggestion, noted above, that

Jesus possibly refers to Ex. 22:28 in John 18, is not enough evidence that Luke took the

citation from that source, as it is not cited in John, and is referred to in words of Jesus

not reflected in Acts. In John, the words are used to indicate Jesus' innocence, while

in Acts the citation is used to indicate Paul's willingness to adhere to the Law of his

ancestors. As such it forms part of Luke's purpose in the whole narrative. Hence, its

redactional origin is likely.134

In summary, then, I would argue that the citation is not only septuagintal, but part

of Luke's redaction of the story, and demonstrates his knowledge of LXX Exodus.

132Munck, XLIII.

133See Kummel, 177, 185; Dupont, Sources, 85; Blaiklock, 14; Du Plooy, 28-35.

134A similar conclusion has been reached recently by E. Larsson ("Lukas och Pentateuken," TIKi 60 (1989)
293-299.
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2. The Pentateuch Citations in Acts 3

The OT references in Acts 3 are relatively brief, many no more than allusions,

and several appear in a combined form. They all appear in the speech of Peter.

a. Acts 3:13 = Ex. 3:6,15

This reference poses several problems, both textual and source-related. The

textual problem refers to the inclusion of b 8€6~ before •!omxK and '!O!KW/3. The words

are included in p74, ~, C (A and D omit the article), and a few others, while B, E, '1',

and the majority text omit them.135 The addition of b 8€6~ coincides with both the

Hebrew and most mss of the LXX for Ex. 3:6 and IS. While it is possible that the

inclusion of the words in certain mss of Acts here is due to assimilation to the LXX, it

is equally possible that the shorter text may be a result of "later stylistic pruning. ,,136

The twenty-sixth edition of the Nestle text leaves the question unresolved; however, the

issue becomes a problem in determining the source of the OT reference.

There are several divergences from the LXX of Ex. 3:6: (1) Acts omits the

introductory €'¥w €i,u; (2) Acts moves b (J€O~ TOV 7f0!Tp6~ (Jou from the beginning of the

passage to the end, and changes the singular TOV 7f0!Tp6~ (Jou to plural TWV 7f0!"EPWP

~p.wv; (3) if we accept the shorter reading of Acts, then Acts omits (J€6~ before '!(JO!<XK

and '!O!KW/3; if we accept the longer reading, then Acts adds the article before each

occurrence of (J€6~ (except for mss A and D).

135See NestleAland26, Acts 3: 13.

136Metzger, Textual Commentary, 310.
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The omission of E-YW eiILL (point [1]) is clearly owing to the context in Acts, where

the description of God as the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob functions as the subject

of the sentence, rather than the predicate as in Ex. 3:6. The phrase, however, functions

as a subject in Ex. 3: 15, without E-YW €'ILL, and it may be that Luke is citing the latter

passage in Acts 3: 13. In either case the form of the Acts citation is readily explicable.

The removal of the reference to "the God of your father(s)" to the end of the

phrase (point [2a]) is less clear. Bock has suggested that "it may have been intended to

throw forward the reference to Abraham. ,,137 This suggestion is less than crystal clear,

and has little to commend it, since the only reason imaginable for "throwing forward"

the reference to Abraham would be for emphasis, and it is unclear from the context that

Abraham is indeed being emphasized. The change to plural (point [2b]) may reflect the

influence of Ex. 3: 15, but there the pronoun is VIL(;JV, not 1JILWV. Bock suggests that the

change from second person plural to first person plural allows the speech to more

directly "include those addressed. ,,138 But what it actually does is to make the Jewish

ancestry of both those addressed and the one addressing them inclusive. Bock is right,

however, in ascribing this change to redactional considerations.

The plural "fathers" (point [2b]) is found in the SP and SPTar. of Ex. 3:6139 and

this has led Wilcox to conclude that we have in Acts 3: 13 influence from Samaritan

l37Bock, 187; see also J. S. Sibinga, The Old Testament Text of Justin Martyr, Vol. 1: The Pentateuch
(Leiden: Brill, 1963) 39; but cf. Richard, "Acts 7: An Investigation of the Samaritan Evidence," CBQ 39 (1977)
201-202 n. 50.

138Bock, 187.

13~HS, Ex. 3:6; Wilcox, Semitisms, 29.
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sources. 140 Wilcox's conclusion fits in with the thesis of Scobie that a Christian tract,

containing a reworked Samaritan source, was used for the composition of the speech of

Acts 7, and that the same tract was used in the composition of Acts 3:12-26. 141

The suggestion of Samaritan influence, however, has been called into question.

Frank Moore Cross, for example, has noted that there were many texts in existence at

the time which were similar to the Samaritan texts, and speaks of a broader-based

Palestinian textual family. 142 Patrick W. Skehan and Reinhard Pummer both conclude

from this that the bases for positing Samaritan influence in Acts 7 (and by inference Acts

3) are not nearly so conclusive as has been suggested, but that texts resembling the

broader Palestinian text-type may underlie the OT citations there. 143 A similar, though

more specific, suggestion is offered by Richard, who shows that the plural "fathers" and

the singular "father" are variously interchanged in many passages in the MT, SP, and the

LXX, and thus he argues that, rather than a Samaritan source, a solution within the

textual tradition of the LXX is to be sought. 144 He also points to the fact that the plural

is found in the LXX minuscule mss k and m, the Bohairic, Ethiopic codex C, quotations

l4OWilcox, Semitisms, 29-30, 34.

141Scobie, "The Use of Source Material," 417-420; see also "The Origins and Development of Samaritan
Christianity," NTS 19 (1972-1973) 390-414.

142E.g., Cross, The Ancient Library of Qumran and Modern Biblical Studies (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday,
1961) 173.

143p. W. Skehan, "The Scrolls and the Old Testament Text," New Directions in Biblical Archaeology (ed. D.
N. Freedman and J. C. Greenfield; Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1969) 97-98; R. Pummer, "New Evidence
for Samaritan Christianity," CBQ 41 (1979) 98-117; "The Samaritan Pentateuch and the New Testament," NTS 22
(1975-1976) 441-443; see also "The Book of Jubilees and the Samaritans," ETh 10 (1979) 162-163.

144Richard, "Acts 7," 202.
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of Eusebius in some codices, some quotations of Cyprian, and the citations of Justin

Martyr. 145 He ends up by concluding that the traditions of Acts and Justin Martyr

"support an original LXX plural reading for Exod. 3:6--'the God of your fathers'. "146

But this seems to be too much to conclude from the available textual evidence, and

perhaps another solution would better fit the evidence here. I will come back to this

shortly.

Wilcox's argument is also bound up with point (3), the possible omission of eeoc;

before •IaaaK and . IaKw{3. 147 As I have noted, however, the textual evidence is far

from convincing for Acts 3: 13 (Acts 7:32 is more certain, and I will return to this

question when I examine that passage). Richard asserts that Wilcox has misconstrued

the textual data for 3: 13, and that the reading with b eEOC; is to be accepted as

original. 148 On the basis of the confusion in the textual data for Acts 3: 13,149 it is

precarious to assume one reading over the other without hesitation. The possibility,

however, of stylistic pruning in the scribal tradition of Acts is certainly not unlikely, and

one could even suggest a stylistic pruning by Luke himself in citing Ex. 3.150 On the

other hand, the attestation for the longer reading seems somewhat better than that for the

14SIbid, 200; see also BrookeMacLean, Ex. 3:6; Kahle, 144.

146Richard, "Acts 7," 20l.

14Wilcox, Semitisms, 34.

1411Richard "Acts 7," 201 n. 49; "Old Testament," 336; Acts 6:1-8:4,95.

149See Metzger, Textual Commentary, 348.

IsoOn the LXX evidence for the omission of the repetitive 865C;;, see Wevers (Notes on the Greek Text, 28).
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shorter reading. The addition of the article before (Jeoc; in each case would appear to be

stylistic, as the LXX reflects the anartbrous Hebrew style of the MT at this point, while

the article might have been considered more appropriate here from a Greek

perspective. 151

Wilcox argues that the citations of Ex. 3:6 in Acts 3: 13 and 7:32 represent a

common non-septuagintal source in that they agree with each other against Luke 20:37

which is septuagintal. 152 But it is to be noted that they do not agree as clearly as

Wilcox seems to suggest. Even if we accept the short form of Acts 3: 13, there are still

differences between it and Acts 7:32 (the occurrence in the latter of €-yw, and of 0 lJeoc;

7WV '1rol7'epwv (Jov [not i}p.wv as in 3: 13] at the beginning, not the end of the citation), and

these differences are significant enough to give us pause. Richard notes that while Acts

7:32 apparently cites Ex. 3:6, Acts 3: 13 appears to cite a combination of phrases from

Ex. 3:6, 15-16 and Isa. 52:13. 153 It is not unlikely that Luke was referring to the

passages in Ex. 3 in Acts 3: 13 without citing any of them exactly.l54 Furthermore,

while, as Wilcox affirms, the context of Moses before the burning bush is clear for Acts

7:32,155 this is not at all clear for 3: 13. These considerations, then, do not support the

argument that Acts 3:13 and 7:42 agree against Luke 20:37. Finally, as I have noted,

lSlSee Bock, 187; BDF, 145; Moule, Idiom Book, 115.

ISZWilcox, Semitisms, 31.

153Richard, "Old Testament," 336; the reference to Isa. 52:13, however, is very vague, no more than a
reminiscence at best (see Bock, 188; see also Rese, 112; Haenchen, Acts, 205 n. 4).

154There is no introductory fonnula indicating a direct citation from the OT.

155Wilcox, Semitisms, 29.
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the citation in Luke 20:37, while probably septuagintal, differs from the LXX as well.

Hence, I must conclude that Acts 3: 13 and 7:32 do not agree against Luke 20:37 and the

LXX. Rather, Luke refers to the words "the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob" three

different times in three different ways.

Nevertheless, there may be some relationship between Acts 3: 13 and 7:32. Holtz

suggests that both come from the catechetical-liturgical tradition of the church, and have

exercised mutual influence on each other. 156 While Holtz may be right here, as far as

mutual influence goes, Wilcox takes the proposition further, asserting that there must be

a common source underlying both citations, as the speeches in which they are embedded

come from two different orators, Peter and Stephen.157 But Wilcox's conclusion would

only hold if we were to presuppose that the speeches came directly from the orators

unaltered. If, on the other hand, Luke himself composed the speeches, as has been

suggested,158 or if he has redacted the speeches at all,159 then another reason for their

similarity suggests itself. Luke, composing or redacting, has made both citations and has

retained echoes of one in the other.

Again, however, too much should not be made of the similarities and differences

in the three uses of the formula "the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob" (Luke 20:37;

Acts 3: 13; 7:32). The formula was a rather standardized address for God in Jewish

'S6Holtz, 122.

lSWilcox, Semitisms, 34.

'SSE.g., Schweizer, "Concerning the Speeches," 208-216.

lS9See also S. J. Kistemaker, "The Speeches in Acts," CTR 5 (1990) 31-41.
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circles in the first century,160 and the evidence from the MT, LXX, SP, and Justin, as

noted by Richard, indicates that the formula had more than one accepted form. 161

Richard also notes that the plural "fathers", the main similarity linking Acts 3: 13 and

7:32, is found frequently in Acts generally in a formulaic sense (e.g., 3:25; 7:45;

13: 17,32; 26:6) while the specific "God of the fathers" is found four times in Acts (3: 13;

5:30; 7:32; 22: 14), perhaps indicating a preference by Luke for this form. He also notes

that "the God of the fathers" occurs four times in Ex. 3_4.162 If Luke indeed redacted

the speeches of Peter and Stephen, as seems likely, we could conclude that the formula

with the plural "fathers" was a Lukan predilection and thus appears in the formula in

Acts 3: 13 and 7:32, while the formula in Luke 20:37 reflects the source from which it

was taken ("Q").

It seems to me unnecessary to postulate some common source or tradition lying

behind the citations of Acts 3: 13 and 7:32. We are dealing with two citations in one

document, occurring relatively close together and in similar (though not identical)

contexts. That they come from two different speakers in the Acts narrative is not a

cogent argument in favour of separate provenance for the citations. Unless one is to

deny categorically any redactional activity to Luke for Acts 7 and 3 (and this is most

unlikely if one examines the evidence of Schweizer),163 then one cannot ignore the

160See Bruce, Commentary on the Book of Acts: The English Text with Introduction, Exposition and Notes
(NICNT; London: Marshall, Morgan & Scott, 1965) 87.

161See Richard, "Acts 7," 200-202.

162Ibid, 199-200.

163Schweizer, "Concerning the Speeches," 212.
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likelihood that similarities in citation in a single document are the result of predilections

of the author or redactor of that document. This seems to me the simplest adequate

explanation.

In summary, then, the significant points of departure from the LXX in Acts 3: 13

are due to Lukan preference for a particular form of the formula contained therein.

Since there is no evidence that Luke is citing any particular OT passage exactly (note that

there is no introductory formula indicative of an exact quotation), the passage should be

considered at best an OT allusion.

b. Acts 3:22-23 = Deut. 18:15-16,19 + Lev. 23:29

Acts 3:22-23 is generally accepted as a mixed citation of Deut. 18: 15-16, 19 and

Lev. 23:29,164 and this seems to be the simplest adequate explanation of its form. 165

But the question remains: How did the two passages come to be connected? It has been

IMsee e.g., UBSGNTI, Acts 3:22-23; NestleAland26, Acts 3:22-23; Conzelman, Acts, 29; Holtz, 74;
Ringgren, 233; Rese, 66.

16SDe Waard (Comparative Study, 21-24; "The Quotation from Deuteronomy," 537-540) has challenged this
prevailing view on several points: he claims (1) that the words 1raUCX y;vXr, in Acts 3:23 reflect an independent

rendering of the Hebrew VJ'>Ni] in Deut. 18:19; (2) that the term E~OAE8pEv9fJuErCXt in Acts 3:23 reflects a

misreading of VJlll~ as VJ'llN in a text like 4Q175 (Testimonia) from Qumran (also in Tg. Ps.-J. on Deut.
18:19b and Codex Neofiti I); (3) that the phrase EK rou ACXOV reflects another misreading of a text like 4Q175 in
which laVa has been read as If)'lO; and (4) that the words rou 7fpo¢.r,rov EKEtVOV in Acts 3:23, not attested in

LXX or MT of Deut. 18:19 or Lev. 23:29, reflect the word '>:lJiI in a text like 4Q175. De Waard's analysis is
rather speculative, very complicated, and furthermore runs into trouble in the following ways: the LXX rendering

of VJ '>~i] by Ctv()pW1rOr; is much more natural than Y;VXr, while the latter is much more naturally derived from

VJ~iJ- J:;l as in LXX Lev. 23:29 (Bock, 192); the phrase '>aVJ:l '>:lJill:ll'> lVJN in 4Q175 is actually closer to
the LXX phrase QUCX av AcxMUTJ 0 1rpo<PT,17It; E1rt rC; ovop.cxrL p.ov (Deut. 18:19) than the phrase rou 1rpo¢.r,rov
EKEtVOV in Acts 3:23 (see also Allegro, "Further Messianic References," 183, 186 n. 107). The misreadings of
points (2) and (3) are within the realm of possibility (see e.g., J. Schneider, "OAE8pEVw, OAE8por;, o>..o8pEvrr,r;,
i:~oA08pEu"," TDNT 5 [1967] 170); they are, however, wholly unnecessary to explain the form of the citation in
Acts 3 (see also Holtz, 73-74 n. 5; Bock, 192).
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suggested that such a connection between the passages is more likely Jewish-Christian

than Gentile-Christian, and this brings into question the Lukan composition of this text.

It is widely assumed that Luke has here used a testimonium. l66 The reasons for this

are given variously as follows: (1) its composite character; (2) the apparent widespread

early Christian use of Deut. 18: 15ff as a proof-text; (3) the presence of this composite

citation in the Pseudo-Clementines; (4) its lack of cohesion with the surrounding material;

and (5) its Jewish-Christian colouring.

The composite character of the citation has been considered evidence of testimonia

since some claim that Luke, on his own, does not conflate scripture. 167 From our

previous work on other passages (e.g., Luke 4: 18-19; Acts 2:33; 13:22), however, we

have seen that this is not the case. Luke does use mixed citations quite often, and it is

only by postulating that he has used a source for these citations other than the OT itself

that one can come to the conclusion that he does not mix citations. As I have noted, this

reasoning appears circular, and is based on an extrapolation of the results of one's study

on Lukan citations elsewhere to the particular citation presently under study. It seems

to me that each instance of a mixed citation needs to be studied on its own to determine

the likelihood of a Lukan or testimonium origin for that particular citation. The question

of the citation's composite character is bound up with the other arguments listed above,

and these I will deal with in a moment. But is there anything which may indicate that

Luke had something to do with the formation of this mixed citation? Most are in

I~ee e.g., Dodd, According to the Scriptures, 55-57; Rese, 68; Bruce, Acts (1951), 113; Holtz, 74.

167See e.g., Bock, 192; Holtz, 74.
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agreement that the primary divergences from the LXX are redactionally motivated.168

In fact, Richard argues that the change in word order of Deut. 18: 15-16 in Acts 3:22 is

due to influence from Deut. 18: 18 LXX (1rpo<P~T1JV &vaurfww aVTOLr; €K TWV &OEA<pWV

aVTWV WU1rEP U€, Kat, Owuw TO P'ijp.& p.otJ €V Tel> uTop.an aVTOV, Kat, AaA~UE' aUTo'ir;

KaBon &v €VTEtAwp.aL aVTel», which presents a stylistic parallel with a similar phrase in

Acts 3:21 (1reXVTWV WV €AeXA'Y/UEV 0 BEOr; ()La uTop.aTOr; TWV &:yiwv a1r' aiwvor; aVTov

1rP0cP'Y/TWV [object, verb, subject + prepositional phrase]) and which in tum corresponds

to the word order of the citation in Acts 3:22 (1rpo<P~T1JP iJP.LP &vaCT~CTH KUpWr; 0 BEor;

vp.wp tK TWV aOEA<pwlI vP.WJI [object, verb, subject + prepositional phrase]).169 This

stylistic parallel between vv. 21 and 22 makes it seem as though the citation was

reworked to fit the speech. If so, then the author (or redactor) of the speech has had a

hand in the composition of the citation, and if Schweizer is correct in his conclusion that

the early speeches of Acts bear the mark of one author,170 then perhaps Luke compiled

this citation himself.

Turning to the second point, admittedly Deut. 18: 15ff was a much used "proof

text" for early Christians. I?1 But in the NT the only other preservation of this text

(outside of Acts 7:37, which will be dealt with later) is found in allusions in the

168E.g., Rese, 67; Bock, 191-192; Richard, "Old Testament," 336.

l~chard, "Old Testament," 336.

17°Schweizer, "Concerning the Speeches," 212; cf. also Kistemaker, 31-44.

l7lBruce, Acts (1951), 113.
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Gospels,172 with no reference at all to it in the epistles. I?3 Similarly, no later work

conflates Deut. 18:15-16 and Lev. 23:29, except the Pseudo-Clementines, which I will

deal with shortly. There is simply no evidence of an early testimonium which conflates

the two passages outside of Acts 3:22-23.

The citation in the Pseudo-Clementines (Recognitions 1:36) is interesting in that

the document seems essentially Jewish-Christian in its outlook, although some of this

colouring may be due to later Ebionite interpolations. 174 Thus, the testimonium which

is claimed by some to underlie the Pseudo-Clementine citation may have had a Jewish-

Christian provenance. The citation in Recognitions 1:36 is almost verbatim with that in

Acts 3:22-23, and thus some have argued for a common testimonium tradition underlying

the two citations. m On the other hand, as Rese points out, the overall use of scripture

in the Pseudo-Clementines as well as this particular citation suggest that the author is

quoting Acts and not Deuteronomy. 176 If Acts is the source of the Pseudo-Clementine

citation, the latter cannot be used as evidence for a testimonium source for Acts 3:22-23.

l72See Ibid; NestleAland26, 746.

173Deut. 18:18-19 also is found in 4Q175 lines 5-6, but Deut. 18:15-16 do not appear (Allegro, Qumran Cave
1:,57,59; "Further Messianic References," 183).

1741. Innscher, "The Pseudo-Clementines," New Testament Apocrypha (2 vols.; ed. E. Hennecke and W.
Schneemelcher; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1965) 2. 543.

mE.g., Bruce, Acts (1951), 113.

176Rese, 67-68; see also H. M. Teeple, The Mosaic Eschatological Prophet (SBLMS 10; Philadelphia: SBL,
1957) 88, 121; G. Strecker, Das ludenchristentum in den Pseudoclementinen (TU 70; Berlin: Akademie, 1958)
122; Bruce, Acts (1951), 113.
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Turning to the place of the citation in the passage, Holtz argues that Luke has

inserted this testimonium in the speech after the speech was composed. 177 His

argument rests on both grammatical and contextual observations. First of all, he argues

that vv. 21 and 24 fit better together as they both deal with the "prophets" and Moses

is not a prophet for Luke. 178 He notes that, for Luke, Moses and the prophets are

always separated conceptually (Luke 16:29,31; 24:27,44; Acts 26:22).179 In fact, v.

24 speaks of "all the prophets who have spoken, from Samuel and those who came

afterwards," which, if taken absolutely, excludes Moses from the ranks of the prophets.

Similarly, Holtz argues that the content of the prophecy in v. 21 (Xpovwv

Cx7roKa'Ta(J'TQ:(J€we; 7l"eXV'Twv) and that in v. 24 ('Tae; ~p.€pae; 'Tau'Tae;) both refer to the

eschatological day of salvation, while vv. 22-23 refer to the historical Jesus, and are thus

out of place here. I80 Now, in order to argue that 22-23 were not originally part of the

speech of Acts 3 Holtz has to account for the p.ev-oe construction of vv. 22 and 24. 181

The introductory words of v. 22 (MwV(J17C; p.'Ev Ei7l"EV) could be paraphrased "on the one

hand Moses said" while those of v. 24 (Kat 7l"eXV'T€C; (lEo oi 7l"po<P17'Tcn) "and on the other

hand also all the prophets." 182 Holtz argues that the joining of vv. 22-23 and v. 24 by

I17Holtz, 79-80.

178Ibid, 78-79.

179fuid, 79 n. l.

18%id, 77-78; see also Haenchen, Acts, 209.

181Rese, 68.

182See BDF, 232.
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P.€1I and O€ derives from Luke himself, who inserted the citation and attempted to make

it fit the context. 183 He further makes a hypothetic conjecture that originally v. 24 may

have read ?l"all'TEC; ,,/ap.l84

Holtz's arguments are well formulated; however, on closer inspection several

problems arise. First of all, it is not at all clear that Moses is not a prophet for Luke.

The passages that Holtz lists as conceptually separating Moses from the prophets can be

interpreted as actually conceptually linking them. Moses is separated from the prophets

in that he was primarily the mediator of the Law and in the Hebrew Bible the Law was

a separate category of scripture from the prophets. In fact, several Lukan passages refer

specifically to this distinction, and have nothing to do with Moses' status as a prophetic

figure (Luke 24:44; Acts 28:23).185 Luke 24:27, however, may refer to Moses as a

prophet. The passage reads that Jesus explained the scriptures to the disciples,

"beginning from Moses and from all the prophets" (Kat ap~ap.EVOC; a?l"o MwvO"€wc; Kat

a?l"o ?l"av'Twv 'TWlI 7rPO<P'Y/'TWlI). This could be interpreted as meaning "from all the

prophets beginning with Moses, "186 and this would be a clear identification of Moses

as the first prophet. Unfortunately the passage is not that clear. Gerhard Friedrich notes

that the expression is imprecise and likely means that Jesus began his explanation with

183Holtz, 79.

184Ibid, 79 n. 4.

18SSee Rese, 69, 13.

186See Friedrich, 831 n. 337.
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Moses and continued to the prophets. 187 He is probably correct. On the other hand,

even so, Moses is here clearly linked with the prophets in predicting Christ. Similarly

in Acts 26:22 Moses is linked with the prophets in the function of predicting both the

sufferings and the resurrection of Christ. 188 Thus, while Luke never explicitly calls

Moses a prophet, he clearly notes that Moses functioned as a prophet. Moses' prophetic

function is further seen in the passage under discussion. The words w<: €JLE (Hebrew

') jf.)2) in Deut. 18:15 can only mean that Moses was regarded as a prophet, and in fact

the original prophet whom all those to follow were "like. "189 It is probable that the

author of Acts picked up on this reference to Moses as a prophet in the OT and included

it in his account of what the prophets spoke regarding "these days." The reference to

Samuel in Acts 3:24, then, would serve to set the later prophets off from the "Ur

prophet" Moses, but at the same time would make it clear that these later prophets

reflected Moses in his function of prophet. As well, Rese suggests that the specific

reference to Samuel and those following him would make it clear that Moses is not being

referred to as the mediator of the Law or the writer of Torah, but as the first prophet,

since Samuel and the others are representatives of the prophetic line of which Moses is

the prototype.19O If this analysis is correct, there is no problem with seeing Moses as

187Ibid.

188Jeremias, "Mwiiuiic;;," TDNT 4 (1967) 865.

189See also Craigie, Deuteronomy, 262.

l~ese, 68-69.
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a prophet here, either in the context of the Lukan writings as a whole, or in the

immediate context.

Holtz is correct that both Acts 3:21 and 24 refer to the eschatological day of

salvation. But this does not mean that they must refer to the coming parousia of

Christ,191 since it also seems that Ta~ ~JL€PCt~ TCtVTCt~ refers to the time of the

writer. 192 The early chapters of Acts often equate the present time and the

eschatological day of salvation (e.g., Acts 2:16-17). Also, as Bock points out, the

burden of the sPeeCh is to expound the events of the present time, or "to expound 'these

days' as a whole and not just any particular element in it. "193 Thus the present is the

arena of the enactment of the "time of the restoration of all things" (3:21) which begins

with the coming of the one like Moses. Therefore, it seems unnecessary to distinguish

conceptually between w. 21,24 and 22-23.

Hence Holtz's rereading, or emending, of the JL€1I-0€ construction in w. 22 and

24, although possible, is unnecessary. It seems more likely that vv. 22-23 form an

integral part of the SPeech of Acts 3. But even if we were to accept Holtz's analysis,

there is nothing in it that indicates that Luke used a testimonium. In fact, Holtz has

specifically noted that the insertion of the citation shows signs of Lukan redaction. If

Luke fit this citation into an already existing speech, then he redacted it, and there is

nothing to indicate that the citation itself could not owe its present form to similar

19lAs Holtz (77) and Haenchen (Acts, 209) insist.

192Rese, 69; Conzelman, Acts, 30.

193Bock, 357 n. 122.
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redaction by Luke. On the other hand, there is no compelling reason that the citation

could not have formed part of the original speech.

Finally, turning to the Jewish-Christian colouring of the citation, this colouring

is seen in two characteristics: the relationship of Deut. 18 to Lev. 23 and the

prominence of the figure of the eschatological prophet. Regarding Lev. 23:29, Bock

asks the question: "would a Hellenistic Christian be more likely to find and use such a

text or such OT language than a Palestinian Christian would?"l94 He implies that it is

more likely that the passage is from a Jewish-Christian source than from a Gentile

Christian such as Luke. Holtz concludes that the connection with the Day of Atonement

(the topic in Lev. 23:24) in this passage in Acts coincides with the Hellenistic-Jewish

emphasis on atonement, and that we should probably look for the source of the citation

somewhere close to this milieu.195

While this suggestion is not unreasonable, I think that the whole question of

Jewish or Gentile Christian ability to deal with certain concepts needs to be rethought,

at least in cases such as this one. What we are dealing with here is not specifically

Jewish thought forms but knowledge of the OT, and the extent of Luke's knowledge of

the OT is, in fact, what we are trying to determine. That the concept of atonement, and

the Day of Atonement, have OT origins goes without saying. 196 Atonement is also a

194Ibid, 193.

195Holtz, 74 n. 1; see also F. Biichsel, "iA&C1KOjlQ:t: C. Ideas of Expiation in Judaism," TDNT 3 (1965) 313;
J. C. Rylaarsdam, "Atonement, Day of," IDB 1 (1962) 316.

1965ee e.g., C. L. Mitton, "Atonement," IDB 1 (1962) 310; Rylaarsdam, 314.
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concept which is not foreign to the NT.197 The Epistle to the Hebrews, for example,

places a great deal of emphasis on atonement (as does Paul), and specifically the Day of

Atonement. Hebrews is an interesting example in that it has been argued that only a

Jewish Christian could have written such an OT-centred book, and it must have been

written to Jewish Christians. 198 But the prevailing view of Hebrews now seems to be

that it was not only written to Gentile Christians, but by a Gentile Christian.199

Kiimmel, for example, concludes that the author of Hebrews, like the author of Luke-

Acts, "is influenced by the thought world of later Gentile Christianity. "zoo Joseph

Tyson further elaborates on this point:

He is a Christian of the second generation. He is acquainted with the OT
... He knows about Judaism from the OT, but not from firsthand
experience. He is an intelligent and skilful Gentile-Christian writer,
deeply influenced by the OT, Plato, and Philo.zol

Kiimmel further notes that it is not so difficult to see this letter as a Gentile document

written to Gentile Christians, yet filled with OT allusions and concepts, as the OT had

become "the Bible of the new community everywhere, and accordingly it had for them

unassailable authority and effectiveness as a source of proofs. "Z02 What the book of

1975ee Mitton, 311; Goppelt, Theology of the New Testament (2 vols.; ed. J. Roloff; Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1982) 1. 94-97.

1985ee Kiimmel, 399; see also T. Hewitt, The Epistle to the Hebrews: An Introduction and Commentary
(TNTC 15; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1960) 29-34; G. L. Archer, Jr., The Epistle to the Hebrews: A Study
Manual (SBSO; Grand Rapids: Baker, 1957) 6-7.

1995ee Kiimmel, 399-400.

2ilO}bid. 403.

20lTyson, New Testament, 417.

202Kiimmel, 400; see also Mohrmann, 25.
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Hebrews shows is that reference to OT concepts such as atonement is not at all limited

to Jewish Christians, but because of the dependence of Christianity on the OT, can

reflect a Gentile Christian author. Thus, there is nothing in the citation from Lev. 23

which, in and of itself, suggests that Luke could not have used it himself.

Regarding the reference to the eschatological prophet, the Jewish-Christian

provenance is more certain. In fact, this is one of the clearest pieces of evidence which

can be adduced for a Jewish-Christian context for this citation. The coming

eschatological prophet apparently was a reasonably common eschatological expectation

in the late second temple period.203 It has been noted, however, that outside John and

Acts 3 and 7 no NT writing specifically conceives of Jesus as the eschatological prophet,

and while the motif is preserved in the Pseudo-Clementines, it was not determinative for

later Christian theology. 204 On the other hand, R. H. Fuller has pointed out that the

eschatological prophet motif "has contributed materially to the interpretation of Jesus in

the earliest church, ,,205 and Oscar Cullmann has noted that "it is without doubt one of

203See e.g., 1QS 9:10-11; 4Q175 lines 5-8; John 1:21.25; 6:14; see also G. Vermes, Jesus the Jew: A
Historian's Reading of the Gospels (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1981) 95-96; Fuller, 46-47; Teeple, 63-68;
Thompson, 213; F. Hahn, The Titles of Jesus in Christology: Their History in Early Christianity (New York:
World, 1969) 372-374; G. von Rad, Old Testament Theology (2 vols.; New York: Harper, 1965) 2. 244-248.
This expectation, however, may not have been as prominent as is often supposed (see R. A. Horsley, "'Like One
of the Prophets of Old': Two Types of PopUlar Prophets at the Time of Jesus," CBQ 47 (1985) 441-443, 463;
"Popular Prophetic Movements at the Time of Jesus: Their Principal Features and Social Origins," JSNT 26
(1986) 20-21; R. A. Horsley and J. S. Hanson, Bandits. Prophets, and Messiahs: Popular Movements in the Time
of Jesus [NVBS; Minneapolis: Wmston, 1985J 149, 160-161).

204Cullmann, 38-39; 42; Longenecker, The Christology of Early Jewish Christianity (SBT 2S 17; London:
SCM, 1970) 38; Vermes, 97-99; but cf. w. Pannenberg, Jesus-God and Man (2d ed.; Philadelphia: Westminster,
1977) 212-215.

2DSFuller, 47.
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the oldest Christologies we possess. "206 Holtz agrees that this motif is early Jewish-

Christian.2m Surprisingly he does not stress this point, however; but Fuller draws a

more definite conclusion by stating that "the author of Luke-Acts is clearly drawing upon

a very primitive tradition in close touch with the historical Jesus. "208

But is there anything to indicate that Luke could have known and used this motif

himself? I have already acknowledged that Deut. 18: 15ff was a favourite "proof-text"

in the early church, and likely Luke would have known of it. Furthermore, Fuller, along

with John A. T. Robinson, has found a good deal of evidence to suggest that Jesus saw

himself in some sense as an eschatological prophetic figure. 209 Particularly relevant

for our concerns are Luke 10:16; 11:47-51; 12:49, which not only show Jesus speaking

in a prophetic manner, but also seem (especially 11:47-51) to show his ministry as the

culmination of the prophetic succession. 210 If so, then the traditions concerning Jesus'

words and teachings would have likely communicated this to Luke, and it would not have

been too difficult to connect Jesus' prophet-like demeanour with Deut. 18: 15ff. In any

event, the above-mentioned passages, among others, show that the depiction of Jesus as

206Cullmann, 42, see also Goppelt, Theology, 1. 166.

Z07Holtz, 78 n. 1.

Z<J8Puller, 169.

Z~bid, 129; Robinson, "Elijah, John and Jesus," NTS 4 (1958) 263-281; see also P. Fredriksen, From Jesus
to Christ: The Origins of the New Testament Images of Jesus (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University, 1988) 98
101, 124-125; Vermes, 99; K. Brower, "Elijah in the Markan Passion Narrative," JSNT 18 (1983) 85-101; Hahn,
372-373; Marshall, Origins, 54, 56; GoppeIt, Theology, 1. 166-167, 2. 21; Teeple, 108-109; but cf. Cullmann,
37; Pannenberg, 215-216; Conzelman, Theology, 85.

ZIOSee the discussion in Fuller, 127-129; Barrett, The Holy Spirit in the Gospel Tradition (London: S.P.C.K.,
1947) 94-99; Horsley, "Popular Prophetic Movements," 22-23.
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a prophet is a Lukan characteristic. 211 Furthermore, David Moessner has noted that

the figure of the prophet like Moses plays a significant role in the parallels between

Jesus, Stephen, Peter and Paul in Luke-Acts. 212 In the light of the foregoing, one

might see the eschatological prophet as having particular appeal for Luke. 213

A further point needs to be made in this discussion. If Luke wished to provide

a direct prophecy of Moses to the coming of Christ (in accordance with his scheme of

declaring that "Moses and the prophets" speak of him unanimously [e.g., Luke 24: 17;

Acts 26:22]), he had not a great number of passages from which to choose. In fact

Deut. 18: 15ff is virtually the only passage attributed directly to Moses used in the NT

as messianic. 214 Other passages from the Pentateuch surely could have been adduced

but these are not from the lips of Moses himself (e.g., Gen. 49:10-12 [Jacob]; Num.

24:17 [Balaam]; Paul's discussion of Gen. 17:18 in Gal 3:16, as well as the reference

to Gen.22:18/26:4 in Acts 3:25 concern Abraham).215 Hence, If Luke wished to cite

211See M. de Jonge, Christology in Context: The Earliest Christian Response to Jesus (philadelphia:
Westminster, 1988) 106.

21~oessner, "'The Christ Must Suffer': New Light on the Jesus - Peter, Stephen, Paul Parallels in Luke
Acts," NovT 28 (1986) 255-256; see also O'Toole, "The Parallels Between Jesus and Moses," BTB 20 (1990) 22
29.

213See Marshall, Origins, 54; see also de Jonge, 106.

214See discussion by Bruce ("Messiah." NBD [1962] 811-818); see also R. F. Johnson, "Moses," IDB 3 (1962)
449.

215See E. Jenni, "Messiah, Jewish," IDB 3 (1962) 362. Strictly speaking, one could argue that Deut. 18:15ff
is an oracle of the Lord to Moses, not specifically a declaration of Moses. It is, however, reported by Moses to
the people. Similarly, the words attributed to prophets often take the fonn in the OT of oracles of God to the
prophets, but are referred to in the NT as the words of that prophet (e.g., Isa. 6:9-10 = Matt. 13:14-15; Joel
2:28-32 = Acts 2:17-21).
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a prophecy of Christ from the lips of Moses, it is likely that he would have used Deut.

18: 15ff.

The latter is especially likely if Luke had been influenced in his composition by

traditions of the earliest church of which he knew. Such influence is likely as Luke

admits in his prologue (Luke 1:1-4) to consulting previously circulating traditions. It is

unlikely, however, that he has simply copied out these traditions, but rather has

creatively interacted with the material to present an "orderly account. "216 This is

particularly the case of the speeches in Acts.217 Hence, I would argue in this case that

Luke probably was aware of the early (Jewish-Christian) Church's use of Deut. 18: 15ff

as a prophecy by Moses of Christ, and that it fit his purpose here. Yet this in and of

itself does not indicate that Luke used a pre-formed testimonium.

The discussion to this point has uncovered no clear evidence that Luke must have

used a testimonium here. Rather, there are certain points which make it likely that Luke

himself compiled the citation and used it: (1) the high likelihood that Luke composed

the speech;218 (2) the redactional links between the citation and the speech;219 (3) the

references to Moses and prophets in general, in relation to Christ, in Luke's overall

216See e.g., R. J. Dillon, "Previewing Luke's Project from His Prologue (Luke 1:1-4)," CBO 43 (1981) 224;
Ellis, 41; M. P. Bumier, "Une vision prophetique et eschatologique de l'histoire Ie livre des Actes," FoiVieSup 70
(1971) 143-144; see also A. W. Mosley, "Historical Reporting in the Ancient World," NTS 12 (1965) 10-26; J.
Kiirzinger, "Luke 1,3: ... CxKpL{3wr; KIX8E~r; ClOL 'Ypfxt/;IXL," BZ 18 (1974) 254-255.

217See e.g., Aune, The New Testament in Its Literary Environment (LEC 8; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1987)
92-93, 124-128; cf. also Callan, "The Preface of Luke-Acts," NTS 31 (1985) 579-580.

218See Schweizer, "Conceming the Speeches," 210-212; Aune, New Testament, 124-128; and my discussion
above.

219See Richard, "Old Testament," 336; and my discussion above.
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narrative in Luke-Acts;220 and (4) the septuagintal nature of the citation, to which we

now turn.

Holtz agrees with most scholars that the citation has its origin in the LXX.221

As I have noted, de Waard, followed by Bock, argues for a Semitic source,222 while

Wilcox argues for a Greek source differing from the LXX.223 As the text in Acts

EJL€- airroil aKovae(J(Je KaTa 7raPTa come from Deut. 18: 15, Qaa av AaA~(J1J 7rpor:; vJLar:;

and probably TaU 7rPO¢~TOV EK€LPOJ24 come from Deut. 18: 19, and €UTaL Of 7raaa

if;lJ)(TJ ~TLr:; eelP JLTJ aKOUU1J and €~OAEBpEv(J~U€TaL €K TaU Aaov come from Lev. 23:29.

The divergences from the LXX of these passages are as follows: (1) the word order is

altered from object + prepositional phrase (7rpoc/>~T11P €K TWP aoe"Ac/>wv aou wr:; €JLf), verb

(avaa~a€L), indirect object (aoL), subject (KUPLOr:; b BEOr:; aou), in Deut. 18:15 to object

(7rPOc/>~T1Jv), indirect object (VJL'iv) , verb (apaa~a€L), subject + prepositional phrase

(KUPLOr:; b Beoc; VJLWV €K rwv aOEAc/>wv VJLWV wC; €JL€) in Acts 3:22; (2) the second person

singular in Deut. 18: 15 is changed to second person plural in Acts 3:22; (3) the words

7rpor:; vJLac; are added in Acts 3:22 to the words Qaa av Aa"A7JU1J from Deut. 18: 19; (4)

220See Moessner, '''The Christ Must Suffer'," 255-256; Marhall, Origins, 54; de Jonge, 106; O'Toole, "The
Parallels Between Jesus and Moses," 22-29; and my discussion above.

221Holtz, 72; see also Ringgren, 233; Rese, 67; Lindars, 207.

222de Waard, Comparative Study, 21-24; "The Quotation from Deuteronomy in Acts 3, 22.23 and the
Palestinian Text: Additional Arguments," Bib 52 (1971) 537-540; Bock, 192.

223WL1cox, Semitisms, 37.

224See Holtz, 74; Rese, 66.
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the direct object of Deut. 18: 19, expressed as 'TWlI AO-yWlI CdJ'TOU, o(Ja all AaAiJC11J /)

7f'po¢~1"'YJ~ [€KEillO~] E7f'L T~ OllOJi,a'TL Ji,OV, is shortened to 'TOU 7f'po4>~Tou €KELlIOV in Acts

3:23 (the latter phrase also replaces Ell auTij Tij ~Ji,fPf1 TaV'T'YJ in Lev. 23:29); (5) the

words t(J'Tat Of precede 7f'Cx(Ja if;VJ(~ (Lev. 23:29) in Acts 3:23; (6) the word

'Ta7f'E£lIw(J~(JE'Tat in Lev. 23:29 is changed to aKov(J1J in Acts 3:23; (7) the word airrij~

at the end of Lev. 23:29 is left out in Acts 3:23.

These divergences can be explained in three ways: from the joining of the several

OT citations, from redactional considerations, and from textual considerations. Some of

these points have already been discussed and so I will only mention them here. First of

all, in point (4), the replacement of Ell aiJ'T~ 'T~ ~Ji,€Pf1 Tav71J by 'TOU 7f'po¢.q'TOV €KELlIOU is

probably a result of the joining (and mixing) of the citations, to bring Lev. 23:29 into

line with Deut. 18:15,19. Similarly, the changing of Ta7f'HJlw(J~(JETWto CxKo(J(nJ, point

(6), harmonizes Lev. 23:29 with the aKov(JE(J(JE of Deut. 18:15, and may even reflect the

CxKOU(J1} of Deut. 18: 19, which is not represented in Acts 3:23. Point (7), the dropping

of au'Tij~, is probably an attempt to bring the citation of Lev. 3:29 into harmony with the

second person pronouns of Deut. 18: 15.

Turning to redactional considerations, I have already noted Richard's conclusion

that point (1), the change in word order, has come about through the influence of Deut.

18: 18, and an attempt at linkage with Acts 3:21.225 The only detail that is left

unaccounted for by Richard, is the throwing forward of the indirect object «(JOt) from

22SRichard "Old Testament," 336.
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after the verb to after the object 7rpoqnlT'YJv (the indirect object also becomes plural v,."iv).

This can be explained redactionally, however, in that the throwing forward of the indirect

object places more emphasis on the listeners as the ones for whom the eschatological

prophet had come, which is in keeping with the speech as a whole as well as with the

emphasis on the second person pronoun throughout Deut. 18:15. Similarly, point (3),

the addition of 7rPOC; vjJ.OtC;, adapts the citation to the situation of the speech,226 and

further emphasizes the listeners as recipients of the words of the eschatological prophet.

Point (4), the shortening of TWV f..(yywv CXVTOU, oucx av f..Olf..fJ<17J b 7rpo</>fJTrJC; [EK€ivoC;] E7r1.

TciJ OVOjJ.OlTL jJ.OU to TOU 7rPO</>fJTOU EK€tVOV, is likely a stylistic shortening227 aimed at

emphasizing the prophet himself, as opposed to his specific words.

Textual considerations may apply to two points: the second person plural (Acts

3:22) for second person singular (Deut. 18: 15), point (2); and the insertion of e<1'TOlL oE

in Acts 3:23 before 7rOtUcx !f;vxfJ from Lev. 23:29, point (5). While it has been suggested

that the change from singular to plural is redactional, adapting the citation to the situation

of the speech,228 perhaps under the influence of the plurals in Deut. 18: 18,229 there

is some evidence that Luke may have been using a LXX text which contained the plural

throughout. Wevers, in GottLXX3,2, lists some evidence for a reading in the plural. 230

226Rese, 67; Bock, 192.

227See Holtz, 74.

228Rese, 67; Bock, 191.

229Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 109.

23°GottLXX3,2, Deut. 18:15.
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Furthermore, Richard notes that Targum Pseudo-Jonathan has the plural throughout, and,

with further evidence of a similar text type from Syriac, Arabic, and Armenian mss,

suggests that we may have "a late textual tradition, perhaps even contemporary to Acts,

which contained such readings. "231 While it is tempting to see some form of

commonality between Acts and Pseudo-Jonathan here, it is more likely that the use of

the plural in Acts and Pseudo-Jonathan is coincidental. Pseudo-Jonathan likely

represents the final form of an originally unfixed oral interpretation of Deut. 18: 15,232

in which the second person singular of the MT is interpreted as plural both to bring it

into line with the OT context of an address to the whole people of Israel (this may

account for the presence of the plural in the LXX textual tradition as well), as well as

to make it more amenable to a synagogue reading for a congregation. Acts also

interprets the singular of the LXX in order to direct the citation to the audience of the

speech in Acts 3. Hence I see no need here to propose an alternate textual tradition for

the citation of Acts 3:22.

The insertion of EO"TCn DE into Lev. 23:29, however, poses quite a different

problem. The words do not occur in either the MT or LXX of that verse, or in any of

the textual variants. 233 Bruce has, however, suggested that €CJ'TW OE is a rendering of

231Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 109-110; See also M. Ginsburger, Pseudo-Jonathan (Thargum Jonathan ben Ustel
zum Pentateuch) nach der Londoner Handschrift (Jerusalem: Makor, 1974) 332; Arthur Vo5bus, Peschitta und
Targumim des Pentateuchs, neues Licht zur Frage des Herkunft des Peschitta aus dem altpalastinischen Targum,
Handschriftstudien (PETSE 9; Stockholm: ETSE, 1958) 28,32.

232See M. McNamara, "Targums," IDBS (1976) 860; cf. also M. Maher, Targum Pseudo-Jonathan: Genesis:
Translated, with Introduction and Notes (ABT IB; Collegeville, Minn.: Liturgical, 1992) 11.

233See BHS and GottLXX2,2 (Lev. 23:29) who list no instances of eu1'w Of or equivalent.
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the MT i12 iJ1 in Deut. 18: 19, which is not rendered by the LXX, bringing the citation

closer to the MT than the LXX.234 But the citation seems to be clearly septuagintal,

rather than an independent rendering of the MT, in that it corresponds to the LXX even

when the latter departs from the MT.235 One example of this is the omission of MT

J ~nr'o ("from your midst") in Deut. 18: 15, in agreement with the LXX. 236 Holtz also

points to the rendering of ., ~I) ~ by w~ €jJ.e and the taking together of airTov aKOI}(JHJ8€

Kara 7ravra contrary to the MT's separation of 7iYQV!fl and ':JJ;;J in Deut. 18:15-16 as

indicative of a LXX origin.237 Thus the rendering of the MT i12iJl with €urat OE

would have had to be from a LXX ms, rather than from the MT. Unfortunately there

is no evidence for such a LXX ms. 238

Rese has suggested a redactional reason for the presence of €urw O€, arguing that

the words have been inserted as a parallel to Acts 2:21 (Kat. €urat), which cites Joel 2:32

(3:5, LXX).239 The parallel is striking, both passages being prophetical injunctions

which indicate the results of certain actions: the action = "whoever will call upon the

name of the Lord" (2:21), "every soul who does not listen to that prophet" (3:23); the

results = "will be saved" (2:21), "will be removed utterly from the people" (3:23). In

234Bruce, Acts (1951), 113; it is to be noted that the equivalent of fumL liE does not appear in 4Q175 (see
Allegro, "Further Messianic References," 183).

2351n agreement with Holtz (73); see also Lindars, 207.

236Holtz, 73 n. 2; see also Wilcox, Semitisms, 33.

237Holtz, 73 n. 2.

2.1SSee GottLXX3,2, Deut. 18:19.

23~ese, 67.
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view of the lack of textual evidence for Bruce's suggestion, the suggestion of Rese gains

credibility. Both are possible, however. Luke may have had before him a hitherto

unattested text containing ECTTaL Of in Deut. 18: 19, a possibly Hebraicizing text,

translating the Hebrew il2 til. But Luke may well have added ECTTat O€ for stylistic

reasons.

In summary, therefore, I conclude that Acts 3:22-23 is a combined LXX citation.

Although it has traditional overtones, there is nothing that indicates definitely that it is

not LUkan, while there are points which suggest that Luke himself compiled the citation.

Similarly, although the presence of ECTTat O€ could suggest a source closer to the MT, the

definite septuagintal characteristics of the citation rule out more direct contact with the

Hebrew than a slightly Hebraicized text of the LXX. The presence of these words may

be coincidental, however, as Luke may simply have been drawing a parallel with Acts

2:21. In any event, the citation is clearly from the LXX and was likely compiled by

Luke himself.

c. Acts 3:25 = Gen. 26:4 (22:18)

In Acts 3:25 Peter is portrayed as citing the promise given to Abraham that "in

his seed" all the world would be blessed. One particular problem in this citation has to

do with what OT scripture Peter is citing. As Hanson points out, it could be Gen. 12:3;

18: 18; 22: 18; or 26:4.240 But, as "seed" (CT7r€Pp,CX) appears to be the focus of the

24Offanson, 88.
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passage (similar to Gal. 3), and since neither Gen. 12:3 or 18: 18 refer to the "seed," it

seems likely that the reference is to Gen. 22:18 or 26:4.241 As 22:18 and 26:4 are

identical, the source ofthe citation cannot be further linguistically determined. One point

in favour of 26:4 is that LXX Alexandrinus omits riJ~ 'Yi1~ in 22: 18.242 This, however,

does not ultimately disqualify 22: 18 as the source of the citation, but simply casts doubt

upon Luke's use of a ms related to A1exandrinus here.

As far as conceptual matters are concerned, on the other hand, there is much to

be said for 26:4. The only serious objection to 26:4 is that in its context it is a statement

to Isaac, not Abraham (see 26:1-2). However, 26:4 is clearly a quote of God's promise

to Abraham, and thus the connection is maintained. In fact, the quote is introduced with

the words "I will fulfil the oath which I swore to Abraham your father" (26:3). While

the introductions to 26:4 and Acts 3:25 are not exact, the concept is similar: "the

covenant which God gave to your fathers, saying to Abraham" (Acts 3:25). As the

covenant between God and the people is intimately connected to his taking of an

inaugural oath,243 it is not too difficult to see the relationship between the oath of Gen.

26:3 and the covenant of Acts 3:25. Again, between the introduction to the passage

('''By Myself I have sworn,' declares the Lord" [Gen. 22: 16]) and the cited portion of

Gen. 22: 18 there is considerably more material than between the introduction (26:3) and

241See Bock, 195; Rese, 73; see also UBSGNT3, Acts 3:25; a LXX minuscule adds Kat ;'p re;, (nrepf./.ar'i UOlJ

after rfJr;; ~r;; in Gen. 12:3 (GottLXX1, Gen. 12:3), but this seems to be a secondary addition.

242See GottLXXl, Gen. 22: 18; Holtz, 74 n. 3.

243Schneider, "OpKOr;;," TDNT 5 (1967) 460.
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the cited passage of 26:4. All in all it seems preferable to accept Gen. 26:4 as the

source of the citation of Acts 3:25.

There are only three possible divergences from the LXX here. The first is that

€V T4J (J7rEPf.LaTi aou is thrown forward between Kai and €PEvAO'Y'Y/()i}aoPTCx.L in Acts.

Secondly, there is a possible divergence in that some texts of Acts read the simple

EUA0'Y'Y/ei}aoPTexL instead of EvEVAo'Y'Y/()i}aoVTCXL. Finally, and most importantly, Acts reads

7rCx.UexL ai 7raTpLai instead of 7raPTa TO: €ep'Y/.

The throwing forward of EP 74J U7rEpf.LCi7i (Jov appears to be redactional, intended

to emphasize the "seed...244 It is to be noted that in Gen. 26:4 there are two references

to the ..seed" which precede the cited reference, and so the emphasis is there already.

But when the passage is cited as in Acts, without these preceding references, the

emphasis is lost, unless something is done to reestablish it. Thus the throwing forward

of €V T4J U7rEpf.LCi7i uou accomplishes this without adding to the quotation.

The textual problem regarding €PEVA0'Y'Y/()i}UOP7CXLlEvA0'Y'Y/()i}UOP7CiL is more

complicated. In Acts, the simple form is read by A*, B, '1', 323, 945, and a few others,

while the compound form is read by p74, ~, AC
, D, E, 0165, and the majority text. 245

Although this variant may not appear important, Ringgren concludes that it is the use of

€PEVA0'Y'Y/8f/UOPTCXL which proves the citation's septuagintal origin.246 While it is often

244Bock, 195.

245NestleAland26. Acts 3:25.

246Ringgren, 233.
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argued that the simple form is secondary,247 Holtz argues that the compound form of

the word is secondary. He bases his argument on the observation that €V€vAo,,/1J8i}(JoV7Q!L

is always used in the context of the Abrahamic promise in the LXX and appears again

in the same context in Gal. 3:8, showing that it was known in NT times in that context.

Thus, he concludes, it would be more likely that a scribe would change the simple form

to the compound form in recognition of its LXX usage.248 Rese tends to agree with

Holtz's textual arguments, and concludes that the simple form is original in Acts 3:25,

and suggests that the author of the speech changed the compound verb of the LXX to

bring it into accord with the use of €iJAO'YofjV7(~ in Acts 3:26.249 Thus, while Holtz

argues for a non-LXX origin for the citation, Rese argues for a LXX origin using the

same textual data.

The LXX textual data is somewhat complicated as well. For Gen. 26:4 Wevers

notes the presence of €VAO"/TJ(j~(JOV7Q!1,in papyrus 911, minuscules 246, 619, and Justin

and Theodoret. The same form is also read in minuscules 426, 664*, 619 and

Chrysostom and Theodoret for Gen. 22: 18. For 12:3, Wevers lists uncial A, minuscules

833, 72', 569, 343, 59, and I Clement, and for 18:18, 72'-708, and 59.250 Although

247E.g., Haenchen, "Schriftzitate," 165.

248Holtz, 71-72.

249Rese 73.

2SoGottLXX1, Gen. 26:4; 22:18; 12:3; 18:18, respectively.
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the evidence is not conclusive, there seems to be a tendency, in the LXX textual tradition

at this point, to simplify the original compound verb. 251

One could certainly argue that, as with the LXX textual tradition, the textual

tradition of Acts (that represented by A·, B, i', etc.) has tended to simplify the verb as

well, possibly through accommodation to the following €VA<YyOVVTCX. 252 But, even if

one accepts the simple form of the verb as original in Acts 3:25, this does not rule out

a septuagintal origin for the citation. Rese argues that the change from the compound

form of the LXX is redactional in nature, conforming the less familiar verb to the form

of the more familiar eVA0-Y0vvr(X which follows in v. 26.253 This argument seems to

explain the data very well. Such a change would have made the meaning of the passage

more accessible to Greek-speaking readers who may not have been familiar with the

LXX use of the compound word (note that the compound form is only attested in the

LXX and dependent literature;254 note also that the church fathers often altered the

compound form of Gal. 3:8 to the simple form),255 and this would have provided

sufficient reason for Luke to have changed the verb. 256

25IAccepting the textual conclusions of Weyers.

252This seems to be the conclusion of the editors of NestieAland26 (Acts 3:25). It is to be noted as well that
the reading of ms C, bfEUNJ'Y1Je~(JOIl1"Cn, is best explained by postulating eIlEUAo'Y7Je~(JOIl1"Q:L as original (see Holtz,
71 n. 7).

253Rese, 73.

254See L&S, 564.

255See Holtz, 71 n. 9.

2.S6$ee Kiimmel, 150.
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The use of 'lraUCXL cxi 'lrCXTPLCXL (Acts 3:25) instead of'lrawTCX Ta e(Jv'fJ (Gen. 26:4)

is more difficult. IIaucxL cxi 'lrCXTPLCXL is not attested in the LXX mss of Gen. 26:4.257

It has been suggested that Gen 12:3 is in view here, albeit not according to the LXX, as

'lrCXTPLCXL is not attested for LXX Gen. 12:3,258 and this has led Bock to the conclusion

that we have in Acts 3:25 a non-LXX source. He bases this conclusion on the fact that

'lrCXTPLCXI. is a common rendering for rm~\lJO (Gen. 12:3) and thus could have been easily

used in an independent translation. 259 There are other possibilities, however. For

example, Holtz follows Gottlob Schrenk in attributing the use of 'lrCXTPLCXL here to the

liturgical influence of the psalter on the community's language of prayer, as the LXX

often renders Iin~wo by 'lrCXTPLCXL in the Psalms.260 Holtz sees the direct influence of

LXX Ps. 95:7, in which a similar construction is used (cxi 'lrCXTpLCXL TWV E(JVWV), arguing

that Luke's knowledge of the psalm is evidenced in Acts 17:31.261 Nevertheless, he

concludes that it does not come to Luke directly from the LXX in its present form. 262

Haenchen and Rese suggest LXX Ps. 21:28 ('lrO!UCXL cxi 'lrCXTPLCXt TWV EOvwv--MT 22:28)

2S7See GottLXX1, Gen. 26:4.

258See Ibid, Gen. 12:3.

259Bock, 358-359 n. 129; see also Bruce, Acts (1951), 114.

260G. Schrenk, "1rarpui," TDNT 5 (1967) 1016-1017; Holtz, 75.

26lHoltz, 75. Ai 1rarp~al. TW" e8"w", is perhaps a better translation of nn!:)VlO than is 1raTp~a[ alone, since
nn~VlO has a broader connotation than does 1raTp~aL (see e.g., W. L. Holladay, A Concise Hebrew and Aramaic
Lexicon of the Old Testament: Based Upon the Lexical Work of Ludwig Koehler and Walter Baumgartner [Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1971] 221).

262Holtz, 80.
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as the possible basis for the use of 7rOl1'PLOlL, but conclude that Luke made the change

deliberately. 263

The appeal to rin~Vl[) as a basis for 7rOl1'PLOlL becomes impossible if Gen. 26:4 is

the source of the citation, since the underlying Hebrew here is 0 "13, a word never

rendered by 7rOl1'PLOlt. Of course it is impossible to categorically deny any influence from

12:3 on the passage, but there is no evidence for such influence either, outside the

supposed dependence of 7rOl1'PLOlL on rin~Vl[). It seems more likely that Luke altered '€(J1I'Y/

to 7rOl1'PLOl[ himself, out of regard for the context of the speech.264 In its context the

speech is addressed to Jews, and Haenchen argues that '€(JPT/ would not have served Luke

here because that word carries for Luke the inevitable connotation of "the Gentiles," and

at this point in the narrative the Gentile mission had not yet begun.265 Bock challenges

this idea, however, by asking why Luke did not choose ¢UAOli, the word which the LXX

actually uses in Gen. 12:3.266

The point of the alteration, however, is not to exclude the Gentiles from the

citation at all. This can be seen in that the Gentile mission is already foreshadowed in

Luke 24:46-47 and Acts 2,267 as well as in the statement of Acts 3:26: "God, having

raised up his servant, sent him to you first, to bless you." The word "first" (7rPW1'ov)

263Haenchen, "Schriftzitate," 165-166; Rese, p. 73; see also Haenchen, Acts, 209; Conzelman, Acts, 30.

U4See Conzelman, Acts, 30.

265Haenchen, "Schriftzitate," 166.

266Bock, 196; see also Hanson, 88.

267Dupont, Salvation, 135; Rese, 73 n. 28.
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clearly indicates the Jews, but only as part of what is meant by '7I"aUat cxi '7I"CX'TPtCXL 'T~C;

'Y~C; in v. 25. Hence, both Jews and Gentiles are included in the word '7I"CX'TptCXL. 268

Now Bock contends that 4>vA,cxi would have worked equally as well in this case

as '7I"cx'Tptcxi, as it is equally ambiguous,269 but Bock appears to be mistaken at this

point. Although the LXX, and later versions, do often use 4>vA,~ ambiguously, it seems

to have, at least in the NT period, generally become "a fixed term for the tribal system

of Israel. "270 Luke uses 4>vA,~ only in this way (Luke 2:36; 22:30; Acts 13:21). This

in itself would indicate that for Luke 4>vA,cxi was not a word which would readily suggest

to him the inclusion of the Gentiles, even if he saw that connotation in Gen. 12:3.

Furthermore, in Judaism of the second temple period it seems that there was an

eschatological expectation of the regathering of the ten tribes of Israel, and this was

carried over, to a lesser extent, in the NT. 271 If Luke were aware of this connotation,

the possibility of misunderstanding "all the tribes of the earth" as the greater diaspora

may have presented itself to him. Hence, while eOv1] would have connoted the Gentiles

for Luke, and 4>vA,cxi the tribes of the Jews, it is likely that Luke would have seen the

need for a word at this point which definitely included both Jews and Gentiles, without

misunderstanding. Now '7I"CX'TPUX tends to indicate, in secular Greek, a family

268Rese, 73; Dupont, Salvation, 135.

269J3ock, 196.

270C. Maurer, "<t>UA~," TDNT 9 (1974) 246.

27IIbid, 248-249.
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relationship, and in the LXX does not have the same strong Jewish connotation as

4>vAiJ.272 Thus, 7rcxTpL(~i, especially with 7raC1CXt, would here serve the definite purpose

of including Jews and Gentiles in the blessing of Abraham without differentiation.

The only other use of 7rCXTpta in the NT is found in Eph. 3:14-15. In that

passage the author clearly intends a unity of Jew and Gentile, undifferentiated.273 This

universalistic use of the term is also seen in passages of the LXX expressing

eschatological hope such as the "missionary" saying of Ps. 21(22):28(27) and

95(96):7. 274 The Ephesians passage, while not likely related to Acts 3:25, does show

the use of 7rCXTpta in a universal context as well. If we combine this with the possible

influence of the Psalms on Luke, as suggested by Schrenk and Holtz,275 for example,

we can see that the word may have been a particularly apt term for Luke to use in this

context.

Therefore, in summary, the evidence that the passage is non-septuagintal and non

Lukan is highly questionable. Most likely Luke cites Gen. 26:4 from the LXX and

makes a number of alterations for both stylistic and contextual reasons.

mSee Ibid, 245-246; Schrenk, 1015-1016.

273See Schrenk, 1018.

274Ibid, 1016.

275Ibid, 1016-1017; Holtz, 75.
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d. S1I1I1111al)': Tile Pelllarl'IICIl Ciwriolls ill Acrs 3 

The citations in Acts :3 from the Pentateuch appear to haw been redacted into 

their context in the speech. Some are no more than allusions. For the most part they 

appear to be septuagintal in origin and the alterations redactional in nature. While non

Lukan sources are a distinct possibility in a speech such as this. there is nothing which 

definitively points to them and nothing which certainly excludes the possibility of Luke 

himself having cited these scriptures from the LXX. 

3. TIle Penrarellcil Ciwriolls ill Acrs 7 

There are a great number of references to the Pentateuch in Stephen's speech of 

Acts 7. Some of these are mixed citations. All the Pentateuchal references occur in the 

summary of the history of Israel which forms the main body of the speech. As such they 

are illustrative quotes to this summary history. Primarily these citations are taken from 

Genesis and Exodus, following the narrative of these books as it is summarized in the 

speech. Since they occur generally as part of this history, without formal introduction 

as quotations, one would expect them to be adapted to the speech grammatically and 

stylistically. In fact, most are only allusions. Very few assume the characteristics of 

direct citations with christological or other theological import. 

I have already noted in connection with other material from Acts 7 that this 

chapter has become a fertile ground for source criticism. Although a full accounting of 

the source related issues in this speech would go beyond the scope of this study, a brief 

look at the issues is in order. It has been argued that because the speech in Acts 7 is so 
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different from the other ones in Acts, it was likely not written by Luke himself.276 The

suggestion that we have in this speech a verbatim account of Stephen's defence has been

virtually laid to rest by scholars,277 with the recognition that the speech does not fit in

its context as a defence against the charges levelled at Stephen (Acts 6: 13-14).278

Several suggestions have been made regarding sources for the speech,279 but of most

importance for our purposes is the view that Acts 7 represents a Christian tract

containing a reworked Samaritan source,280 which agrees with a number of the

conclusions of Wilcox regarding the citations in Acts 7,281 and the view that Acts 7

incorporates a Hellenistic Jewish synagogue sermon,282 which is followed by Holtz. 283

Z76gee e.g., Klijn, "Stephen's Speech-Acts VIl.2-53," NTS 4 (1957-1958) 25; see also Conzelman, Acts, 57.

277See Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 22; but cf. Bruce, The Speeches in the Acts of the Apostles (London:
Cambridge University, 1973) 132; Bock, 216. Klijn ("Stephen's Speech," 31) sees a relation between the
Hellenists and the Dead Sea Sect based on Acts 7. M. Simon ("Saint Stephen and the Jerusalem Temple," JEH 2
[1951] 140) sees Stephen as a representative of Judeo-Christianity, rather than the Hellenists. Klijn's conclusion is
based on the parallels between the motifs of Acts 7 and those found in the Dead Sea Scrolls (particularly lQS).
This correspondence of ideas, however, may only indicate that the ideas shared by Acts 7 and the Dead Sea
community were more widespread in Palestine in the first century than is usually supposed. Simon's conclusion is
based mostly on the correspondence between the anti-temple polemic in Acts 7 and later documents such as the
Pseudo-Clementines. It is questionable, however, whether such correspondence indicates that Acts 7 is a part of
the same tradition as these later documents, or whether the later documents were influenced by Acts 7. Hence,
Stephen's speech may have influenced Ebionite doctrine without the author of Acts 7 being a representative of
"proto-Ebionitism. "

278See Dibelius, Studies, 167-169; Haenchen, Acts, 286; Wilson, 132; Donaldson, 40; Holtz, 30 n. 4.

279por a fairly complete accounting of the various views, see Richard (Acts 6:1-8:4, 23-25).

280See Scobie, "Use of Source Material," 399-421; "Origins," 390-414.

281See Wl1cox, "Old Testament," 1-41.

282See Dibelius, Studies, 167-170; Haenchen, Acts, 288-289; Conzelman, Acts, 57; see also Bowker,
"Speeches in Acts," 107, 110.

283See Holtz, 100-109.
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Holtz sees the speech as comprising two sections: vv. 2-50, an abridgement of

the history of Israel up to the establishment of the temple under Solomon, which has been

taken over almost verbatim by Luke from Jewish tradition, and vv. 51-53, an anti-Jewish

diatribe, with some features of a traditional Jewish martyrology, which has been taken

over by Luke and reworked to relate the speech to Stephen's context.284 The latter

verses contain OT citations, and whatever allusions and concepts are found therein (v.

52) are not the result of Luke's direct use of scripture, but of his use of traditional

martyrological material.285 Since the citations from the Pentateuch all occur in the first

part of the speech, the part which comes from Jewish tradition, Holtz concludes that they

can in no way be used to show that Luke knew the LXX Pentateuch, as "er hat sie im

wesentlichen w6rtlich iibemommen. "286

Signs of Lukan redaction have been found throughout the early portion of the

speech as well, however. Besides the diatribe of 51-53, Dibelius finds Lukan material

in the polemical material of 35-43 and 44-50.287 In a somewhat more detailed fashion

Haenchen sees the additions by Luke as comprising vv. 35, 37, 39-43, and 49-53. 288

Agreeing that the "literary seams are evident" at the places where transitions occur from

biblical history to polemical matters, Conzelman accepts Haenchen's analysis and

2Il4Ibid, 85, 100-109, 110-113.

285Ibid, 110.

286Ibid, 113.

287Dibelius, Studies, 167-170.

28aHaenchen, Acts, 288-289.
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suggests the possibility of Lukan material at vv. 25 and 27 as well.289 Holtz finds

Lukan material in the early part of the speech at essentially the same places as Haenchen

with possible redactional activity also in vv. 6_7.290 Essentially, the sign of Lukan

interpolation for these scholars apPears to be the apPearance of polemic in an otherwise

neutral recitation of Jewish history.

But polemical material is not confined to the material outlined in the above

paragraph. For example, T. L. Donaldson has found evidence of polemic throughout vv.

23-53,291 while Richard has found polemicism in the Joseph episode (Acts 7:9-11) in

which Joseph is seen as the forerunner of Stephen and Joseph's brothers are the ancestors

of the hostile Jewish audience, who become Stephen's murderers.292 Furthermore, both

Jane Via and Richard have discerned a thematic throughout the SPeech of Acts 7. Via

notes that two related and interwoven themes dominate the speech:

(l) the theme that God makes promises through the fathers with fore
knowledge of serious obstacles to their fulfillment, obstacles which God
godself acts to overcome and which serve to structure God's ongoing
relationship with the people;

(2) God is wont to choose a person who is rejected by his people
(brothers, vv 2, 8c-9, 23, 25, 26) to be a vehicle of God's salvation to
those same people in spite of their rejection of this chosen savior.293

289Conzelrnan, Acts, 57.

29OJioltz, 94, 98-99.

291Donaldson, 39-41, see also p. 44.

292Richard, "The Polemical Character of the Joseph Episode in Acts 7," JBL 98 (1979) 265.

293J. Via, "An Interpretation of Acts 7.35-37 From the Perspective of Major Themes in Luke-Acts," PRS 6
(1979) 192.
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She finds the first theme primarily in the Abraham material (vv. 1-8) with the link to the

second theme in v 8 (the birth of Isaac). Hence God foretells the blessings and the

obstacles to them, and overcomes the first obstacle through the birth of Isaac. The

Joseph (vv. 9-19) and Moses (vv. 20-44) stories carry on the themes of

promise/fulfillment!obstacle-to-fulfillment!overcoming-of-obstacle which have been

introduced in the Abraham account.294 Richard concentrates on elements of duality and

repetitiveness found in the speech. He notes: "by means of cognate expressions the

writer draws parallels, contrasts or a variety of relationships between persons, episodes,

and themes. 11295 Richard notes a great many of these expressions296 and concludes

that the function of these parallels is thematic in nature, "whether promise/fulfilment or

positive/negative contrasts between Abraham and his descendents." 2'l7 The researches

of Via and Richard point conclusively to a more unified composition than seems indicated

by the above analysis.

Not only thematic unity has been discovered in Acts 7, but stylistic unity as well.

Richard has noted that the author has used connecting links between the various parts of

the speech, the stylistic features are consonant throughout, and the speech exhibits a

294Ibid, 193-195; see also J. J. Scott, Jr., "Stephen's Defense and the World Mission of the People of God,"
JETS 21 (1978) 134.

295Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4,204-205, see also pp. 261-264.

296gee his extensive lists (Ibid, 178-180,205-206).

297Ibid, 205.
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distinct, internally cohesive architectonic structure. 298 This stylistic unity points as well

to a unified composition.

Finally, it has been noted that Acts 7 displays a thematic unity with the rest of

Luke-Acts. Acts 7 is central to the parallels which Luke draws between Moses, Jesus,

Stephen, Peter, and Paul, throughout his two volume work.299 Furthermore, Robert

Tannehill has argued persuasively that the Moses-Jesus parallel in Acts 7 is connected

to the same Moses-Jesus parallel in the speeches of Peter in Acts 2_3.300 Via has noted

that the themes of promise/fulfillment/obstacle-to-fulfIllment in Acts 7 are also echoed

in Acts 2_3.301 She also finds a similar thematic parallel with Acts 13.302 Tannehill

notes that the anti-temple polemic of Stephen's speech is closely connected with the

references to the conquest of Jerusalem and the destruction of the temple in the Gospel

of Luke (e.g., 13:32-35; 19:41-44; 21:5-6, 20-24; 23:27-31),303 and that the theme of

rejection by the Jerusalem authorities parallels both Jesus (Luke 22-23; cf also Luke

12:11-12) and Paul (e.g., Acts 13:44-48; 18:5-6; 28:23-28).304 Via also notes that the

298lbid, 201-204, 264-266.

2'J9Moessner, '''The Christ Must Suffer,'" 255-256; see also O'Toole, "The Parallels between Jesus and
Moses," 22-29.

3OCTannehill, Narrative Unity, 2. 85-86; see also R. Zehnle, Peter's Pentecost Discourse: Tradition and Lukan
Reinterpretation in Peter's Speeches in Acts 2 and 3 (SBLMS 15; Nashville: Abingdon, 1971) 76-78.

30IVia, 200.

302lbid, 196-199.

3O~annehill, Narrative Unity, 2. 93-95; see also "Israel in Luke-Acts," 75; J. Kilgallen, The Stephen Speech:
A Literary and Redactional Study Of Acts 7,2-53 (AnBib 67; Rome: Biblical Institute, 1976) 32, 39.

3~annehill, Narrative Unity, 2. 96-100; see also Moessner, "'The Christ Must Suffer,''' 255-256.
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descriptions of Jesus in Luke 1-2 are parallel to the descriptions of Joseph and Moses in

Acts 7 (cf. especially, Luke 2:40, 52),305 and the themes of

promise/fulfillment/obstacle/overcoming-of-obstacle appear as well throughout the

resurrection narrative of Luke 24. 306 Acts 7 appears at a critical juncture in Luke's

narrative, representing the judgement on the Jews,307 and the introduction of the Gentile

mission. 308 Thus the speech of Acts 7 is a thematic turning point in the overall Lukan

narrative, and in its themes and purpose is an integral part of the Lukan composition as

a whole.

There are also linguistic and stylistic parallels between Acts 7 and the other

speeches in Acts. It has been pointed out that the vocabulary of the speech is similar to

that in the other speeches in the early part of ActS.309 In the same way similarities

between the pattern of the speech and others in Luke-Acts have been noted,310

especially with regard to Acts 13.311 Hence the conclusion that the speech comes

305Via, 202-205.

306Via, 205-207; see also O'Neill, The Theology of Acts in Its Historical Setting (2d 00.; London: S.P.C.K.,
1970) 71-76.

307Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 266.

308See Wilson, The Gentiles and the Gentile Mission, 165; Scott, 140-141.

3rBw. Mundie, "Die Stephanusrede Apg. 7: eine Martyrerapologie," ZNW 20 (1921) 135; A. Loisy, Les
Actes des ApOtres (Paris: Nourry, 1920) 318-347; Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4,256-257.

310J. T. Townsend, "The Speeches in Acts," ATR 42 (1960) 155.

3I1See Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 257-259; Schweizer, "Concerning the Speeches," 211; Bowker, "Speeches in
Acts," 107.
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essentially from Luke, either as the author of the whole speech,312 or as the composer

of the speech with reference to earlier materials,313 is a viable alternative to a strictly

source-related origin for Acts 7.

Sources cannot be dispensed with so easily, however. Clearly Luke drew upon

early church traditions in authoring his two volume work (see Luke 1:2),314 and this

consideration cannot be ignored. For instance, the speech of Acts 7 is developed

according to the pattern of Israel's early history,315 and there is a great similarity

between Stephen's speech and the many surveys of Hebrew history found in the OT and

later Jewish works. Holtz has summarized these historical surveys in the following

manner:

ancient covenant formulae:

short recapitulations of the important stages in
salvation history:

historical synopses:

late Jewish historical summaries:

Deut. 6:20-24; 26:5-9; Josh. 24:2-13

Pss. 78; 105; 106; 135; 136

Neh. 9:6-13 (compare Ezek. 20:5-29)

Jdt. 5:6-18; I Macc. 2:52-60; III Macc. 2:2-20;
Josephus, Ant. 3:86-87 (5.3); 4:43-45 (3.2); JW
5:379-419 (9.4); Heb. 11316

312E.g., Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 257; Townsend, 157, 159.

313E.g., Hengel, Acts and the History of Earliest Christianity (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980) 72-73; Marshall,
Acts, 132-134; cf. also Kistemaker, 31-41.

314See also J. Roloff, Die Apostelgeschichte (NTD 5; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1981) 117-119;
Kistemaker,31-41.

315See Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 259-266.

316Holtz, 100-101; he also notes 4 Ezra 3:4-36; 14:29-31; CD 2:14-6:11; 1QS 1:18ff; Townsend (155) also
notes Sir. 44-49; Conzelman (Acts, 57 n 60) notes Pseudo-Clementines, Recognitions, 1:22ff.
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There clearly existed a long tradition of this form of retelling Hebrew history and it

would not be surprising if Luke had been influenced by it,317 especially since many of

these historical surveys are readily available in the LXX. 318 On the other hand, it is

quite unlikely that the author of Acts 7 has modelled his survey on any particular

example of the known historical surveys, either structurally319 or thematically. 320 It

appears, rather, that the speech of Stephen is dependent only on the general form of the

historical survey genre.

Since there may have existed a model, of which we are no longer aware, which

the author of Acts 7 has used for his historical survey, the possibility that Luke has used

an unknown source as pattern for this speech is still viable. 321 If so, however, in view

of the stylistic and thematic evidence already noted, this unknown survey has been

severely redacted for Luke's purposes.

The suggestion that a Samaritan source underlies Acts 7 has been argued from

three considerations: (1) the connection of Stephen with Samaria, (2) the agreement

between citations in Acts 7 and the SP, and (3) the evidence for a Samaritan view of

history and theology within the historical survey. The most important point for the

purposes of this study is the agreement with the SP; however, I will deal with this point

317Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 142-143.

318Townsend, 155.

3l9See Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 143.

320See Simon, St. Stephen and the Hellenists in the Primitive Church (Haskell Lectures 1956; London:
Longmans, Green, 1958) 41.

321Richard (Acts 6:1-8:4, 143) does not appear to deal with this possibility.
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in my examination of the specific citations. Regarding the connection of Stephen with

Samaria, it is often concluded either that Stephen was a Samaritan himself,322 or that

the speech is a sermon dating from an early Christian mission to Samaria.323 The

Samaritan view of history and theology has been found by Scobie in Acts 7:2-41, 44, 45,

47, 48, 53.324 He notes that there is an emphasis on Shechem as the divinely

authorized sanctuary in these verses, and on the prophet like Moses, both of which he

argues are Samaritan emphases. 325 He does, however, see three stages in the

development of the Stephen speech: the Samaritan source, a non-Lukan Christian re-

editing (a Christian tract), and finally Lukan redaction.326

All of these conclusions have been heavily debated,327 and are certainly not

unequivocally decided. It must be noted, however, that the identification of the OT

citations with the SP is a pivotal argument in this whole issue. 328 In fact, it might be

322E.g., A. Spiro, "Stephen's Samaritan Background," The Acts ofllie Apostles (by J. Munck; AB 31; ed. W.
F. Albright and C. S. Mann; Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1967) 285-300; Gaston, No Stone On Another,
159.

323E.g., M. H. Scharlemann, Stephen a Singular Saint (AnBib 34; Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1968)
186; Scobie, "Origins," 398-400; R. Scroggs, "The Earliest Hellenistic Christianity," Religion in Antiquity:
Essays in Memory of Erwin Ramsdell Goodenough (SHR; NumenSup 14; ed. J. Neusner; Leiden: Brill, 1968)
196-197.

324Scobie, "Use of Source Material," 410.

325Ibid, 408-412.

326Ibid, 412-417.

327See e.g., Pummer, "Samaritan Pentateuch," 441-443; Richard, "Acts 7," 190-208; W. H. Mare, "Acts 7:
Jewish or Samaritan in Character," WTJ 34 (1971) 1-21; S. Lowy, The Principles of Samaritan Bible Exegesis
(Leiden: Brill, 1977) 50-57.

328See e.g., Scobie, "Origins," 393-395.
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said that one's conclusions regarding the SP and its influence on Acts 7 will be of

primary importance in deciding one's attitude to the Samaritan hypothesis as a whole.

In examining the Pentateuch citations in Acts 7 I propose to examine each citation

upon its own merits. In each case I will attempt to determine the probability of LXX or

other origin for the citation, and the likelihood of a Lukan or non-Lukan (source) use of

the citation. After all the citations have been examined, I will determine what

implications my conclusions have for theories of Jewish or Samaritan sources for

Stephen's speech.

a. Acts 7:3 = Gen. 12:1

This citation has been characterized by Clarke as a free use of the LXX.329 The

divergences from the LXX are the following: 330 (1) KCXt €K TOU OiKOU TOU 7rCXTpOe; uou

is omitted after Tile; uU'Y'Y€v€icxe; UOu; (2) KCXt o€UPO is inserted before €ie; ri,v 'Yilv. 331

There are, however, textual difficulties in Acts which may indicate further divergences:

329Clarke, 88, 90; Holtz appears to have overlooked this citation.

330According to the text of NestieAland26 and UBSGNT3 (Acts 7:3).

331The introductory words of Acts 7:3, Kat Ei1rEl' 1rPO~ aural', may be a loose citation of the introductory
words of Gen. 12: 1, Km Ei1rEJf KVPW~ rijl •A{3p&p. (see how the text is laid out in UBSGNT3 [Acts 7:3] compared
with the text in NestleAland26 [Acts 7:3]), omitting KVPW~ because in the Acts passage, unlike Gen. 12, the
speaker has already been identified in 7:2, and, similarly, changing r4l .A{3p&p. to 1rP'o~ aiJTaJi because Abraham
has already been identified in v. 2. On the other hand, it is more likely that Km Ei1rEJi 1rPO~ aural' is not part of
the citation, but rather is an introductory speech formula (Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 41, 203), a common feature in
the NT as well as the Mishnah and Qumran literature (see e.g., Fitzmyer, "Use of Explicit Old Testament
Quotations," 297-333; "Jewish Christianity in Acts in Light of the Qumran Scrolls," Studies in Luke-Acts red. L.
E. Keck and J. L. Martyn; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980] 251-257; de Waard, Comparative Study, 78-84;
Metzger, "The Formulas Introducing Quotations of Scripture in the NT and the Mishnah," JBL 70 [1951] 297
307), and specifically in this case redacted according to Luke's structural methodology (Richard, Acts 6: 1-8:4, 203
n.51).
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(3) ms D has o17ro instead of €K before T1]C; -Y1]C; CTOV;332 (4) mss B and D omit €K before

T1jc; UV-y-yEvELac; uov; (5) the majority text omits T~V before -y1]v. 333

The omission of KaL EK TOU OiKOV TOU 7(aTpOC; CTOV (point [1]) seems to be

necessitated by the chronological data of Acts 7:4, which reads:

then [TOTE] he departed from the land of the Chaldeans, and lived in
Haran. And after his father died, God removed him from there into this
land in which you are now living.

The problem is that Acts depicts the revelation of God to Abram as occuring before he

went to Haran (Acts 7:2-3), contrary to Gen. 12: 1, which clearly places the revelation

after the migration to Haran. Furthermore, according to Gen. 11:31, his father Terah

accompanied him to Haran. 334 Hence the command for him to depart, if envisioned

before his emigration to Haran, could not include an admonition to depart from his

father's house. This placing of the revelation to Abram before the migration from Dr

to Haran may depend on passages such as Gen. 15:7 and Neh. 9:7, which imply that

God called Abram and brought him "from Dr of the Chaldeans" (Gen. 15:7).335 A

332Noted by Wilcox (Semitisms, 26).

333NestieAland26 (Acts 7:3).

334Actually, Gen. 12:1 implies that Abram is still in Ur when he is called: "Go from your country, and your
kindred and your father's house to the land that I will show you." This apparent contradiction in the Genesis
account probably has a documentary basis (see von Rad, Genesis: A Commentary [OTL; London: SCM, 1961]
153-154; Westermann, Genesis 12-36: A Commentary [Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1985] 140). Later Jewish
writers apparently recognized the chronological problem in Gen. 11:31-12:1 for Jubilees 12:22-13:3 places the call
to Abraham before his migration to Haran (see J. T. Rook, "Studies in the Book of Jubilees: The Themes of
Calendar, Genealogy and Chronology" [D.Phil. Dissertation: Oxford University, 1983] 153, 167-168). The latter
chronology in Jubilees, however, has caused other chronological discrepancies (see J. Hughes, Secrets of the
Times: Myth and History in Biblical Chronology [JSOTS 16; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1990] 245). For
the problems encountered by the LXX at this point, see G. Larsson, "The Chronology of the Pentateuch: A
Comparison of the MT and LXX," JBL 102 (1983) 406.

33SSee Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 147; Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 139; von Rad, Genesis, 181.
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similar tradition, which ignores Haran in its chronology, is seen in Philo, De Abrahamo,

62-63 and Josephus, Ant., I: 154.336

Wilcox sees influence of the SP and the SPTar 10 this chronology. 337 The

reason for this is that Acts states that Terah had died before Abram left Haran (Gen.

11 :32 suggests this by its place in the sequence, although the numbers do not work

out),338 which does not follow the generally accepted Biblical chronology which dates

Abram's departure before Terah' s death. 339 This latter chronology stems from the

following analysis: Terah is 70 years old at the birth of his sons (Gen. 11:26); Abram

is 75 years old when he leaves Haran, therefore Terah would be 145 (Gen. 12:4); but

Terah is 205 years old when he dies (Gen 11 :32); therefore, at the time when Abram

leaves Haran, Terah still has 60 years to live.340 The SP and its Targum, however,

give the total years of Terah's life in Gen. 11:32 as 145 years,341 which would place

his death just before Abram departed from Haran,342 and would then provide the basis

33~ee Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 147.

33Wilcox, Semitisms, 28-29; see also Kahle, 143-145.

338The SP chronology appears to be an attempt to make the numbers correspond with the placing of Gen. 11 :32
in the sequence (see Hughes, 16).

339Cadbury, The Book of Acts in History (London: Black, 1955) 101-102.

34OJljchard, "Acts 7," 196; Wilcox, Semitism, 28; Bruce, Acts (1951), 162; Scobie, "Origins," 393; see also
von Rad, Genesis, 153.

341BHS, on Gen. 11:32; Westermann, Genesis, p. 140.

342This appears to be consonant with the overall chronological scheme of the SP (see Hughes, 16, Rook,
"Studies," 153).
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for the statement in Acts 7:4. Wilcox concludes that the tradition behind Acts 7:4

displays affinities with the SP and SPTar.343

Scobie is much more adamant regarding Samaritan influence than is Wilcox,

stating firmly that Acts 7:4 presupposes the chronology of the SP. 344 Kahle, however,

has pointed out that the tradition of Terah dying before Abram's departure is known to

Philo (MigAb., 177 [23:176]).345 Since it is highly unlikely that Philo used the

Sp,346 Wilcox admits that a Samaritan origin for the tradition is problematic, and

proposes the possibility of an alternate Greek OT version in use by both Luke and

Philo.347 Richard seizes this conclusion and, drawing on evidence from Qumran and

other sources,348 posits a reading common to Philo and Luke similar to that preserved

by the Samaritan tradition. 349 There seems, however, to be no textual evidence for a

Greek tradition at Gen. 11:32 giving Terah's lifespan a total of 145 years. 350 Hence

one can accept such a tradition only as a possibility.351

343Wilcox, Semitisms, 29.

344Scobie, "Origins," 393.

345Kahle, 144.

346see Richard, "Acts 7," 197.

347Wilcox, Semitisms, 29 n. 2.

348See e.g., Pummer, "Samaritan Pentateuch," 443; Cross, Ancient Library, 144; Kahle, 143-149.

349Richard, "Acts 7," 197; see also Bruce, Acts (1951), 169 n. 1.

350See GottLXXl, Gen. 11 :32.

351This theory, despite the paucity of textual evidence, remains fmnly in the realm of possiblility, owing to the
early and widespread influence of the SP chronology. Rook ("Studies," 144, 156,217 n. 37) has argued that the
SP chronology antedates that of the MT, LXX and Jubilees, and was used by both the LXX translator and the

(continued...)
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But is such a tradition even necessary to account for the data in Acts? Could not

this data have come about through a simple reading of the OT as we have it without

recourse to "aberrant" tradition? For example, there has been some attempt to harmonize

Acts and the OT tradition. The theory, once accepted, but now largely rejected, that

Gen. 11:26 indicates not the birth of Abram, but of Haran, and that Abram may have

been born 60 years later, has more recently been taken up by W. Harold Mare. 352

Although such a solution is not, strictly speaking, impossible, there is no evidence in

Genesis to support this reconstruction, especially in view of the fact that the first of the

three sons which are mentioned in Gen. 11:26-27 is Abram, not Haran, perhaps

indicating that Abram was first-born. 353 It certainly does not indicate that Haran was

first-born. Hence the theory appears unlikely.

But even a harmonization of this kind is unnecessary. The fact that Gen. 11:32

precedes Gen. 12:4 is probably enough to account for the discrepancy. Thus Luke, in

reading his OT, likely assumed the order of events was reflected in the order of the OT

351( ...continued)
writer of Jubilees in a number of instances at least (see also Pummer, "Book of Jubilees," 163). Hughes (16), on
the other hand, argues that at this point the SP chronology derives from an exegesis of the information contained
in the MT. If Hughes is right, then the SP chronology regarding the death of Terah cannot antedate that of the SP
(there is, however, more involved in the Samaritan scheme in this chronology than just an exegetical summary of
the MT [see Hughes, 16, 237-238; Rook, "Studies," 153]). As well, we should not forget the conclusion of G.
Larsson (407, 409) that the LXX chronology has come about through exegetical alterations of the MT chronology
(in any case the chronological data in the LXX are very different from those of the SP for Terah's length of life
and death [G. Larsson, 406; for a full discussion of the relationships between MT, SP, and LXX, see Rook,
"Studies," 126-169]). Hence, while a Greek ms influenced by SP chronology is not out of the question (perhaps
belonging to the Palestinian text-type suggested by Skehan [97-98] and Pummer ["New Evidence," 98-117;
"Samaritan Pentateuch," 441-443]), there is no fIrm evidence for it.

352Mare, 19; see also Bruce, Acts (1951), 162.

353Jub. 11:14-15 has a six year period between the marriage of Terah to Edna and the birth of Abram. This
would allow time enough for Haran or Nahor to be born. The Jubilees passage, however, seems to imply that
Abram was fIrst born. There is certainly nothing other than the six year gap to indicate otherwise.
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narrative. 354 It is unlikely that he paused to work out all the mathematics involved in

computing the age of Terah at Abram's departure. 355 The same could hold true for

Philo, who in De Migratione Abrahami appears to be writing to those acquainted with

scripture,356 and thus is not vigorously working out all the details. The SP (and by

association, its Targum), on the other hand, appears to have a theological reason for

having Terah die before Abram's departure to Canaan.357 Hence it is likely that Luke

was simply following the narrated order of the OT.

Therefore, it is probable that the omission of Kat €K TOU o'iKOV TOV 7unpoc; (TOV

does not come from any influence from Samaritan sources, but is either a simple

abbreviation of a pleonastic text, or an intentional alteration reflecting the influences of

OT passages such as Gen. 15:7 and Neh. 9:7, which caused Luke to place the revelation

3.54see on this H. J. Cadbury and K. Lake, The Acts of the Apostles: English Translation and Commentary,
The Beginnings of Christianity: Part 1: The Acts of the Apostles (ed. F. J. Foakes-Jackson and K. Lake;
London: Macmillan, 1922) 4. 70; DaW, "Story of Abraham," 143; Haenchen, Acts, 278; see also J. w. Charley
("Torah," NBD [l962} 1253), who calls this an "oral slip." The possible dependence of Acts 5:36-37 on
Josephus, Ant. 20:97-104, based on the parallel order of the events portrayed in the two documents, although not
their actual historical order, suggested by J. Moffatt (An Introduction to the Literature of the New Testament
[Edinburgh: Clark, 1911} 30) and others (see also A. Ehrhardt, "The Construction and Purpose of the Acts of the
Apostles," ST 12 [1958] 66; Munck, 48) may provide another example of Luke treating his sources in this way.
Dependence of Acts on Josephus, however, is very problematic, including the necessity of assuming a very late
date for Acts (see e.g., Kiimmel, 186; Dibelius, Studies, 186-187; Conzelman, Acts, 42), and it is equally likely
that the similarities between the Antiquities passage and Acts 5 are coincidental (see Bruce, Acts [1951], 147; S.
B. Hoenig, "Theudas," IDB 4 [1962} 629). This is, however, exactly the way Hughes (16) envisions the SP
chronology coming about at this point.

355Jubilees does work out the mathematics involved according to the particular scheme of the author, involving
a series of weeks and years divisible by seven and a calendar of 364 days per year (Rook, "Studies," 167, 169).

3~ee S. Sandmel, Philo of Alexandria: An Introduction (New York: Oxford University, 1979) 29.

357S. J. de Vries ("Chronology of the OT," IDB 1 [1962] 581) has noted that the SP does this to emphasize
Abram's departure as "a new beginning in human history." The date of Terah's death is certainly influenced by
the overall chronological scheme of the SP, whether in placing the deaths of important ancestors in the exact years
of important happenings (e.g., the flood-Hughes, 12, 16), or in ordering history in relation to the founding of the
Samaritan sanctuary on Mt. Gerizim (see Hughes, 237-238), or in arranging that the lifespans of the ancestors fit a
particular, well-developed numerical scheme (see Rook, "Studies," 153).
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to Abram before his departure to Haran. Although Richard relates this omission to the

"aberrant" tradition which Luke may have possessed, according to which Terah's death

occurred before Abram set out for Canaan,358 it likely has nothing to do with such a

tradition. Rather, Luke probably got the idea of Terah's pre-departure death from the

narrative order of the OT itself.

The insertion of Kat oevpo (point [2]) involves another problem entirely.

Although the word oevpo corresponds to nothing in the MT, Wilcox has noted that

Targum Pseudo-Jonathan contains the word 'J ",359 n J "OnNl NYlN'J 'J "'), which

corresponds to oevpo in Acts. Thus he argues for "another point of contact between a

Targumic tradition and the text in Acts. "360 Richard challenges Wilcox's conclusions

on three counts. He notes that neither the MT not the ancient versions show any

evidence of a different textual tradition at this point and that Pseudo-Jonathan appears to

be a "stylistic paraphrase of the Hebrew Vorlage." Thus he concludes that the addition

of 'J", in Pseudo-Jonathan is likely due to "rhetorical considerations." He also notes

that the author of Stephen's speech is given to parallelism, doublets and various kinds

of contrasts, and that the use of oevpo allows him to use a "contrast by means of

parallelism." Finally, he notes that there is significant evidence for the presence of oevpo

358Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 42.

3s'1:mperative of ') I ~: "weggehen, fortsetzen" (G. H. Dalman, Aramaisch-Neuhebraisches Handworterbuch zu
Targum, Talmud und Midrasch [Hildesheim: Olms, 1967] 11); "gehen, fortgehen" (J. Levy, Worterbuch tiber die
Talmudim und Midraschim [4 vols.; Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1963] 1. 51, 528); translated
by Maher (52) as "go"; see also Ginsburger, 33.

36OWilcox, Semitisms, 27; see also Ginsburger, 20.
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in the LXX textual tradition (M, 17'-82-135-426, C", b, d, 53-246, n, s, 46-370, y,

Z, 54, 59, 509, 730, BasSel 104, Chr passim, Cyr 1:165, Eus. 6:9, Tht 3:760, La,

AethCR
, Arab, ArmBp, Bo [also Hipp 3:121]),361 and concludes that "there is, therefore,

a strong likelihood that the author of Acts had such a reading at his disposal and that he

chose the form which best suited his purpose. "362

It seems to me, however, that Richard is trying to "have it both ways." I do not

think that we can assume that Luke had a number of versions in front of him and chose

the one which best suited his needs. Either Luke read OEUPO in his Vorlage, or he

inserted it himself. A combination of the two is extremely unlikely.

So which is it? The evidence for OEUPO in LXX Gen. 12: 1 discloses a wide range

of witnesses, which would tend to support a relatively early Vorlage containing OEUpO.

The evidence from the ancient versions tends to support this conclusion, as do the

readings in the Church Fathers, except for the possibility of influence from Acts.

Richard, however, notes that only two of the citations of Chrysostom and that of

Hippolytus, in which OEUPO occurs, omit the phrase Kat EK TOU O'iKOV TOU 7raTpOC; (TaV, thus

indicating a clear dependence on Acts. The rest of the textual evidence, he says, is

"unassailable. "363 "Unassailable" seems to me too strong a word for the evidence,

however, as the texts may have been influenced by Acts without conforming the whole

verse to the citation of Acts 7.

361GottLXX1, Gen. 12:1.

3
62Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 42; see also Ginsburger, 20.

363Richard, Acts 6: 1-8:4, 42 n. 24; Richard is using BrookeMacLean (Gen. 12: 1).
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There is some textual evidence, on the other hand, which seems to indicate that

something more is going on in the LXX tradition than simple accommodation to Acts 7.

Instead of Kat O€VpO, 72'-376, 319 have Kat 7rOP€VOV, Origen IV:346 has Kat Cx7rEA()€,

the margin of 55 has Kat U?rCX'}'€, and the margin of 15 has Kat EA()e. 364 This evidence

seems to indicate a wider concern with providing a verb here (it could also indicate

dissatisfaction with O€VpO as a verb). If we take the LXX textual evidence together with

the evidence of Pseudo-Jonathan and Acts 7:3, we see a general desire to provide the

sentence with a verb at this point, an alteration which makes the sentence read better.

Acts 7:3, Pseudo-Jonathan and the LXX textual tradition are all likely witnesses to this

general desire. Would O€UpO, however, be a word which would have sprung to a scribe's

mind as functionally eqivalent to a verb in this context? In the LXX it is often used

more as a hortatory adverb, often translating the imperative of :r~iJ as a hortatory or

introductory word (e.g., Gen. 31:44; 37:13; III Kgdms. [I Kings] 1:13; IV Kgdms. [II

Kings] 14:8); sometimes the imperative of N1J in a similar hortatory fashion (e.g., II

Kgdms. [II Sam.] 13:11); and sometimes the LXX adds it to the translation of the

Hebrew imperative as a further hortatory expression (e.g., Gen. 24:31). Sometimes,

however, it does appear to be used for the infinitive or imperative of :r '2 iJ in a context

which implies actual "going" or "coming" (e.g., Ju. 18: 19 in Vaticanus; Num. 10:29;

I Kgdms. [I Sam.] 17:44; IV Kgdms. [II Kings] 10: 16). The combination of O€UPO fie;

364GottLXX1, Gen. 12:1.
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is also found, for example, in III Kgdms. 1:53.365 However, by far the most common

septuagintal rendering in such a context would be eiCTEAOe ei~ or 7ropevov ei~.

The LXX evidence appears to be amenable to two conclusions. First of all, oeupo

would have been a possible choice to supply the lack of a verb in Gen. 12: 1 in the LXX.

If a translator or scribe had wanted to make up this lack he could have chosen oevpo.

Secondly, however, the word is not so common in this context,366 and a preference for

7ropeuov or EAOe7e would be natural. Hence the presence of oeupo in such a wide range

of LXX mss would seem to point to a very early tradition containing oeupo which was

then replaced by a verb in a number of later witnesses.

Turning to Acts, we need to ask whether Luke could have introduced the word.

Richard, as we have seen, thinks it quite possible that the author of the Stephen speech

introduced oeupo to create a better parallelism.367 It is unquestionable that the insertion

of oeupo creates a better parallelism; it is, however, very questionable indeed whether

the author would choose oeiJpo to create this parallelism. Luke tends to use the

imperative of 7rOpeVOILm or epxolLcXL for the imperative "go" or "come. "368 Although

oeupo is found in the NT in the sense of the imperative of "go" or "come" (only certainly

in John 11:43 [cf. Ignatius, Romans 7:12]; Rev. 17:1 and 21:9 may be hortatory

365See BAG, 175; BDF, 183-184; BDB, 234.

366Aevpo would not have been a natural choice to translate the Aramaic imperative verb ';J", either.

367Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 42.

368Compare e.g., M&G (383-384, 385-386, 840-841) with e.g., J. Strong (The Exhaustive Concordance of the
Bible [Nashville: Abingdon, 1890 (reprinted 1975)] 205, 397).
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particles),369 Luke only uses it twice (not counting the passage under discussion). He

uses the word once, in common with Matthew and Mark (Luke 18:22 = Matt. 19:21;

Mark 10:21), in a passage which is likely Markan in origin.370 Again the word is

found in Acts 7:34, in a citation of Ex. 3: 10. The latter citation will be dealt with

below; however for the purposes of this examination of Acts 7:3, I will just note that

D€UPO is well attested for the LXX of Ex. 3: 10,371 and Luke employs it in his citation.

Thus one can conclude that Luke does not use the word outside of material which he has

taken almost verbatim from a source. Furthermore, in both Luke 18:22 and Acts 7:34

(and, incidentally, in Ex. 3:10 LXX) O€vPO clearly functions as a hortatory or

introductory word, not as a literal imperative for "come" or "go." Hence Luke only uses

the word in an introductory, hortatory sense, never in the sense found in Acts 7:3.

Therefore, we may conclude that it is quite unlikely that Luke would have used this word

on his own (given the differences in the use of the word it is unlikely that 7:3 was made

to parallel 7:34).

It is very likely, therefore, that Luke used D€VPO in Acts 7:3 because he found it

in his version of Gen. 12: 1. Given the evidence of the LXX for an early tendency to add

a verb to the text, and the apparent preference for OEVPO in LXX texts of Gen. 12: 1 as

a functional equivalent to a verb, it appears that Luke found O€VPo in his copy of the

LXX.

369See BAG, 175.

37lSee Schramm, 142; Fitzmyer, Luke (X-XXIV), 1196; and my discussion above.

371See GottLXX2,1, Ex. 3:10.
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Turning now to the NT textual issues surrounding Acts 7:3, the first noteworthy

point is, as Wilcox has pointed out, that Codex Bezae (D) substitutes (b"o for EK before

T'ije;; '}'jje;; (]OV (point [3]). What makes this interesting is that Metzger has concluded that

in most cases in Acts 7 Bezae is in the habit of conforming the citations to the LXX,372

and in this case Bezae deviates from the LXX. This leads Wilcox to suppose that Bezae

may preserve a more primitive form of the citation at this point, while the readings with

EK could be due to assimilation to the LXX. 373 It seems, however, very unlikely that

only D would preserve the original reading for this passage. Such thoroughgoing

assimilation is highly unlikely, especially in view of the fact that B, for example, which

reads EK here, is not noted for assimilation to the LXX in Acts 7.374 There seems little

to commend &11"0 as original in 7:3. Wilcox's offhand suggestion of the possibility of

carelessness in D is not without merit.375

The omission of EK before Tjje;; (]V'}''}'EPEicx.<; aou (point [4]) is reasonably well

attested (EK is omitted in both B and D). In fact the 25th edition of the Nestle text

follows B and D here,376 while NestleAland26 and UBSGNT3 follow the other

witnesses.377 Richard, however, considers the ms evidence for the omission of EK to

3~etzger, Textual Commentary, 342-343.

373Wl1cox, Semitisms, 26.

374Ropes, 60--6l.

37SWilcox, Semitisms, 26.

376NestleAland25, Acts 7:3.

377NestleAland26, Acts 7:3; UBSGNT3, Acts 7:3.
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be not particularly compelling. He notes that the Latin column of D supports the LXX

reading, while the Coptic mss are divided (Sahidic supports the omission while Bohairic

reads EK).378 For Vaticanus (B), Richard notes that it departs from the LXX in twelve

out of seventeen instances in Acts 7, and concludes that it is "especially tendentious in

that regard. "379 But one might ask what the basis is for this tendency. Why should

B move away from the LXX? While assimilation to the LXX is common in the ms

tradition, there seems no good reason, outside of stylistic or doctrinal considerations,

why a ms would move away from the LXX form.

In fact, the omission of EK at this point may be due to stylistic pruning, and not

to any tendencies in particular texts. The removal of the second EK in Acts 7:3,

especially in concert with the removal of KOll €K TOU OiKOV TOU 7l"OlTpOe; (Jou would serve

to create a more clear parallelism between the single €K before rije; 'Yr,e; (Jov and the

single de; before T~P 'YilP ~P Cxv (JOt oei~w. Thus "out of your land" strikingly parallels

"into the land which I will show you." This stylistic alteration could be scribal, but it

is more likely Lukan, in view of the evident parallelism throughout the speech.380

Hence it seems likely that Luke removed the second EK for stylistic reasons, and that

many later copyists reinserted it to assimilate the citation to the LXX. 381

378Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 43 n. 27.

379Jbid, 152; he similarly characterizes D as tendentious in deviating from the LXX, contrary to the analysis of
Metzger (Textual Commentary, 342-343).

380See Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 42.

381See Ibid (43), where Richard notes that "assimilation to the LXX Vorlage cannot be dismissed as a possible
explanation. "
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The omission of n7V before rTF' (point [5]) by the majority text (as opposed to p74,

~, A, B, C, D, E, '1', 1175, etc.)/82 seems at first glance to be a case of haplography

based on the similar endings of n7V and r17V. The strong attestation for the presence of

the article also makes it likely that the omission is secondary. What makes the omission

interesting, however, is that it is also rather well attested in the LXX of Gen. 12: 1.383

The absence of n7V in later LXX mss suggests that perhaps the later mss of the NT

assimilated the Acts citation to the LXX as witnessed in the later LXX mss at this point,

or, perhaps, that the later LXX mss were assimilated to Acts (although the reason for

such assimilation is unclear). It is perhaps better to assume that haplography has

occurred in both the LXX and the NT fiSS traditions. In any case, the presence of the

article appears to be original.

In summary, therefore, most of the divergences from the LXX appear to be

explainable either from the LXX textual tradition or from redactional activity by the

author of the Stephen speech. Dependence on the tradition behind the Targum of

Pseudo-Jonathan is unlikely, although a similar, somewhat expansionist tendency has

likely affected the ms of the LXX that Luke is using.

382See NestleAland26, Acts 7:3.

383See GottLXXl, Gen. 12:1.
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b. Acts 7:5 = Deut. 2:5; Gen. 17:8 (12:7; 13:15; 15:2, 18; 17:8; 24:7; 48:4)

Acts 7:5 appears to be either a passage composed by the author with certain OT

allusions embedded in it,384 or an extremely complicated combined quotation.

UBSGNT lists the following OT passages as possible sources for Acts 7:5: Deut. 2:5;

Gen. 12:7; 13: 15; 15:2,18; 17:8; 24:7; 48:4. 385 The first part of Acts 7:5 ("yet he

gave him no inheritance in it, not even a foot's length") appears to have some relation

to Deut. 2:5 ("for I will not give you any of their land, no, not so much as for the sole

of the foot to tread on"), especially the phrase ouoe {3ij/-,cx 7r006~, which appears verbatim

from the Deuteronomy passage, and which is unique in the LXX to that passage.386

A number of commentators are reluctant to call this a citation, however, considering the

phrase more of a biblical reminiscence. 387 Richard, on the other hand, argues

strenuously for "an actual citation," arguing that the structure of Acts 7:5a is that of

Deut. 2:5. He argues that KCXt OUK €OWK€V CXUTiiJ in Acts 7:5a reflects the phrase au 'Yap

p.~ ow u/-,iv in Deut. 2:5, with certain grammatical changes required by the context of the

citation in the speech.388

384Note that there is no introductory fonnula indicative of a direct citation, and the OT referent is very difficult
to ascertain with any certainty (see the discussion below).

385UBSGNT3, Acts 7:5.

386See e.g., Bruce, Acts (1951),162; Cadbury and Lake, 71; Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 45-47; "Acts 7," 197-198;
Wilcox, Semitisms, 27; Conzelman, Acts, 52.

387See e.g., Cadbury and Lake, 71; Bruce, Acts (1951), 162; Conzelman, Acts, 52; Haenchen, Acts, 278; see
also Mare, 9 n. 52.

388Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 46-47; "Acts 7," 197-198.
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Also taking Acts 7:5a as a citation of Deut. 2:5, Wilcox considers it to be non-

septuagintal, based both on the grammatical alterations and on the presence of

KA:YJPOVOP,LCXV, a word not evidenced in the LXX of this verse or paralleled in the

MT.389 He notes, however, that the SP and SPTar. also insert a similar word

(il\Dl"/ilnl"), which may indicate some sort of dependence.390 But Richard points out

that both the Old Latin and the Ethiopic have equivalents for KA'Y]POVOJ.LLCXV at this point

in Deut. 2:5, making the sentence read "I will not give you any of their land for an

inheritance. "391 Of most importance, he says, however, is the Syriac version, which

also contains an equivalent word (ywnn').392 He argues that the latter is significant

because the Syriac of Acts 7:5 has little in common with the Syriac of Deut. 2:5, thus,

as he says, "ruling out mutual influence. "393 He argues that a Samaritan solution to

the problem ignores the full weight of the textual attestation, which would rather support

the suggestion that Luke had at his disposal a Greek ms which contained such a

reading.394

Certainly Richard has demonstrated the presence of a tendency, at least in the

versions, to add the concept of "inheritance" to Deut. 2:5a, but there is no known LXX

389According to Wucox (Semitisms, 27); the MT does, however, have ilW-:P later in the verse.

39OJbid; see also "Old Testament," 1-41; Scobie, "Origins," 394; Spiro, 285; Scroggs, 192; Scharlemann, 38
39; Gaston, No Stone on Another, 157.

391Richard, "Acts 7," 198; see also GottLXX3,2 and BrookeMacLean, Deut. 2:5.

mRichard, "Acts 7," 198; see also BHS, Deut. 2:5.

39'3Richard, "Acts 7," 198-199.

394Ibid, 199; Acts 6:1-8:4, 47; see also Pummer, "Samaritan Pentateuch," 143; "New Evidence," 98-117.
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ms which supports such a reading. Hence we are left with a hypothetical LXX Vorlage

which Luke used and which contained the word KA:qpollop.iorll. Another possibility that

has been suggested is influence from the word KA~P'i' in the latter part of Deut. 2:5.395

In favour of this view is the fact that the two words are practically synonyms in the LXX

(although not absolutely equivalent).396 Certainly a copyist, or in the case of the

versions, perhaps a translator, could have attempted to balance the two parts of the verse,

making it read: "I will not give you any of their land as an inheritance ... because I

have given Mount Seir to Esau as an inheritance." This would explain the presence of

"inheritance" in SP, SPTar., Old Latin, Ethiopic, and Syriac; however, in view of the

lack of Greek evidence, such a solution must remain speculative for Luke's Vorlage.

On the other hand, Richard argues that it may equally well have been Luke

himself who transferred the term from the latter part of Deut. 2:5 to the former part of

the verse, changing the form of the word in accordance with his synonymous use of

KA'ijpoC; and KA'1}pOlJop.l,a. 397 How likely is such a solution? Luke tends to use KA'ijpoC;

slightly more often than KA'1}pOpop.l,a (the former six times; the latter three times, not

including Acts 7:5), although the difference in frequency does not appear significant

(especially as KA'ijpOC; in Luke 23:34 and Acts 1:26 has an altogether different

connotation). Similarly, the difference in meaning for Luke does not appear particularly

significant for these two terms, beyond the connotation of "lot" occasionally for KA'ijpOC;.

395Soo Mare, 9 n. 32; Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 47 n. 40; "Acts 7," 198 n. 33; Richard rejects this argument.

396Foerster, "KA~PO~," TDNT 3 (1965) 759-760.

397Soo Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 47; Mare, 9 n. 32.
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The latter usage of the word does not) however) appear to be a significant enough reason

for its alteration to Kf..:r,poJJop,iex in the present context. In fact, if KAf/poJJop,ia in Acts 7:5

indeed reflects the occurrence of KA~POC; in the latter part of Deut. 2:5 LXX, there is no

logical reason why Luke would have changed KA~POC; to KAf/p0JJop,ia •

It is not entirely clear, however) that the reference to Deut. 2:5 in Acts 7:5 is a

citation at all. Certainly the phrase ovo'E (3~p,ex 1ro06C; points unequivocally to the LXX

of Deut. 2:5, as the wording is unique to this septuagintal passage. 398 But Albert

Wifstrand has pointed out that Luke often uses phrases unique to the LXX in passages

where he is not making a direct citation.399 Therefore) it is not enough in a Lukan

context to point to the reproduction of a unique OT phrase in order to indicate a definite

citation.

By far the most telling evidence against a direct citation at this point is the fact

that Deut. 2:5 simply has nothing whatever to do with the context of Acts 7:5) or, for

that matter) with the following citation from Genesis. The context of Acts and Genesis

deals with the possession of Canaan by Abraham (Genesis) or his descendants (Acts»)

while Deut. 2:5 deals with a prohibition to the children of Israel, upon entering Canaan,

from provoking the Edomites) as Mt. Seir was given to Esau, not to Israel. In fact)

398Richard, "Acts 7," 198.

3~ifstrand, "Lukas och Septuaginta," 249, 250, 252, 254: e.g., Luke 9:51, ,,~, ~VTO~ TO 1rPO(JW1rO/l

Ell1f,PU1E/I TOU 1ropaJE(JO~L Ei~ 'IEPov(J~AijJ(-only similar expression in LXX II Kgdms. 17:11; Acts 16:28,
E<ptJ/lT}(JE/I OE J(E"(aAV <pw/lij-found only in LXX Dan. 5:7 in pre-Christian Greek literature; Luke 21:38, WpOPL~E/I

1rpo~-verb found only in LXX, with 1rpOr; in Ps. 62:2; Acts 5:4, E80v E/I rij ,,~po[~-only found in LXX, and in
only a couple of places, e.g., I Kgdms. 29:10. This observation has implications as well for Luke's knowledge of
the LXX, since it is hard to imagine his reproduction of such isolated LXX phrases without being thoroughly
familiar with the LXX.
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there is no explicit reference in the OT to Abraham himself being refused a possession

in the land of Canaan. It appears that the author has inferred that Abraham did not

possess a portion of the land from the subsequent history of Abraham in the OT. A

proof-text citation for this idea, however, is not to be found, and Deut. 2:5 certainly

provides none. The fact that Deut. 2:5 is completely unconcerned with the promise of

the land of Canaan or with the promise to Abraham4
°O makes the verse an unlikely

candidate for a proof-text citation.401

It seems more likely that the reference to Deut. 2:5 is a mere verbal allusion,

rather than a citation.402 As he does often, Luke apparently has simply reproduced a

Biblical expression in his work, which need not have any particular links to the point he

is trying to make.403 Hence, I would argue that the presence of K":1JpOvopia in Acts

7:5a is probably simply due to Luke's argument, rather than evidence of such a reading

in the text of Deut. 2:5. Similarly KaL OUK €OWK€V aUTc{J in Acts 7:5 need have no

relation to ou 'Yap J.L1] ow VJ.LLV in Deut. 2:5. On the other hand, although only an

allusion, this passage does have value as evidence regarding the text Luke used,404 as

4OONote that there is no mention of Abraham or his "seed," which is the major idea of the early part of Acts 7.

40IWhile it is certainly not unheard of in the NT for a writer to use an OT citation out of context in making his
point, one could argue that there are usually conceptual links between the argument and the citation (see e.g.,
discussion in Longenecker [Biblical Exegesis, 80-104]; see also Goppelt, ~, 17-18; Dodd, According to the
Scriptures, 18; Hanson, 78; Bovon, 92-94).

402Jn agreement with, e.g., Cadbury and Lake (71), Bruce (Acts [1951], 278), Conzelman (Acts, 52),
Haenchen (Acts, 278), and Emerton (284).

403For Luke's tendency in this regard in Acts 7, see Dahl ("Story of Abraham," 142-143); for Luke-Acts as a
whole, see Wifstrand ("Lukas och Septuaginta," 243-262).

404Against Emerton (284).
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the singular phrase ovo'E l3iJJ.1.a 'KoMe; points clearly to a familiarity with the LXX of

Deuteronomy.

Turning now to the rest of the verse, commentators are again divided as to

whether or not this is indeed a citation.405 It is hardly a direct citation, as there is no

introductory formula, and furthermore, it is difficult to determine exactly which OT

passage is meant. While most commentators consider the reference to be to Gen.

17:8,406 it seems that Gen. 48:4 provides the most comprehensive account of the

elements in Acts 7:5b, with less necessary omissions than 17:8.407 On the other hand,

48:4 is not a direct speech to Abraham, as the context in Acts 7 would imply, but is a

statement by Jacob regarding God's promise to him (cf. 48:3). Hence, I will use Gen.

17:8 as the starting point for this investigation.

There is a textual problem as well in Acts 7:5b. While mss B, C, D, 36, 104,

614, 1241, etc. read avr'iJ Eie; KarcXOXECTtV avr~v,408 mss p74, ~, A, E, if, 33, 323, 945,

1175, 1739, 2495, etc. read avrr,v Eie; KarcXOXEULII avr'iJ.409 There is little to choose

between the ms evidence for these two readings; however the difference in word order

produces a more difficult reading for the former than the latter. As the word order

4OSE.g., arguing for an actual citation: Conzeiman (Acts, 52), Bruce (Acts [1951], 162-163), Holtz (114),
Richard (Acts 6:1-8:4, 48); arguing for a free composition by the author of Acts 7: Cadbury and Lake (71),
Haenchen (Acts, 279). E. Preuschen (Die Apostelgeschichte [HNT; Tiibingen: Mohr, 1912] 279).

406E.g., Bruce, Acts (1951), 162; Conzeiman, Acts, 52; Holtz, 114; Haenchen, Acts, 279; Clarke, 88.

407Richard (Acts 6:1-8:4, 46) sees the citation as a combination of Gen. 17:8 and 48:4 + 15:2.

40lYfhe Syriac version has the equivalent here as well.

409See NestleAland26, Acts 7:5.
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would more likely have been corrected to read more easily, it is the former reading that

I will adopt here.410

If we accept Gen. 17:8 as the OT reference, the divergences from the LXX are

as follows: (1) €7r1'J'Y"{ELAa:ro is inserted after the initial KOlt; (2) OW(TW (TO~ becomes

OOUllOl~ OlUT(lJ; (3) Ei~ KOlT£xUXeow appears to have been moved from the end of the verse

and inserted after oovvcn Olirr(lJ; (4) the adjective Oliwvwv relating to KOl'TaUXE(f~V is

omitted; (5) OlirrYW is inserted before KOlt 'T(lJ (f7r€pp.Oln; (6) the second person singular

possessive pronoun (TOU after (T7r€pp.an is changed to third person singular aUTov; (7)

P.ETCx (JE becomes p.e'T' av'Tov; (8) the words 7"1,11 ,,{11V, ~1I 7rapo~K€i~, 7rCx(Tall 7"1,v 'Y11v

Xowaall have been omitted; (9) the final words of Gen. 17: 8, KaL E(fop.a~ aUTo~ e€6~,

have been omitted; (10) the words OUK OV'TO~ OlU'T(lJ 'T€KlIOU have been added to the end of

the passage.

Although these differences seem thoroughgoing enough to question the LXX

source for this passage, even Holtz has concluded that the citation is septuagintal, with

the alterations having been necessitated by its context in the Stephen speech.411

Redactional considerations, in fact, seem to have played a major role in the formation

of Acts 7:5b. 'E7r1'J'Y'YELAa'TO (point [1]) is inserted to introduce the OT reference. The

change from second person to third person (in points [2], [6], [7]), is consistent with the

reference to Abraham in the third person in Acts 7. The insertion of aurrjll (point [5])

not only refers back to the Tqll 'Y1111 'TauT1'JlI of v. 4, but also summarizes the omission of

410See also Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 48 n. 41; Cadbury and Lake, 7l.

411Holtz, 114. He regards this as a direct citation.
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riJv yijv, 1}v 1rapOtK€'i~, 1r&aav riJv 'Y~V Xavaav (point [8]).412 The relocation of €i~

KaTaox€atV from the end of the passage to after oouvat aUTci> (point [3]) is, as noted by

Richard, likely owing to the author's use of parallelism in this speech. Thus the word

order of 5b is related intimately to that of 5a: Kat OUK EOWK€V / aUTifl / KAfJpOvop.iav /

tvavrij = Kat €7rYJ'Y'Y€iAaTo oovvm / aUTifl/ €i~ KaTaox€atV / aiJT~v + Kat Tifl a1rEpp.an

aUTov P.€T' aUTOv.413

Aiwvwv (point [4]) and Kat Eaop.aL aVTo'i~ (}€O~ (point [9]) may have been omitted

simply because the author of the speech considered them irrelevant to his purpose, or the

omissions may reflect polemical considerations on the part of the author. Although it has

often been argued that polemical considerations are not present in the speech until at least

7:35,414 Richard argues that the whole of v. 5 ("God did not give . .. ") is "a polemical

statement in direct response to the ending of v. 4 (the land where the audience of the

speech dwells). "415 While Richard's analysis seems a bit tenuous, one could argue that

in omitting the above-mentioned phrases from his citation the author is polemicising

against Jewish nationalist sentiments regarding the land and exclusivity regarding the

worship of God, as well as indicating that in subsequent history the Jews repudiated their

relationship to God. This, however, seems too much to read into a couple of omissions.

4l2See Ibid.

413Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4,48, see also pp. 173-174,183-184.

414E.g., Dibelius, Studies, 167.

415Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 183.
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I am inclined, rather, to view the omissions as owing to their perceived irrelevance to

the purpose of the speech:H6

The final phrase, OUK OIlTO<; aur~ T€KPOV (point [10]), has been inferred from the

context in Genesis, and thus added here. Richard suggests that this phrase is a "free

quotation" of Gen. 15:2, ri ftOL OWC1€L<;; f'¥W oE Cx1rOAV0ftaL exT€KIIO<;.417 But this seems

much too free to be a quotation, or even a verbal allusion for that matter. If Acts had

used exT€KPO<;, we could, perhaps, consider it at least a verbal allusion, as exrEKlIo<; is not

found in the NT outside Luke (Luke 20:28-29), and in the LXX sporadically enough

(only five times) to warrant the conclusion of a reference here to a particular OT

passage.418 But as it stands, I fail to see any conclusive evidence for dependency on

Gen. 15:2.

Although Richard has strongly argued that Acts 7:5b is an explicit citation of Gen.

17:8 (with 48:4), this passage is better characterised as an allusion, or perhaps a

paraphrase.419 Richard bases his argument on the observation that Acts 7:5b shares

with Gen. 17:8 (and 48:4) five distinct elements, although not their order: OiOWj.J.L, two

4160ne could, perhaps, argue that the omitted words, if included, would have had a detrimental effect on the
progress of the argument of the speech. Thus the use of CtiWPlOP in Gen. 17:8 underlines the possession of the
land as the goal of patriarchal history (see W. Brueggemann, The Land: Place as Gift. Promise. and Challenge in
Biblical Faith [OBT; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1977] 22; Rendtorff, The Old Testament: An Introduction
[philadelphia: Fortress, 1986] 137), while for the author of the speech, the goal of history is the coming of the
"Righteous One" (v. 52), in accordance with the idea that God's people should not be tied to any particular spot
(see e.g., Bruce, Acts [1951], 161). Similarly, KetL EUOJ.tCtL CtilTOU; ge6<; could conceivably tie the worship of God
to the possession of the land, which the author of the speech does not wish to do.

417Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 46, 48.

418See M&G, 119; Hatch and Redpath, 1. 175; BAG, 119.

419See Koch, 15-16.
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indirect objects (Abraham and his seed after him), the land as the direct object, and dr;

KOIraoxeow. 420 His argument is persuasive that Gen. 17:8 (or 48:4) is the aT passage

in view, and that the reference to it in Acts 7:5 is more than a reminiscence, but that it

is an explicit citation is contradicted by the placing of Acts 7:5b into indirect speech

(e.g., OOUIIOIL, point [2]), thereby making v. 5 an integral part of the narrative of the

speech. Furthermore, as noted, there is no introductory formula in this verse, and no

implication of a direct citation of a particular aT passage.421 Rather, the verse appears

as simply a part of the descriptive narrative. In fact, as the above discussion has shown,

the citation has been so heavily redacted into the narrative that only the broad outlines

(Richard's five elements) of the aT passage have remained. Such a free use of an aT

passage is certainly less than an explicit citation, I would argue, but more than a

reminiscence. Rather, it is an extended allusion, or, more accurately, a paraphrase, in

which the passage is verbally connected to its aT counterpart, but not explicitly

cited.422 Thus, the elements from the aT passage are weaved with elements of its own

narrative structure.

Before leaving Acts 7:5 there is one more point which needs to be considered.

Holtz finds the use of the word KOIraOXHJLr; surprising here.423 The word is only found

in the NT in Acts: certainly in Acts 7:5 and 45, and in the D text of 13:33 and 20: 16.

42'1Uchard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 48.

421Cf. Ibid, 202-203.

422See Koch, 15.

423Holtz, 114.
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In our passage, as noted, the word indicates "possession," similarly in the D text of

13:33 (cf. also addition to the Harclean Syriac version)424 and in I Clement 36:4 the

word means "possession. "425 The latter texts are both dependent on Ps. 2:8 LXX:

a'irrwcn 7rap' ep.ov, Kat OWUW UOt 'U)V1/ ri]v KA:qpoVOp,l.all UOU Kat 77,11 KaraOXEULlI UOU ra

7rEpara rile; ')'11e;. Again, in the LXX generally the word means "possession".426

Similarly in T. Benj. 10:4 the meaning is the same.427 The D text of Acts 20: 16 (also

equivalent in [gig] and the VUlgate),42S however, uses the word with an entirely

different connotation: J.1.1J7rOrE "/EviJ071 aimi> KcxraOXEuu; ne; (replacing 07rWe; J.1.1J 'YEv71rcxt

aimi> XPollorpt{3r,Uat) , "in order that he might experience no delay. "429 The latter

meaning for the term ("holding back," "restraining") is to be found also in secular

Greek.430 But what is really surprising is the use of KaraOXEUte; in Acts 7:45. There

the phrase Ell r?j KaraOXEUEt is normally translated "dispossessing" (NASB) or "when

they dispossessed" (RSV), although other translations appear as well (e.g., "took" [NIY],

"took over" [TEV], "conquered" [JB], etc.). The precise meaning as given by BAG is

424See NestleAland26, Acts 13:33, and p. 57",

425Cf. translation of I Clement 36:4 by C. C. Richardson (Early Christian Fathers [New York: Macmillan,
1970] 60): "to keep"; and that of M. Staniforth (Early Christian Writings: The Apostolic Fathers
[Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin, 1968] 42): "possession"; see also BAG, 420.

426See BAG, 420.

4Z7See APOT, 2. 359.

428See NestleAland26, Acts 20:16.

429J'ranslation from BAG, 420.

430See Ibid.
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would suggest that it comes about through the influence of the aT itself, specifically the

LXX.

In summary then, I find little support for the contention that Acts 7:5 represents

a combined citation.435 Rather, it consists of a verbal allusion to Deut. 2:5 and a

paraphrase of Gen. 17:8. I also find little support for a Jewish Greek tradition

underlying Acts 7:5, other than LXX Genesis. 436 Rather, the supposed traditional

elements can be explained through reference to the LXX. Although the aT references

are allusions and not citations, there is enough evidence to support a septuagintal origin

for the aT material (especially the use of OUDE (3ill),(~ 7ro06C; and KOlTCtO)(€ULlJ). As the aT

material is heavily redacted into the narrative structure of the speech itself, I would

conclude that the author of the speech is the one who made the above allusions to the aT

and redacted them. Absence of traditional elements which are not accountable by

reference to the LXX point to Luke as the author here.

c. Acts 7:6-7 = Gen. 15:13-14 + Ex. 3:12 (+ Ex. 2:22?)

A combination of two aT passages appears in Acts 7:6-7. The combination

appears to work in the following manner: €UTotL TO U7r€P1J.Ol OlVTOV ••• E~€A€UUOlJTOl£ is

from Gen. 15: 13_14,437 while KOlt AOlTP€UUOUU£lJ 1J.0£ Ell TClJ T07r'll TOUT'll comes from Ex.

435Against Richard (Acts 6:1-8:4, 4fr48).

436Against Holtz (114-115).

437The introductory words EAlXA17U€P 010 OVT"'~ 0 8€o~ OTt probably reflect an introductory speech formula used by
the author of Acts 7 for his own redactional and structural reasons (Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 47, 202-203; Holtz, 116).
There are, however, some features which may point to some relation to Gen. 15:13, the LXX of which reads Kat

(continued...)
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3:12.438 Beginning with the first part of the passage, the deviations from the LXX are

as follows: (1) second person uou becomes third person cxurou; (2) 7rCtPOtKOV is inserted

before EV -yij; (3) €v -yij OVK iOLQ: becomes EV -yij aAAorpiQ:; (4) cxvrovt; after OOUAWUOVUtV

becomes cxuro; (5) CXU70Vt; after KCXKWUOUUtV is omitted; (6) the following KCXt

7CX7rEtVWUOVUtV cxurovt; is also omitted; (7) 7€7PCXKO(JtCX €7T/ becomes €7T/ 7€7PCXKOUtCX; (8)

70 OE '€(Jvot; becomes KCXt, 70 '€(Jvot;; (9) OOUA€VUWUtv becomes OOVA€UUOVUtV; (10) b (J€ot;

ei7r€V is inserted after KptVW E-yw; (11) jJ.€7Cx OE 7CXU7CX becomes KCXt jJ.€70! rcxv7cx; (12) WOE

jJ.€70! a7rOUKElJ'ijt; 7ro"AAilt; in Gen. 15: 14 is replaced by KCXt "ACX7P€UUOVUtV jJ.Ot EV 7~ 767r~

70U7~, presumably from Ex. 3: 12. There are also divergences from the LXX of Ex.

3: 12: (13) second person plural ACX7P€UU€7E becomes third person plural ACX7P€VUOVUtV;

(14) 74> (j€~ becomes jJ.Ot; (15) OPH becomes 767r~.

437(. ••continued)
EPpE871 1rPOC; •A{3pap. rtVWUKWV -YVWOTJ OTt . . . . If so, the divergences need to be explained. First of all, the LXX

diverges from the MT in translating lQ~"l with the aorist passive epPE871. At first glance, e"Aa"A7IUEV appears to be
a more suitable rendering of the Hebrew. But while this is so for the voice of the verb, it is not so for the verb

chosen, as lQWl is generally rendered by a form of AE'¥W or Ei1roP (including epEw [ep&]), while "AaAEw usually

renders a form of l:;J!, and only occasionally a form of lQ~ (see Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 49 n. 46). Another
interesting point is that some mss of Acts almost seem to be correcting the introductory formula to the LXX. For
example, D and Irenaeus (Latin) add an indirect object 1rPOC; aitroJl, which would correspond to LXX 1rPOC; •A{3pap..
Similarly, mss p74, N, 'if, 104, and a few others add aVTijl, possibly for the same reason (see NestleAland26, Acts 7:6).
On the other hand, if these mss were trying to correct Acts 7:6 to the LXX, one wonders why they did not do so more
thoroughly, as the introductory words in Acts bear such little similarity to their LXX counterparts. It seems more
likely that certain Acts mss simply provided an indirect object for stylistic reasons. Again, the use of 0 eeoC; in Acts
7:6, as opposed to Gen. 15:13 LXX, is easily explained: in Genesis, that God was speaking can be inferred from the
context (e.g., vv. 8-9), but that inference is not so clear when the verse is taken, as in Acts, apart from its OT context
(even in the OT context many modem translations feel the need to add a subject, see NASB ["God"], RSV ["the
Lord"], JB ["Yahweh"], etc., contrary to both the LXX and MT). Finally, there is the question of the omission of
rLJl(~UKWP -YJlWU1J. This is not part of the introductory formula of Gen. 15:13 LXX, but rather part of the direct speech,
reflecting the Hebrew infmitive absolute construction Vl0 ~l ~ ("Know for certain"). The reason for this omission
appears to be that the words rtJlWUKWP -YJlWU1J in this context are indicative of direct speech, and the author of Acts
7 appears to cast this OT reference in indirect speech. Hence, even if one accepts a connection between the
introductory words of Acts 7:6 and Gen. 15:13, it seems that all of the departures from the LXX are due to redactional
considerations.

438Cf. UBSGNT3, Acts 7:6-7.
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The changes are so numerous that Conzelman, for example, sees only "echoes"

of Gen. 15:13-14, with an "expansion" from Ex. 3:12, along with a "touch" from Ex.

2:22 ("OTt 7rapou<6c; ei(J.L €JI ')'ii ixAAOTpiq.).439 Other commentators, however, consider

this passage a combined quotation.440 The numerous divergences from the LXX need

to be considered in relation to the function of the OT references in the speech of Acts

7, however, before we can comment on whether this is a direct citation, or an allusion.

The use of the third person exVTOV for second person (TOU (point [1]) seems to

indicate that the OT material has been placed in indirect speech in Acts 7:6. What is

interesting, however, is that in v. 7 the author apparently reverts to direct speech, with

the help of the inserted expression 0 (Jeoc; ei7rEV (point [10]).441 This is curious: not

only is the reversion from indirect to direct speech a rarity among Greek writers,442 but

this reversion occurs in the midst of the citation (if it is a citation) of Gen. 15:13-14,

occurring at the break between vv. 13 and 14. Cadbury argues that the author has begun

his citation in indirect speech and then reverts to direct speech by following his OT

model too closely.443 Richard, however, argues for direct speech throughout the

citation, stating that the change from (TOU to aVTov in v. 6 only indicates that Abraham

439Conzelman, Acts, 52.

440See e.g., Bruce, Acts (1951), 163; Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 49-53; Holtz, 98; Clarke, 88; see also Cadbury
and Lake, 71-72; Haenchen, Acts, 279-280.

44ISee Cadbury, "Lexical Notes on Luke-Acts IV. On Direct Quotation, With Some Uses of on and ei," JBL
48 (1929) 416.

442Ibid, 415.

443Ibid, 416 n. 12.
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is being spoken about, rather than spoken to; a direct speech by God is still intended.

What has changed from Genesis is that God's speech is now addressed not to Abraham,

but to the audience. The latter point he finds demonstrated in the change of second

person plural A<XTP€VU€T€ to third person plural A<XrpevUOVUtV in v. 7 (point [13]), even

though that verse is clearly in direct speech, as evidenced in the change of T(i> (Je(i> to J.1,Ot

(point [14]).444 Holtz also thinks it is going too far to designate v. 6 as indirect

speech.445 Rather, he sees the change from UDV to <XUTOV as consistent with the author's

constant use of third person pronouns throughout the early part of Acts 7, and, like

Richard, he argues that the insertion of b (Je(x; Ei1rEV as paralleling similar speech

formulae throughout the speech.446

Gen. 15:13-14, however, is in the second person in both LXX and MT. Hence

the author of Acts 7 is clearly altering the OT language in incorporating this OT passage.

What is not clear is why he alters it. To simply say, with Holtz, that it is in conformity

to the use of the pronouns throughout Acts 7, fails to explain why there is this preference

for the third person in the speech. The answer is that the speech is a narrative, a style

in which usually the third person is used, and which often has instances of indirect

speech. Such a narrative style for the speech as a whole actually argues for indirect

speech in v. 6. In fact, as both Holtz and Richard apparently fail to realize, the one and

444Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 52-53.

445Holtz, 117 n. 2.

446lbid, 116-117; Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 52-53, 184; see also Dupont, "La structure oratore du discours
d'Etienne (Actes 7)," Bib 66 (1985) 164-166.
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only other occasion in the speech of Acts 7 where the pronouns are changed from second

to third person in reference to an OT passage is v. 5, which is in indirect speech. When

the author uses direct speech, even if he has been speaking in the third person, he reverts

to second person (cf. w. 3, 27-28, 33-34, etc.). Thus the most natural interpretation of

the third person pronouns in v. 6 would be as indicative of indirect speech.

Furthermore, while, as Richard suggests,447 0 (Jeoc; ei'1l"ev (point [10]) may

indeed parallel the use of A.€'YEL KVPWC; in v. 48, it is, however, not an exact parallel. In

the latter verse, AE'YEL KVPWC; is part of the OT passage which is cited (although

rearranged), while in v. 7 0 (Jeoc; ei'1l"ev is inserted into the OT passage. While it may

have been inserted as a parallel to 7:48, the parallel would have been clearer if the same

phrase had been inserted in v. 7 as we fmd in v. 48.448 Since the author of Acts 7 did

not choose to parallel v. 48 exactly, perhaps such a parallel was not his concern. In any

case, there appears to be more to the insertion of 0 (Jeoc; ei'1l"ev than simply a wish for a

stylistic parallel. Again, although the phrase may have been simply inserted for

emphasis,449 Cadbury's conclusion that b (Jeoc; ei'1l"EV is used to aid the transfer from

indirect to direct speech and parallels the use of ,prwtv in Acts 25:4-5 is significant:

"Festus replied that Paul was being kept .. .. 'So,' said he [,p1Jofv], 'let the men of

447Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 184.

4481n fact, such a parallel does exist in the LXX textual tradition. The b family of texts adds A€'YH KVPWC; after
KPtVW E'YW (also IatQuodv Prom 1:18 [see GottLXX1, Gen. 2:14]). While the variant ei1rEV 0 ()eoc; as read by
Chrysostom II:890 is likely due to influence from Acts, this is less likely for Af'YEt KVPWC; (against Holtz [116]).

449J)upont, "La structure," 164.
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authority among you . . .'. "450 Since the switch from indirect to direct speech is an

oddity of sorts in Greek literature, and since in 24:4-5 Luke signals this change by the

insertion of an expression indicative of "saying, "451 it would seem that here in 7:6-7

we have another instance of a Lukan alteration from indirect to direct speech. But it is

probably wrong to attribute this change from indirect to direct speech to Lukan

carelessness in following his source too closely in v. 7.452 Rather, the insertion of ;,

8eo<; ei?rev, as well as the alteration of Tef> Oec{J to p,Ot (point [14]), emphasizing the direct

speech in v. 7,453 indicate that the change from indirect to direct speech is deliberate.

Therefore, we can conclude that the change from uov to aVTOV (point [1]), the

insertion of b Oea<; ei?rEv (point [10]), and the change of Tef> IJ€ef> to p,Ot (point [15]),454

all follow from the placing of part of the OT material in indirect speech, part in direct

speech.

Points (2) and (3), the insertion of 7rexPOtKOII Ell ~, and the change of Ell 'Y1i OUK

iD[~ to Ell 'Y1i &AAOTpi~,455 should be taken together, I think. Thus LXX EV 'Y1i OUK io[~

450Cadbury, "Lexical Notes," 416.

451See Ibid, 415-417.

452As does Cadbury (Ibid, 416 n. 2).

453Cf. Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 52-53; although Ex. 3:12 is in direct speech, God refers to himself in the third
person. The reason for this use of the third person in the OT context appears to be related to the identification of

God and Yahweh ("I am" il?iJN vv. 12, 14 in close proximity to "God" O"j))N) explicitly in this OT passage

(il ?iJN [Yahweh] is God's name-see e.g., R. A. Cole, Exodus: An Introduction and Commentary [TOTC 2;
Downers Grove, Ill.: Inter-Varsity, 1973] 68-69; R. E. Clements, Exodus [CaC; Cambridge: University, 1972]
20-21,23; G. Quell, "KVPWC;: C. The Old Testament Name for God," TDNT 3 [1965] 1071-1072; but cf. Noth,
Exodus: A Commentary [OTL; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1962] 42).

454As well as the omission of the introductory words rm;'UKWJI 'YJlWU'TJ (see above, n. 437).

455As well as, perhaps, the elimination of 1rCtPOtKOJl from the introductory words.
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becomes 7rapoL/wlI Ell 'Y~ aAAOTptCj.. The two meanings are almost the same: Gen.

15: 13, "in a land not their own"; Acts 7:6, "a sojourner in a foreign land." While Holtz

argues that the substitution is made on stylistic grounds alone, with perhaps a

reminiscence of the language of Exodus (e.g., 2:22; 18:3),456 Richard argues that Ex.

2:22 is cited specifically by the author of Acts 7.457 In support of this we may note

that outside Ex. 2:22 and 18:3, aAAoTpwC; is only found together with 'Yi1 in Ps. 137:4

(136:4 LXX); Baruch 3:10; I Macc. 6:13; 15:33,458 and 7rapOLKOll, aAAoTpwC; and 'Yr,

are only found together in Ex. 2:22 and 18:3. As well, the expression used in Acts 7:6

is almost identical with LXX Ex. 2:22: 7rapOLKOC; eiILL Ell 'Y1i aAAoTptCj.. Hence, clearly

we have here a reference to the Exodus tradition.

But there are considerations which make a direct citation of Ex. 2:22 (or 18:3)

unlikely. First of all, as I have previously noted, the [mdings of Wifstrand demonstrate

that a replication of an odd septuagintal phrase does not prove that it is an explicit

citation.459 Secondly, while there is a conceptual link between Gen. 15: 13 and Ex.

2:22, in that the former passage, one of the "pivotal sayings" of the OT,460 predicts a

time of sojourning for the descendants of Abraham and the latter does speak of much the

456Holtz, 116-117.

457Richard, Acts 6: 1-8:4, 49-51.

458See Holtz, 117 n. 1.

459See Wifstrand, "Lukas och Septuaginta," 243-262.

460JGdner, Genesis: An Introduction and Commentary (TOTC 1; Downers Grove, Ill.: Inter-Varsity, 1967)
125.
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same thing in the folk-etymology of the name Gershom (from oW l.:l), 461 in fact the

link is tenuous, since the Gershom passage relates directly to Moses' being a sojourner

(?rapolxov) in the land of Midian.462 Moses' sojourn is specifically referred to in Acts

7:29; and, as Richard indicates, the latter passage alludes to Ex. 2:22 in this description

of Moses, rightly understanding ?rapoLKov in Ex. 2:22 of Moses' stay in Midian, not of

the Israelites' stay in Egypt.463 Hence it is unlikely that Acts 7:6 directly cites the

same verse incorrectly of Abraham's descendants in general. It appears, rather, that the

link between Acts 7:6 and Ex. 2:22 is merely linguistic, brought about by the use of

?rapoLKov in both Gen. 15: 13 and Ex. 2:22. The occurrence of ?rapoLKov in Gen. 15: 13

has apparently called to the mind of the author of Acts 7 the language of Ex. 2:22,

whence he (perhaps unconsciously) adapted the phrase ?rapoLKov €V )'1i a.AAOTpi~.

Therefore, I do not think that we have a citation of Ex. 2:22 in Acts 7:6, but rather a

reference to Gen. 15: 13 coloured by the language of Ex. 2:22 (in agreement with Holtz

and Conzelman).464

The rest of the divergences from the LXX in Acts 7:6-7 can be explained on

textual, stylistic and thematic grounds. Turning first to textual issues, the change of TO

of: eOvoc; to Kat TO '€Ovoc; (point [8]) is reasonably well attested in the LXX textual

461See Clements, 17; Cole, 61.

462See Clements, 17.

463See Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 86.

464See Holtz, 116-117; Conzelman, Acts, 52.
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tradition for Gen. 15: 14 (C "413, b, n),465 and Holtz argues that this LXX reading

could easily have come about without influence from Acts.466 Given the strong LXX

attestation, it is not too much to suggest that the reading with KCXt may have been found

in the author's LXX ms. The change of JJ.ETa Of TCXVTCX to KCXt JJ.ETa TCXVTCX (point [11]),

however, is not so well attested in the LXX (only 54, LaS, [sed hab Laa]).467 The

change from O€ to KCXt is somewhat strange stylistically for Luke as he generally alters

his sources from KCXt to oe. 468 Richard, however, has noted that the author of Acts 7

prefers KCXt to Of throughout the speech469 and has concluded that the alterations of both

TO 0(: €01l0C; and p.ETa 0(: TCXVTCX are stylistic alterations in accordance with the author's

tendencies.470 Although KCXt is more conspicuous than Of in the Stephen material,471

it is to be noted that this portion of Acts is filled with references to OT passages, and

465GottLXX1, Gen. 15:14.

466Holtz, 116; see also Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 52 n. 52.

467GottLXX1, Gen. 15:14.

468See Turner, Style, 57.

469Jn fact, throughout all of the Stephen material.

470Rjchard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 51-52.

471Especially when compared with the surrounding material (see Turner, Style, 58).
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may simply reflect the LXX use of KCXL.
472 But it seems most likely that Luke found

KCXL in both cases in his ms of the LXX.473

Point (9), the alteration of OOVAEUUWULlI to OOVAEUUOVULlI, can be explained on

textual grounds as well as stylistic. The indicative OOVAEVUOVULlI in Acts 7:7 is supported

by p74, A, C, D, and a few others, while the subjunctive is witnessed by pH, N, B, E,

'1', and the majority text. 474 Although both NestieAland26 and UBSGNT3 accept the

indicative as the original reading in Acts 7:7, both Richard and Holtz argue that the

attestation is better for the subjunctive.475 The two critical editions of the NT appear

to base their conclusion on the suggestion that codex D, which here is the primary

witness to the indicative, tends to assimilate to the LXX.476 Hence, if D shows the

indicative, contrary to the LXX, when according to its tendency it should show

4nSince Brodie has suggested that the content of the Stephen material is modelled on I Kings 21:8-13 ("The
Accusing and Stoning of Naboth," 419-420), and since it appears that Luke imitated the language of the LXX on
occasion (see e.g., Sparks, "St. Luke's Gospel," 134; "Acts," 22-26; Fitzmyer, Luke Q-IX), 123-125; Wifstrand,
"Lukas och Septuaginta," 243-262), one could argue that he has imitated the LXX predilection for KCtL here (it is
to be noted that Most [34-38] considers the use of apodeictic KCtt as an indicator of possible LXX imitation-cf.
Sparks ["Acts," 27] who argues that Luke had both literary and theological reasons for septuagintalizing more in
one section of his work, less than another). On the other hand, it needs to be noted that use of an aT model does
not necessitate the use of aT language. For example, while the story of Ananias and Saphira in Acts 5 is
considered to be modeled on the Achan story of Joshua 7 (see L. T. Johnson, The Literary Function of
Possessions in Luke-Acts [SBLDS 39; Missoula, Montana: Scholars, 1977] 205-206; Haenchen, Acts, 239; Bruce,
Acts [1965], 110; Conzelman, Acts, 37), there is no reflection of this in the use of KCtL and CE. Whether Luke has
septuagintalized in the Stephen material or not, however, a textual solution is to be preferred for the occurrence of
KCtL in Acts 7:6-7.

473If he had been using a source other than the LXX here, we would have expected him to have changed the
instances of KCtL noted here to of. in accordance with his general tendency (see Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 57).

474NestleAland26, Acts 7:7; Further evidence from the versions indicates that while the Sahidic Coptic supports
the indicative, the Vulgate, Bohairic, and the Latin column of codex D support the subjunctive (see Richard, Acts
6:1-8:4, 53 n. 56).

475Richard, Acts 6: 1-8:4, 53-54; Holtz, 115.

476gee Metzger, Textual Commentary, 342-343.
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subjunctive, then the indicative is likely the best reading. Both Ropes and Richard, on

the other hand, have concluded that the tendency of D to assimilate to the LXX is

dubious at best.477

There are other indications that the indicative is secondary in Acts 7: 7. First of

all, €av with the indicative never occurs elsewhere in the Stephen speech, and Luke only

uses it elsewhere in Luke 19:40.478 Furthermore, there appears to be no certain use

of the future indicative with €av in the NT.479 Hence it is an odd reading, certainly

not LUkan, nor characteristic of the Stephen speech, nor of NT Greek. Grammatically,

the subjunctive is better in a conditional relative clause, although the future indicative is

permissible,480 and, indeed, expresses "a future supposition with more probability. ,,481

It is also to be noted that there is a general tendency in the Koine to replace the

subjunctive with the indicative in future suppositional expressions,482 and Richard

argues that this tendency has likely affected some mss of Acts 7, producing the reading

477See Ropes, 60-61; Richard (Acts 6: 1-8:4, 152) fmds that D departs from the LXX in 11 out of 17 instances
in Acts 7. He notes also (Acts 6:1-8:4, 53 n. 56) that the Latin column of D differs from the Greek in supporting
the subjunctive, and thus lessens the importance of the Greek D reading (but cf. Haenchen, Acts, 53-55). As well,
Richard (Acts 6:1-8:4, 53 n. 56) questions the value of the other witnesses to the indicative, noting that C has
scribal inconsistencies, that the quality of the witness of p74 has not yet been determined, and that the Sahidic is
likely a translation of A (see also Metzger, "The Early Versions of the New Testament," Peake's Commentary on
the Bible red. M. Black and H. H. Rowley; London: Nelson, 1963] 673).

47SSee M&G (238) for the data. Even this reference, however, is doubtful as uncial mss 8, '1', 063, minuscule
familiesj andj3, and the majority text read subjunctive (NestleAland26, Luke 19:40).

4"13DF, 190.

48Ofuid, 192.

481E. D. Burton, Syntax of Moods and Tenses in New Testament Greek (Edinburgh: Clark, 1898) 122-123.

482]. H. Moulton, A Grammar of New Testament Greek: Vol. 1, Prolegomena (3d ed.; Edinburgh: Clark,
1908) 184.
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OOV}..€VUOVULlI. 483 Holtz also argues that the indicative reading is secondary, having

come about in some Acts mss through assimilation to the moods of the surrounding

verbs.484 Either of these solutions is possible. In any case, Holtz and Richard are

likely correct in considering the original reading of Acts 7:7 to be oov}..€VUW(]LlI, while

oov}..evuovuLV appears to be a later scribal stylistic alteration.

Holtz has also suggested that the alteration of TerpaKouux €T11 to €T11 T€TpaKo(JLa

(point [7]) is textual in origin. The evidence for the transposition in the LXX textual

tradition is impressive (M, 426, 77-422-500-551'-646, b, d, [-53, n, s, 318'-527, 54,55,

59, 730, as well as evidence from Chrysostom, Cyril of Alexandria, Epiphanius, Origen,

Theodoret, Jerome, the Old Latin, and the Vulgate),485 and on this basis Holtz argues

that the version which lay before the author of Acts 7 read €T11 T€TpaKoma.486 While

the latter is not unlikely, other considerations must be taken into account. Interestingly

enough, the author of Acts 7 presents us with the same situation in v. 42 which cites

Amos 5:25 and changes TECHJepchoVTa €T11 to ETrJ T€U(]epaKOVTa with far less LXX

evidence in favour of the alteration (see discussion above). Richard argues that the LXX

tradition demonstrates a widespread tendency to favour the order year/cardinal over

cardinal/year, and this supports the contention that the LXX text employed by the author

483Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 53.

484Holtz, 115.

485GottLXXl, Gen. 15:13.

486Holtz, 116; Richard (Acts 6:1-8:4, 49 n. 45) suggests a similar solution.
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of the Stephen speech followed the year/cardinal pattern.487 But, with regard to Amos

5:25, at least, there is no evidence of such a tendency.488 On the other hand, the

author of Acts 7 employs the year/cardinal pattern as well in vv. 30 and 36, possibly

showing a predilection for this word order, a predilection which is also found throughout

Luke-Acts.489 It may be, then, that the inversion is a stylistic alteration, according to

the author's stylistic preference. This would better explain the inversion in v. 42, given

the absence of LXX textual evidence, and would be consonant with the evidence of the

speech (and Luke-Acts as well) as a whole. If so, then the alteration in the LXX

tradition for Gen. 15: 13 could be attributed to influence from Acts,490 or it may be

coincidental. Therefore, while the solution may be textual, it seems to me more likely

that the inversion is a stylistic alteration.

Another alteration which has been accorded a textual origin is point (6), the

omission of Kat ra7rELVWUOVULV avrov~. Wevers lists only ms 55 and the correction by

the first hand of 82 as evidence for this omission in the LXX tradition.491 Hence, the

attestation is not overly compelling for the omission, and certainly not prohibitive of

influence from Acts on the LXX tradition.492 It is interesting to note that the LXX here

487Richard, "Creative Use," 40 n. 5.

488See GottLXX13, Amos 5:25.

489See Richard, "Creative Use," 38 n. 5.

4~ee Holtz, 115.

49IGottLXXl, Gen. 15:13; cf, however, BrookeMacLean, Gen. 15:13; see also Holtz, 117.

4<nsee Holtz, 117 n. 3.
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renders two Hebrew expressions (=J.:nn D=Jl ~Y,l) by three Greek expressions (Kat

to assume that the LXX translation of Gen. 15: 13 is an expansion of the Hebrew as

preserved in the MT.493 There are two possible ways of accounting for this expansion.

First of all, one could argue that the LXX translators chose to render the two Hebrew

expressions with three verbs to ensure that the meaning was captured in Greek.494

Secondly, one could argue that the expansion of one or the other Greek terms (the LXX

textual tradition would point to Kat 1'a7rELPWCfOVCft'1I au1'OVC; as the added phrase,495 while

the editors of BHK apparently considered Kat KaKWlJOVCftV av1'OVC; to be the septuagintal

expansion)496 was added in the later LXX textual tradition. The textual evidence,

however, is so sparse concerning the omission of Kat 1'a7rELPWCfOVCfLP au1'ovc; (and

nonexistent for the omission of KaL KaKwCfouCfLV aV1'ouc;)497 that it is much more likely

that the expanded form is the original.

Based on the above analysis there are four possible ways of accounting for the

omission of Kat 1'a7rELVWCfOUCfLV au1'OVC; in Acts 7:6. Two of these, however, are very

unlikely solutions. First of all, if one supposes, against the evidence, that the expanded

493That the LXX is reflecting a Hebrew Vorlage different from the MT here is possible. There is, however, no
evidence for this outside of the LXX itself.

494See the discussion by Tov ("The Nature and Study of the Translation Technique of the LXX in the Past and
Present," VI Congress of the International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies: Jerusalem 1986 red.
C. E. Cox; Atlanta: Scholars, 1987] 337-359).

495See GottLXX1, Gen. 15:13.

496gee BHK, Gen. 15:13; BHS makes no mention of the LXX evidence.

497See GottLXX1, Gen. 15:13.
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form of the LXX reading is secondary, then one could argue that the original LXX

lacked ra:lr€LlIOW (or, according to BHK, KaKow), and hence that the author of Acts 7

may have cited a ms closer to the original LXX than any which we have. But, as I have

already noted, the textual evidence does not support this. Secondly, one could postulate

direct dependence on the MT. Scholars generally, however, do not fmd any merit in this

suggestion (even Wilcox ignores this passage, while Holtz lists it as one of the "wort1iche

iibemahmen aus der LXX").49s Owing to the closeness of the LXX to the MT, apart

from the double rendering of :'J.:nn, and given the difficulty, of determining which of

the two Greek terms is a more logical translation of the Hebrew piel il Jil ,499 there

appears to be no way of determining possible MT influence here. It seviUS more likely

that the author of the Stephen speech either cited a LXX text which omitted KaL

ra7r€LlIWUOUCJLlI avro{j~ or omitted it himself.

Both Holtz and Richard espouse the view that the omission of KaL ra7rHVWUOVUul

aiJro{;~ in Acts 7:6 reflects a later Hebraicizing tendency in the ms tradition of Gen.

15: 13 LXX, and that this Hebraicizing tendency was reflected in the ms used by the

author of Acts 7.500 Clearly such a solution is possible; however, owing to the paucity

of textual data it cannot be confirmed.

498See Holtz, 114-118; see also Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 49.

499Piel ilJll is translated in the LXX by both KOO<O'" and 'TC¥1rEUI()W (e.g., KOO<O"': Ex. 1:11; Num. 24:24; Ps.
88:23; 93:5; 'TC¥1rEul6",: Ex. 1:12; Deut. 26:6; II Kgdms. 7:10; Isa. 60:14 [see Holtz, 117 n. 4]). There does not
appear to be any clearly discernable semantic pattern in the LXX use of these two words for piel il Jll. Generally
speaking I<C¥I<O'" is a more general term and 'TC¥1rEWO'" more specific (see Grundmann, "1<00<0"'," TDNT 3 [1965]
484; "'Tc¥1rELI'6~, 'TC¥1rEU,o"" 'TC¥1rEtl''''(1L~, 'TC¥1rEtI'6¢pwl' , 'TC¥1rEtI'O¢POolJl'"'1," TDNT 8 [1972] 6-7), but this is
contradicted by the use of the terms in, e.g., Ex. 1:11-12.

SOOffoltz, 117; Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 51.
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It may be, however, that the author of the Stephen speech omitted the phrase

himself, either for stylistic or thematic reasons. Such an omission, in the words of

Richard, is an "activity ... germane to redaction" (as in 7:3), and could thus have its

origin in the author of the speech.501 As well, it is to be noted that KCiKOW is only

found in Acts (outside of I Peter 3: 13), and always indicates some sort of persecution

(12: 1; 14:2; 18: 10).502 Furthermore, KCiKOW is also found in 7: 19 in the context of the

mistreatment of the Israelites in Egypt. Hence KCiKOW would be a word which the author

of the speech (especially if this were Luke) would readily see as applicable to the

persecution of the people of God in the context of Acts 7:6. TCi7r€tPow, on the other

hand, is found five times in Luke: twice (Luke 14:11 and 18: 14) with the reflexive

€CiVTOV having the connotation of willing submission; three times (also in Luke 14: 11 and

18: 14, as well as 3:8) in the passive indicating God's action in "humbling" (or in 3:8

simply "making low") someone or something. 503 It never occurs in the context of

persecution. Thus the word may not have readily suggested itself in the context of the

persecution of Israel in Egypt, nor in the context of the persecution of Stephen. Hence

it is possible that the author of Acts deliberately omitted the reference to TCi7r€LVDW from

Gen. 15: 13 in accord with his emphasis on actual persecution and maltreatment.

Therefore, although a textual solution is not impossible, it seems more likely that the

omission of KCit TCi7r€LPWUOVU£P CiUTOUC; is redactional in origin.

SOIRichard, Acts 6:1-8:4,51; Richard rejects this possibility.

S02See Grondmann, "KOI.KOW," 484.

S03See M&G, 933; Grondmann, "TOI.1rft/lO<;," 16-17.
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Similarly, Holtz finds the omission of exVTOV<; after KexKW<TOV<TLV (point [5]) so

remarkable that he attributes the omission to the text used by the author of Acts 7.504

The evidence for such an early text, however, is not very strong,505 and thus must

remain a matter of speculation. A more promising explanation is that the author has

omitted the second possessive in the series according to his stylistic tendency.506 The

omission of the second possessive pronoun in a series is not uncommon stylistically,

especially in classical Greek,507 and would therefore not be unlikely for Luke.508

Thus, a stylistic alteration best explains the omission here.

There are other divergences from the LXX in this passage which are probably

stylistically motivated. The change of exVTOV<; after the first OOVAW<TOV<TLV to exUTO (point

[4]) appears stylistic. There is textual support for this change in the LXX mss in that

Alexandrinus reads KexKW<TOVmV exUTO Kext 50VAW<TOVmV exUTOV<; (a similar inversion of the

verbs also occurs in the E test of Acts, although likely unrelated to LXX A).509 The

inversion of the verbs, however, makes it unlikely that the reading before the author of

S04Holtz, 115-116.

51lSsee GottLXX1, Gen. 15:13.

506Richard (Acts 6:1-8:4, 50) gives the following examples of this tendency: 6:12; 7:24,57-58; 8:3.

S07See BDF, 146.

S~ee Cadbury, The Style and Literary Method of Luke (HTS 6; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard, 1920) 36-39;
cf. also "Four Features of Lucan Style," Studies in Luke-Acts (ed. L. E. Keck and J. L. Martyn; Philadelphia:
Fortress, 1980) 93, on Luke's avoidance of repetition.

S09See GottLXX1, Gen. 15:13; Holtz, 115.
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Acts 7 was the reading of A.510 More likely the change of airrovr; to aim) is for

grammatical reasons, as aUTO agrees with TO <J7rEpp.a. 5lI

Richard, however, argues that the alteration has a thematic basis. He notes that

the author of Acts 7 faces the same situation in 7:34 (citing Ex. 3:7-10), and does not

make such an alteration. Hence, he argues, he must have had a particular reason for

altering the pronoun in 7:6. He finds this reason in the author's concern for the posterity

of Abraham, which, he notes, is represented throughout vv. 5 and 6 by singular terms

(he notes KA:qpOJlop.LaJl, KaTaOXHJLJI, U7rEPP.OlTt, TEKJlOV, U7rEPP.Ol, 7rapO£KOJl). He

concludes that the author of Acts 7 wishes to present the posterity of Abraham as, in his

words, "a series of individuals," and thus the singular pronoun OlUTO reflects this literary

method of presentation.512 But there are a couple of points which make Richard's

conclusion questionable. First of all, the situation is not quite the same in 7:34 as in 7:6.

While the corresponding noun in 7:34, AOlOr;, is similar to U7rEPP.Ol, being a collective

noun often used with a plural meaning,513 U7rEPP.Ol does not always imply a collective,

to the extent that AaOr; does.514 '£7rEPP.Ol can logically be used with the singular more

51<>rIoltz, 115.

511See Richard (Acts 6:1-8:4, 50) who rejects this argument.

512Ibid.

513See Turner, Syntax, 311-312; BAG, 467-468, 769.

514E7l'EPIla can mean "child" or "offspring" in the singular sense, in such a way that Paul can relate the
singular word "typologically" to Christ, as a singular descendent of Abraham (Gal. 3:16,19). Such a meaning is
not unwarranted by the use of (]7I'EPIlCt. in both secular Greek (e.g., Pind. 01. 9:91; Aesch. Prom. 705; Cho. 234;
Soph. Ph. 364) and the LXX (e.g., Gen. 4:25; 21:13; I Kgdms. 1:11; II Kgdms. 7:12; I Chr. 17:11; Deut. 25:5
[for VJU; Sus. 56 [for 1:;))), where sometimes individuals are indicated by (]7l'Epp.Ct. (although it is unusual). As
well, there are many instances where (]7I'EPIlCt. indicates a single seed in the botanical sense (see Burton, A Critical

(continued...)
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readily than Aaoc;, since, even if one speaks of a single "people," the idea is still

collective. This is not so with c17repp.a. Hence, the author of Acts 7 could simply have

considered that c17repp.a read better with a single pronoun in v. 6, whereas Aaoc; in v. 34

would have logically taken a plural. Secondly, in w. 6-7 the author is not emphasizing

the posterity of Abraham as a series of individuals, but rather that the children of Israel

as a whole were to be enslaved for four hundred years. Hence, the singular aUTO here

cannot reflect this emphasis. Therefore, there seems to be no thematic reason for the

change to singular here, only the grammatical niceties of agreement of gender and

number.

Although the replacement of WOE p.ETa Cx7rOCTKW1JC; 7rOAA1JC; with Kat AaTpEUCTOVCTt"1I

P.OL €v Tefl T07rCc' TOVTcp (point [12]), the latter presumably taken from Ex. 3: 12, is

probably thematic, the replacement of second person plural AaTpEvCT€'rE with third person

plural AaTpEuCToVC1£1I (point [13]), is likely stylistic. As the third person plural is only

attested in the minuscule textgroup x for the LXX of Ex. 3: 12,515 a textual solution is

most unlikely. Rather, it appears that the alteration of the verb has come about to bring

Ex. 3:12 into conformity with Gen. 15:13-14.

There are two clear thematic alterations in the citation of Acts 7: 6-7. These are

point (12), the replacement of Gen. 15: 14 WOE p.ETa Cx7rOCTKEv1JC; 7rOAA1JC; with Kat

'1'( ...contmued)
and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians [ICC; Edinburgh: Clark, 1924], 181, 506; Schulz,
"u1repp,cx, U1r~IpW, U1rOP&, U1rOpOr;, U1rOp~p,or;: A. The Word Group in the Greek World," TDNT 7 [1971] 536
537; Quell, "U1rEPp,CX, U1r~LPW, U1rOP&, U1rOpOr;, U1rOP~p,oc;: B. U1rEPP,CX and Equivalents in the Old Testament,"
TDNT 7 [1971] 538-539).

515GottLXX2,1, Ex. 3:12, and p. 42.
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Aa7pEV(JoV(J£V 1.1.0£ EV 7~ 761rCj> 70V7Cj> from Ex. 3: 12, and within this reference to Ex.

3: 12, point (15), the replacement of OPH with 761rCj>.

That Kat. Aa7pEV(JoV(J£V J.L0£ EV 7~ 761rCj> 70V7Cj> (point [12]) from Ex. 3: 12 is more

than simply a case of Biblical language influencing the language of the author can be

seen from the fact that the use of Aa7pEvw in close proximity with Ell in the LXX is to

be found only in Ex. 3: 12; 7: 16; Deut.12:2; Josh. 24: 14; I Esdras 4:54, out of 90

instances of AaTpEvw in the LXX. 516 Contextually, only Ex. 3:12 and 7:16 could

possibly be the source here, and the inclusion of TOV7Cj> would seem to point directly to

3:12.

The inclusion of the phrase from Ex. 3: 12 in preference to WOE J.LETOt a1rOaKEviJ~

1rOAAiJ~ from Gen 15: 14 is probably thematic in origin. Both Dupont and Marshall argue

that the author here substitutes the phrases in order to make what is implied in the

statement to Abraham more explicit.517 Presumably these scholars consider this

reference to Exodus only an explication of what is meant by WOE ("here"), without

reference to J.LETOt a1rOaKEviJ~ 1rOAAiJ~ ("with many possessions"). Certainly the Exodus

phrase does not seem to explicate either the Greek or the Hebrew 011'2 \li::n~) of the

Genesis phrase. But even if we limit the explicative nature of the Exodus phrase to WOE

in Gen. 15: 14, this does not explain why the author would choose this particular passage

to explain it. Rather, it appears more likely that the key to the inclusion of the phrase

S16Holtz, 99 n. 1; see also Strathmann, "AcxTpevw, ACXTpe(CX," TDNT 4 (1967) 59-60.

5170upont "La structure," 165-166; Marshall, Acts, 136.
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from Ex. 3: 12 is to be found in the word AcxTpeVaOVaLJI. The theme of "worship" and

"sacrifice" is found throughout the recitation of Israelite history in Acts 7, in what

appears to be a state of "ever growing degradation" culminating in the denunciation of

Amos 5:25-27 in vv. 42-43, and with a similar negative opinion of the building of the

Solomonic temple (cf. vv. 47-51).518 Richard notes that the addition of AcxTpevw in v.

7, expressing God's intention, together with the use of the word in v. 42, expressing the

result of the people's idolatry, demonstrates a structural and thematic unity in the

speech.519 It is, in fact, precisely through this combined citation in v. 7 that the themes

of possession of the land and worship of God are united and the latter theme introduced.

Therefore, the combination of Gen. 15:14 and Ex. 3:12 appears to be deliberate on the

part of the author of the Stephen speech.

Finally, the change of OpEt to T()7r~ (point [15]) appears to be thematic as well.

The reason for the change seems clear in that the original refers to the Hebrew slaves

returning from Egypt and worshipping God at Mt. Horeb (Sinai) on their way to the

promised land as a sign that it was indeed God who was with Moses and would effect

this return. 520 But the context of Gen. 15:14 implies that the people will return from

a land that is not theirs to one which is.521 Hence OpEt is inappropriate here, as the

518Simon, "Saint Stephen and the Jerusalem Temple," 141.

51!1lichard, "Creative Use," 41; see also J. Bihler, Die Stephanusgeschichte un zusammenhang der
Apostelgeschichte (MTS 1; Munich: Hueber, 1963) 43.

520See Cole, 68; see also Noth, Exodus, 42; B. S. Childs (The Book of Exodus: A Critical, Theological
Commentary [OTL; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1974] 74) sees the worship of God in the "sanctuary" as the
future promise contained in this verse.

521See Westennann, Genesis 12-36, 227.
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focus is not Horeb, but the land of promise. Furthermore, we should note that Acts 7:5

7 are cited as directed to Abraham, who was not on "this mountain." The change to

"place" was required by the context in which Ex. 3: 12 is now cited.

On the other hand, it is not so clear exactly which place is indicated by the word

r67r'i' in Acts 7. Owing both to the Genesis context and the reference in v. 4 to "this

land in which you are now living," both Bruce and Marshall conclude that r67r'i' in v.

7 refers to the land of Palestine (Canaan) as a whole.522 Holtz takes issue with this

view. He argues that, since r67roc; is not to be found in Biblical literature with the

meaning "land, "523 it could not mean that here.524 But Holtz overlooks the

occurrences of the term to refer to "regions" or districts" (especially in the plural [e.g.,

Matt. 12:43; 24:7; Mark 13:8; Luke 4:37; 11:24; 21: 11; Acts 27:2]),525 for "desert

places" (Matt. 14:13; Mark 1:35,45; 6:32; Luke 4:42; 9:12 [cf. also Matt. 14:15; Mark

6:35; Rev. 12:14)526 and even for an "inhabited place" such as a city or a village (e.g.,

Matt. 14:35; Mark 6:11; Acts 16:3; Rev. 18:17).527 This meaning for the word could

in the present context be understood as the place where the people of Israel are now

522Bruce, Acts (1951), 163; Marshall, Acts, 136; see also Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 326.

S23See BAG, 830-83l.

524Holtz, 99 n. 3.

52SBAG, 830.

52~ee M&G, 379.

S27BAG, 830.
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inhabiting (i.e. Palestine), as is indicated in v. 4.528 On the other hand, in agreement

with Holtz, it is more common for the word in the singular to indicate something more

specific than a whole country. Hence, perhaps, the reference is to Jerusalem. 529 The

latter is possible, but in the context of worship it must be the temple in Jerusalem that

is specifically meant here. Holtz notes that in Jewish writings (especially in the later

books of the LXX) T6TO~ is regularly used to indicate the temple (e.g., II Mace.

6:17,19,20; 10:7; III Mace. 1:9; Aristeas 81),530 and also notes that earlier books in

the LXX reflect this connotation (e.g., Gen. 28:11,16,17;531 Deut. 12:5; IV Kgdms.

5: 11; Ps. 131 [132]:5; Isa. 18:7; Jer. 7: 12).532

The insertion of T6TO~ into this passage, referring to the Jerusalem temple, is

consistent with the themes of the speech as a whole. It places emphasis early in the

speech on the temple, a theme that continues throughout the speech, albeit in a more

negative sense. 533 But not only is it consistent with the themes of the speech, the

S28See Ibid.

S29As argued by, e.g., Dupont ("La structure," 165-166); see also Conzelman, Acts, 52; Holtz, 99 n. 3.

S3llfioltz, 99 n.3; H. Koster ("r01l"0~," TDNT 8 [1972] 198-199) further notes II Mace. 1:29; 2:8, 18; 3:30;
15:34; III Mace. 2:14, 16; IV Mace. 4:12, Sir. 36:12 and concludes: "the theological understanding of place is
fully orientated to the temple as the holy place" (but cf. Brueggemann, 151-166).

S31It must be noted, however, that the references to r01l"0<; in Gen. 28 refer to Bethel, not the temple in
Jerusalem.

S32Holtz, 99 n. 3; Koster (198) also notes Lev. 8:31; 10:18; Num. 19:3 (although, again, in the foregoing
passages the referent is technically a "holy place", not necessarily the Jerusalem temple), Ezra 6:3, 5, 7; lsa. 4:5;
Ezek. 41:11; 46:19-20; and especially Pss. 41:5; 67:6; 75:3; 83:7. The classic reference to "the place which the
Lord your God will choose" in Deut. 12:5, although perhaps at an early period not limited to Jerusalem (see
Thompson, 162-163), in later OT writings and in the writings of Judaism generally, became a technical formula
referring to the temple in Jerusalem (Koster, 197).

S33See, e.g., Marshall, Acts, 132; Simon, "Saint Stephen and the Jerusalem Temple," 140; see also Richard,
Acts 6:-8:4, 326.
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insertion of rfnroc; here also connects the speech firmly to the context of Stephen's

defence (6:13-14).534 This would suggest at least a redactional unity between the

speech and its narrative context.

A further parallel makes it likely that Luke himself had a hand in the composition.

Helmut Koster points out that there is a clear parallel between the accusation of Stephen

in 6: 13-14, and that of Paul in 21:28,535 part of the larger parallel between Stephen and

Paul found in the Acts.536 Both passages use r07roc; deliberately for the temple,537

rather than the customary Lukan ;,epov, and thus the presence of the word in Acts 7:6-7

is probably significant.53& As this parallel is in line with the general parallels found in

the thematic organization of Luke-Acts as a whole,539 it is reasonable to conclude, with

Conzelman and others, that the use of r07roc; here betrays the "hand of Luke. "540

In summary, then, it appears that we have in Acts 7:6-7 a combination of Gen.

15: 13-14 and Ex. 3: 12 from the LXX. But is this a citation or a paraphrase? Certainly

the placing of Gen 15: 13 into indirect speech in Acts 7:6 is indicative of a paraphrase,

5340upont, "La structure," 165-166; see Conzelman, Acts, 52; but cf. Holtz, 99 n. 3.

S3SK6ster, 204; see also Tannehill, Narrative Unity, 2. 96-100.

S36Moessner, "The Christ Must Suffer,'" 252-253.

S3?K6ster (204-205) argues that the words 0 r(nrOr; oirror; have been "carefully selected" in these passages to
create the parallel. He further argues that these words place Stephen and Paul in the line of the OT prophets, but
he does not elaborate his conclusion.

538It must be noted, however, that iEpov is hardly suitable in a speech to Abraham, as is the case in Acts 7:6-7.

S39See e.g., Moessner, "'The Christ Must Suffer,'" 220-253; O'Toole, "Parallels Between Jesus and His
Disciples," 185-212.

540Conzelman, Acts, 51-52.
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but the introductory formula,541 and especially the insertion of 0 eEOC; Ehev into Acts

7:7, would seem to indicate that part of the passage at least is a citation. Since the

author of Acts 7 shifts from indirect to direct speech in referring to Gen. 15: 14, we can

conclude that Acts 7:6 is a paraphrase. Thus the author, in redacting the OT material

into the body of his narrative has introduced a citation with a paraphrase of the

immediately preceding OT passage. This would indicate that the author had a clear

conception of the context of the passage, and was not simply citing a testimonium. The

divergences from the LXX for both the paraphrase and the citation may be explained in

the most part by reference to redactional considerations. The redactional alterations to

the citation, however, reflect more thematic concerns than do the alterations to the

paraphrase, which are mostly syntactical, owing to the paraphrasing process. There is

some evidence that the author may have used a ms diverging somewhat from our LXX,

perhaps slightly Hebraicizing, although the divergences are not significant enough to

postulate any major ms tendencies. From the overall integration of the citation into the

thematic structure of the speech, the narrative context of Stephen's defence, and the

thematic structure of Luke-Acts as a whole, it is reasonable to conclude that the citation

is Lukan.

541See above, n. 437.
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d. Acts 7:18 = Ex. 1:8

Although some scholars, such as Richard,542 find a number of OT citations in

Acts 7:8-17, it is more generally accepted that the next clear citation from the OT occurs

at v. 18.543 This citation has been characterized as an "almost verbatim" citation of the

LXX,544 and, in fact, there are only two differences from the LXX: (1) Acts omits the

O€ after ap€uTY]; (2) some mss of Acts omit €1r' Ai:yv1rTOP after ET€POC;.

These differences only deserve a brief comment. Clearly the O€ is replaced in the

Acts citation by a.XPL OV, thus melding the citation into its narrative context. While the

omission of €1r' A'i'Yv1rTOP is reasonably well attested, so also is its inclusion.545 The

inclusion of the phrase could have come about through the influence of the LXX, but it

is equally likely that its omission was due to the fact that the occurrence of €v Ai'YV1rTCf>

in v. 17 made €1r' A'i,,/v1rTOP superfluous.546 In any case the differences are minor, and

the most reasonable conclusion is that the citation is septuagintal. Whether or not the

citation is Lukan, of course, depends upon one's view of the speech as a whole. It is to

be noted, however, that the phrase OtXPL ov with the indicative in a past tense is only

542See Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 52-79.

543Although there is no introductory fonnula, the OT passage to which Acts 7: 18 refers is so clear as to
indicate a direct quotation.

544Conzelrnan, Acts, 53.

545See NestleAland26 and UBSGNTI, Acts 7:18.

546Metzger, Textual Commentary, 345-346.
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found elsewhere in the NT in Acts 27:33,547 and hence may constitute some evidence

of Lukan composition here.

e. Acts 7:27-28 = Ex. 2:14 + 2:13

It appears that what we have here in this passage is an absolutely verbatim citation

of the latter part of Ex. 2:14 introduced by a summary of v. 13 (there is also a more

general allusion to Ex. 2:11-12 in v. 26).548 The shift into direct citation appears at

the beginning of the Hebrew slave's speech to Moses in Ex. 2: 14.

The citation of Ex. 2: 14 is identical with the LXX,549 except for the alteration

of the introductory words 0 OE ei7l"ev to ei7l"C;w (in v. 27). Richard says that this formula

is "modified sufficiently to be incorporated within the new composition and still serve

its original function, i.e., prefacing direct speech. "550 While certainly accurate, this

explanation of the alteration does not really explain much. Stylistically the alteration to

ei7l"C;w is called for by the insertion into the allusion to Ex. 2: 13 of the phrase Cx7l"WUOlTO

OlVTOV. The latter phrase is not in the LXX nor represented in the MT of Ex. 2: 13 and

must be considered a redactional addition by the author of Acts 7. 551 Clearly, as

Conzelman points out, the reaction of the Hebrew slaves to Moses is made sharper by

547Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 79.

548See Holtz, 118-119; Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4,83-85.

549See Holtz, 119; Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 85.

550Rjchard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 85.

551See Ibid, 85, 116.
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the addition of this phrase,552 but it must be acknowledged that the phrase also makes

clear that Moses is being rejected by his brethren.553 The latter is clearly articulated

by the use of a7rWaCiPTO in v. 39 as well. This use of Ci7rw(Jew appears as part of the

Moses-Jesus parallel occurring in Acts 7 which culminates in the refusal of the Jews to

recognize Jesus as saviour in the same way in which Moses was rejected by them (see

7:52).554

Hanson, in keeping with his conviction that Luke does not use typology very often

"and not with any great subtlety, "555 argues that this typology in Acts 7 is not Lukan

but originates in his source for Acts 7.556 Hence, if Hanson is right, this use of

Ci7rw(Jew in Acts 7 is not Lukan, as it is part of the typology of the chapter. But the

evidence for Lukan composition here seems stronger than the evidence against it based

on typology. For instance, the word Ci7rw(Jew is found only six times in the NT,

including the two occurrences in Acts 7. Elsewhere in the NT it is found only in Rom.

11:1 and 2, where it appears to be taken from Ps. 94:14 (93:14 LXX),557 in I Tim.

1:19, and in Acts 13:46. Hence, except for the late use of the word in I Timothy, and

the apparent borrowing of it from the LXX by Paul, Ci7rw(Jew appears in the NT as an

SS2Conzelman, Acts, 53.

SS3See BAG, 102.

SS4See Marshall, Acts, 140; Goppelt, Typos, 121; see also Holtz, 118; OToole, "The Parallels Between Jesus
and Moses," 22-29.

SSSHanson, 87.

SS6Ibid, 88.

SS7See Barrett, Romans, 207; M&G, 103.
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exclusively Lukan word, albeit only in a single instance apart from Acts 7. Furthermore,

its use in Acts 7 provides yet another link with Acts 13, and the link is more than merely

fortuitous. In Acts 13 ct7rw()ew is used to indicate the rejection of the Gospel by Israel

as a nation--in Bruce's words, one of the "subsidiary themes" of the whole book of Acts

(cf. 18:6; 28:25-28).558 This theme of rejection also appears strongly in the Gospel of

Luke (e.g., 17:25, although (X7rw()ew is not used). That Acts 13:46 is portrayed by Luke

as an example of the Jewish rejection of Christ seen throughout Luke-Acts seems to fit

with the general tenor of his approach to the Jew-Gentile problem, whether one

characterizes this tenor as an anti-Jewish polemic,559 or as a more sympathetic

presentation of a tragic episode in the history of salvation.560 That this rejection by

Israel is mirrored in the speech of Acts 7 through the portrayal of Israel's rejection of

Moses561 would indicate that the Moses-typology of Acts 7, far from being non-Lukan,

is very Lukan indeed, reflecting as it does one of Luke's major themes. 562 Hence, we

can conclude that the insertion of the phrase a7rw(J(X'To (xV'TOV into the LXX material of

Acts 7:27-28 argues strongly for the Lukan composition of this passage.

558Bruce, Acts (1951), 274.

559As e.g., J. T. Sanders, "Parable of the Pounds," p. 667; "The Salvation of the Jews in Luke-Acts," SBLSP
1982 (Chico, Cal.: Scholars, 1982) 476-479; "The Jewish People," 51-75; "Who is a Jew," 434-455.

560As e.g., Tannehill, "Israel in Luke-Acts," pp. 82-85; "Rejection by Jews," 83-101.

561See Tannehill, "Israel in Luke-Acts," 80-81; see also Narrative Unity, 2. 96-100.

5621t is probably more than merely a subsidiary theme as Bruce (Acts, 274) would have it (see also O'Toole,
"The Parallels Between Jesus and Moses," 22-29).
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The citation is without doubt septuagintal. This conclusion is supported not only

by its verbatim agreement with the LXX, but also by the presence of the word hO€c;,

which is evident in LXX but, as Holtz points out, has no referent in the MT.563 That

it is a ms of LXX Exodus itself that was used for this passage, and not a testimonium,

is to be seen in how closely to the context the author has adhered in introducing the

citation of the Hebrew slave's words. Not only does the author cite the relevant

material, but clearly indicates its context in the material from which it was taken so that

the original can be referred to by subsequent readers.

In summary, then, this passage is perhaps the most important that we have come

across for understanding Luke's knowledge of the LXX, especially regarding the

Pentateuch. The passage shows that the author of Acts 7 was using LXX Exodus itself,

rather than a testimonium, since the introduction to the citation refers to the OT context,

and the citation itself is identical with the wording of the LXX. Hence the author knew

not only the passage cited, but also its septuagintal context. Furthermore, internal

evidence indicates that the author was the author not only of the Stephen speech, but also

the author of Acts and even the Gospel of Luke, that is, Luke himself. Therefore, this

passage supplies evidence that Luke was familiar with the LXX of the Pentateuch.

563Holtz, 119.
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f. Acts 7:30 = Ex. 3:2 + 3:1

In this passage we appear to have a summary of Ex. 3:1-2. Most of the verbal

material appears to come from Ex. 3:2 with interpolations from 3: 1. The divergences

from LXX Ex. 3:2 are as follows: (1) Acts precedes the OT reference with the phrase

KCXt 7rAT/pw()evrwv hwv T€;(J(J€paKOVrcx which is not from the LXX; (2) Acts omits the OE

between w<p()T/ and cxuri(J; (3) Acts inserts the words EV rij EP~p''lJ rou opov~ between cxvriiJ

and &1"Y€AO~; (4) a number of mss of Acts omit Kvpiov after &'Y'Y€AO~; (5) a number of

mss of Acts have €v <PAO')'t 7rvp6~ instead of EV 7rVPt cPAo')'6~; and (6) Acts omits EK TOU

before (3arov.

Point (1) is certainly to be regarded as coming from the author of Acts 7, who

introduces the citation with a "time formula. "564 The figure "forty years" may simply

reflect Jewish tradition about Moses in which his life was divided into three forty year

epochs,565 but could easily have been deduced by the author of Acts 7 from the data

in Ex. 7:7.566 The omission of the Of, point (2), appears to be a stylistic alteration,

improving the flow of the sentence now that the phrase "and after forty years" has been

added. Point (3) concerns the interpolated material from Ex. 3: 1. Here it seems that the

author has included the information from 3: 1 parenthetically in the citation to indicate

its context. Interestingly, he changes the information in 3:1 slightly, by altering Xwp~(3

to E"va. Sinai and Horeb appear to be two names for the same mountain in the

564See Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 87.

56SConzelman, Acts, 53; see Str-B, 2. 679-680.

566Marshall, Acts, 141.
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Pentateuch with documents J and E showing preference for Sinai, while D shows

preference for Horeb. 567 Jewish tradition also more commonly uses Sinai than

Horeb,568 and only Sinai is found in the NT.569 However, the author of Acts 7 need

not have been a scholar of Jewish tradition to make the identification of Sinai and Horeb,

as such identification could be deduced by comparing Ex. 3: 12 and Deut. 1:6 with Ex.

19: 11_25.570

Point (4), the omission of KVPLOV after fx'Y'Y€AOC;, involves varying textual readings

in Acts 7:30. While mss D, E, v, and the majority text, as well as some mss of the Old

Latin, the Syriac, the Middle Egyptian and a single ms of the Bohairic, insert the KVPLOV,

mss p74, ~, A, B, C, 81, 1175 and a few others, as well as the Italian Gigas ms, the

Vulgate, Sahidic and Bohairic omit it.571 Wevers lists no LXX mss as omitting KVPWV,

while Brooke-McLean only lists an edition of Cyril (-ed %).572 Therefore the source

for the omission of KVPLOV is not likely the LXX textual tradition. Both NestleAland26

and UBSGNT3 accept the omission as the original reading of Acts,573 and Metzger

argues that KVPtOV is a fInatural addition fI to the text, since it occurs in Ex. 3:2 LXX. 574

567Lohse, "I;tI'O:," TDNT 7 (1971) 282.

S68Ibid, 283-284.

569Jbid, 285-286; see also Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 88 n. 14.

57!lBruce, Acts (1951), 169.

57lNestleAland26, Acts 7:30.

S72GottLXX2,1 and BrookeMcLean, Ex. 3:2.

573NestleAland26 and UBSGNT3, Acts 7:30.

574Metzger, Textual Commentary, 347-348.
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Certainly the external evidence would support the omission as original here. Richard has

argued that the omission of KVptOV is deliberate by the author of Acts 7, and "intimately

related to the structure of this section. "575 While this is a somewhat enigmatic

explanation, Holtz argues, somewhat more fully, that the author of the passage has

simply not understood the implications of the story in Ex. 3, i.e., that it was actually

God and not just an angel who was speaking to Moses out of the burning bush.576

Holtz further argues that v. 35 is a Lukan interpolation into the text of Acts 7, since

Luke misunderstands the meaning of the angel in 7:30 in his interpretation in 7:35.577

Hence, the author of the source on which Acts 7 is based did not understand the exact

significance of "the angel of Yahweh" and omitted the word KVptOV from his citation of

Ex. 3:2, and this omission influenced Luke's erroneous interpretation in Acts 7:35. It

is unclear, however, how this rather dubious conclusion explains the omission of "of the

Lord" after "angel." If the author of Acts 7 did not understand, as Holtz claims, that

"the angel of the Lord" stood for Yahweh, what difference would it make in the

meaning, for him, if he omitted KVptOV? No change in meaning actually takes place.

Furthermore, the OT text speaks of an "angel" in 3:2, so the author of Acts 7 can hardly

S7SRichard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 88.

S76Holtz, 96 nA.

S77Ibid, pp. 96-97.
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be accused of misunderstanding it if he understood it to mean an "angel. "578 Hence

it seems dubious to characterize Luke's interpretation in v. 35 as "erroneous."

Holtz's positing of a source which omitted KVPLOV simply does not explain why

the omission occured. On the other hand, the deliberate omission of KVPLOV from the

citation is clearly understandable as coming from Luke himself. The emphasis on the

word Ot"{"{EAOC; throughout Acts 7:30-38, culminating as it does with the description of

the law as "ordained by angels" in v. 53, indicates that the author of the SPeeCh was

more interested in the presence of angels than in the significance of the term "the angel

of Yahweh." It is to be noted that the characterization of the law as "ordained by

angels" is found elsewhere in early Christian writings (e.g., Gal. 3: 19; Heb. 2:2) and

was apparently drawn from Jewish tradition (e.g., Jub. 1:29; T. Daniel 6:2; and perhaps

Josephus, Ant. 15:136).579 It is to be noted that there is no Biblical tradition

supporting the presence of angels at the giving of the law on Mount Sinai, except the

LXX of Deut. 33:2 (EK O€~LWJl exirTou Ot"{"{EAOL /LET' exVTOU; cf. MT:

llJ? rr:I\U N 1J'O 'IJ). Richard argues, rightly, I think, that in his composition of Acts

7:38, the author has composed his own narrative based on images and language from his

earlier composition of 7:35 as well as LXX passages.580 In so doing, the author has

578Luke (or the author of Acts 7) should be compared with contemporary readings of Ex. 3:2, not with modern
critical understandings (in comparison with which he is judged to have "misunderstood" the text). The identification
of the "angel of the Lord" and Yahweh was not apparent to the ancients in general. This hesitancy to identify the two
is found frequently in the LXX where both figure as separate entities (e.g., Judg. 6:14 [cf. 6:11-12]; 2:1£t).

5~arshall, Acts, 147.

58CRichard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 112-113. Richard includes Deut. 33:2 as one of the LXX passages influencing the
composition of Acts 7:38.
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taken the angel from the bush and transferred it to Sinai, thus making the angelic

presence continuous throughout Moses' career. Acts 7:30-38 and 53 thus apPear to be

a unity thematically and do not support the divisions into non-Lukan and Lukan material

of Haenchen, Conzelman and Holtz. 581 Furthermore, vv. 30-38 seem to be intimately

connected thematically with v. 53, making it more than likely that the whole speech is

a unity, composed by one author. That the author is Luke is evident from the Lukan

material found in the passage by the above-mentioned authors.

Therefore, Richard is probably correct in asserting that the omission of KVPLOV is

deliberate on Luke's part. 582 I think it is going too far on the basis of the available

evidence to state that Luke was ignorant of Ex. 3 LXX since he did not emphasize the

particular significance of Ot'Y'YEAOC; KVPLOV in Ex. 3:2, as understood by modem Biblical

scholars. 583 The LXX elements in the composition of 7:38 alone are enough to show

familiarity with the LXX.584 Rather, Luke excises the word KVPLOV from his citation

of Ex. 3:2 in order to give prominence to the theme of the "angel" and thus draw

attention to the Jewish and Christian tradition of the Law having been delivered by

angels.585

581See Haenchen, Acts, 288-289; Conzelman, Acts, 57; Holtz, 98-99; although they may support the analysis
of Dibelius (Studies, 167-170), except that vv. 30-34 would need to be included as Lukan material.

582Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 88.

583Against Holtz (96-97).

58"see Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 112-113.

585Bruce <Themes, 36) suggests that the emphasis on the angel in Acts 7:30 and 38 may imply that Jesus was
the "angel" which appeared to Moses in the burning bush and later at Sinai.
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Point (5), the alteration of EV 7rVPL ¢'Ao'YoC; to EV ¢'AO'YL 7rVPOC; in some mss of

Acts, is more difficult to assess textually. The former phrase is read by Acts mss p74,

A, C, E, 36, 323, 945, 1739, and some others, the Vulgate, and the Peshitta, while the

latter is read by Acts mss N, B, D, v, the majority text, the Italian Gigas ms, Old Latin

ms p, and the Harclean Syriac.586 Clearly the external evidence is not decisive here.

This is complicated by the fact that there is significant LXX ms support for €v cP'AO'YL

7rVPOC; (A, F, 0'-29'-135, C n
, 108(mg), d, n, 30', t, y, 128',59,130,424,509, etc.),

and has been adopted by Rahlfs.587 Hence, although the textual issues are not simple,

there is enough textual evidence to support a LXX origin for the citation whether one

accepts EV 7rVPL cP'Ao'YoC; or EV cP'Ao'Yt 7rVPOC; as the original reading of Acts.

Point (6), the omission of EK rov before {3ciTov, can probably be accounted for as

an unintentional omission, or at the most, a form of stylistic pruning. It does not

represent any attempt to come closer to the MT (il Jt?iJ ';flFll)).

Therefore, in summary, the citation of Ex. 3:2 in Acts 7:30 appears to be both

septuagintal and Lukan, with certain alterations owing either to textual reasons or

redactional factors involved in the themes of the speech.

S86NestleAland26, Acts 7:30.

S87See GottLXX2,l and RahlfsLXX, Ex. 3:2.
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g. Acts 7:32 = Ex. 3:6

I have already dealt with this passage in the discussion of Acts 3: 13 (pp. 247-254

above), and thus need only to make some additional comments here. The divergences

from the LXX of Ex. 3:6 are as follows: (1) Acts omits Eif.LL after hw; (2) Acts changes

the singular TOU 7rOlTPOC; to plural TWP 7rOlTepWp; (3) Acts adds the article b to the second

eEOC;; (4) some mss of Acts omit the third and fourth eEOC;.

This may be one case in which Luke is not referring to the LXX in his citation

of an OT passage. I noted in reference to 3:13 that Wilcox attributes the similarities

between the two citations to a common non-LXX source.588 In disagreement with this

conclusion, however, I have argued that the two citations may have influenced each other

(see above, p. 252).589 Thus I think that here Luke has simply reproduced the same

form of the citation as in 3: 13 with some changes owing to context. In other words,

Acts 3: 13 is his source for Acts 7:32. Hence Luke does not actually omit Eif.LL, point (1),

but rather adds E'YW. He has simply added a subject to the Acts 3: 13 citation and has not

included the full E'YW Eif.LL since he is not reproducing the LXX, but rather is simply

adding a subject to the citation of 3: 13. Similarly, he reproduces the plural TWP 7rOlTEPWP

from 3: 13, according to his preference (see above, p. 253),590 and also since it makes

more sense as three fathers are mentioned (Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob). He does,

however, move TWP 7rOlTEPWP back to its septuagintal place in the sentence, probably

S88See Wilcox, Semitisms, 31, 34.

S89Cf. Holtz, 122.

S90See also Richard, "Acts 7," 199-200.
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because he intentionally removed it to the end of the sentence in 3: 13 (although the

reason for this is unclear; see above, p. 248),591 and simply restores it in 7:32. He

similarly retains the article before the second lJeoc;, point (3), as found in his "source,"

Acts 3:13.

The omission of the third and fourth 8eoc; is more difficult, however. When we

discussed Acts 3: 13 we noted that on the basis of the textual evidence, the longer reading

(that containing the third and fourth eeoc; with the article) was to be preferred (see above,

p.251). In this case, however, the textual evidence seems to point the other way. Only

ms D for Acts contains the third and fourth lJeoc; as found in the LXX, while ms E, the

majority text, part of the Old Latin in agreement with the Vulgate, and the Coptic have

the third and fourth 8eoc; with the article. On the other hand, the omission of both the

third and fourth eeoc; is supported by p74, N, A, B, C, '1', 36, 81, 614, 1175, and a few

others, as well as some mss of the Vulgate, all the Syriac witnesses, and some mss of

the Sahidic.592 It seems reasonable to agree with Metzger in according superiority to

the latter combination of witnesses and thus accepting the omission of the third and

fourth eeoc; as original here. 593

Richard agrees with the above analysis of the textual data and argues that the third

and fourth eeoc; have been omitted through a conflation of Ex. 3:6594 and a

591See also Bock, 187; Sibinga, 39.

592NestleAland26, Acts 7:32.

593Metzger, Textual Commentary, 349.

594Richard has 2:6, likely a typographical error.
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Hebraicizing version of the LXX of Ex. 3:16.595 The MT for Ex. 3:16 omits "ii'J.~

before j7 O~., and ::Jj7¥ 2; however, the LXX alone among all versions does not follow

the MT. 596 Hence, Richard has to postulate the existence of such a Hebraicizing

version for 3: 16. He also suggests influence from the LXX of Ex. 2:24 which reads:

Kat Ep.vi](J(JYJ b f}fo, riJ' OLa8ijKYJ' aVTou riJ' -rrpo, A{3paap. Kat IcraaK Kat IaKw{3,597

and further avers that the omission fits well with the author's "thematic schema. ,,598

Richard's explanations have little to recommend them. Whether the omission fits

Luke's thematic schema is hard to determine since Richard does not elaborate on how

the omission of (Jeo, contributes to such a schema. Again, the influence of Ex. 2:24

LXX or a Hebraicizing version of Ex. 3: 16599 is possible, but only if it be recognized

as a broader stylistic influence600 that caused Luke to omit the third and fourth (JEO, as

a way of making the citation more concise. In other words, the omission is probably due

to Lukan stylistic pruning in this case and nothing more.

One other point, however, needs to be made about this citation. As we noted in

regard to Acts 3: 13, Luke refers to the words "the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob"

three different times (Acts 3: 13; 7:32; Luke 20:37) in three different ways, and the

595Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 95-96. Richard again has 2:16.

596lbid, 96 n. 169.

597lbid, 96.

598lbid.

59'.There is textual support for such a reading for 3:16 (see GottLXX2,1, Ex. 3:16).

600Jt cannot be direct influence from Ex. 2:24, since 8€6r; with each patriarch is hardly possible there.
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formula had more than one accepted form (see above, pp. 252-253).601 With this in

mind, we should not be too quick to discard the idea that Luke may have been quoting

from memory or simply referring to the Biblical formula rather than referring to an

actual OT text.

In summary, therefore, it appears that the citation of Acts 7:32 is intimately

related to that of Acts 3: 13, perhaps with the latter as the source for the former. On the

other hand, it is equally likely that we have here simply a quote from memory or a loose

citation of a common formula referring to God. In either case, the ultimate source for

the citation was the LXX.

h. Acts 7:33-34 = Ex. 3:5-10 + 2:24 (5:6) (+ Josh. 5:15?)

Acts 7:33-34 presents us with a very complicated situation. It appears to be a

summary of Ex. 3:5-10, in which the author has cited various sections of the material,

leaving others out, in order to summarize the story of Ex. 3:5-10 in the language of the

story itself.

My first task, therefore, is to sort out the passages cited. The phrase Ei'Jf'EV Of

aVTCtJ (; KVPWC; appears perhaps to come from Ex. 3:7. More clearly, AU(Jov TO iJ7rooT//la

TWV '1I"OOWV (JOV, (; -yap TO'1l"OC; e</>' ~ €(JTT/Kac; -y~ cryia e(JTLV comes from Ex. 3:5. The

sentence reading iowv Eioov n,v KaKw(JLv TOU Aaou /lOV TOU ev Ai-YV'1I"TCiJ, Kat TOU

(JTEva-Y/lOU aVTWV ~KOV(Ja comes from Ex. 3:7. The phrase Kat KaT€{3T/V E~EA€(J(JaL

6()JSee Richard, "Acts 7," 200-202; Bruce, Acts (1965), 87.
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aV'TOVr; comes from Ex. 3:8. Finally, Kat VUV &upo CX,roO''TEo..W O'E €i.r; Ai'Yu7r'TOV comes

from Ex. 3: 10.

The differences from the LXX are numerous especially if one includes all the

detail that is left out of the Acts citation. These sorts of omissions are germane to a

summary, however, and thus occasion no comment. Other differences, however, should

be noted, and are as follows: (1) if the introductory words Ei7rEP OE aV'T(lJ b KUpWr; do

come from Ex. 3:7, they have been altered from Ei7rEP OE Kvpwr; 7rpOr; MWlJO'l1v; (2)

LXX AvO'aL has been changed to AVO'OV; (3) EK has been omitted before 'TWV 7rOOWV O'OU;

(4) EV ~ after 'T07r0r; has become Eel>' ~; (5) O'V has been omitted before EO'TrlKar;; (6) 'T1jr;

Kpau'Yl1r; has been changed to 'TOU O''TEPCX'YJl.0U; (7) some mss of Acts have CXV'TOV instead

of av'Twv after 'TOU O''TEPa'YJl.0u; (8) most mss of Acts have ~KouO'a instead of aK~Kocx; (9)

some mss of Acts have a7roO''TEAAw instead of a7roO''TE[Aw; and (10) 7rpOr; q,apaw

{3aO'LAEa Ai'Yv7r'TOU has become Eir; A'i-yu7r'Tov.

A number of these divergencies can be explained as part of the shortening process

involved in the act of summarizing: the omission of EK, point (3), 0'"6, point (5), and the

change of 7rpOr; q,cxpaw {3cxO'LAecx Ai'Yv7r'TolJ to Eir; Ai'YlJ7r'TOV, point (10). On the other

hand, as Holtz notes, the textual evidence in the LXX is such that the O'V (point [5]) may

have been missing in the author's text of the LXX. 602 The O'V is omitted in LXX mss

A, 707, 126, 118'-537, 106, 53', 121, Carl 49, etc. 603 As the MT contains the

602JIoltz, 124.

603GottLXX2,1, Ex. 3:5.
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pronoun ilEJ ~, Holtz notes that the omission of oV could not be a Hebraicizing alteration

and concludes that uv may have been missing in the original LXX at this point.604

Richard argues that the omission of €K, point (3), in favour of a simple genitival

construction, is typical of the author's stylistic tendency,60S while Holtz notes that the

change of 7rpOe; ;Papaw {3au£A€a Ai)'v7rTOV to fie; Ai)'v7rTov, point (10), may indicate that

the author of Acts 7 is not interested in the person of Pharaoh, but rather in the

movements of Moses himself. Thus he excises the reference to Pharaoh.606 Richard

considers the last fie; A'i)'v7rTOV to be an addition to the text based on the author's

structural plan,6rf7 rather than a condensation of the septuagintal phrase. All of these

latter explanations have some merit, but it seems simpler and equally adequate to

conclude that the omissions mentioned above are words and phrases which fell victim to

the author's summarizing process.

As far as point (1) is concerned, while the wording may have some reference to

Ex. 3:7, it is unlikely that a citation is intended. Rather, an introductory formula has

been composed and inserted by the author of Acts 7 himself. 608

604Holtz, 124 n. 5.

605Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 98; Holtz (125) says somewhat enigmatically that it "softens the style."

606Holtz, 125.

607Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 100.

608See Ibid, 97.
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Point (2), the change of }.vaaL to }.vaov (middle to active voice), may be

explained as a stylistic improvement,609 although it may reflect more than that. For

example, it is to be noted that LXX minuscules 72-618, b, 121-527, Z, 55, Carl 49 read

}.vaov.610 It is barely possible that these minuscules reflect a text current in Luke's

day, but it is more likely that the minuscules were influenced by ActS. 611 Somewhat

more likely is the suggestion that the Acts citation was influenced by the similar passage

in Josh. 5:15 which reads }.vaov in ms A.612 Richard also suggests the influence of the

logion in Acts 13:25 (cf. Luke 3:16), concerning the "loosing" of the sandals of Jesus'

feet by John.613 However, it is very difficult to understand what significance this

logion would have had on the present passage, especially since the logion has infinitive

}.vacu. It is more reasonable to conclude, rather, that the change from middle to active

has a stylistic basis, although the reason for such a change remains somewhat obscure.

In any case, even with the change from middle to active, the use of a form of

A:UELP for the Hebrew )vJ O'J.j J) indicates clearly that the LXX is the basis for this

citation. The Hebrew word means to "draw off' (or "take off') something such as a

shoe,614 or perhaps, as Holtz puts it, "to undress" ("ausziehen").615 The word }.VELV

609Jfoltz, 125.

6IOGottLXX2,1, Ex. 3:5.

611compare Richard (Acts 6:1-8:4,98) with Richard's footnote (n. 178) on the same page, and Holtz (124).

612See Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4,98 n. 178; BrookeMacLean, Josh. 5:15; but cf. RahlfsLXX, Josh. 5:15; see also
Holtz, 125 n. 2.

613Ibid, 98; Richard mistakenly refers to this "logion" as a word of Jesus.

614BDB, 675.
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is not a readily perceived equivalent for this word, and hence Aquila changed it to

eKCT7raCTOV, while Symmachus changed it to V7rOAVCTaL, in Ex. 3:5.616 Hence the

preservation of AVCTOII in Acts 7:33 indicates the LXX as source. 617

The change of Ell ~ after 707rOC; to Eel>' ~, point (4), is probably a stylistic change

as well. Both Wevers and Richard argue that the Eel>' ~ comes from Josh. 5:15. 618 In

the latter passage the LXX does read EeI>'~. Wilcox, however, has noted that Eel>' ei> is

a closer reflection of the underlying Hebrew text, which in the MT reads ,., ~1Z. He also

notes that Aquila reads E7r' av70v, which is much closer to the MT. He concludes from

this that it is possible that the author of Acts 7 was using a Greek version other than the

LXX, which preserved the form of the Hebrew more literally, although he would not

exclude influence from the Hebrew itself.619 It must be pointed out, however, that

Aquila adds E7r' airrov to the text, retaining Ell ei>, as do the few LXX minuscules which

evidence E7r' aU7ov.620 While it is not impossible that the author has a Hebraicizing

LXX ms which read Eel>' ~,621 the existence of such a ms is speculative. Influence

from Josh. 5: 15 is also possible, although it is hardly likely that there has been any direct

615(...continued)
615Holtz, 124.

616GottLXX2,1, Ex. 3:5; see also Holtz, 125.

617See Holtz, 124-125.

6lSWevers, Notes on the Greek Text, 28; Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 98.

61Wtlcox, Semitisms, 42.

620See GottLXX2,1, Ex. 3:5; Richard, "Old Testament," 338.

621As does LXX minuscule 130.
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influence. Rather, it is more probable that Luke's style at this point has been influenced

by the LXX (especially the style of passages like LXX Josh. 5: 15). In any event, very

likely Luke considered €7rL more natural in the expression, as did the translator of Josh.

5: 15.622

Turning to point (6), the change of ril~ Kpcx.IJ'Yr,~ to TOV UTEVcx.'Y/.IoOV, we find no

evidence for the latter in the LXX except Chrysostom (Chr 114),623 and that late

Patristic reference was likely influenced by Acts. Appeal to the MT is no help, as the

Hebrew ili?~~, "cry, outcry, "624 corresponds better to the LXX reading Tr,~ KpalJ'Yr,<;,

"a loud cry, clamour, "625 than to TOU UTEVcx.'Y/.Io0V, "sigh, groan. ,,626 Both Holtz and

Richard agree that the word UTElIcx.'Y/.IoOU has crept into the citation in Acts 7:34 through

influence from either Ex. 6:5 or 2:24 or both.627 Ex. 6:5 reads Kat €'YW EiU~KOIJUcx. TCW

aVT&J1I. In both the latter passages TOV UTEVcx.'Y/.IoOV translates the Hebrew ili? ~.J, "groan,

622Jioltz (123-124 n. 4; see also BAG, 286) argues that EcP' e;, actually means "before which" rather than "upon
which" ("vor dem" rather than "auf dem"), and thus the author of Acts 7 is not saying that the place where Moses
is standing is holy ground, but rather that the place where God revealed Himself is holy ground, that is, the
burning bush itself. If Holtz is correct, then the reading EcP' e;, does not come closer to the Hebrew at all. Holtz
seems to argue that the author of Acts 7 is responsible for the shift of meaning between Ev e;, and EcP' e;" and thus
would argue for a redactional alteration here. It seems to me, however, difficult to demonstrate that such a
significant change of meaning has in fact occurred in Acts 7:33.

623BrookeMcLean, Ex. 3:7 (GottLXX2,1 only lists Acts 7:34).

624BDB, 858.

62SBAG, 450.

626lbid, 773; Holtz, 125 n. 8.

627Holtz, 125; Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 99-100.
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groaning. "628 Hence, we can conclude that influence from these verses must have

come from the LXX of these verses. Holtz appears more inclined to accept influence

from Ex. 6:5,629 whereas Richard favours influence from Ex. 2:24.630 Either is

possible, although it is to be noted that the author also appears to use Ex. 6:6 in

composing Acts 7:35 (see below p. 366),631 which indicates that he had that portion of

the LXX in mind when he composed this chapter.

The problem of point (7), Ciirrou instead of CiUTWP after TOU C1T€PCi'Y/l.OU in some

mss of Acts, can probably be settled textually. Only mss B and D of Acts 7 have CiVTOU

in v. 34, while p74, ~, A, C, E, iT, and the majority text read CiUTWP. 632 Metzger

argues:

since the singular number CiUTOU is the more correct form
grammatically (it refers to TOU ACiOU) it is probable that CiVTWP ••• is the
original reading which was altered by punctilious scribes. 633

Holtz further notes that if CiVTOU were original and CiUTWP were considered an assimilation

to the LXX, it is hard to imagine that the scribe would not have changed TOU C1T€PCi'Y/l.OU

6211BDB,611.

629Jfoltz, 125.

630&chard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 99 n. 179.

631See Ibid, 104.

632NestleAland26, Acts 7:34.

633Metzger, Textual Commentary, 349.
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back to rile;; KpaV'Y1Je;;. 634 Hence, it is likely that aVTwv is the original reading in Acts

7:34.

Point (8), that most mss of Acts have ~Kovaa instead of ch'ljKoa, can also be

settled textually. Only D, 1175, and a few others read aK'ljKoa in Acts 7:34, while the

rest read ~Kovaa. 635 Hence, it is quite likely that the latter is the original reading here.

Richard argues that the author takes the form of the verb from Ex. 2:24, Eia'ljKoVa€V,

from which he has removed the prefix in accord with his stylistic tendencies.636 He

also suggests that there may be some influence from Jer. 4:31, which reads, OTt cJ>wv~v

we;; wOLvOVa1]e;; ~Kovaa, TOU aT€Va'YJLOU aov.637 This, however, seems to me to be a very

complicated explanation, whereas the explanation of Holtz, that the author tends to

change the perfect to aorist in his OT citations, is simpler and more adequate. 638

Finally, turning to point (10), some mss of Acts have a1rOaTEAAw instead of

a1rOaT€LAw. The former is read by ms 'lr, and the majority text, while the latter is read

by p74, ~, A, B, C, D, E, 81, 614, 945, 1175, 1739, and others. 639 The weight of

evidence clearly supports the septuagintal reading here.

634Holtz, 123.

63sNestleAland26, Acts 7:34.

636Richard, Acts 6: 1-8:4, 100; see also p. 90.

637lbid, 100 n. 181-

638Holtz, 126.

639NestleAland26, Acts 7:34.
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In summary, then, Acts 7:33-34 appears to be a summary citation of Ex. 3:5-10,

with some influence from Ex. 6:5 (or 2:24) and perhaps Josh. 5:15. In spite of the

divergences from the LXX, there is enough evidence to indicate that the LXX was the

origin of this citation. Holtz agrees with this analysis and adds that the septuagintal

origin of the citation is confirmed by the odd rendering of ., JV, by KaKWUl,<;; (the more

likely rendering would be TCX7rEipw(J(,<;;), and the similarity in the presentation of Ex. 3: 10,

KCil pfJP OEVPO Ot.7rOUTE{)..W UE, with the aorist subjunctive for the future and the omission

of the copulative before Ot.1rOUTE{)..W, contrary to the MT (]D~\Q~l).640 There is no

definite evidence present indicative of Lukan or non-Lukan origin.641 Given, however,

its LXX origin, and the Lukan origin of most of the foregoing material, a Lukan origin

for this passage is likely.

i. Acts 7:35 = Ex. 2:14 + 3:2 (+ 6:6)

The only certain citation in this verse comes from Ex. 2: 14, and like the citation

(of Ex. 2:14) in Acts 7:27, is identical with the LXX, except for the omission of ee/>'

~p.WP. The latter omission has likely come about because the author is only referring

back to the previous citation, not citing directly.642 Since the author is summarizing

64OJIoltz, 124.

641Holtz (125 n. 1) argues for a relationship between Acts 7:33 and Acts 13:25. Such a relationship would
possibly indicate another link between the Stephen speech and Acts 13 and provides more evidence for Lukan
authorship of Acts 7 (see Townsend, 155). The evidence of such a relationship, however, seems quite tenuous.

642Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 103.
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various parts of the story of Moses that he has already told, he did not need to cite all

of the passage from Exodus, but only refer back to it.

For the latter part of the verse, it seems fairly obvious that the author is again not

citing the LXX directly, but merely referring back to his former citation in Acts 7:30:

uvv XELpl Cx'Y'YEAOV TOU b</>8EVTOC; aVTciJ EV rQ (3O:TCf) (Acts 7:30: (;,</>81] aVTetJ ... Cx'Y'YEAOC;

€V </>Ao'Y1 7rVPOC; (3O:TOV). The strange rQ (3O:TCf) seems to be an example of "metaplasm,"

or "fluctuation of declension" in regards to ~ {3O:TOC;.643

Finally, Richard has also argued that the words TOUTOV b 8EOC; [Kat] CxPXOVTa Kat

AVTPWTTW Cx7rEUTaAKEV are influenced by Ex. 6:6: Kal AVTpwuollm VIl&.C; €v {3paxiovt

VVt1]AciJ Kat KpiUEL IlE'YO:ATJ, especially the word AVTpwnjV.644 While this certainly may

be the case, it is hardly more than a brief allusion to the passage and as such it is

difficult to determine its origin with any sort of exactitude.

In summary, then, Acts 7:35 contains a direct citation of Ex. 2: 14 from the LXX

and alludes to Ex. 3:2, and possibly Ex. 6:6. The author does not, however, refer

directly to the LXX in citing the two former passages, but rather refers back to his own

citation of them in Acts 7:27 and 30. The references are clearly septuagintal, and Holtz

confidently argues that the Acts 7:35 is Lukan. 645 Although I find his reasons for

643See BDF, 28; but cf. BAG, 137; Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 103-104 n. 183.

644Richard, Acts 6: 1-8:4, 104.

64sHoltz, 96.
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concluding that v. 35 is a secondary Lukan addition somewhat suspect (see above on v.

30; p. 352), I have no argument with his conclusion.646

j. Acts 7:37 = Deut. 18:15

As the citation of Deut. 18: 15 was also found at Acts 3:22, many of the findings

regarding the latter verse are applicable to this one (see above, pp. 254-273). The

differences from the LXX are as follows: (1) the words EK TWV CxoeA<pwv eTOU WC; EP.€

have been moved from their place following 7rpo<p~rt'Jv to the end of the citation, after

o8eoc;; (2) the <TOU has been changed to vp.wv; (3) <TOL has been changed to up.iv and

moved from its place after Cxva<T~<T€L to just after 7rpo<p~rt'Jv; (4) the words KVpLOC; 0 eeoc;

<TOU have been altered to the simple 0 8eoc;; (5) many mss of Acts omit aVTov CxKov<Te<T8e

from the end.

The change in word order, point (1), is essentially the same as that in Acts 3:22,

and can be explained, as there, by influence from Deut. 18: 18 (see above pp 256-256,

269-269).647 Similarly, the change from singular to plural, points (2) and (3), as in

Acts 3:22, likely reflects the adaptation of the citation to the needs of the speech-

format,648 with possible influence from the plurals in Deut. 18:18 (see above, pp. 270-

271).649 The "throwing-forward" of the vp.iv, point (3), also paralleled in Acts 3:22,

646Dibelius (Studies, 167-170), Haenchan (Acts, 288-289) and Conzelman (Acts, 57) also see Acts 7:35 as
Lukan.

647Rese, 87; Bock, 192.

648Rese, 67; Bock, 191.

649Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4,109.
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probably is a redactional move by the author of Acts to place more emphasis on the

listeners as recipients of the eschatological prophet (see above, p. 270).

Clearly there is some relationship between the two citations of Deut. 18:15.

Holtz's suggestion that Luke has used the citation from Acts 3:22 in composing Acts

7:35, simply shortening it and making certain alterations,650 is a reasonable assumption

as far as it goes. After all, Luke has been doing just that with OT citations from earlier

in the Stephen speech in the verses immediately preceding this citation (see above, p.

366). The likelihood of his summarizing material from another speech is not

unreasonable, especially if the other speech was his own composition. This, however,

does not mean that he was unfamiliar with LXX Deuteronomy. Often writers will

summarize part of their earlier work, taking the material for their summary from that

earlier work, rather than going back to the original sources.

Hence, I think it is fair to conclude that Luke is using his citation of Acts 3:22

as his source for Acts 7:37. This, however, does not account for two of the above

divergences from the LXX: point (4), the change of KVPLOC; 0 OEOC; aov to 0 OEOC;, and,

point (5),the omission by many mss of Acts of aVTov OtKOVaEaOE. While Holtz argues

that the omissions of point (4) do not affect the meaning of the text,651 Bock considers

the omissions to be very significant indeed. He says:

This change is both a strong and subtle alteration. It suggests that the
nation's disobedience leaves them with no special claim of relationship to
God. It seems quite unlikely that the omission is a part of Lucan

65OJIoltz, 97-98.

651Ibid, 97.
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redaction since it is quite out of character with the rest of the speech
appeals in Acts. In Acts 13.17, God is still seen as the God of the people
of Israel. So also in Acts 13.33, where the Davidic promises are referred
to the listeners in the synagogue (Acts 13.38). This view is consistently
held in the earlier speeches as well. Even as far as Acts 28 the break
with Judaism is still in the process of being declared and it is not seen as
final. This alteration gives evidence that a source with a slightly stronger
perspective than Luke is being used here. 652

Bock concludes that a primitive early church tradition is the source for this citation,

following the arguments for Samaritan influence on the Stephen speech as adumbrated

by, for example, Abram Spiro and Martin Scharlemann.653 He follows John

Kilgallen654 in rejecting Lukan redaction of this portion of the Stephen speech,655 and

also follows Wilcox in noting that the changes from singular to plural pronouns (points

[2] and [3] above) reflect the collective sense of the MT J~ (also suffix J-), but tends

rather toward a Semitic text as the source of the citation rather than Wilcox's proposal

of an alternate Greek OT version.656 Hence, Bock's conclusions can be summarized

by saying that the citation is a non-Lukan traditional text reflecting a Semitic original,

and possibly reflecting the Jewish Christian arm of the earliest church.657

As most of the evidence regarding Samaritan influence and the possibility of a text-

form other than the LXX being used for Deut. 18: 15 has been discussed in relation to

652Bock, 219-220.

653Spiro, 285; Scharlemann, 45-51.

654Kilgallen, 76-79.

655Bock, 220; see also Rese, 78-80.

656Wilcox, Semitisms, 37; Bock, 219.

657See Bock, 218-221.
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Acts 3:22 (see above, pp. 255-268), I will simply note that in regard to the latter

passage, it was concluded that there was no compelling evidence to indicate that the

citation was other than septuagintal and Lukan (see above, p. 273). It is to be noted as

well that Hebrew is not the sole possessor of a "collective singular," but that Greek (and,

I suppose, most languages) also evidences such a construction.658 Thus it is not at all

conclusive to point to the Hebrew collective singulars as necessary bases for the plurals

in Acts, as Luke could just as easily have interpreted the Greek singulars in the LXX as

plurals. Hence, it is more than likely that the LXX is in view here.

But what about the omission of KVPWC; and vP.WJI (as in Acts 3:22; LXX has <Tau)

from before and after 0 fJeoc;? Is this indeed as important and non-Lukan an alteration

as Bock suggests? Richard argues that the alteration to the simple 0 fJeoc; is explained by

the preference for the latter of the author of Acts 7 (vv. 2, 3, 6, 7, 9c, 17, etc.).659

Much the same thing could be said for Acts as a whole. Of the 173 references to fJeoc;

in Acts, Moulton and Geden list only two references to KVPWC; 0 fJeoc;, and only one

reference to fJeoc; with a possessive pronoun.66O Therefore, it would seem that it is not

only in Acts 7 that Luke has a preference for the simple 0 fJeoc;. But could there be more

to this omission, as Bock argues? The evidence would seem to indicate that Luke does

658See e.g., Robertson, 409.

659Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 109.

660See M&G, 445-447; it is to be noted that M&G do not contain the reading with iJP.WII in Acts 3:22. The
omission of iJP.WII is witnessed by p74Vld, B, (>80, ith.P, cop..(...)·bo, and Chrysostom Cosmas Paschal Chronicle
(UBSGNT3, Acts 3:22). Metzger (Textual Commentary, 315) states that "it appears that the Alexandrian text,
with its usual tendency toward parsimoniousness, has eliminated the pronoun after 8E6C;." Given the other readings
with ~P.WII, it is most likely that iJP.WII is original. Hence, there appear to be two readings in Acts of 8eoc; with the
possessive pronoun.
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not like to attach a possessive pronoun to the word "God" if at all possible throughout

the book of Acts, not just in this one passage. The cause of his distaste is of course a

matter for speculation, but it may have something to do with his concern to include the

Gentiles in the people of God.661 This form of universalism may have affected his

desire to maintain the word Oe6c; without any possessive pronoun whenever possible.

Thus God is not the God of any particular people, but of all. In Acts 7:35, then, as

Bock suggests, God is no longer the peculiar possession of the people of Israel, but this

is not so much polemic, as Bock contends, as universalism.

I am not sure, however, that all this speculation is necessary. Once we have

established the Lukan preference for the simple b Oe6c;, and have noted that Luke is

merely referring to Acts 3:22 in a summary fashion, then Holtz's conclusion that the

omissions probably are simply part of the shortening process which Luke has used at this

point has a good claim to validity.662 Rather than some theological point being made,

it is highly likely that Luke has simply effected here a stylistic shortening.663

Point (5), the omission by many mss of Acts of CXV70V CxKovaeaOe, is both a textual

and a redactional problem, although in neither case particularly difficult. Acts mss C,

D (*), E, 33,36,323,614,945, (1175), 1241, 1739, and others, as well as the Italian

Gigas ms, the Syriac, the Middle Egyptian and the Bohairic include CXV70V CxKovaeaOe,

661See e.g., Marshall, Acts, 29-32.

662Holtz, 97.

663The insertion of KUPIOC; in Acts 7:35 by mss C, E, H, P, and others, and the addition of ~J'(;)l' by mss E, H,
and most minuscules, or vp.(;)l' by ms P, some minuscules and the Textus Receptus, can be ascribed quite
confidently to assimilation to the LXX of Deut. 18:15 or Acts 3:22 (Metzger, Textual Commentary, 350).
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while p45 (apparently), N, A, B, iT, the majority text, as well as the Stuttgart Vulgate,

and the Sahidic omit them. 664 Clearly, the immediate context of Acts 7:35 has no place

for the omitted words, and thus one can confidently conclude that Luke has omitted them

on purpose, while their addition in the Acts mss tradition is likely due to scribal

assimilation to the LXX or Acts 3:22.665

In summary, then, the citation of Deut. 18:15 in Acts 7:37 is both Lukan and

septuagintal, although it is actually redacted from Luke's earlier citation of the verse in

Acts 3:22. Hence the citation has gone through a two-stage redaction from its original

form in the LXX. Firstly, Luke has adapted it to the context of Acts 3:22, and,

secondly, has taken that adaptation and summarized it and adapted it to the context of

Acts 7:35.

k. Acts 7:40 = Ex. 32:1 (32:23)

Acts 7:40 contains a citation either from Ex. 32: 1 or 32:23, which are almost

exactly alike. The mention of Aaron's name at the beginning of the citation points to

32: 1 as the source for the citation; however the omission of Otva.UTT/Ot points to 32:23.

It is not unlikely that Luke had both in mind as he cited this passage, since, as we have

seen, he does tend to compare various similar OT passages when searching for the

desired form for his citations (e.g., see above, pp 237).

664NestleAland26, Acts 7:37.

665Metzger, Textual Commentary, 350.
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The differences from the LXX of Ex. 32: 1 are as follows: (1) Acts replaces the

introductory words (JUPE(JT'Y/ /) Aao~ h"l 'Aapwp Kal AE'Y0VULP airrefl with €i?r6p'T€~ 'Tefl

•Aapwp; (2) apOtu'Trlh Kat is omitted; (3) the spelling of Mwu~~ is altered to Mwiju~~;

(4) /) &p8pw?ro~ is omitted after Mwvu~~ OV1"O~; (5) LXX 'YE'Y0Jl€JI is altered by many

Acts mss to €'YEP€'TO.666

The introductory words, point (1), are probably not to be taken as part of the

citation, but rather as an introductory formula composed by the author to indicate the

context of the citation.667 Since the story as a whole in Ex. 32 is about Aaron, it is not

even necessary to conclude that he got the name 'AapwJl from v.I. Hence, there is

really nothing to prevent his actually citing v. 23. There, in agreement with the MT

(which lacks 01 P), the LXX omits apOtuT'Y/f!t Kat, just as in Acts (point [2]). The latter

indicates that Ex. 32:23 is the model for Luke's citation here, rather than 32:1, although

on all other points the two LXX verses are identical.668 Point (3), the variation in

spelling, can be simply explained as the difference in preference between the translator

of LXX Exodus and the author of Acts.

&i6While RahlfsLXX reads E~ before Ai-yv'll"TOV in Ex. 32:1 and 32, GottLXX2,1 reads EK -yij~, following ms A

and others. The reading EK -yij~ comes closer to the MT reading n"1~[) '(1 ~O, and could indicate that ms A and
the others were influenced by a slightly Hebraicizing recension (see Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 117). Wevers,
however, comments that only EK -yij~ "can be correct for Exod as the pattern of translation for 'out of the land (of
Egypt)' shows" (Notes on the Greek Text, 518). In any case, the textual evidence is such that it is very likely that
Luke found this reading in his ms of the LXX (see Holtz, 126).

667Richard, Acts 6: 1-8:4, 117.

668See Holtz, 126 n. 2.
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Points (4) and (5) are probably redactional alterations. Holtz argues that the

omission of b alJ()punroc;, point (4), is simply owing to its being superfluoUS.669 On the

other hand, Richard argues that the author of Acts 7 tends to replace alJ()punroc; by &lJ~P

(7:2, 26),670 arguing, perhaps, for a simple stylistic alteration here. In any case, the

omission appears to be redactional, probably for stylistic reasons. As far as point (5)

goes, the textual data are as follows: mss D, E, V, and the majority text, as well as

Cyril, read 'YE'YOlJElJ, while mss p74, ~, A, B, C, 36, 945, 1175, 1739, and a few others

read €'YElJETO.671 The textual evidence is difficult, as Holtz implies, since it is

somewhat hard to imagine that all the witnesses for 'Y€'Y0lJElJ are simply assimilating to

the LXX text.672 Holtz also notes, however unlikely he may consider it, that since the

perfect 'Y€"(OlJ€lJ is stylistically somewhat better than the aorist €"(€lJ€TO, one could

consider the mss with the perfect to have made a stylistic improvement on the original

aorist. 673 Perhaps if we consider both the possibility of assimilation to the LXX and

the possibility of stylistic improvement, we can account for the strong witness for

'Y€'Y0P€lJ in the mss tradition. In any event, it seems most reasonable to assume that the

aorist is original. 674 It is to be noted that the author of Acts 7 makes frequent use of

669Holtz, 126.

67llRjchard, Acts 6:1-8:4,85 n. 137, 117. He also argues that sometimes the author eliminates the word (e.g.,
7:46 in relation to Psalm 89:21).

671NestleAland26, Acts 7:40.

672Holtz, 126.

673Ibid, 126 n. 4.

67%id, 126.
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the €'Y€VETO form (six times within the Stephen material),675 and he has similarly

changed perfect &K~KOO! to aorist ~KOVUO! in Acts 7:34.676 Therefore, a certain

predilection of the author of Acts 7 for the aorist explains the reading in Acts 7:40.

In summary, then, the citation of Acts 7:40 is from the LXX.677 Some minor

stylistic changes have been made in the passage, but its septuagintal origin is shown by

the reproduction of 7rP01r0PEVUOPTCtL ~J.Lwv in translating ·1 J ') .,J~ ~ i J 7~, and by the

reproduction in the same places of two similar anacolutha.678 There is no certain

evidence in this citation to tell if it comes from Luke or not, but seeing as all the other

citations in the chapter, and especially those in the immediate vicinity, appear to be

Lukan, it is a reasonable conclusion that Acts 7:40 is also Lukan.

1. Summary: The Pentateuch in Acts 7

From the evidence which has been presented in this study, it seems reasonable to

conclude that the citations from the Pentateuch in Acts 7 all come from the LXX,

although they have in many cases been heavily redacted to fit the narrative context. In

some cases (e.g., Acts 7:27-28) it is clear that the author knows the LXX well, since he

not only cites a passage, but refers explicitly to its context. This sort of evidence tends

to support Dodd's contention that NT writers creatively interact with the OT material that

675See Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4,117.

676gee Holtz, 126.

6nContaining the, perhaps, slightly Hebraicized reading iK "Y1i~ (see above, n. 666).

678Holtz, 126 n. 5; see also BDF, 243.
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they use, rather than simply quote proof-texts,679 and tends to rule out the use of

testimonia. Hence, the LXX itself was the source for the Pentateuch citations of Acts

7.

So we can conclude that the author of Acts 7 knew the LXX well. But was this

author Luke? The evidence from the citations themselves, as presented above, indicates

that Luke could easily have composed Acts 7, and there is no firm evidence that he could

not have. In fact, unless one holds an a priori position that Luke did not write the

Stephen material, the evidence above would certainly favour a conclusion of Lukan

authorship. In any case, we can confidently conclude that Luke was responsible for the

citations themselves, and, since they evidence a firm knowledge of the LXX Pentateuch,

we can conclude that Luke knew and used the LXX Pentateuch.

E. Summary: The Pentateuch in Luke-Acts

The citations of the Pentateuch in Luke-Acts are, as we have noted, a very

complex phenomenon. There is certainly evidence of traditional, liturgical material being

used, especially in the early portions of the Gospel of Luke, but it has been shown that

with a few exceptions the citations are septuagintal. Those traditional citations, whose

origin may not be the LXX, occur exactly where one would expect to find them: in the

portions of the Gospel where Luke has compiled his material from a number of sources

(cf. Luke 1: 1-4). Even the citations in the so-called "L" material may have been

influenced by traditional Christian or Jewish testimonia, since we simply do not know

679See Dodd, According to the Scriptures, 18.
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what sources Luke used in compiling these narratives. But even so, our evidence

indicates an overwhelming septuagintal influence on the citations in "L" material, as well

as in Markan and "Q" material.

It is the Acts material, however, that really demonstrates Luke's knowledge of

the LXX. Except for Acts 23:5, all the Pentateuch citations in Acts occur in chapters

3 and 7, both of which have been considered non-Lukan by a number of scholars. Acts

23:5, however, as our evidence shows, is septuagintal and Lukan, and thus, by itself,

would indicate that Luke knew the LXX Pentateuch. On the other hand, the evidence

for non-Lukan authorship of Acts 3 and 7 is not nearly so strong as some would like to

think, and our evidence, for the most part, leads to the conclusion that the Pentateuchal

citations of both Acts 3 and 7 are not only septuagintal, but Lukan as well. Certainly,

one's conclusions about the authorship of the two latter chapters will influence one's

conclusions regarding Luke's knowledge of the LXX. Thus, if one decides a priori (or

on the basis of evidence other than the citations themselves) that Luke did not write these

chapters, or that he has used a source and merely redacted the chapters to a certain

degree, one could conclude that Luke only reproduced the citations used by his source.

Hence, it would be quite likely that Luke did not know LXX Pentateuch. On the other

hand, our evidence indicates that Luke is responsible for the Acts 3 and 7 citations, and

that he used the LXX as his source for them.

In fact Acts 7 assumes paramount importance for ascertaining Luke's knowledge

of the LXX. Once it has been established that Luke is responsible for the citations of

Acts 7, then it becomes obvious that Luke must have known the LXX of the Pentateuch.
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Citations such as Acts 7:27-28 show that the author of the speech must have known the

context of the passages, and his summarizing of the story of Moses in vv. 35-43 (which

is generally regarded as Lukan material)680 shows his knowledge of the LXX version

of that story, especially in v. 40 where he is citing the LXX directly. Furthermore, the

connections throughout the Stephen speech, both thematic and theological, with the rest

of Acts, and in particular Acts 13, make it more than likely that Luke was the author of

the speech.681

Hence, as far as the aims of this study are concerned, we can conclude with some

confidence that Luke both knew and used the LXX Pentateuch in the composition of his

two volume work. Furthermore, Luke appears to have used traditional material,

especially in the Gospel, but it appears that he has also redacted this material for his own

purposes, even in one case (Luke 18:20) correcting the Markan citation by means of the

LXX. Again, throughout, Luke is an active redactor. Rather than using Pentateuchal

citations as proof-texts, either christologically or for some other theological purpose,

Luke's references to the Pentateuch are most often found subsumed into a narrative of

OT events (especially in Acts), or used as illustrations for details of his narrative which

may be unfamiliar to his readers (especially in the Gospel).682 Hence he summarizes

passages, alludes to the OT rather than citing it, and makes alterations based on the

680See e.g., Dibelius, Studies, 167-170; Haenchen, Acts, 288-289; Conzelman, Acts, 57; Holtz, 94; but cf.
Kilgallen (76-79) and Bock (220), who see nothing of Luke here.

68ISee L. Cerfaux and J. Dupont, Les Actes des ApOtres (Paris: Cerfaux, 1953) 73; Mundie, 135; Loisy, 318
347; Richard, Acts 6:1-8:4, 256-257; 282-301; Townsend, 155; Moessner, "'The Christ Must Suffer,''' 220-256.

682Sometimes as well they appear as parts of conversations between Jesus and others concerning Torah.
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context in which he places the citation. In fact, only two Pentateuchal citation out of the

twenty-three studied are at all christological proof-texts (Deut. 18: 15-16, 19 + Lev.

23:29 in Acts 3:22-23683 and Gen. 26:4 in Acts 3:25). Hence, in most cases the

Pentateuchal material has less theological relevance for Luke, and he does not cite it

explicitly. 684

There is slightly more evidence of Hebraicizing in Luke's ms of LXX Pentateuch

than there is for the Isaiah and Psalms material discussed earlier, but less than for the

citations from the Minor Prophets. In two of the three cases of possible Hebraicizing in

the Pentateuchal material, however, the evidence may indicate traditional influence on

the citation, rather than an Hebraicizing LXX ms. In any case the influence of a

Hebraicizing tendency on Luke's ms of LXX Pentateuch is not significant.

683The citation of this Deut. 18:15 in Acts 7:37 is not nearly so clearly a christological proof-text.

6841n most cases as well his redactional alterations are less theologically motivated, than we have noted in the
other OT material.



CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION

Now that we have covered all the major groups of Lukan OT citations, including

the major allusions, we are ready to offer some conclusions regarding Luke's knowledge

of the LXX. Before we do, however, it would be beneficial to summarize the data as

we now have it.

The following tables summarize the data for three of the four overall aims of this

study. Each table contains six columns. The first column indicates the known source

for the material in which the citation or allusion occurs. The only relatively certain data

we have on Luke's use of sources concerns the Gospel where we know that he used

Mark and "Q" (I am presupposing the two-source hypothesis for the purpose of this

summary), hence the known sources for Luke's Gospel are listed as Mark (Mk) and "Q"

(Q), while Luke's special material is listed as "L" (L). The next two columns indicate

the form of the citation or allusion according to whether it is septuagintal or not. The

next two columns deal with the possibility of traditional material in the OT references.

The designation "traditional," as noted in chapter one, refers to the likelihood that Luke

was not referring to the OT directly, but found this citation or allusion in another source,

whether the latter was referring to the LXX or not. Hence an OT reference noted under

these two columns could be traditional and septuagintal, or traditional and non-

380
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septuagintal. The data concerning traditional OT references is divided into two columns,

owing to the uncertainty of the field of source criticism. Hence the first column refers

to those citations or allusions which we can ascribe to a source with some confidence

(especially when we are aware of the Gospel source involved) while the second indicates

those for which the evidence indicates the presence of traditional material but, owing to

the paucity of data, the tyPe of material (e.g., testimonia) is mostly speculative. Finally,

the last column indicates whether there is possible evidence for Luke's use of a

Hebraicizing LXX ms.

TABLE 1: DATA FROM THE MINOR PRoPHETS CITATIONS/ALLUSIONS

I~~' I
Gospel LXX non-LXX Definite Possible Possible
Source Traditional Traditional Hebraicizing

LXXms

Luke 7:27 Q ,/ ,/

Luke 23:30 L ,/

Acts 2:17-21 ,/ .II

Acts 7:42-43 .I .I .I

Acts 13:41 .I .f'2

Acts 15:16-17 ,/ .I

As the above table indicates, the references to the Minor Prophets in Luke-Acts come

primarily from the LXX and evidence the hand of Luke. On the other hand, one

reference out of the six is clearly traditional, while two show possible evidence of a

traditional origin. Hence we have the possibility of a 50% traditional origin for the

IThe evidence for a Hebraicizing ms in this passage is very minimal. The possibility, however, is still there.

2The only evidence for a Hebraicizing ms in this citation is its possible relationship to 8HevXIIgr (see above, pp.
79-81).
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Minor Prophets material. Rather than indicating ignorance of the LXX (no-one considers

Luke to be ignorant of the LXX Minor Prophets), however, this evidence seems to

support the contention that, regardless of his familiarity with the LXX of a particular

passage, Luke may choose to use another source for his citations or allusions. It is to

be noted that the only clearly traditional reference is "Q" material, and his use of the "Q"

version of the OT citation, rather than the LXX, may indicate in what high regard he

held his source. The same may be said regarding the possibly traditional references in

Acts 7 and 15. If an alternate source to the OT itself is in use here, then it can be

argued that at times Luke chose to reproduce this source rather than cite the OT directly.

Since both of the latter references are septuagintal, however, it is impossible to determine

whether another source is in view which refers to the LXX, or whether Luke himself

refers to the passages. Only one passage is non-septuagintal. It seems that even the

traditional passages show a preference for the LXX. Finally, three of the six references

(50%) show evidence, however meagre, of a Hebraicizing tendency. Such a high

percentage may in fact indicate some significant Hebraicizing influence on Luke's ms of

the Minor Prophets. Of course, with such a limited data sample, and such meagre

evidence, the latter conclusion can hardly be asserted with confidence.
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TABLE 2: DATA FROM THE ISAIAH CITATIONS/ALLUSIONS

IP....g,

I
Gospel LXX non-LXX Definite Possible Possible
Source Traditional Traditional Hebraicizing

LXXms

Luke 3:4--6 Mk .I ,f3

Luke 19:46 Q .I .I

Luke 4:18-19 L .I

Luke 22:37 L .I .I

Acts 7:49-50 .I

Acts 8:32-33 .I

Acts 13:22 .I .I

Acts 13:34 .I .I

Acts 13:47 .I

Acts 28:26-27 .I

Again for the Isaiah references Luke's use of LXX Isaiah best accounts for most of the

passages. There are, however, four possible instances (accepting even the most meagre

evidence) among the ten passages (40%) of traditional material being used. Again, this

is a very high percentage, and if all the instances mentioned are indeed traditional, this

again would show that in some instances Luke chooses the citation or allusion as

presented in another source rather than cite the LXX directly. Again, however, the only

passages that can be definitely ascribed to traditional sources come from the Markan and

"Q" material in the Gospel, while the only possibly non-septuagintal passage comes from

Mark. Hence, it appears that when Luke had what he considered reliable sources,

especially for the traditions about Jesus, he used them rather than cite OT passages

3'fhis passage contains evidence of being both traditional and Lukan.
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directly. Finally, only one passage out of the eleven (about 9%) can be considered

indicative of a Hebraicizing ms. Thus, Hebraicizing appears not to be a significant factor

in Luke's ms of LXX Isaiah.
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TABLE 3: DATA FROM THE PsALMS CITATIONS/ALLUSIONS

IPu.~
I

Gospel LXX non-LXX Definite Possible Possible
Source Traditional Traditional Hebraicizing

LXXms

Luke 19:38 Mk .I .I

Luke 20:17 Mk .I .I

Luke 20:42-43 Mk .I .I

Luke 22:69 Mk .14 .I

Luke 4:10-11 Q .I .I

Luke 13:35 Q .I .I

Luke 23:46 L .I .Is

Acts 1:20 or .I

Acts 2:25-28 .I

Acts 2:30 .t"

Acts 2:31 .I

Acts 2:33 ,ffi

Acts 2:34-35 .I

Acts 4:11 .I

Acts 4:25-26 .I

Acts 13:22 .I ,f9

Acts 13:33 .I

Acts 13:35 .I

~he septuagintal or non-septuagintal nature of this passage remains undetermined.

SAlthough a traditional citation, the passage contains definite signs of Lukan redaction.

6Part of this citation is certainly from the LXX, but part of it appears to have a non-septuagintal Vorlage.

7The origin of this citation (LXX or non-LXX) remains undetermined, although in all likelihood it is septuagintal.
I have included it under non-LXX since there is some evidence, however meagre, that it may not be.

8The origin of this passage (LXX or non-LXX) remains undetermined.

9'fhe origin of this passage (LXX or non-LXX) remains undetermined.
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Again, the LXX is clearly Luke's preferred source for references to the Psalms. There

are, however, a significant number of passages evincing traditional sources. Seven of

the 18 passages (almost 40%) can be with confidence ascribed to traditional sources, with

one additional passage having a possible traditional origin (with the latter passage added

we have almost 45%). Such a large percentage of traditional OT references indicates

perhaps that Luke had a significant tradition of Jewish and Christian use of the Psalms

from which to draw. As well, there is a significant number of passages which show

evidence of a non-septuagintal Vorlage (several of the traditional passages are

septuagintal). Of these, only one is both traditional and non-septuagintal (Luke 20:42

43), although one other (Acts 1:20) contains both elements indicating a non-septuagintal

origin and traditional elements, along with septuagintal and Lukan elements (in other

words, the origin of the OT reference cannot be determined with any degree of

confidence). Three passages in Acts cannot be determined as to their septuagintal origin,

but given that they appear to come from Luke, their indeterminacy likely stems from the

inadequacy of the data, rather than any likelihood of a non-septuagintal version of the OT

underlying them. There is no evidence for any Hebraicizing tendency in Luke's LXX

ms of the Psalms.
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!h_
I

Gospel LXX non-LXX Definite Possible Possible
Source Traditional Traditional Hebraicizing

LXXms

Luke 10:27 Mk .I .I

Luke 18:20 Mk .1'0 .1"

Luke 20:28 Mk .I .I

Luke 20:37 Mk .112 .I

Luke 4:4 Q .I .I

Luke 4:8 Q .113 .I

Luke 4:12 0 .I .I

Luke 2:23 L .I .I

Luke 2:24 L .I

Acts 23:5 .I

Acts 3:13 .I

Acts 3:22-23 .I .I .I

Acts 3:25 .I

Acts 7:3 .I

Acts 7:5 .I

Acts 7:6-7 .I .I

Acts 7:18 .I

Acts 7:30 .I

Acts 7:32 .I

Acts 7:33-34 .I

Acts 7:35 .I

Acts 7:37 .I

Acts 7:40 .I .I .I

IOjt must be noted, however, that this citation has been corrected to the LXX by Luke.

IlWith Lukan redaction.

'Zorhe origin of this passage (LXX or non-LXX) remains undetermined.

'J-yhe origin of this passage (LXX or non-LXX) remains undetermined.
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Turning now to the data on the Pentateuchal references we find that there is not such a

great difference from the evidence collected for those from the Psalms. Again, we seem

to have demonstrated by this data that Luke knew and used the LXX Pentateuch. The

number of traditional citations or allusions, however, is again significant: seven out of

the twenty-three (about 31 %), and if we add the possible traditional elements in Luke

2:23; Acts 3:22-23 and 7:40, ten (about 44%), very close to the percentage of the Psalms

references. Of these traditional citations or allusions only two are definitely non

septuagintal, while one other may be so (but the evidence is not conclusive). Finally,

three of the twenty-three references appear to show signs of Hebraicizing (about 13 %),

a significant number, but not indicative of a thoroughgoing tendency in Luke's ms either.

The data can be further summarized as follows:

TABLE 5: SUMMARY OF DATA I

I LXX non-LXX Lukan Traditional

Minor Prophets *83.33 16.67 50.00 50.00

Isaiah 100.00 0.00 60.00 40.00

Psalms 66.67 33.33 55.56 44.44

Pentateuch 86.96 13.04 56.52 43.48

*the values here are percentages of the total number of cltatlons/alluswns

As the above table shows, according to our analysis both the Psalms and Minor Prophets

citations or allusions contain more non-septuagintal references than do those from the

Pentateuch, with the Psalms having significantly more. Exactly one third of the latter

OT references are non-septuagintal, as compared with the Pentateuch in which only about
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13 % are non-septuagintal. Similarly, although the values are not as significant, each of

the other groups of OT references (Minor Prophets, Isaiah, and Psalms) contain a slightly

higher percentage of traditional citations or allusions than does the Pentateuch group.

We can also view the results as follows:

TABLE 6: SUMMARY OF DATA II

I LXX non-LXX Lukan Traditional

Combined: *79.41 20.59 55.88 44.12
MP/lsa/Ps

Pentateuch 86.96 13.04 56.52 43.48

*the values here are percentages of the total number ofCl1allons/alluswns

Here we see that the amounts of septuagintal and non-septuagintal references are similar

for Pentateuchal citations or allusions as for all other OT references examined. The

same can be said for the relative amounts of Lukan and traditional material. The table

below shows the percentages of all the OT references combined in the above categories:

TABLE 7: SUMMARY OF DATA III

I LXX non-LXX Lukan Traditional

Number of 47 10 32 25
references

Percentage of 82.46 17.54 56.14 43.86
references

The above table indicates that in general Luke cites or alludes to the LXX about 80% of

the time, and about 20% of the time non-LXX sources. Similarly, slightly less than half

of the time he uses traditional sources, rather than referring to the OT directly,

regardless of whether they are septuagintal or not. If we compare this with his use of

the Pentateuch, we have the following result:
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TABLE 8: SUMMARY OF DATA IV

I LXX non-LXX Lukan Traditional

Combined: *82.46 17.54 56.14 43.86
MP/lsalPs/Pent

Pentateuch 86.96 13.04 56.52 43.48

*the values here are percentages of the total number ofCltatlons/alluswns

Table 8 demonstrates graphically that the values for the Pentateuch references do not

differ in any significant way from the values for Luke's use of the OT as a whole.

Therefore, as was demonstrated in the discussion of each of the passages, in

relation to the overall pattern of Luke's use of the OT, there is no evidence that Luke

treated the Pentateuch references any differently, as indicative of his knowledge or lack

thereof of the LXX, than he did for the books which it is widely regarded that he knew

in the LXX version. 14 If he in fact did not know the LXX of the Pentateuch, we would

have expected widely divergent values in the above table. The evidence both for use of

traditional material and non-LXX sources would have been much more pronounced for

the Pentateuch citations.

Rather, we observe the same pattern throughout: whether referring to the Minor

Prophets, Isaiah, the Psalms or the Pentateuch, Luke tends to use the LXX directly. At

l'1'hat the Pentateuch references are, generally speaking, less extensive than those from the other books would tend
to indicate that, while the Pentateuch was used by Luke (and, I think, this could be extrapolated to the NT in general)
in constructing narratives based on OT stories, the Minor Prophets, Isaiah and the Psalms contained more material
fruitful for christological (messianic) or other theological discussion (note that Bock, Rese, and Dupont [in Salvation],
discuss the three latter groups of references at more length than those from the Pentateuch, which would seem to
indicate their greater significance for christological and apologetic purposes). The latter conclusion would also be
reflected in the amount of traditional material available citing the various parts of the OT for Christian use. As noted,
our data supports the position that the traditional elements are more prominent in some cases in the citations or
allusions from books other than the Pentateuch, than in those from the Pentateuch. This is only natural with material
having christological or apologetic value. Whether one can correlate apologetic, or christological, value with
traditional sources for OT citations in Luke-Acts, needs to be studied further.
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times, however, he does use traditional material. This is especially evident in the

treatment of Markan and "Q" material. But his reasons for using the traditional material

instead of citing the LXX directly do not appear to be connected to any supposed lack

of knowledge of the LXX in any of the above-mentioned books. This is clear since the

pattern is the same irrespective of which OT book he is quoting. He has his own reasons

for preferring the traditional material, as has been shown in the discussions of these

passages in the body of this study.

What tends to skew the evidence against Luke's knowledge of the LXX

Pentateuch in other studies (especially Holtz) is the a priori assumption that Luke used

special sources consistently in the speeches in Acts (especially Acts 3 and 7), and used

them without significant alteration. Hence, although most of the citations in Acts 7 are

"w6rtliche Ubernahmen aus der LXX in den erzahlenden Teilen der Rede, "15 these

cannot be used as evidence for Luke's knowledge of the LXX Pentateuch, since Luke

took these references directly from his sourceY We have seen, however, that the

citations and allusions themselves demonstrate Lukan characteristics, and give no certain

evidence for sources other than the LXX. Further source-critical work needs to be done

in the light of the above data on the OT references, especially in regard to Acts 3 and

7. As far as our analysis goes, however, we must conclude that whether or not Luke

used other sources, he most certainly had a hand in the OT citations and allusions in

lSHoltz, 114.

16Ibid, 113.
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these speeches, and appears to have used directly, for the most part, the LXX

Pentateuch.

Therefore, we have established that Luke knew the LXX and used that version

for the most part in citing or alluding to the OT. We have also noted that he sometimes

chose to cite traditional material when it was available, rather than the LXX, either

because he wished to be faithful to a source which he held in high regard, or because the

version of the OT material in his source was particularly applicable to the context in

which he placed the OT reference. Finally, we can conclude, with a fair degree of

probability, that the ms of the LXX Minor Prophets which Luke used was Hebraicizing.

Outside of the Minor Prophets material, however, there is little significant evidence that

he was using a Hebraicizing LXX ms.

Now we have only to mention something about Luke's redactional activity to

complete our conclusions. As we noted, Luke is a very active editor. In virtually every

case he freely edits his OT citation to fit the context, to make his point more clear, or

to stress a particular aspect of the citation itself. Unfortunately, this editorial activity

often makes it difficult for scholars to determine with certainty the version of the OT

Luke was using. This difficulty has given rise to the problem of Luke's knowledge of

the LXX and to the present study. But given the extensiveness of Luke's editorial

activity, it is highly likely that most of the problems with Luke's use of the OT can be

understood by reference to this editorial activity.

But how does Luke actually work? In many cases, it is clear that Luke's

redaction of the OT material is motivated by christological and apologetic concerns. In
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this regard Luke utilizes what Longenecker has termed the most characteristic method

of NT interpretation: pesher. 17 Longenecker characterizes the NT application ofpesher

hermeneutics in this way: "everything the ancient prophet wrote has a veiled,

eschatological meaning, [and] has reference to the community's understanding of itself

as God's righteous remnant in the period of eschatological consummation. "18 Such an

interpretation, he notes,

opens up all the biblical message and history to a Christocentric
interpretation. All that is now required is to identify those portions of
pertinence to the Messianic Age (as Christians understood it) and to
explicate them in accordance with the tradition and principles of Christ. 19

Luke is certainly an active interpreter of the OT scriptures, but he does not tend to cite

the passages and then explicate them. Rather Luke tends to alter the passages in such

a way that his interpretation of the passage is embedded in the passage itself. Despite

his high view of the LXX and the other sources which he cites, he feels free, or perhaps

constrained, to make clear that these OT passages are fulfilled in the events which he is

narrating. Hence he alters them when needed according to "the tradition and principles

of Christ. ,,20

But that is not all Luke does. Often he alters the OT passage stylistically, simply

to make it read better. Furthermore, he often does not cite the passage, but paraphrases

17Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis, 98.

18Ibid, 39 (emphasis Longenecker's).

19J:bid, 99-98.

2OJ:bid, 99.
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it, or summarizes it, or simply alludes to it. In this lies the key to the problem of the

Pentateuchal references in Luke-Acts. While Luke often cites from the Minor Prophets,

Isaiah and the Psalms, he tends to allude to the Pentateuch rather than citing it. The

reason for this is that, with the exception of Deut. 18:15-16, 19 + Lev. 23:29 in Acts

3:22-23 and Gen. 26:4 in Acts 3:25, Luke does not use the Pentateuchal material as

theological (christological or otherwise) proof-texts, but as integral, perhaps illustrative,

parts of his narrative. 21 Thus rather than citing the OT material, he simply incorporates

it to a greater or lesser extent in his narrative. His motivation for altering the OT

material, then, is not theological, but determined by the narrative context. Often,

therefore, his references to the Pentateuch look less like the LXX, than the references

to the other portions of the OT, and it is often concluded that Luke must not have been

using the LXX. But the reason for these discrepancies from the LXX is to be found,

rather, in Luke's purpose and method in citing the OT.

But Holtz does not confine his conclusion simply to the LXX Pentateuch. He also

states that Luke did not know the historical books of the OT directly.22 Now as far as

citations go there is only one possible referent in Luke-Acts, and that is the so-called

citation of I Kgdms 13: 14 in Acts 13:22: avopa Kara ri]v Kapoiav J.lov. Holtz argues

that here we have evidence of a testimonium used both by Luke and Clement of Rome.23

The citation occurs in close proximity with Isa. 44:28 and Ps. 89:20 (88:21 LXX), and

21See above, n. 14.

22Holtz, 169-170.

23Ibid, 136; see also Wilcox, Semitisms, 23.
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Clement reproduces the passage without Isa. 44:28. Holtz argues that Clement thought

he was citing simply the Psalms passage, and did not recognize a combined citation here.

Hence he cited the testimonium as though it were a citation from the Psalms. Luke, he

argues, did something similar with the same testimonium.24 Of course it is possible,

as I pointed out with regard to the lsa. 44:28 citation, that Clement simply used ActS.25

Certainly, however, one cannot rule out a possible traditional source for this passage,

perhaps, as I noted in regard to Isa. 44:28, an early Christian homily (see above, p.

135).

The only real problem with a LXX origin for the citation is the presence of Cxvopa

for LXX Cxv()puJ7rov. Wilcox argues that &v~p is a better translation of the Hebrew vJ"N

than is CxV()pW1ror;, 26 and since there is no evidence of any possibly Hebraicizing

tendency in the LXX textual tradition which substitutes avopa for av()puJ7rov,TI he

24Holtz, 135-136.

2SSee Bruce, Acts (1951), 265. The question of dating is of course a problem here which has not been sufficiently
resolved (see Kiimmel, pp. 185-186; Richardson, pp. 33-34; but cf. Robinson, Redating, 116).

26Wilcox, Semitisms, 21. It is debatable whether fxvqp is so much better a translation of VJ 'N than is a/l8puJ1ror;.

Certainly VJ'N does mean "man" in the sense of "male", but it also has a wider connotation, i.e. "mankind," "person,"
"whosoever" (see T. E. McComiskey, "'ysh," lWOT 1 [1980] 82-83). Furthermore, fx/l~p need not always mean
"man" as in "male" either. It can simply mean "human being." For example, J. B. Bauer ("fxvqp, fx/lop6r;, 0," EDNT
1 [1990] 99) notes that fxj/~p is used for men and women in Matt. 14:35; Mark 6:44; Luke 5:18; 9:14; 11:31 and John
6:10. To these references Rook ("Women in Acts: Are They Equal Partners With Men in the Earliest Church?" MJT
2 [1991] 34, 38, 39) adds Acts 3:12; 17:34 and perhaps 14:14. Hence either fxj/~p or aj/8puJ1ror; would do as a

translation for VJ'No Furthermore, the LXX translator may have considered aj/8puJ1ror; a perfectly reasonable

translation for VJ 'N, given his probable world-view (see the introductory comments in C. Cox, "The Wrath of God
Has Come to Me: Job's First Speech According to the LXX," SR 16 (1987) 195-198, esp. p. 198). Wilcox's
arguments relating Acts 13:22 to targumic tradition have been dealt with above (pp. 136-137), and need not concern
us here.

27See BrookeMacLean, I Kgdms. 13:14. It is interesting to note that ms B omits aj/opOt in Acts 13:22 (see
NestleAland26, Acts 13:22). The significance of the omision is hard to determine.
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argues that Acts 13:22 shows some influence from the Hebrew. 28 But even if av~p is

a better translation of Vi"N than is Otv()puJ7roc;, such influence from the Hebrew is

unnecessary if one could postulate a reason why Luke himself would alter the word. It

has been noted that a~p is used a great deal in Luke-Acts compared to Otv()pUJ7roc;,29

and, in fact, when compared with the whole NT, the preponderance of a~p in Luke-

Acts is quite striking.30 Hence it would not be out of the question to argue that Luke

simply substituted his preferred word here.

~l1cox, Semitisms, 22-24.

29See J. C. Hawkins, Horae Synoptica: Contributions to the Study of the Synoptic Problem (2d ed.; Oxford:
Clarendon, 1968) 16; Oepke, "CtVJjp, Ctllopito/tcn," TDNT 1 (1964) 362.

3lM&G lists 129 references to CtIl~P in Luke-Acts (66-68) compared with 117 (not including "son of man" sayings)
occurrences of aIl8puJ1fOC; (71-73). This produces an /xVJjplaIl8puJ1fOC; ratio of 1.111, significantly different from the
rest of the NT (1/3.66). The complete, though rough, data is as follows:

I LkiActs Mark Matt John Pault All NT:j:

ratio 1.10/1 1/5.50 1110.38 1/5.88 1/1.98 1/3.66
/xviJplaIl9punfoc;*

occurrences 129/117 4/22 8/83 8/47 43/85 89/326
/xviJplav8puJ1foC;*

n n*excludmg son ofman saymgs as formulaIC
tincluding dara from only the seven undisputed letters
:j:except Luke-Acts

The data here does not take into account instances in which aIl9puJ1fOC; is clearly inappropriate, and /xviJp seems
necessary. If the latter were taken into account, it would make the preponderance of /x1l~P in Luke-Acts even more
significant, since it would qualify the cases in which other NT writers used Ixv~p. This qualification would scarcely
affect the overwhelming preponderance of the term in LukelActs (Hawkins' [16} data is slightly different than mine
[Luke-Acts: 1271141; Mark: 4/56; Matt.: 8/112; John: 8/58; Paul: 59/124; all of NT except Luke-Acts: 89/403],
owing likely to textual considerations and the fact that he does not exclude the "son of man" sayings; the differences
do not seriously affect the significant preponderance of IxVJjp in Luke-ACts).
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Holtz notes that the rest of the phrase is identical with the LXX,31 except of

course for the change of pronoun owing to the context,32 and this would tend to support

a LXX origin for the passage,33 although its possible traditional origins somewhat

obscure any conclusions regarding Luke's knowledge of the LXX historical books.

Thus, the question of the septuagintal origin of this citation must remain open, although,

as noted, Luke likely used the LXX and substituted avr,p.

Hence, it is clear that Luke's knowledge of the LXX historical books cannot be

demonstrated on the basis of this one passage. That is not surprising, since the data is

so slim. What is needed is a thorough study of the more oblique references to the

historical books in Luke/Acts, including the instances of "Rhetorical Imitation" suggested

by Brodie and others. Only then could some conclusion be drawn with any confidence

concerning Luke's knowledge of the LXX historical books.

In fact, while our conclusions regarding the LXX Pentateuch, as garnered from

the study of the citations, seem fairly strong, the field could only benefit from further

work. Two areas which need further study are the concept of "Rhetorical Imitation, " and

31Holtz, 134.

32See Wilcox, Semitisms, 21.

33Although the LXX is a rather literal translation oftj~~;J, KarCt rqll KCtjJOLaIl IlOV is not an inevitable translation.

Of the twelve instances listed by Lisowsky (708-712) of~? with ~, five are translated in the LXX by Kara, four by
c:,~, two by KaOwc;, and one by &J(l1rep (although most often the context detennines which translation is used, in four
instances [I Kings 11:4; 15:3; Ez. 28:2,6] KOI.ra could conceivably have been used instead of c:,~/KOI.OWC;). An
interpretive translation of KOI.pOLOI. is also not inconceivable in our passage (cf. how the LXX translates I Sam 14:7; cf.
as well the latter passage in NASB). P. K. McCarter, Jr. (I Samuel: A New Translation With Introduction, Notes
and Commentary [AB 8; Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1980] 229) suggests that the Hebrew could be interpreted
as "a man of his own choosing;" similarly, N. M. Sarna ("Psalm 89: A Study in Inner Biblical Exegesis," Biblical
and Other Studies (ed. A. Altmann; StuText 1; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard, 1963] 45) notes that Ps. 89:20 appears
to be just such an exegetical interpretation of this phrase.
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the nature of Luke's Greek. The findings of Sparks, Fitzmyer, and Wifstrand, especially

the latter, seem quite conclusive concerning the nature of Luke's Greek, and tend to

confirm my own findings above. They do, however, need further qualification,

especially in light of the recent developments in the study of the LXX. That is, while

some of the features of Luke's Greek clearly reflect LXX influence, others still appear

to be more Semitic in origin. The possibility that Luke may have been influenced by a

Hebraicizing LXX ms like 8HevXIIgr may have a profound effect on how we regard

such Semitisms in Luke's Greek. The study of "Rhetorical Imitation" definitely needs

to be evaluated, both to determine the cogency of the concept itself, and its specific

relation to the LXX. The field seems wide open at this point.

There are two other areas which my study has touched on tangentially to which

further study could be applied. The first is concerned with whether there is a textual

tradition within Luke which demonstrates a closer affinity to the LXX in the Lukan

citations than others. My study has been inconclusive in this regard,34 and further work

needs to be done. The second area involves the Synoptic problem and its various

solutions. I have noted in various places the implications for the various theories of the

evidence disclosed by certain of the passages shared by two or more Gospels. While my

work tends to confirm the two-source hypothesis as the theory which best accounts for

340ut of 20 instances of textual variation in an OT reference in which agreement with the LXX is a factor, for the
major witnesses the evidence is as follows: in 10 instances (50%) ms A is closer to the LXX than others, in 10
instances (50%) ms E is closer, in 9 instances (45%) ms C, in 8 instances (40%) ms It, in g instances (40%) ms p74,
in 8 instances (40%) ms D, in four instances (20%) ms B. Of those mss reading together, the most significant
relationships occur between mss A and p74 (8 times, 40%), mss A and N(7 times, 35%) and mss Nand p74 (7 times,
35%). Mss A, N, and p74 read together (and with the LXX) 7 times (35%). There may be a pattern here in which
mss A, N, and p74 tend to follow the LXX in Lukan citations. This rough data, however, needs to be refmed by more
extensive textual work.
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the data presented in the various citations, a more thorough evaluation of the theories in

regard to the Lukan citations would be in order. 35

So, as a great (though clinically depressed) sage once said: "Of making many

books there is no end, and much study is a weariness of the flesh" ([Ecclesiastes 12: 12]

no truer words have ever been spoken!); and hence, I, like all others in my field leave
•

no respite for Biblical scholars. There is considerable work yet to do.

35An excellent study on the Synoptic OT citations and their implications for the Synoptic problem (primarily
dealing with Matthew, however) has been done by D. S. New ("Old Testament Quotations in the Synoptic Gospels,
and the Two-Document Hypothesis" [phD. Dissertation: McMaster University, 1990J). who, incidentally, confmns
my conclusions regarding the two-source hypothesis (272).
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